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1 INTRODUCTION

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro's (Hydro) largest hydroelectric generating station on the

Island Interconnected system is located at Bay d'Espoir. The Bay d'Espoir Hydroelectric

Generating Station (Bay d'Espoir) consists of seven generating units producing a total

capacity of 604 MW which is approximately 39 percent of the Island Interconnected

System's installed capacity. Bay d'Espoir has seven hydroelectric generating units. Units 1

through 6 are capable of producing 75 MW each and Unit 7 is capable of producing 154

MW.

To generate electrical energy at Bay d'Espoir, water from a reservoir, located 593 feet

above the turbine, flows down a large pipe, called a penstock, to the turbines for each

generating unit. Before the water enters the penstock it has to pass through a large 17 feet

by 17 feet intake gate that is used to isolate the penstock and turbine from the water

located in the reservoir.

The Bay d'Espoir generating facility has four intake gate structures that are used to supply

the seven generators. Intake gate structures 1, 2 and 3 are used to supply water to Units 1

through 6. Each intake gate supplies water to two generators. Intake gate structure 4 is

used to supply water solely to the Unit 7 turbine.

Since an intake gate is used mainly for maintenance reasons to dewater a penstock, it also

has to function reliably when required to refill the penstock. This refilling process is a

dangerous procedure that has resulted in significant damages on two separate occasions in

Bay d'Espoir. After the penstock has been completely or partially dewatered, the intake

gate must be brought precisely to 6.4 centimeters above the sill plate of the gate to allow

the penstock to fill up slowly.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 1
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project is required to upgrade the electrical controls at the Bay d'Espoir Intake Gates 1,

2 and 3. This is a two year project that will also include the replacement of the powerhouse

programmable logic controller (PLC) and the upgrading of the existing serial communication

link between the powerhouse and intakes to an ethernet based technology. During the first

year, the controls at Intake 2 and the communications link between all four intakes and the

powerhouse will be upgraded. The intake gate controls at Intakes 1 and 3 will be upgraded

during the second year of the project.

The new gate control systems for each intake gate will use a PLC with a gate positioning

sensor to precisely control the position of the intake gate throughout its entire operating

range. The system will offer accurate gate position feedback and will allow for closed loop

gate control1 thereby guaranteeing operators that the gate stops precisely at the same

prime position each and every time. The system will also monitor the fill up rate of the

penstock using a water pressure sensor that will be installed at the base of each penstock.

This sensor is a back-up device employed to address safety concerns arising from filling the

penstock after partial or complete dewatering. Using this device the PLC will trend the

penstock pressure rate of increase and will send an alarm signal when the penstock is being

filled too fast or too slowly. Other auxiliary electrical equipment such as 600 Volt starters,

auxiliary limit switches and over hoist protection limit switches, used in each intake gate

control system will also be replaced in this project.

1 Closed loop control is a form of accurately controlling a process by consistently monitoring

a feedback signal relating to the process until its value is within acceptable tolerances.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydra Page 2
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

The existing main components of an intake gate in Bay D'Espoir consist of a control panel,

an electric hoist motor, two separate gear reduction assemblies, a wire wound drum,

several cam limit switches (a mechanical device that breaks electrical contact as the hoist

drum rotates) and a dial position indicator. The system employs an electromagnetic brake

and a mechanical brake that is used during the emergency lowering of the intake gate. See

Figure 1 for a diagram of a typical Intake Gate Hoisting System.

Electromagnetic Brake

Fan Brake p
.

Wire Wound Drum --

Gear Reduction Ass. ,d - - Cam Limft Switches

Chain
Connection

Dial Indicator

Intake Gate

FIgure 1: Intake Gate Hoisting System

The existing intake gate controls installed on Intakes 1, 2 and 3 work inaccurately in that

they do not offer the required precision that is needed during a penstock water-up

procedure. That is, after the penstock has been partially or fully dewatered, the intake gate

must be brought to precisely 6.4 cm above the bottom sill plate of the gate (prime position)

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydra Page 3
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to allow the penstock to fill slowly. This precise positioning of the intake gate during a

penstock water-up procedure prevents pressure surges on the penstock wall and the

formation of a large air bubble that could rise up through the penstock and destroy the vent

house and/or injure personnel.

Currently, this prime position is determined using a hoisting system that has shown wear

over time. The slackness or play in the gear assembly has introduced positional error in the

intake gate that is currently estimated to be plus or minus 18 centimeters. It was confirmed

through testing in 2009 that the intake travel time to the prime position varies under

different operating conditions and the gate starting and stopping positions are not reliably

indicated. These deficiencies result in difficulties when trying to accurately stop the gate at

the 6.4 cm prime position. As a result, equipment and personnel safety are at risk every

time the intake gate is opened after a complete or partial dewatering of the penstock.

In addition to the intake gate controls, Intakes 2 and 4 are equipped with a PLC that is used

to transmit gate positions, water levels and alarms to the Bay d'Espoir Control Room PLC.

The PLC at Intake 2 gathers information from intake structures 1, 2 and 3 and the PLC at

Intake 4 gathers information only from intake structure 4. The Control Room PLC is used as

a Master data collection point that transmits visual indications to local operators inside the

Bay d'Espoir control room and information to remote operators at Hydro's Energy Control

Center in St. John's. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the existing Bay d'Espoir Intake PLC

Communication Network. The PLC at Intake 4 and the Intake 4 gate controls were replaced

in 2008 during the first year of the intake improvement program but the communications

between the powerhouse and this intake were not upgraded at that time since this would

require the replacement of all PLCs on this communication network

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 4
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Figure 2: Existing intake PLC Communication Network

The Schneider Electric PLCs at the Powerhouse and at Intake 2 that are used in this control

system are obsolete and no longer supported by the manufacturer. These PLC5 were

officially discontinued by the manufacturer in 2006.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

The intake gate controls on Intakes 1 and 2 were installed in 1968 when Bay d'Espoir Stage

1 was originally built and commissioned. The intake gate controls on Intake 3 were installed

in 1970 when Stage II was originally built and commissioned. The existing PLCs at the

Powerhouse and at Intake 2 were installed in 2002.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 5
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3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

There have been no major upgrades on this equipment.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The controls on this system have an anticipated useful life of 30 years and the PLC upgrades

have an anticipated useful life of 15 years.

3.4 Maintenance History

The five-year maintenance history for the Bay d'Espoir Intake Gates 1, 2 and 3 and the PLCs

at Intake 2 and the Powerhouse are shown in Tables 1 through 5.

Table 1: Five-Year Maintenance History - Intake Gate 1

Year

Preventive
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)
2009 0.8 0.1 0.9

2008 0.0 0.0 0.0

2007 0.0 0.0 0.0

2006 0.0 0.3 0.3

2005 0.5 0.0 0.5

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 6
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Table 2: Five-Year Maintenance History - Intake Gate 2

Year

Preventive
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)
2009 0.7 0.0 0.7

2008 1.3 0.0 1.3

2007 1.0 0.0 1.0

2006 0.8 0,0 0.8

2005 0.4 0.0 0.4

Table 3: Five-Year Maintenance History - Intake Gate 3

Year

Preventive
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)
2009 1.7 0.2 1.9

2008 1.0 0.0 1.0

2007 0.0 0.0 0.0

2006 0.7 0.0 0.7

2005 0.4 0.1 0.5

Table 4: Five-Year Maintenance History - Intake 2 PLC

Year

Preventive
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)
2009 0.0 0.2 0.2

2008 0.0 1.1 1.1

2007 0.0 1.4 1.4

2006 0.0 0.0 0.0

2005 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table 5: Five-Year Maintenance History - Powerhouse PLC

Year

Preventive
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)
2009 0.0 0.2 0.2

2008 0.0 0.0 0.0

2007 0.0 0.0 0.0

2006 0.0 0.0 0.0

2005 0.0 0.0 0.0

35 Outage Statistics

No generation outages have been attributed to the intake gate or PLC control systems at

Bay d'Espoir.

3.6 Industry Experience

The Hydroelectric Generating Station at Churchill Falls has 11 generating units. Each unit has

its own penstock with an intake gate. A similar design using a PLC and an accurate gate

position sensor is installed in Churchill Falls and has proven to be successful. A similar intake

gate control system was also installed in Bay d'Espoir in 2008 and Hinds Lake in 2009 and

has provided operations with a much safer means of operating the gates. In addition, Hydro

has received approval under Board Order No, P.U. 1 (2010) to install a similar system at the

Upper Salmon Generating Station in 2010.

Through its participation in the Centre for Energy Advancement through Technological

Innovation's (CEATI's) Hydraulic Plant Life Interest Group (HPLIG), Hydro participated in a

survey that was submitted to other active participants including Canadian utilities such as

Fortis BC, New Brunswick Power, and Hydro Quebec as well as other international

companies. The results of this June 2007 survey indicate that most utilities are using similar

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 8
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PLC based control systems to monitor and control their intake gates. The survey also

indicates that utilities using designs similar to the existing system at Bay d'Espoir do not

allow remote operation due to the potential for damage during penstock filling.

37 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

All maintenance work is completed using Hydro's internal resources.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

No vendor recommendations were evaluated for this proposal.

3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

The existing Bay d'Espoir intake gate controls consist of relays, timers, contactors and

mechanical limit switches which are available.

3.10 Safety Performance

The existing automatic intake gate positioning control systems that were originally installed

on the Bay d'Espoir intake gates no longer function as they were intended. As a result, each

of the intake gates can only be operated using manual controls. Operator actions are the

only means of protection to prevent any of the intake gates from traveling past its prime

position during a penstock water-up. The existing systems are unreliable and there are

currently no automated systems to alert operators that a penstock is being filled too

quickly.

In the event that the intake gate is allowed to travel past its prime position, the penstock

will fill too quickly resulting in the possible formation of a large air bubble that will rise up

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 9
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through the penstock and could destroy the vent house and/or injure personnel. This air

bubble forms as a result of the penstock filling faster than the air can escape. As water

rushes into the penstock, the air is trapped and is pushed down under the rising water level

inside the penstock. The result is an air bubble that continues to grow until it becomes so

large that it overcomes the force of the incoming water and rises up through the penstock

and into the vent house.

As a result of this problem, personnel and equipment are at risk every time any of the

intake gates are opened after a complete or partial dewatering of the penstock. Hydro has

previously experienced two major incidents that resulted in the complete destruction of the

intake vent house and presented the possibility for personnel injury or death, Figure 3

shows several pictures taken by Bay d'Espoir employees after a failure in July 2000 on

Intake 2 at the Bay d'Espoir generating site. A second similar incident occurred in 1984 on

Intake 4 at Bay d'Espoir. The pictures illustrate the destructiveness of the event and the

potential safety risk.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 10
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Intake Gates 1 and 2 _________
F -____

intake Gate 2

r bJ•

Figure 3. Intake Gate 2 Destroyed in July 2000

3.11 Environmental Performance

There are no environmental concerns with any of the existing systems.

3.12 Operating Regime

The Bay d'Espoir intake gates are operated on average twice every three to four years to

provide isolation for the generating unit during maintenance procedures.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 11
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4 JUSTIFICATION

This project is required to enhance safety at the intake controls at Bay D'Espoir. In the past,

Hydro has experienced two major incidents that resulted in the complete destruction of

two intake gate vent houses. The incidents occurred at the Bay d'Espoir Intake Gate 4 in

early 1984 and at Intake Gate 2 in July 2000 when the penstock was being refilled after a

complete dewatering. During both of these incidents, Hydro personnel were working in the

area and narrowly escaped without serious injury. In addition to these incidents, in July

2005, the Bay d'Espoir Intake Gate 4 was once again opened beyond the prime position

causing the penstock to be filled too quickly. As a result, operators were forced to give the

gate an emergency drop command to stop water from entering the penstock too quickly

and therefore averted damage.

Since the intake gate is used to provide isolation to maintenance personnel working on the

spherical valves or on the penstock, the intake gate must be lowered at least once every

two years. While opening the intake gate to refill the penstock, the gate must be first

brought to the prime position to allow the penstock to fill slowly to avoid the formation of a

large air bubble that could rise up through the penstock and potentially damage or destroy

the vent house and/or injure personnel in the process.

To stop the gate at the prime position, the intake gate is currently equipped with a rotary

cam limit switch that is coupled to the hoist drum through a mechanical gearing assembly.

The play or slackness in this gearing assembly introduces errors as large as plus or minus 18

centimeters to the final gate position, resulting in poor overall gate control, In addition, the

limit switches are extremely difficult to adjust leading to additional problems with trying to

maintain the existing equipment. As a result, personnel and equipment are at risk every

time the intake gate is opened after a complete or partial dewatering of the penstock.

The replacement of the Powerhouse and Intake 2 PLCs will allow the intake communication

network to be upgraded to an ethernet based communication network which is the industry

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 12
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standard for PLC communication networks. This new communication system is more

reliable and can handle larger amounts of information.

The new intake gate control system will improve reliability, reduce maintenance

requirements, reduce safety concerns wfth priming penstocks and will allow the gate to be

controlled accurately throughout its entire operating range.

4,1 Net Present Value

A net present value calculation was not performed as there are no viable alternatives.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

The levelized cost of energy is a high level means to compare costs of developing two or

more alternative generating sources. Therefore, the levelized cost of energy is not

applicable in this case.

43 Cost Benefit Analysis

As there are no quantifiable benefits, a cost benefit analysis has not been performed.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no legislative or regulatory requirements for this project.

4.5 Historical Information

This project is the fourth of a five year program to upgrade six out of the eleven intake

structures within Hydro's hydro generation system to a more accurate gate positioning

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 13
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system. In 2008, Bay d'Espoir Intake Gate 4 was upgraded. That project included only the

installation of a PLC inside the intake vent house and did not include a powerhouse PLC or

communication equipment since that had been installed in 2002. In 2009, similar upgrades

were completed to the Hinds Lake Intake Gate system and in 2010, upgrades are being

made to the Upper Salmon Intake Gate system. Table 6 provides cost information.

Table 6: Historical Information
Capital Actual Cost per
Budget Expenditures unit

Year ($000) ($000) Units ($000) Comments
2010F2 284.2 1 UpperSalmon Intake

2009 263.1 312.7 1 312.7 Hinds Lake Intake

2008' 115.5 138.0 1 138.0 Bay d'Espoir Intake 4

'2008 was the first year of the Upgrade Intake Gate Control Program.

2The Upper Salmon Intake Gate Controls Upgrade project is currently ongoing.

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

Customer load growth does not affect this project.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no energy efficiency benefits that can be attributed to the upgrade of intake gate

controls.

4.8 Losses during Construction

There will be no losses during construction as this upgrade will take place during the

planned annual unit outages on each of the applicable generating units.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 14
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49 Status Quo

The status quo is not acceptable. There is a significant safety hazard with continuing to

operate with the existing systems. In addition, the PLC equipment at the Powerhouse and

Intake 2 is no longer supported by the manufacturer and cannot support an ethernet based

communication system.

4.10 Alternatives

There are no viable alternatives to this project.
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5 CONCLUSION

This upgrade is necessary due to the safety concerns that surround this project and the

unreliability of the equipment to operate properly.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 7.

Table 7: Budget Estimate

Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2012 Beyond Total
Material Supply 110.0 120.0 0.0 230.0

Labour 185.4 185.6 0.0 371.0

Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Contract Work 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other Direct Costs 24.4 24.4 0.0 48.8
0/H AFUDC & Escln. 32.5 73.0 0.0 105.5
Contingency 0.0 65.0 0.0 65.0

TOTAL 352.3 468.0 0.0 820.3
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5.2 Project Schedule

Table 8 presents the anticipated project schedule.

Table 8: Project Schedule

Activity Milestone

Project Initiation January 2011

Equipment Procurement for Year 1 March 2011

Engineering Design for Year 1 May 2011

Installation for Year 1 July 2011

Commissioning for Year 1 August 2011

Equipment Procurement for Year 2 March 2012

Engineering Design for Year 2 May 2012

Installation for Year 2 July 2012

Commissioning for Year 2 August 2012

As Built Documentation October 2012

Project Closeout December 2012

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 17
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1 INTRODUCTiON

The Cat Arm Development is located on a plateau of the Long Range Mountains on

Newfoundland's Great Northern Peninsula, 120 kilometers north of Deer Lake. When

completed in 1985, the Cat Arm Hydroelectric Generating Station (Cat Arm) added 127 MW

of capacity to the Island Interconnected System. Cat Arm has two identical generating units,

each rated at 63.5 MW. Together they produce approximately 700 GWh of electrical energy

annually. Figure 1 shows the generating station at Cat Arm, The service water system at the

Cat Arm plant provides the water required for internal use at the plant. The primary

purpose of the service water system is to provide cooling water for the stators, the

combined thrust and guide bearings of the generators, the guide bearings of the turbines

and the governor oil for both generating units. In addition, the service water system

provides cooling water for the plant air system compressor after-coolers, and the air

handling units. Also, the service water system provides the water to the pumps that

maintain the pressure for the fire protection system and provides domestic water for

general use within the plant.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 1
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project is required to replace various components of the generating station service

water system. The scope of the project involves:

Replacing the current carbon steel piping with stainless steel for

o the branch pipe lines from the take-off points on the cooling water supply

header to the unit housing for both generating units;

o all four-inch and smaller diameter piping; and

o the piping on the generator bearing water supply line for Unit 1.

Replacing the existing differential pressure flowmeters with electromagnetic flow

measuring devices;

• Replacing the surface air cooler temperature control valve on each generating unit;

• Replacing both penstock emergency supply pressure reducing valves;

• Replacing both main cooling water pumps;

• Inspecting the common header and pressure piping within the plant to determine its

condition;

• Removing any asbestos material from the above mentioned equipment; and

• Re-insulating piping and components mentioned above.

An inspection plan is required to determine the condition of both the larger common

header piping and also the high pressure piping associated with the penstock emergency

supply line. Since plant commissioning in 1985, there has been no inspection performed on

any of this piping. It is necessary prior to starting a replacement program, that the condition

of the existing pipe be determined. Visual inspection is required to determine the amount

of fouling corrosion present and wall thickness measurements are required to help predict

the remaining life expectancy. This project will facilitate the inspection of the larger header

piping and ensure that the service water system at the Cat Arm Generating Station operates

efficiently and meets the demands placed upon it.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 2
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

The service water system at Cat Arm is primarily a pumped water system that utilizes water

after it has passed through the turbines where it has been used to generate electricity. The

water is collected underneath each turbine in a trough that is mounted to the turbine pit

liner. From each trough the service water is piped to a concrete freshwater sump. Two

vertical turbine pumps take water from the sump and distribute it via piping, valves and

flow control devices for use in:

• Plant domestic water system;

• Eight stator surface air coolers;

• Four generator bearing oil coolers;

• Two turbine bearing oil coolers;

• Two governor oil sump coolers;

• Two compressed air after-coolers;

• Two jockey pumps on the plant fire system; and

• Two air handling units.

Figure 2 shows a section of the service water supply system at Cat Arm.

Figure 2: Section of Service Water System

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 3
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An auxiliary service water pump is also installed to provide water for the compressor after-

coolers, air handling units and the fire system jockey pumps when both of the generating

units are not in service. The jockey pumps are used to maintain pressure in the fire

protection system.

As a back-up to the primary system, a separate water supply line is installed, from the

spherical valve bypass high pressure penstock water supply connections for each unit. This

is a secondary means of service water supply that operates whenever there is a low

freshwater sump level, a malfunction in the main pump service water system or whenever

both units are placed in the synchronous condenser mode of operation.

The service water system in Cat Arm has experienced fouling problems since the plant was

brought into service in 1985. At first the fouling was thought to have been caused by

unsettled organic materials within the water reservoir and that overtime these organics

would settle or flush through the system. However this was not the case and the fouling

problem has continued, In 2005, some sections of the fouled piping located inside the

generator housing were replaced. This project will replace the remaining piping, except the

large headers and emergency supply line, to ensure sufficient water is able to reach the

necessary coolers. Appendix A provides pictures showing the extent of fouling discovered

during the replacement project.

In 2008, the five horsepower service water pump, which is the same age as the main

pumps, was replaced because the bottom column broke off and prevented the pump from

operating. Since the remaining two pumps are of the same vintage, it is reasonable to

expect a similar failure may occur on the remaining service water pumps.

A site visit was conducted in March 2010 to confirm that the temperature control valves on

the surface air cooler discharge line were not working properly. The valves were in the

default full open position and could not be closed. This has been an ongoing issue and

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydra Page 4
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repair attempts have failed to provide a permanent solution. It was also noted during the

visit that one of the flowmeters indicator was off the scale which means an accurate water

flow reading was not possible.

The emergency cooling water supply pressure reducing valves require replacement as well.

Hydro inspected the valves in November 2003. During the inspection both reducing valves

where dismantled and deterioration was observed caused by cavitation. However the valves

were considered to be operational and it was decided that valve performance would be

evaluated on an annual basis to determine when further action would be required. A brief

report outlining the findings of this inspection is attached as Appendix B.

An asbestos survey completed by Pinchen Leblanc Environmental Limited in July 2004

indicated that asbestos was present in the insulation found on the fittings and valves

installed on the service water system. Although some Hydro employees are trained in the

removal of small amounts of asbestos, the amount required to be removed for this project

is beyond the capabilities of Hydro personnel. For this reason a qualified external contractor

will be required to remove the asbestos. The survey is attached as Appendix C.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

The majority of the service water system at Cat Arm is original and has been in service since

the plant was commissioned in 1985. Some of the carbon steel piping had been replaced

with stainless steel in 2005. Those sections of pipe are not part of this project.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

Table 1 lists the major work that has been completed since 2000.
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Table 1: Major Work and Upgrades

Year Major Work/Upgrade
Costs

000)
2008 Replaced a five horsepower capacity service water pump. 38.8

Unit 1:

Replaced generator bearing supply line between bearing housing and

valve V-04-117.

Replaced surface air cooler supply line from valve V-04-115 to generator

housing.
2005

Replaced surface air cooler discharge line from generator housing to 38.01
flowm eter.

Replaced turbine bearing supply line from valve V-04-119 to bearing

housing.

Replaced turbine bearing discharge piping from bearing housing to valve

______
V-04-54.

Unit 2:
_______

Replaced generator bearing supply line between bearing housing and

valve V-04-118.

Replaced surface air cooler supply line from valve V-04-116 to generator

housing.
2005

Replaced surface air cooler discharge line from generator housing to 31.31
flowmeter.

Replaced turbine bearing supply line from valve V-04-120 to bearing

housing.

Replaced turbine bearing discharge piping from bearing housing to valve

______
V-04-62.

2001 Replaced compressed air after-coolers
_______

36.3

2000 Replaced service water rotary strainer 39.7
'These costs are included in Corrective Maintenance

3.3 Anticipated Useful Life

The service water system has an anticipated useful life of 25 years.
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34 Maintenance History

Table 2 summarizes both preventive and corrective maintenance costs incurred for the

service water system from 2005 to 2009.

Table 2: Five-Year Maintenance History

Year

Preventive
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($ 000)
2009 2.9 5.4 8.3

2008 1.3 3.9 5.2

2007 4.2 9.0 13.2

2006 2.7 3.3 6.0

2005 2.4 70.6 73.0

35 Outage Statistics

Table 3 below lists the 2005 to 2009 average capability factor, DAFOR and Failure Rate for

the Cat Arm Units compared to all Hydro's Hydraulic units and the latest CEA average (2003

to 2007). The impact on these measures for cooling/service water system failures is also

provided.

In the previous five years there has been one forced outage which was the direct result of a

cooling/service water. The forced outage was:

April 20, 2009 - A forced outage occurred for 17 hours and 32 minutes on Cat Arm Unit #2

due to a problem with the Cooling Water System. There was no customer impact as a result

of this outage.
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Table 3: Outage Statistics

______________
All Causes

Cooling/Service Water Systems

Causes Only

Unit

Capability

Factor (%)
DAFOR

(%)

__________

Failure

Rate

Capability

Factor (%)
DAFOR

(%) Failure Rate

Cat Arm 1 88.16 0.24 2.84 100.00 0.00 0.00

Cat Arm 2 87.23 0.54 3.06 99.96 0.04 0.20

Cat Arm Plant 87.70 0.39 2.95 99.98 0.02 0.10
All Hydraulic

Units
(2005-2009) 93.35 0.78 2.28 99.79 0.02 0.16

CEA(2003-2007) 91.00 0.17 2.19 99.94 0.01 N/A

Capability Factor is defined as unit available time. It is the ratio of the units available time

to the total number of unit hours.

DAFOR is defined as Derated Adjusted Forced Outage Rate. It is the ratio of equivalent

forced outage time to equivalent forced outage time plus the total equivalent operating

time.

Failure Rate is defined as the rate at which the generating unit encounters a forced outage.

It is calculated by dividing the number of transitions from an Operating state to a forced

outage by the total operating time.

3.6 Industry Experience

Hydro investigated alternative piping during the construction of the Granite Canal

Generating Station and found that stainless steel was the most appropriate piping to use. As

well, Hydro Quebec installed stainless steel piping on Unit 3 in Menihek during a unit

refurbishment in 2007.
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3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

Maintenance of the service water systems at Cat Arm is conducted by Hydro personnel.

Inspections are completed annually and repairs are performed as required.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

There are no vendor recommendations.

39 Availability of Replacement Parts

Existing piping and fittings are readily available. However, because of age, it is difficult to

find replacement parts for the isolation and flow control valves. With old equipment the

companies supplying parts sometimes change and it can be difficult to identify a supplier.

Also, parts are not off the shelf items and may require manufacturing.

3.10 Safety Performance

There are no safety issues related to this project.

3.11 Environmental Performance

There are no environmental issues related to this project.

3.12 Operating Regime

The piping and flow control valves are in constant operation except when a generating unit

is down for maintenance. The two main service water pumps are cyclically operated with

one always in service and depending upon cooling load and water demands, smaller
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auxiliary pumps may also be placed into service.

As stated earlier the emergency penstock cooling water supply operates whenever there is

a low freshwater sump level, a malfunction in the pump service water system or whenever

both units are placed in the synchronous condenser mode of operaVon. Whenever this

system is in operation both of the pressure reduction valves are in service.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

This project is justified on the requirement to replace deteriorating equipment in order for

Hydro to provide safe, least cost, reliable electrical service. An internal study, titled The Cat

Arm Generating Station Service Water System, was completed in 2002 - see Appendix D.

The study concluded that all piping should be replaced with PVC or Stainless Steel pipe to

offer an increased resistance to both fouling and corrosion. By changing the piping material

from mild steel to stainless steel, the corrosion and fouling problems will be reduced,

thereby improving unit reliability and reducing future maintenance costs associated with

the cleaning of fouled pipes.

The emergency cooling water supply lines that are taken directly off the penstock operate

at a pressure of 550 psi. Given the high operating pressure it is critical to ensure there is

sufficient pipe wall material remaining to ensure the integrity of the pipe. A failure of a high

pressure water line could lead to extensive equipment damage as well as pose a serious

safety risk to plant personnel.

4.1 Net Present Value

A net present value calculation has not been performed as there are no viable alternatives.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

As this project does not relate to a generation source, levelized cost of energy is not

applicable.
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4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

As there are no quantifiable benefits, a cost benefit analysis has not been performed.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no legislative or regulatory requirements for this project.

4,5 Historical Information

Table 4 provides historical information for similar type capital projects that have been

completed in recent years. The service water project proposed for Cat Arm has a larger

scope than the projects listed below, therefore, the cost is higher.

Table 4: Cooling Water System Upgrades History

Year

Capital

Budget

($000)

Actual

Expenditures

($000) Units

Cost per

unit

($000) Comments

2010 304.6 2 Bay d'Espoir Units 5 and 6

2009 144.4 137.6 1 137.6 Bay d'Espoir Unit 7

2009 287.1 192.0 2 96.0 Bay d'Espoir Units 3 and 4

2008 263.6 197.8 2 98.9 Bay d'Espoir Units 1 and 2

2008 193.4 143.3 2 71.7 Hinds Lake

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

Forecast customer load has no affect on this project.
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4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

This project will result in minor but unquantifiable improvement in energy efficiency

through modest reductions in energy consumption by the cooling water pumps.

4.8 Losses during Construction

No losses during construction will be incurred. This work will be completed during regular

planned unit outages in the off-peak season.

4.9 Status Quo

The status quo is unacceptable. While some of the existing carbon steel pipe inside both

generator housings has been replaced with stainless steel due to extensive fouling, the

remaining pipe outside the housing has yet to be replaced meaning there is still fouling

present in the lines limiting the amount of cooling water getting to the necessary coolers. As

well, the smaller auxiliary lines, less than four-inch diameter, have not been replaced. Past

experience in plants with similar issues has indicated that these lines are now extensively

fouled.

4.10 Alternatives

In 2002, Hydro initiated a study titled The Cat Arm Generating Station Service Water System

to address corrosion problems (see Appendix D). The study concluded that by changing

piping material from carbon steel to stainless steel, the corrosion and fouling problems

would be reduced. The study also suggested two additional alternatives to correct

corroded and fouled piping problems. The first alternative was to replace the existing pipe

with carbon steel pipe. This is not a viable alternative as a new carbon steel piping system

will experience the same corrosion and fouling problems that have taken place in the past.
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The second alternative was to replace the existing pipe with corrosion resistant plastic pipe.

A corrosion resistant plastic piping system was installed at the Upper Salmon Generating

Station in 2003. This did not prove to be effective as cracks would develop when the pipes

were impacted by an object. A plastic pipe system was deemed to be not robust enough for

the application and was subsequently replaced with a stainless steel piping system in 2004.

Based on this experience, a corrosion resistant plastic system is not a viable alternative.
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5 CONCLUSION

This project is required to replace deteriorated equipment and piping that is so extensively

fouled that flow has been reduced. A cooling water study completed in 2002 concluded that

the most cost effective solution was to replace the existing fouled piping with corrosion and

foul resistant stainless steel pipe.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Budget Estimate

Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2012 Beyond Total

Material Supply 76,4 109.1 0.0 185.5

Labour 186.1 160.5 0.0 346.6

Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Contract Work 53.0 23.6 0.0 76.6

Other Direct Costs 16.7 16.7 0.0 33.4

O/H,AFUDC&Escln. 28.2 65.9 0.0 94.1

Contingency 0.0 64.2 0.0 64.2

TOTAL 360.4 440.0 0.0 800.4

5.2 Project Schedule

This project will be completed during the scheduled unit outages during 2011 and 2012.

Project milestones are included in Table 6 below.
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Table 6: Project Schedule

Activity Milestone

Initiation March 2011

Phase One' Design Complete May 2011

Equipment Ordered/Delivered iune 2011

Phase One' Installation Commences September 2011

Phase One' Installation Complete October 2011

Phase Two' Design Complete May 2012

Equipment Ordered/Delivered June 2012

Phase Two' Installation Commences September 2012

Phase Two' Installation Complete October 2012

Project Closeout December 2012

1Phase One will see upgrade of all the carbon steel pipes to stainless steel, the inspection program
started on the plant cooling water header and emergency cooling water supply line, the installation
of new flowmeters and the start of the asbestos abatement. Phase two will see the balance of work
completed.
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APPENDIX A

2005 Piping Replacement Fouling and Corrosion Pictures
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Figure Al: Corrosion on high pressure compressor after cooler water supply line

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydra A2

Figure A2: Exterior surface corrosion on piping and loss of insulation
on Unit 2 surface air cooler water supply line
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Figure A3: Extensive fouling on section of pipe removed from service water system

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro A3

Figure A4: Fouling in pipe from surface air cooler. (Note the pipe
has insulation surrounding it)
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Figure A5. Internal corrosion of pipe on the service water system

Figure AG: Fouling on surface air cooler lines
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APPENDIX B

Maintenance Summary of
Instrument Air System and Control Valve
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THIS IS A SUMMARY OF MAINTENANCE PERFORMED ON THE INSTRUMENT AIR SYSTEM

AND CONTROL VALVES AT CAT ARM DURING THE WEEK OF NOV 3-7 BY RANDY SMITH AND

DAVE ARNOU.

TUESDAY NOV. 4, 03

Worked on high pressure penstock lead and lag valves. V-04-103 and V-04-97. Opening of

lead valve V-04-97 was restricted to 60 percent opening because the valve stem backed out

of the stem connector. Adjusted valve stroke and set up valve and controller.

Adjusted valve stroke on valve V-04-103, and set up valve and controller. Valve stroke on

this valve is restricted to 90 percent travel to prevent flow through valve at closed position.

This indicates poor seating between valve plug and valve seat. Instrument air isolation valve

passing. (needs replacing)

Repaired several tubing leaks on these valves and their controllers. The tubing fittings on

the valves are not matched, which are causing leaks and damage to fittings. Water was

evident in air supply lines to valves.

WEDNESDAY NOV. 5,03

Identified

Checked operation of valve V-04-38. Masoneilan Model 2700 Controller and valve were not

working. Removed air regulator from valve for inspection. Regulator was disassembled and

found full of water and corrosion. Checked stores for air regulator spares, none available,

but we found several spares to fit high pressure penstock valves.

Removed high pressure penstock valve V-04-103 for inspection. Valve plug and cage were

damaged through cavitation. Replaced valve plug, valve stem and body gasket.. Spare valve

seat was different from valve seat in valve, therefore seat not changed. Reassembled and

setup valve.

Instrument air dryer isolated checked for water. Pre-filter and after filter elements were

clogged with water and dirt. Elements replaced. Changeover valve on air dryer was not

working. Pilot air filter assembly checked and found one third full of fine rust. This rust had

to come from air dryer chambers. ** Check desiccant chambers for rust accumulation. Air
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dryer put back in service to see if moisture problems in instrument air would disappear.

THURSDAY NOV. 6, 03

Water was still evident in all sections of instrument air systems. Auto drain valve removed

from instrument air compress storage tank. Air tank was full of water, it took approximately

20 to 25 minutes to drain air tank of water. Installed manual blow down valve on air

compressor receiver.

New flexible tubing lines were fabricated and installed on change over valve on air dryer.

Air regulator for valve V-04-38 was cleaned, reassembled and installed.

The orifice in the 2700 controller was plugged with dirt. The orifice was cleaned and

reinstalled, The controller and valve was setup.

FRIDAY NOV. 7, 03

Checked stores and inventory for valve parts. Identified stock numbers and parts that are

required for overall of high pressure penstock valves.

It appears that the instrument air system has been exposed to a lot of water, which is

causing corrosion problems. Replacing the desiccant and the air regulators should remove

most contaminates from the air system.

Recommendations:
1. Replace all air regulators with compatible Fisher 67fr regulators as soon as possible.

Hydro stock # 60100234, check the filters in these air regulators twice yearly until
evidence of rust disappears.

2. Replace desiccant in Instrument air dryer as soon as possible because desiccant has
been damaged because of water saturation.

3. Install blow down solenoid valves on inst air prefilter assemblies.

4. Install blow down solenoid valve on instrument air compressor.

5. Install new fittings and tubing on valve with mismatched fittings. Use CPI
instrumentation fittings or equivalent.

6. Install isolation valves on instrument air branches.
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7. Replace the Masonelian 2700 series controller on valve V-04-38.

8. Order spares to perform overall on all control valves. You should be able to give
Masoneilan (Control Valve) valve tag numbers and they will obtain parts.

9. Setup Pm to maintain Instrument air system and components.
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APPENDIX C

Asbestos Building Material
Survey Report
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Pinchin LeBlaric Environmental Limited (PLEL) was retained by Newfoundland and

Labrador Hydro to perform asbestos surveys for asbestos-containing material (ACM) in
selected buildings throughout Newfoundland. A total of eighty-two (82) buildings were
surveyed for ACM. This report will provide the findings for:

BUILDING LOCATION: Power House

BUILDING ADDRESS: Cat Aim, Newfoundland

SURVEYOR: Quentin Cribb

DATE OF SURVEY: June 9, 2004

Friable ACM was identified as parging cement on the air intake of the Diesel Generator

room in the building during the site survey. All material identified was observed to be in

GOOD condition One bulk sample of this material was collected and analysed for asbestos
content (sample S .003, location 02). Sample analysis identified this material as 5-10%
Chrysotile asbestos.

Non-friable ACM was identified on pipe fittings of the Turbine floor area in the building

during the site survey 185 of these fittings wore observed to be in GOOD condition with

10 fittings observed to be in POOR condition. One bulk sample of this material was

collected and analysed for asbestos content (sample 5.012, location 20). Sample analysis

identified this material as 1-5% Chrysotile asbestos.
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Asbestos isuiimng xiatenais iteport
Newfoundland & Labrador Ilydro
Bay D' tepoir, Newfoundland
Cat Arm Power House Plnchin LeBtauc Project No. 02-4283

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Pinchin LeBlanc Environmental Ltd. (PLEL) was retained by Newfoundland & Labrador

Hydro to perform asbestos surveys for asbestos-containing materials (ACM) in selected

buildings in Newfoundland. This report will provide the findings for the Cat Arm Power

House, Cat Arm, Newfoundland.

This report presents detailed information on the type, condition', quantity, location and

access of ACM present in the building. In addition, this report addresses specific systems
and products likely present in the building. Provincial regulations and guidelines

distinguish between friable2 and non-friable3 materials. The asbestos building materials

survey performed by PLEL included a search for both friable and common non-friable

ACM.

This report is divided into sections to accommodate ease in reading and to allow access to

report information for specific areas or materials within the building. Sections include:

2.0 Survey Information

3.0 Survey Findings

4.0 Recommendations

An overview report is provided under a separate cover and provides detailed infomialion

reg4rding the survey methodology, sampling procedures, evaluation criteria, suspect

materials and regulatory information.

Material condition GOOD - No visible damage or exposed material; FAIR condition - Repairable daaiage
with minor amounts ofexposed material; POOR condition - Non-repairable.

2 The EcTm friable is applied to a material that tan be readily reduced to dust or powder by band or moderate
pressure. Friable ACM has a much greater potential io release airborne asbestos fibres when disturbed, The
most common friable ACM used in the past are sprayed or trowelled materials (kr reprooflng or thermal
insulation), texture plaster (decorative or acoustic), and mechanical insulations.

Common non-friable ACM include vinyl tloor tiles, ceiling ules, gasket materials, asbestos cemeni pipe or
board (transile) and asbestos textiles. Although a product may be considered non-friable when new, if the
product releases fine drat due to deterioration or during removaL the free dust is considered friable. For
example, most lay-in or glued on acoustic ceiling tiles release significant dust during removal of large
quantities of these tiles.

Plncliln LeBlanc Environmental Ltd. Page 1 of 5
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Asbeslos Building Materials Report
r'ewfoundland & Labrador [lydro
Bay D' Espoir, ['(ewioundland
Cat Ann Power House Ptachln LeBlanc Project No. 02-42S3

2.0 SURVEY INFORMATION

The survey was conducted on June 9, 2004 at the Power House in Cat Ami, Newfoundland.

The survey, collection of representative bulk samples, and recording of information was
performed by PLEL survey personnel. All areas of the building were inspected for the
presence of ACM.

3.0 SURVEY FINDIJ'IGS

A summary table, corresponding to any bulk asbestos samples that were collected during the
survey, is presented in Appendix 1. Results of this survey are outlined in the Location &
Data Reports (Appendix II), and where applicable, the location and quantity of friable or
non-friable ACM is also presented in this appendix. The following is a summary of the
findings for this building:

3.1 Sprayed or Trowelled Fireproofing or Thermal Insulation

Sprayed fireproofing was observed on cables in the cable tray of the Generator floor area
during the survey of this building. All material was observed to be in GOOD condition.
One bulk sample of this material was collected and analysed fbr asbestos content (sample
S.008, location 10); however, sample analysis indicated that asbestos was not detected.

3.2 Textured Finishes

Friable asbestos-containing textured finished surthees were not observed during the survey
of this building.

3.3 Mechanical Insulation

3.3.1 Piping

Non-friable asbestos-containing mechanical insulation was observed as parging on. pipe
fittings during the survey of this building. 185 of these fittings were observed to be in
GOOD condition and 10 of these fittings were observed to be in POOR condition. One
bulk sample of this material was collected and analysed for asbestos content (sample S. 012,
location 20 - Turbine floor area). Sample analysis identified this material as 1-5%
Chrysotile asbestos.

Pinchin LeBianc Environmenisi Ltd. Page 2 of S
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Bay D' Espoir, Newfoundland
Cat Arm Power House riiichin LeBlanc Project No. 02-4283

Non-friable suspect asbestos containing tar mastic was observed on pipe fittings above the

ceiling in the Washroom (location 07) during the survey of this building. All fittings were

observed to be in GOOD condition. Due to the fittings not being accessible at the time of

the survey, all are to be treated as asbestos containing until sampling can determine

otherwise.

Two other samples of mechanical insulation on piping was collected and analysed for
asbestos content (sample S.00l, location 01 - SF6 floor) and (sample S.005, location 03 -

Workshop); however, sample analysis indicated that asbestos was not detected. These

samples are visually referenced throughout the survey in various locations of the building.

3.3.2 Ducts

Friable asbestos-containing ductwork insulation was observed as parging cement on the air

intake during the survey of this building. All material (2 square feet) was observed to be in
GOOD condition. One bulk sample of this material was collected and analysed for asbestos

content (sample S.003, location 02 - Diesel Generator room). Sample analysis indicated

this matesial as 5-10% Chiysotile asbestos.

3.33 Mechanical EputDmen:

Fnable mechanical equipment was observed as parging cement on the generator exhaust

(sample S.002, location 02 - Diesel generator room) and as parging cement on a tank
(sample S.013, location 20 - Turbine floor area) during the survey of this building. All
material was observed to be in GOOD condition. One bulk sample was collected from each

piece of equipment and analysed for asbestos content; however, sample analysis of these

bulk samples indicated that asbestos was not detected.

3.4 Acoustic Ceiling Tiles

Non-friable 2x4 pinhole fissure acoustic ceiling tiles were observed during the survey of

this building. All acoustic ceiling tiles were observed to be in GOOD condition. One bulk

sample of this material was collected arid analysed for asbestos content (sample S.004,

location 03 - Workshop); however, sample analysis indicated that asbestos was not
detected.

Pinchia LeBlanc Environmental Ltd. Page 3 of S
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3.5 Plaster and Drywall Cornpowid

Non-friable drywall compound was observed during the survey of this building. All
material was observed to be in GOOD condition. Two bulk samples ofdiywall compound
were collected and analysed for asbestos content (sample S.007, location 04 - Computer
room) and (sample 5.009, location 13 janitorial room); however, sample analysis indicated
that asbestos was not detected in both samples.

3.6 Asbestos Cement Products

Non-friable asbestos-containing Transite sheeting was observed during the survey of this
building. All material (6000 square feet) was observed to be in GOOD condition. This
material is located on the ceiling of the Transformer deck (location 21) and visually

identified as asbestos containing material (no sample collected).

3.7 VinyL Floor Tiles

Non-friable vinyl floor tiles were observed during the survey of this building. Three types
of lxi vinyl floor tiles were observed throughout the building

• lx I grey floor tile - sample S. 006, location 04- Computer room

• lxi beige floor tile- sample SOlO, location 15- Locker room

• lxl grey with grey streak floor tile - sample S.0ll, location 16- Lunch room

All floor tiles were observed to be in Good condition. One bulk sample of each type of
floor tile was sampled for asbestos content; however, sample analysis of each sample
indicated that asbestos was not detected.

3.8 Vinyl Sheet Flooring

Non-friable asbestos-containing vinyl sheet flooring was not observed during the survy of
this building.

3.9 Other Materials

Non-friable gasket material was observed in the Workshop area during the survey of this
building. All gasket material was observed in good condition (location 03). No bulk
samples were collected at the time of the survey; however, all gasket material should be
treated as asbestos containing until sampling can determine otherwise.

Pincliju LeBianc Environmental Ltd. Page 4 of 5
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Asuestos lSuUwng IViaterials eporc
Newfoundland & Labrador Hydro
Bay D' Espoir, Newfoundland
Cat Arm Power House Pinchin LeBlanc Project No. 02-4283

4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The following are specific recommendations with respect to the asbestos identified in this

building:

• There are 10 fittings located in the Turbine floor area (location 20) that are in POOR

condition. These fittings will require abatement due to the POOR condition following

Type 2 asbestos abatement procedures following the Newfoundland Asbestos

Regulation 111/98.

There is potential for concealed ACM in this structure, therefore, a detailed destructive

sampling program is recommended prior to demolition or extensive renovation activity.

Sample suspect materials if encountered or uncovered prior to disturbance, including

materials that are currently concealed by walls and ceiling systems (when these systems

are affected by the work).

Prior to demolition or significant disturbance, remove all asbestos containing materials

following the Newfoundland asbestos Regulation 111/98.

All work should be completed by a certified asbestos abatement contractor.

• Adopt an asbestos management plan to maintain all remaining asbestos building

materials in GOOD condition.

Should there be any questions pertaining to the contents of this report, please do not hesitate

to contact the undersigned at our office.

Pinchin LeBlanc Environmental Ltd.

Prepared by: Reviewed by:

Quentin Cribb,

Environmental Engineering Technologist

Paul Staeben,

Projects Manager

Pinchin LeBlanc Environmental Ltd. PageS of 5
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Pinchin
+ LeBlanc

ANALYSIS OF BULK SAMPLES FOR ASBESTOS CONTENT
BY POLARIZED LIGHT MICROSCOPY AND DISPERSION STAINING

PROJECT NAME: NL Hydro Asbestos Survey
Cat Arm - Power Plant

PROJECT NO.: 02-4283

LAB REFERENCE NO.: Db3811 -2004

DATE: June 23, 2004

Thirteen samples were submitted for determination of their asbestos content by
Polarized Light Microscopy and Dispersion Staining.

Sample preparation and analytical procedures are in compliance with the Code for the
Determination of Asbestos from Bulk Insulation Samples, dated the 23rd of August,
1985 and issued by the Occupational Health and Safety Division of the Ontario Ministry
of Labour, and U.S. EPA Method 600/R-93/1 16 dated July, 1993. Asbestos fibres are
identified by a combination of morphology, colour, refractive index, extinction, sign of

j elongation, birefringence and dispersion staining colours. A visual estimate is made of
the volume percentage of asbestos present. The lower limit of reliable quantitation is
estimated to be 0.1%. A reported concentration of <0.1% indicates the presence of
confirmed asbestos in trace quantities limited to only a few fibres or fibre bundles in an
entire sample. Multiple phases within a sample are analyzed separately. A total of
eighteen analyses were performed.

All bulk samples submitted to this laboratory for asbestos analysis are retained for a
minimum of three months. Samples may be retrieved, upon request, for re-examination
at any time during that period.

This test relates only to the items tested. The results are presented in the attached
table.

3
40 John Savage Avenue, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia B3B 2E6 (902) 461-9999 Fax: (902) 461-9932

Saint John, New Brunswick • St. John's, Newfoundland • Goose Bay, Labrador.

ISO 9001:2000 RegisIcn,I Qwitity Manag',,u,,t Sysle::i (Dnrtnwulh, NS)
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Appendix C

PINCHIN LEBLANC
ENVIRONMENTAL LTD.

BURNSIDE INDUSTRIAl. PAR}c
40 JOHN SAVAGE AVENUE

DARTMOUTH, N.S.
B38 2E6

BULK SAMPLE ANALYSIS

PROJECT NAME; NL Hydro Aabeatos Survey
Cat Arm - Power Plant
02-4283

PREPARED FOR: Quentln Crlbb
Plnchln LeBlanc Env.

LAB REFERENCE No: Db3811 -2004

DATE: June 23, 2004

PAGE: 1 of 3

SAMPLE SAMPLE % COMPOSITION (VISUAL ESTIMATE)

IDENTIFICATION DESCRIPTION ASBESTOS OTHER COMMENTS
S#001 Homogenous, tan soft, None detected Cellulose 5-10%
SF6 floor, parging on cementitous matenel Mineral wool 10-25%
elbow Non-fibrous material 50-75%
S#002

______________________
2 phases:

______________________ _______________________

Diesel generator room,
parging on diesel a) Homogenous, white, None detected Synthetic fibres 1-5%
exhaust consolidated, chalky Non-fibrous material >75%

material with fibres

b) Homogenous, tan, None detected Cellulose 5-10%
soft, cementitous Mineral wool 10-25%

____________________ material ______________________ Non-fibrous material 50-75% _______________________

S#003 Homogenous, light grey, Chrysotile 5-10% Non-fibrous material >75%
Dieset generator room, mastic material
parging on air intake __________________________ _______________________

S#004
_____________________

Homogenous. tan,
______________________

None detected Cellulose 25-50%
Workshop, 2x4 pinhole layered, compressed Mineral wool 25-50%
fissure ceiling tile fibrous material Perlite 5-10%

Wollastonite 5-10%
Other non-fibrous 1-5%

________________________ material ______________________________________________
S#005

_______________________

Homogenous. tan, soft, None detected Cellulose 1-5%
Workshop, parging In camentltous material Mineral wool 5-10%
hangers and fittings _____________________ - Non-fibrous material >75% _______________________

P.10-12 t4' ANALYST:

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro C12
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PINCHIN LEBLANC BULK SAMPLE ANALYSIS
ENVIRONMENTAL LTD.

PROJECT NAME: NL Hydro Asbestos Survey LAB REFERENCE No: Db3811 -2004
BURNSIOE NOUSTRIAL Cat Aim - Power Plant

40 JOHN SAVAGE AVENUE 02-4283 DATE; June 23, 2004DARTMOUTh. N.S.
B3B 2E6 PREPARED FOR; Quentin Crtbb

Pinchin LeBlanc Env. PAGE; 2 of 3

SAMPLE SAMPLE % COMPOSE liON (VISUAL ESTIMATE)

IDENTIFICATION DESCRIPTION ASBESTOS OTHER COMMENTS
S#006 2 phases: Vinyl floor tiles may contain
Computer room, lxi very fine asbestos fibres
grey floor tile a) Homogenous, grey, None detected Non-fibrous matenal >75% which are not visible using

consolidated material the PLM method. For
confirmation of the absence

b) Homogenous, black None detected Tar and other non- >75% of asbestos, analysa by
tar fibrous material Transmission Electron

Microscopy (TEM) is
recommended.____________________

S#007
_____________________

1-fomogenous, tan, soft,
______________________

None detected
_________________________

Non-fibrous material >75%
Computer room, drywall cementitous material
oint filler on wall _______________________ ________________________ ___________________________ _________________________

S#008 Ilomogenous, off-white, None detected Cellulose 1-5%
Generator floor, white mastic material Non-fibrous material >75%
coating on cables In tray ______________________ _________________________ _______________________

S#009
_____________________

Homogenous, tan, soft, None detected Non-fibrous material >75%
Janitorial room, drywall cementitous material
olnt filler on wall _______________________ ________________________ ___________________________ _________________________

S1O Homogenous, beige, None detected Non-fibrous material >75% Vinyl floor tiles may contain
Locker room, lxi beige consolidated material very fine asbestos fibres
floor tile which are not visible using

the PLM method. For
confirmation of the absence
of asbestos, analysis by
Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM) is

____________________ _____________________ _______________________ recommended.

F-lola NO21A2 ,Ol
_./:7L-

ANALYST: /i_

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro C13
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PINCHIN LEBLANC
ENVIRONMENTAL LTD.

BURNSIDE INDUSTRIAL PARK
40 JOHN SAVAGE AVENUE

DARTMOUTH, N.S.
B3B 256

BULK SAMPLE ANALYSIS

PROJECT NAME: NL Hydro Asbestos Survey
Cat Arm - Power Plant
02-4283

PREPARED FOR: Quentin Crlbb
Pinchin LeBlanc Env

LAB REFERENCE No: 0b3811 -2004

DATE: June 23, 2004

PAGE: 3of3

SAMPLE SAMPLE % COMPOSITIO VISUAL ESTIMATE)

IDENTIFICATION DESCRIPTION ASBESTOS OTHER COMMENTS
S#01 1 2 phases: Vinyl floor tiles may contain
Lunchroom, lxi grey very fine asbestos fibres
with grey streak floor tile a) Homogenous. grey, None detected Non-fibrous material >75% which are not visible using

consolidated material the PLM method. For
confirmation of the absence

b) Homogenous, black None detected Tar and other non- >75% of asbestos, analysis by
tar fibrous material Transmission Electron

Microscopy (TEM) is
_____________________ _____________________ _______________________ recommended.
S#012 3 phases:

__________________________

Fibreglass and cotton fabric
Turbine floor, parging reinforcements are present
on fittings a) 1-lomogenous, tan, None detected Cellulose 1-5% on the surface of the

soft, cementitous Mineral wool 5-10% sample
material Non-fibrous material >75%

b) Homogenous. yellow, None detected Mineral wool >75%
fibrous material

c) Homogenous, black Chrysotile 1-5% Tar and other non- >75%
_____________________ tar fibrous material
S#013 Homogenous, tan, soft,

_________________________
None detected Cellulose 1-5%

_________________________

Turbine floor, parging cementitous material Mineral wool 5-10%
on tank _____________________ Non-fibrous material >75% _______________________

FiflIi a ANALYST: ___________

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro C14
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PINCHIN
Environmental
__________

Pinchin Environmental
All Data

Project #: 4283 Client Name: Newfoundland & Labrador Kydro

Building #: 79 BuIlding Name: Power House Survey Date: 06/09/2004

Location 6: 1 SF6 Floor: SF6 Room Number:

-

Surveyor Ouenlin Cnbb

System aye-
System Component

Description
Component Matmial

-
Desoipton Code

onrponent a,
Component

Covering ones lsOci
Condition

- - - - - -
tool lOVer vair cio 5oc lotte,

Floor Al ALL ortorete(youreIn
_________

Surface
__________

Paint A Yes 100 1-) iW 11 vb
Wells I ALL Steal 001 Surface Paint A Yes 100 (-1 Ni (-1 Nt (-1 % V 0000 None
CeDeg 1 PIt ALL Metal 024 Surface Paint C Yes 100 (-1 P0 1.1 90 1-) % V 0000 None
Piping Rain Water Lender RWI. Fibreglose 026 Syaight Cheesecloth A Yes 230 (-) NI (-) NI (-) SF V 0000 None
Piping 1 Rein Water Leader RWI. Perging Cement 031 Elbow Cheesecloth A Yes 25 1.) P0 1-) P0 1-) SF S 0001 None

Surveyor Notes:

LocatIon 6: 2 Diesel Bufldlng Floor: main Room Number: Surveyor Quentin Cobb

System aye System Component Component Material
omponom tar ComPonent

C m ccea lsibh
Condition

- - - - - Hazard
Description Description Code ovm ng tOo 10110, ak nIb 'oo bun

Floor T ut Coocretetpoored öö1
___________

Sudace Paint A V iii 91 T ii V0 1
Welts t Al ALL Connrete(yrecas 003 Surface Paint A Yes 100 1-) Nt (-1 Ni (-1 10 V 0000 None

WoOs 1

-

P0 ALL Sterd 001 Surface Paint A Yes 100 1-) P0 I-) M (1 10 V 0000 None

CoOing 1 Pit

-

ALL Metal 024 Surface Paint C Yes 100 (-) NI i-i NI I-) % V 0000 None
Other 1 Incinerator INC Forreginso 029 SYSTEM Cheesecloth A Yes 100 (-1 Nt (-1 Nt i-i 10 V 0000 None

Legend:
Access

________________________
CondOon

___________________________________________
1101101

_____________________________ _______________
I 500rdeocnthsr

A. Aone,sAle TOW Balding
Oocr,fante.

a- Aouesdbbo To
luunenanoe Staff

C -Aooasslble To Malsenano.
Sail With. Ladder.

o . Nosea,

Good. No Please dsreege oreopnsed
material.

Fair - Repairable Danraee slOt, mAwr
anoonts otarposad orsIoolOI.

p. frrepodebledan.ge 010
esposad & nosing material.

Mote. Sprayed Mateests am only rated
a0 Good or Pool.

I-I Mo Anton Rorictir.d. tOt Proectlee ACM ren,cnal

tit inaotanaa.otoetoai or
damnao.d ACM akafyor be dtscebed is) ProaOth,e ACM may00

121 Type Opmeo.uSe-e for emojy Into
ereaunlth ACM deed, it) Mavagemerti fooprarn 000

131 ACM re0500al meguired 5,0oaitene

iRt SIISPeOt Material

t4t Yowl prssecmborle too entrY into
areas where ACM 11 preoan(

I S Sample Cohected.
Iv nasa Maa,uaI airionuysteecnee e be rinrojoal es a.
IV 0000 Material 11 ole.Oayaientdled 0 solder mo asbeslos.
Iv MaIarIai a doedtr timm0ned 000nteAr 00bn0005.
109000 Maleihe C eIspaoted to oontaln asbestos.
I Note: 10,14 Ta... Wrpl sheet Ftooh,9, Dr,votti.
I Plaster and Teorured PIrtish tCoati a,eoOralder.d
I susPect nreteslets onof senroled.

I
Untie: SF-SqraseFe.l LF.UneorFeet 011-Each 10-Percentage

Auo.09.,QO4 11:11:13 AM Ocan000s stOner sOme am. ba,edoncis,.W nerooa'raoone omOyand nay B. soblact to vertagon. 212Copprg0tiC)Pb004rYh4rororrentai Ltd 0092 - 2004
4'
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_

_
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_
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PINCHIN Pinchin Environmental
Environmental All Data

Project #: 4283 Client Name: Newfoundland & Labrador Hydro

Building #: 79 Building Name: Power House Survey Date: 06/09/2004

Location 8: 2 Diesel Building Floor: male Room Number: Surveyor Quentar Cnbb (contd)

System 1 1 quer
System Component Material Lo,poneot 4 Component I Cendioon I

I l.tnita emPioj HZOrd.
Desmipson Cede I DesolpllOo I Cede Coveting See Fai onl P000 lActienl

Mechanical I I Eohaoot EXH I Parglng Ceornol I 031 I SYSTEM Cheesecloth C Yen J NI j I-) SF Is 00021 None

Meshonicoll ii AS A I PangmngontI 031I Sodece C sI 2! (7) HiI (-)I N1 I1-) SFlS0003l Mbesbm

Surveyor Notes:

Location 8: 3 Workshop Floor: main Room Number Surveyor Quentin Crlbb

S stem a m - Syatem Component Component Material 00ont San Component noes laibue _
Corr
-

didon
- - r t, ) Hazardy y _____________

Desoipgon
_________

Deocttpuon Code ________
CeVetittg do zifo Fair nib 'oc icOn Nocne________

T AU ALL Cuncrete(poured Surface Pant A

- -

V lo iT W 11 Ti wool None

Wets 1 AU ALL Conurele(pnecas 503 Surface Paint A

-

Yes 100 (.) NI (-) Ni (-) % V 0000 None
Cathtrg I ACOUSTiC TILE AT Lay-in tiles 006 Surface C Yes 100 C-) NI j ii sow I None

T AO ALL Steel 001 Surface
______

C

--

No 100 (-) M 1-) 1-) Ye V ocool None

PipIng 1 Rain Waler Leader RWL Fibregiess ooe Straight Oneonecloor C

-

No 100 1.) 1.) NI I-) % v 0000 None1
Piping I Rain Waler Leader RWL Pargbog Cement 031 Fiting Cheesecloth C

-

il T Ni (-) 4 1-) EA V 0001 None

PipIng I Unine000ed Pipe UP Fibreginsa 028 - Straight Cheesecloth C No 100 (-1 Ni 1-) Ni (-I % V 0000 j

PipIng I UninenAilod Pipe UP Purging Cement 031 FlOIng Otreeseoloth C No 1 (-) FA 1•) NI 1-) PA S 0005 None1

Legend: _____________________________________________
Acoeoe

_________________
C000lrba.r

______________________________________________
Antao SnerpueNorobmI

A - Accaoafae 10*1 BUlding Good - NO VielNe darrraae arenaoaad I--I No AolbmnRaqrdrad. 15) Proecthe ACM removal Soroplo Calauted.1° onee
000lpants. oaleniaL InC oronodiata dead-op oldebdsar I V4Bet Material A cisatOy ldeosted lute 00050.105 anne.

Fair- Rer,atahme Denega aeOn entree daoneged ACM Ibely Ia bedoortred 101 Pruacltce ACM reoann
°

0005 Material S otoa0y ldeedued luondate roasbealoa
B- aISoTO

Ste
encrana 01 aopOaad material. 121 Tee 2 oqioos tar anon ono i'0 Material Sola.aoo idmdcad to onealu aab

Poor- bnepairabta teOOn ereao olur ACM debris 171 kfaaaOarranl program Cr4 I" 9500 Matedal SaoaPaoted accurate asbestos.

C -Acuesdelo Ta Mairranarnca eaPosad & rofeoteg sratadel.
131 ACM nenruvat roqr*ed arreeroence I Sofa: Wryi Ties. toW elreet Ftaedoe, Drye.aI,

Stat? With a Ladder. NOtm Spteyad Metadaln are outy rated 181 SuepaO Mamiat I PlastnreodleSered FirfatrlCaetl.neooraldarnd
an Good ar Poor.

14) TIme 2 renanet000 to entry boa ,oepeutrrnatmtaie Oroteanroted.
0. 501 AOOesOOIIe me., odnern ACM inpOaoeni I

Orals SF - Square Feel LF-Ureao Poet PA. E % - Pementaga

Ang-09-2004 ttttt4 AM OranOtlen atruon above are bared 000leAta appmolmaoonso.tiyend maybe seNate earta0o. 213
Capsrfgle IC) P0,014° Errnosnaneotal Ltd r092 -2004
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Appendix C

P1NCHIN Pinchin Environmental
Environmental All Data

Project #: 4283 Client Name: Newfoundland & Labrador Hydro

Building #: 79 Budding Name: Power House Survey Date: 06/09/2004

LocationS: 3 WorNohop Floor: main Room Number: Surveyor Ouentin Crfbb (conrd)

Sysiern Systenl Component Conrponenl MaterIal I
r-onont tter

I Component I
IAcueas

I
'do)bIe

CanAda,,
UrGo HazardDeoolption Code Deoofpflon Code Conerma AdIAC I Fair Vct1On Poor

.,lecha,rlnal 1 I AS ALL I Paper 048 000kel A Yes NI (-1 NI (.( NI (-1 j NI jv 0500 1 Suspect
Surveyor Notes:

LocationS: 4 Computer room Floor: main Room Number: Surveyor Quentin Cribb

system .
Syoterrr Corrlpooerrt Corrrponerrt Mal erial I

ro.nmonml I Component ____ Condition I_____________________ Urdlo HazardDoacriplion I Code DeooipGon I Code I COvodOg ISoodlAcIIorr FeE 4odo9IPOorLh0tbeIIFloor 1 AS I ALL I VIrOI tIes I 008 Surface A

l
YeS 1 180 (-( NI (-( I NI SF (5 0006l None

WaDs I i All ALL concrele(Preneel oo3j Surface FeInt A YosI i00I (.(I NIl (.)I NIl (_(I %lV0000j
Wets 1 I All I Al_I. Drpoafl I 014 Soface I A Yes l ion (-1 I NI I (-( I NI I (-( % I S OOOTI None

C0IIIna I 1 ACOUSTIC TILE I AT I Iay-In tIes 008 surface I C I Yes 180 I NI I I NI I I SF IV 00041 None
Other 1 100 ALL Steel I 001 Surface I C I No 1 1801 (-1 I NI I I NI I I SF IV 80001 None
Duct 1 AS ALL Fibregluns 028 Surface C No 1001 () NI (-1 NI (-1 I Iv ooool None

Surveyor Notes:

Legend:
Ames. I CorndtIon Adler Seoplesarbor

A. Acoeso04e ToAt 9uDdkrg Good - No VIsIble da.n.aooreoooe.d (-1 No duller, Reqcded. (5) Fro.olloe ACM reoveal Is a soople Coed.
000lnarAL I '• In bnr,edlateotearrrpotdebllo or IV Matede I.r,tea,90000loed C beleereAd uS ##ti#.

C - Auoess8leTo I FeIr- RepeIrebo Deo,age au, Ado, I deoraged ACM luetyle be dlsbebed (8) Proaolod ACM repor 100800 Manerbe Aulsoelty NooDted

MebtesemeSlaIf I annorosol e000naderatortet (2) Type 2 ypecadIo.rs roreroryinlu I" Matanfle 0 steuefly IdernlAed to sorlaIr, .ebestus.
Pus,- Irrepereblod.rrog.or0r ACM debdo Pr000n eM 109800 MAdal Meuspested lonooratn 080.510.

C -Aoua,sThte To M0000naose I
nepesed & rINsIng nr.lerlal.

1 131 ACM ,m,r000I reqArod aeneoeroe Nob 0Irr14 ides, steel
51.11 WI 0 a Ladder. woor Spr.ye blatelais on o,yor.neai (81 SuspeO MaterIal I P1.5,0, and TeoIed Fk4sIr(000lf ole 0005ldnled

las000dor Poor. 1 (41 Type 2 orenoelars for eroryInlo called raises 0501 e.rrlodod.

I seas eber. ACM Is pr.sooi I
unos: SF-Sq.arnF.el LF-LklsorFeC EA-Eadn %-Fe,n.reuos I

Az5.094Ti ir:rlro AM Goanllllen .trnon.bm.a,e basadon vocal eanoldrrellonoorrlyend nay be 01*0 looete9on. 214Cops,Ighl(C) PbsaI*( snrarea0 LId 1892- 2004
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PINCHIN Pinchin Environmenta'
Environmental All Data

Project #: 4283 Client Name: Newfoundland & Labrador Hydro

Building #: 79 Building Name: Power House Survey Date: 0610912004

LocatIonS: 5 File storage Floor: MAIN Room Number

- -

Surveyor Quenhitl Cribb

sy k0 __
System Component

__________
'

Component MaterIal
_________

1
,toponent II6T1 Component

Access Vtslloe Condition
nits amoi

005o,Iplton Gescriptlon Cods _________ I Covellrtg
____ -t2=r- 0i

EE viny tiles Sorfece A Yes 180 1-) iii H I (-I 6 Nose

Wain I ALL Cenerele(prenae 003 Surface Faint A Yes 100 I-I NI I-) NI I-) % V 0000 None

Walls I ALL Dtywat 014 Sulfase A Yea 100 (-1 NI I-) NI (-) % V 0007 NOne

Celtic9 I AT Lay-ic 0Ies 006 Surface C Yes 180 H °° N0e
Other I

_____-
ALL Sleet 001 Surface

______
C No 180 (-) tot l-lj M N SF V0000 None

OucI I
______

ALL Fibreglacs 020 Surface
____

C No 1 T iT Z 'io
Piping I All ALL Fibreglasa 028 rI9PIpe Cheeoedcth C No 100 H M (.)1 te (-I % V 0000 None

Surveyor Notes:

LocationS: 8 ConirvI loom Floor: MAIN Room Number: Surveyor Quentin Cribb

System I System Componenl Component Ma mIst nc,pettenf II.
Cosrponenl enos COImIOOO

__ Description 1___________ Descrlpgctn Code I__________ _________________
Co5mI08

__________ _______ l1 EE Wnylotes 8Uj Surface
_____ _A Yes 180 l J MJ i-) tV n

Cedng I
_______

AT Lay-In Ole, 006 Surface C Yen 180 1-1 NI I-) NI -> jV0004 None

AS Cctraetelyrecas i Surface _A

Legend:

____

Anoes.
__________________________

00000100 A000n I SaorpleNra,rber

A- 000osaiSe 1000 arddtoo Good - NO VOibte d.trraue nraepa,nd I-I No SOlon Reqicred. 151 ProdOjo ACM lenronel s eons semcl000aeotod.
Onnopardc malottaL III Incnedtste dane-v at deters at I V5### MtoutetlasIaooIysturolIud S be ld.ntlo01 tes aeon.

Fed - RePuireble Danua. OW darnaçed ACM belt S be dhtutb.d 161 P10.000. ACM repair IV 0080 MaOtWts rlsceltysteentlted WoorrIaS ro.ebestne.
8- Accesolee TO 00,01505 OtaOPo0.d rneturtui.

121 Type 2 plaoau000s fat army eta Iv 0000 MaterIal I, oscu9ysterrlitsd to Oartahl asbestos.
POnt - ePuin.bte e,eas 0401 ACM debds 171 Meregmoerl tnnornrrr .nd Iv 9500 MaterialS sr5penlodto r,Iusbo.ro5

C -AcceselbI. Tolealoenancu ecpoeed & edssinin rralatlai
131 ACM rlv,nvaf r.qdred ,155Wet0e I NoIn W54 T5 my1r attest Floreirno. Oryou&

SloeWin,. Laddar. Note: Sprayed Matarlutu are onip rated 181 SopoeotMatodat I P1051.1.00 Tentuaed FnIuh lOcal) eta 0005lder.d
mOnad ox Pool. 141 Typa2 preosuOonS tot ettltp tOo I stapeornateral, not cenpiod.

0- Not Acceeribte
atea, notate ACM toptesoto

UnIts SF - Square Feet LF- Linac, Feet ES - P9011 tu - Pexcxntae

0040.00-200411:11:14 AM Orlantihes .huorrrabove a'. bused arrnlocal .pnrstdt,t.tion, otripend maybe .rddent 215
Copy,laf,t ICI FIndS, Enslrotnrruntui Ltd 1002- 2004
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PINCHIN Pinchin Environmental
Environmental
________

All Data

Project #: 4283 Client Name: Newfoundland & Labrador Hydro

Building #: 79 Building Name: Power House Survey Date: 06/09/2004
Locati on 8: 6 Control room Floor: MAIN Room Numbec Surveyor Quentin Crlbb (cuntd)

System System Component I Component Matetlal I °"°°00
b,,

Component I J Condition I
Umto

pieSa 1 Haaa,d
Desolptlnn Code I DenoWlon ICode r

]

COVeett5 80nFin,#o0onIPoorLVc0es1 I Nttrn
Walls I I All ALL D,v,a0 014 Sotface A Ye. 1 100 I 1-> I NI I I-) NI None

Sorneynr Notes

Location 6: 7 Washroom Floor: MAIN Room Number: Surveyor Quenlln Cobb

System Layer
System Coenponani j Component Matmfel omponent tan1I Component

ihccessl vliobfe CondItion UnIts Hena,d
Desoiponn I Code Denoiplion I Code

1
I cOon Fati LAcOonIPoo,lbcIion

P
I

Floor I 1 I I ALL Vinyl ties I 006 I Ss,fco I A I 180 I-) NI! >-) Ni l)-) IsP lv0046 I None
CeilIng I 1 I AT I Lay-in ties I 006 Sutface C Yes 1150 I I-I I NI I 1-1 NI I >-j I SF 1V 0004 1 None

other I I I ALL I Steal 001 Outface I C No I 180 I NI I -> I NI I-) I SF I V 0000 1 None

I i I All I ALL Concnete(prenas 0031 Sotiace IPaInt A I Yes 1 1001 I-) I NI I I-) NI I >- I lb IV 00001 None
PIping I ¶ I All ALL 808 I Cheesecloth C I No 1 1001 >- I NI I I NI I >- I IV 00001 None
Piping I 1 All ALL Ta, 150 SYSTEM Cheesecloth C I No 1 1001 18> I NI I-I NI 1-) I " Iv 95001 Suspect

Sumeyor Notes:

Legend: ________________________
Atoeso Coodliot

_________________________________________________
Anton

_____________________________________________
I Senpl.Notnb., -

A - timetAble mAt eetdlna Good- No Vlotileden0500,enpon.d I-I N000tlns R.qdod. 151 P0.080. ACM 1.0,05.1 S 8ei Sttnpl. Coa.oied.
OenEON.. teetotal. ('I krnnetiotede.n-opold.bd, m I V MIlede S eteothder0ned tone ineotloal OS

6.800.5801. To
P.O - R.p.bebl. 060.5. 0.4th leFo, 00s.nd ACM lAdy In be dltottad 101 Pmecnee ACM repto I V0000 M.I.00 S nleneSyld.raN.d to mAde no.00,0105.

Mtoteoanoa StIlt
0.0005 ofenpoeedotelmt.I.

(SI Tem 2 plesAdoto to orloy Iv Motota tAylderOtled tonoSab, enbenen.
pont kmptyebledante9e Ot anne with ACM deAd Ill MIo.gnntntfypogtetn and Iv 5500 MAdIA S wap000d to onntlln etbeolon.

C -AnoessEl. To M00enose n090sed & tensIng netottal. noveIOenn.(3) ACM 1.0058 te06ted I Not Vinyl Ties, Vbty4 eheetFtnodltg, D,yw.0.
stotwu, I tattin,. solo Sntey.d Matetl.ls o1t osty toted 101 S,spMo 01.1.11.1 I Pb.t.tu,d Teoboed Flinty (Couti on mneldet.d

as Good or Poe.
141 Type 2 pnen50hem too enVy into I nepetinlltnotals enot sanided

0- NOt AoneoOle 00015 oh.,. ACM I. pneserg

UtdIn: SF . 590.,. Feet LF-Lktea, Feet 06- tanIt % - Ponertos.

Aog-ON-om4 11:11:14 801 QoeblItlen sImon .000, .t.btst40t lsod.ppnnldm.uonsnnly.nd nesyba n,doleot0 00llaoot 216
Copyetgllt (C) Pl00I.1, me.rtA Ltd 1992- 2504
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Upgrade Service Water System, Cat Arm

Appendix C

PINCHIN Pinchin Environmental
Environmental All Data

Project #: 4283 Client Name: Newfoundland & Labrador Hydra

Building #: 79 BuIldIng Name: Power House Survey Date: 06/09/2004

Location 8: 8

-

IS&T Room Ffoor. main Room Number: Surveyor Quentin Crittb

System Compon ent Component Material r Component Icons, Ileible Condition I
unltc ample acerd

_____

Denc.lpton Danurtpton C0924fl9 Nool Fal-Th000onIPoorIA050nI Numb
FI All I ALL W 029 lyWpl

___
A Ye 100 .) NI 1 (-> NI I i-> v1 e

Watt I All ALL Steel 001 f Surface j A Yes I 100! (-1 I NIl (-1 NI (-1 % IV ooooi None
CelOng I __ All____________[iI Mofel

__________
024

1
Surface

________ __________
C Yes 1 1001 1-) I M] (-1 NI > ]Jo]"'

Surveyor Notes:

LocatIon 8- 9 Outside IS&T Floor main Room Number Surveyor Qunnbn Cobb

system uyee _ Syotnen Coorponenl________ Component______ ,mect lot Conrt,00errt Auceso f,loftde CondItIon fainpot
Description CurIe Desc,fpNo Code _________

COundng oodlhuoonl Fel IActionlpoo,lAcficr,
iT T All tt Wood ii L Surface POly lAnyl T V 100 I-) NI (-) J NI I -> 1i 8o

Walls I All ALL Concrete(precas 003 I Surface A Yen 150 (-1 NI (-) NI I % V 0000 None
CoilIng 1 All ALL Meful 024 f Surface C Yes 100 I NI 1 (-1 NI I -> % '10000 None

1 All ALL FIbrelss 028 I Surface Cheesecloth C Yen 100 (-1 I NI 1 -> NI (.) % 1/5000 None
Piping I All ALL Flbreglosu 028 500lght Cheesndoth A Yes 100 (-1 I NI 1 NI (-1 5. V 0000 None
Piping I i All ALL PersIogCenent IOail Elbom

______ ,_ .!!_ !.,! (-II NI] I-)1 2I (-)

Legend: ________________________
AcceSs CondlIlfo AcAon I Serrele Number

A- AoceosAfoTo At &ftdlng Good. Nnhrslblodam.ge meuposed I-I No Action Reqcked, 101 ProactIve ACM remucel 5 OI Seolpie Coancted
Occypanus. materiel, Ii) bronedteot derecvmotdeb.fsoc Iv pee. Meltorel A druelyelennned to be mbnrmblo S

5 AccooioteTo
Fair- Reputable 5.0109. tool v01 damaged ACM thot terieturbed (61 P10.00cc ACM repair v Meledatle rrsualy MerOloed lo000NorO..beutO,.

MairoenanonSlart
.oro,it, of oopos.d melerte. 12) Type 2pr.caotomheorai'Tirto I V 9600 belerfatIs steunnyotmuand bcnrnebroebesto

poor brepebeteed.oregevdrtr ereasnIth ACM debrA 171 Marag.merO Proglern end ' 9000 Mulortel A euepect.dtOoeot.lnacbesto,.
C- 0000ceAla 'To Mairoernurne e000ced A irO*l9 0.001

131 ACM reniovel 1.90054 000e I NOte: 10nf'T0e, Wlf sfael Flnobrt. Orynet.
staff WIth a Ladder. Note: Sprayed Mutodule are only ted let Suspect Maledat Pteotofer,dTeotcred Ffflatr (Coed are considered

0- noAle
cc Good on Poor. (4) Type 2 preseollorre roe enaysiro I onpectoiulerl.I9 fool 500rpled.

area. r.rreee ACM A presans I
Units: SF - Squern Feel IF- LAmer Fool EA . Ends % - P.roerlaoe

Auo-0O-2004 it 1115 Osue,UAee efocarr above are booed on stenel .pyrodarr.Oene oiy.rrd nay be .ubfnctto00. celurion 2r7
Cop,rfafrtlC( Pndirr EndeorennAMI LId 1952-2004
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Upgrade Service Water System, Cat Arm
Appendix C

PINCH1N Pinchin Environmental
Environmental All Data

Project #: 4283 Client Name: Newfoundland & Labrador Hydro

Building #: 79 Building Name: Power House Survey Date: 06/09/2004
Sorunyor Noles.

LocationS: 10 Generator floor Floor: main Room Number: Surveyor Quentin Crlbb

System eye
System Component Component MaterIel T

- ompenent 14
Cotnpoeest

ones
-
)lnlbln -

ConSoon
- - - - - Jnltr Hazard

- Denalon Code DescrIption Code I Coinettng on ntis 5a1 lotion so otto NlO5
Floor At ALL Coeorete(youred 002 T

________
Surface

_________
Paint A Yes 100 1-) Itt V

Walls AS ALL Sled 001 Surface Paint A Yes 100 1-) M (-) PS (-) ¶1. V 0000 None
Walle

-

All ALL Conarete)pneoan 003 Surface Paint A Yes 155 1-) Ni (-) NI 1-) N V 0000 None
Cellina

-

At ALL Metal 024 Surface Paint C Ye8 155 ) M (-) Nl (-) % V5550 Noee
PipSng At ALL Flbeaglase 028 Straight Cheesecloth A Yes 105 (-1 PS (-I NI 1-) % V 0000 None
Png I At ALL ParglsgCernent 031 0810w Cheesecloth A Yea 18 (-1 P8 1-) tO 1-) EA V 0005 None
Other Cable CAB Ur4danified 058 Surtaoe A Yea 100 1-) 18 )-) PS 1-) Sir S 0008 None

Rain WaterLeader RWL Paong Cement 031 Elbow Cheesecloth A Yen 25 )-) F8 (-) 10 1-) EA V 00411 None

Surveyor Nolea:

Legend:
Atoms Candolon horton I Son,oteNornben

A- Aooeselhln Ta tta Boldeng Good - NoV8ste donnageornc000ad I-) NeAcAso Requbed. 15) Proactice ACM renovot I n #0w Sacvpte Colinlued.
Ooooyerg. It) ean-oy of debris Iv ems MoOstot Is elsually devIsed In be 0.nttnal Ins

a- hooeeekte To
Felt - Rnpaf reSIn Damage OIlS manor dcer.g.dACI.l tlmololabodlutoavad (6) Prneortue ACId roseS j V1000 Metered SoNoeeyId.nen.d to ra010ln nor eebeetoe

•fltnOtlOO• 510ff
ennoronte at enloanad nrateniaL 12) lype 2 preoauaara for emtrykoo I V Material Soismoaty M.ntOad Is 000lair eebeetos.

poor hrepdeneeee.trIr oreao slur ACM debris I?) Manegnonert prnerenr ur '/9500 MaterIel S suepeoled Ieoontelo eebe,toe.
C- Accessible Ta Meirlst000e n000tad & Sntelng OOI•

13) ACM renn000l rnquhnd MoO0om I Note: VImn,4 Tees. 00054 deer Fleming, crystal,
Stain WOO e Ladder. Note: S0wysd Mataniak are andy ted 16) Soaped MaterIal I Ptoetor.rd Tortured FII4SIO lCo.f) ens corosdored

o- rrioopessisee
osGood or Poor.

14) Type 2 p000u800a for ertrylnto I eped no I 0 not earnpfed.
ereenrr$aceACMleyreeent

SF45' SF- Square Feet LF -Unear Feel 05- 04,011 ta-Percentage

Aug-05-2O0 1 t'tl't5M4 Ooardllao slnown above .rebaeodon decal orsronknolonreordyand nay be en*nf.oIto
'

oartalloO 218
8

CopynIght(C)Pbmade uonnnosl nt ag 2554
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Appendix C

_

_

PINCHIN Pinchin Environmental
Environmental All Data

Project #: 4283 Client Name: Newfoundland & Labrador Hydro

Building #: 79 Building Name: Power House Survey Date: 06/09/2004
Location #: 11 Computer room Fioor- MAIN Room Number:

-

Surveyor Quenilo Cribb

j System Compon ent Component MaterIal 4 Component j Condoon
Denoipbon Code Oeaodpblon Code _______ Co00 Eocuorl call

Ftoor I
_________

iI Vteld flee I
______

008 Surface
______

A Ye 100 I-) I M I TT I NI I iT SF
___

V 00081
_____

None
iT

_______
t.ay-rnuies Surface

_______

____ C

-

I T tit T vooo4I None
Other

+ _________
Steof Sot Surface

_______ C H t ) t1 t (-I SF voooo
Duct Fbreçtena l 020 Sorfeco No I ioo t i 1 T T t- V 05001
WaUs 1 All ALL Concrete(pr0004 003 Surface Plent IAI voooo won.

Soronyor Noteor

Location 8: 12 Planning room Floor: Top Room Number- Surveyor Quentln Cr1

System Component Component Metemal
oment ta

Component
A lMe CondWcn

- Desoripfon Code Dawtedon _____
CoverIng

-

-

Lfctloj boi Vcno I p frcltorl ________
Floo I WI

-

11 oncrotatpownr. 002 Surface

-

PaInt

- -

Yea 100 r fl I 1 1 T oooo None

i T AU Steel 501 Surface Pant

-
T i1 00o& None

Walls I +
-

A0 ALL Concrete(p,ncas 003 Surface PaInt

- -

T ii ci T 5 i iv 00001 None

CeilIng i t AU ALL Motel 024 Surface Poet (-) I i (-) % 00001I" None

Duct I All ALL Fibrogtaso 020 Surface Cheesecloth (-) N t-)j C-) % Non,

Legend: _____________________________________________________________________________________
Am.aa I Cond000 Moon I - Salnpieloanber

A. Aocasdblelcri0 ausdlng I Goad - NoViatSe davraaeorecposed I-) Nc 800cr 50008.4. 151 Pro.ctlce ACM renronal 0 ee## SalooN C000ctat
Dcoesota. I natarlaL III konadlata clearnuc of detcis or Iv #i Meleria a cisuaSy OnsOfled to be etandeal InS tam

Far- foePairod. 900th fl*0l 40100004 ACM 01rct0 to be dbtcrb.d lot prceotloo ACM repair Iv 0000 MONdO Is ufeally der000d Ic contaIn on 0000atoe.
a- Acceustolelo

Mctcr000000 Soft
I
I

.oomet oi00000d rnaIotaL 121 la 2 pmoa00ons for erdry Arc I V Malarial 5 ole000y 0000nod to nonralna5bneoa.
Poor- kre0.Oabledarraoewwr areas 0th ACM dablris 171 M.oraoer000tpr5000rn V 0000 MOtarlal 5 suspected Icoardate cohesion

C - Aoceastola To Mcfr0000000 I art000d 8085509 rnalenOL
131 ACM 100,0001,050804 Sl000if000a I Nob Vntf T5 Vinyl allar 000chrg. Dro0a.

Stall W8h. Ladder. I NuM Sprayed Malarfols are OttlYtf9d 10) Suwect Material I Pto,tar.od lectonad Fallen Icoerl are coeatdored
b asGoodor Poor.

14) lna2 pramutb005 for ertrylrrto I acepoornarerals 4000 sampled.
0-blot Accoodge. ab000 cAere ACM Is preeerf I

Unit,. SF -SmpmornFaat LF-LlmOea, 0.8-5008 %-P.000r5ota

-89-2004 Oc.nnlescimcsnabcon.rn basadorrrdcal aoprnalrnalorao.riyand maybe aratfad to uamt0500. 219
Copyriflnt IC) P801*1 En*oreo.rsal LId l2 - 2004
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Upgrade Service Water System, Cat Arm
Appendix C

PINCHIN Pinchin Environmental
Environmental All Data

Project #: 4283 ClIent Name: Newfoundland & Labrador Hydro

Building #: 79 Building Name: Power House Survey Date: 06/09/2004

LocationS: 12 PlannIng room Floor Top Room Number Surveyor Quontin Crlbb (contd)

Stern 1 i F System Component Component Matertal enpoflent In Componenl Icc..,
I

IlpibI.
Contlidon

U Sempte Hazard
Denctipftan I Code DenotatIon Code Covering Fa Poor on

RaIl Water Leaden RWI. Fibnegfaso I 028
__________

Stridght
____________

Cheesecloth -
_____
Yes

______________
NI

__________
Nt

___________
11.

______

N Woo
________
l None

PipIng j I Rain Water Leaden OWL Fibnegtass 028 Elbow Cheesedoth C Yen 100 1-) Nt (-I NI (-I I V. IV 0001 1 None

Surveyor Notes:

LocatIonS: 13 JanItorial Room Floor top Room Number Surveyor Quentin Cribb

System Layer System Component Component Matedni .mponent lie Component ycces, Itsible ConditIon I
I Unite Hd

•
DescilpIton Code Doscdp0es Code ________

Coverlos
__________ ksot4ueoon FaIr 8onlPooronI

l I Ii& T AJI ALL c000atelpoured 002 Surface Paint T
____

YenI
____

40I
____

()
___

Nt
____

)I
____

NI
____

l()I
____

%
_____

VO000
______

None
Wells t All ALL Drywall 014 Surface A Yes 100 (-1 Nt (-) NI (-) I ooo None

Cnttng I All ALL Lay-is tiles 006 Surface C Yes 100 1) NI (I NI () to jv 00041 None
Piping 1 UnIdentified Pipe UP Flbregless 028 SYSTEM Cheesecloth No 100 (-1 NI I.) NI (.) to V ooool None

Surveyor Notes:

Lagend:
boom. Condton I A,0inn I Saved. stunner

A - Avomsibla Todd RaIdIng Good- MoVlelrtedon0ge or exposed I l-I No Mean Regdrad. lot Prn.otioo ACM rennnal Is Sample Cooao0d.
000upaot.. mutelal itr ln,.diei. deun-000lonbdsor IV 9999 9101.451 A olsvavyld.nbnedto boldeniselto S eme.

8- Aoce.slble To
Fad. 990095091 riugeoftli mIlan damaged ACM Ibely N beditocibeti 18) Pn000tOSACM renal, ' 0000 MatnilL A olevaty MerdlOed to mdaN rn sebeetoo.

91.0500.00. 01011
errome. of eapo.ed natatlaL l tt iype 2 prenecoons tonaneyl'eu IV 9000 Malarial Is olaiaty idenhined in 00.5041 esteem.

Pour Innpalsbledumagnndth I debris IT) Uan.g.nrenl plsgis,n and IV 9500 MatelIat te enapeded to 00010101 asbestos.
C - AnoseAle To Malnunanna opo.ed & etsatna nutadal.

1 131 ACM 0.lnond re,p*ed Sen I Nate StnØ Toes Vioya slieR Ftonrlzg, 0110561.
SlaP With. Ladder. 1401. Spra5ed Materuts 015 only Id I tat Snapest Matem I ptaemondmst.. Fhnluh ICoat) ale s,a,atdmed

aeGoodonPoas.
1141 Type 2 preceunons ton enty 000 I n-spent nnalellelof rot sompled.

0-Not Annesedae areas cbale ACM ispimant

SF-SquanaFeat LF-UneaoFeel 00-Oath %-Pernenlage I

Aog.00-2004 lr-11,ln Aol t2itectflln, .1,000 .505. are beaad on otaval epprudinuriom urip.nd may50 sellout 0 s0teSo 020Coprlgt0IC)PlnutArJoenenfa Ltd 1992-2004
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Appendix C

u C
- __________ I

P1NCHThT Pinchin Environmental
Environmental

_____ All Data

Project #: 4283 Client Name: Newfoundland & Labrador Rydro

Building #: 79 BuildIng Name: Power Rouse Survey Date: 06/09/2004
Location 8: 14 Washroom Floor Top Room Number: Surveyor Quentin Crlbb

System eyer System Con onent Component Motertal meet on Component
C I 0005 110100 Condition

rrr .lSarnpleI Howard
Description Code Description Code OVeI Irg jj r'- -

Fk,or 1 AJ1 Et Clay Tte 8W ________
Surface -r- vr t ir w w iT 1 r --

WaS o I AP ALL Dryowil Old Surface
_______

A Ye, 100 (-) M 1.) 0 1.) % 1VQQQ9 None

Calling 1 AS Lay-in tiles Surface Yes 140 ) ( M % 1 L Mane
Rprng I UniderofledRpe UP Fibregiass 028 SiriogM

______

_____ B No WO (-I M (-I M 1-) % V0000 None

Surveyor Notes:

Location 8: 15 Locker room Floor: top Room Number: Surveyor Quanilo Cobb

Syslem I aye
System Component Component Material Component

C
- - Condition- nitr} azard

Deoolptlon Descrrption Coda ________
on9 nO wOo air 080r m

AS ALL 'lioyi Wan W So,face A (.) Fri 5 NI (-I S 0010 F

WoO o T AS ALL D,tnali Old Surface ______ A Yen 100 1-) Fri (-I 1-i % '0009 None
Ceiling 1 AS ALL LayOn ties 008 Surbeca C Yes 140 1-) PA 1-) (-1 SF V 0004 None

PlyIng 1 UnldenoliadPipa UP Flbrngiawu 028 Straight
_______

_____ C No 100 (-1 P8 (-1 (-I % V 0000 None

Legend:
_______________________ __________ ___________________________________

-
_____________________________________________

AcrOss COnti00r Acron I SonplaNarnbm

A. Asc.oWiee To Al Orddna Good. NoVieble d.rn.g000e400ssd I.-) NOA0801R.qrnr.d (SI Pr0000co ACM removal IS glee Sample Coaaotnt
000stanlO. rnatad.L (1) nd.r,. aMa vmeaa Mance ticticohil Ilenofind to be Idananwi vSogaa.

P00- Rapabeble Datvaçe slUr mInor danmagad ACM ttmaiytobadstumbed 101 Proastica ACM mepak V 0000 Matnmlle to 0005ily Mended to 000llin flu estesInO
o . 000nloible To

Mabflanatoa SiaM
.nooopo.. mnatnrio. (2) Tipn 2 pracoedion, tomevlmyfrao I V0000 MaterIal toomorlaly Id0000ed to ronnie asbestos.

Poor - kmpenliaadamn.gasOh areas 01gm ACM debris 171 Managenmeni program and I V 0000 Matured to smespecad booV00 asbestos.
-AocwOaSAa To IlekAsnonsa .oponld& fliOsIflO lnettolai.

131 ACM emonal reqm*ed 550000110. Note: VirtliTnam 50011 ,haat FloorIng. 0m)oa
SWth a 0101w: Sprayed Matartola en only rerad (8) Scopoot Material i Ptlotar amrd Teotroed Pbmtoh(Coatl,r.orraldarad

a, Good to Poor.
(4) Type 2 preoahhfon, loonnny attn I suspeCt nm.todal. Cent ,anrpl.d.

0. Not Aocasdbta olr.neACMtipr.ownl I
OrAt0 SF - Oqrmnr. Fast LF - Uroor Feat PA. P.00 -

000-09.200411:11:15001 DoMeS., 000ev ober. am. bo.adOe risral apemrnrn00n, odya.md maybe srrieaotto v.ri.lon.
Copymiohi (Ci Pleobtor Enrriro.nnnrdle LA 1002 V 2004
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Appendix C

PINCHIN Pinchn Environmental
Environmental
________

All Data

Project #: 4283 Client Name: Newfoundland & Labrador Hydro

Building #: 79 Building Name: Power House Survey Date: 06/09/2004
Sunwynr Notes

LocationS: 16 Lunchroom Floon Top Room Number: Surveyor Quentin Cribb

System eye- Synlern Component Component Melenal 19500601 -ones Vtinblr Coodlion ample H dCooedngDesoiption Dencdptlon I Code
___
1004

_________________ azar
9011051 Fair lAc0onlPoorsc0nfi T dii ALL 'dinyt dies tt

_________
Surface r -Yen 100 [ 1-) NI I-) NI I (-) sttTi ir

Wells I All ALL Dryoefl 014 Surtaoe A Yes ISO I NI I-) NI I-) % V 0009 None
Walls I 60 ALL Concrete(precas 003 Surface A Yes 100 I NI I-) NI I-) S V 0000 NOne

CeWng I 60 ALL Lay-In ties 006 Surface C Yea iOO I I-) NI (-) NI (-1 5 V 0004 None
PIping I Unidentified PIpe UP Flbre9tass 028 SIpaIghI

______
C No iOO (-) I NI (-1 I NI I-) S V 0000 None

Piping I Rain Water Leader AWL Fibreglaoo 028 Straight C No iOO (-1 I NI (-) NI I i. ii
Piping I Rein Waler Leader RW1. Parging Cement 031 Elbow

________
C No 4 (-) NI 1-) NI (.) Ed V 0001 None

Surveyor Notes:

Legend:
Aacsns CordOn, Ardor

A- A0050atoe rodS &iiting Good - 0095.01. damage Omn00000d li-i No Action Reqm*.d. III PruandcnACUrenronol S e#dA nelsie Colected.
nal. WemneIedw01dsNO or Is 60tidto In toerOns OS .

B - Aocessdaa To
FLn- Repayable Danrag.n6Ih fl,A00 donragod ACM 91515 osa dotrobed 101 P00501105 ACM leper I vocne Mateltie Is uisrody60m00ad In eanfaln no esbeotos

MOWA.name SlaP
annonis ulenposed seIad

(2) Tgo. 2 pn.naullopa los ennyAmso I vsoog blatedle A claratyidnral5sdlo mrddeasbmten
Pow - 90 drage u.lth

I oem win, ACM detris Ill U.nage,oermt 009cnnm and I V 5500 Macce A suspected to conmaim esbentos.
C -Aou.oohl.Tutea90nanca nopoaed 80609,5 materiel

1131 ACM 155,090 raqlded I Ante. 51n51 To.., Vlmd sheet Fl006eg, Driwae,Auto SyrOped Materiols em ordy rated
en000dnrPnnr I

101 Suspeot Molettol I Pteatm end Tee10ed P5509 ICootI are cosmldemsd
0- 1101 AcuessIbla.

.
14) Tipe 2 precaution. In-lby lOIn suspect eretertale Inst .alnpled.

oreesodmmeAChflspressnd

SFSqlaceF.nI LF-LlneeeFnaI EA-Redr %-Pmcentooe

Aug.09-2004 11:11:10AM Coenatles sltcumabose Ots basedno steed eWOnkne000s trIpled mnaybeauOieo 6vmIatos 232
CoP0m1stlICIPAmdmInirmnrenIal Ltd 1592-

u/
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/

PINCHIN Pinchin Environmental
Environmental AU Data

Project #: 4283 ClIent Name: Newfoundland & Labrador Hydro

Building #: 79 Building Name: Power House Survey Date: 06/09/2004

LocationS: 17 Battery Charger room F)oor Top Room Number

- -

Surveyor Quenfin Crlbb

slant Component Component Material
___ eponrponent

Component Icoem /isib)e Conntton
H9,d_____

D
____________
enurfailon Code

____________
Desc,fa Von Code i Coverlrtg

__________ __________

Pi T pj AEE Concrete)poored 002 I Surface Paint V 2 V 00001 None

Waf s OJI ALL Concrete(precan 003 Surface Pent A Yen 100 (-) N) (.) N) (-) % jut 00001 None

Coding I AJ) ALL Matai 024 Surface Paint C Yes 220 (-) i flT V. v 00001 None
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Cat Arm Generating Station

SERVICE WATER SYSTEM

Piping

Strainer

Supply Pumps

Control Valves

Heat Exchangers

Prepared for: Newfoundland & Labrador Hydro

Hydro Generation

Submitted to: John Mallam, P.Eng.

Mechanical Supervising Engineer

Submitted by: Shane White, B.Eng.

Mechanical Engineer

Date: November 23, 2001
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SUMMARY

It was determined that a hydro plant cooling water study was needed to determine the

most effective solution to the cooling water fouling that is plaguing our hydro plants. The

methodology for this study was planned Out to include the following: prioritize plants and

systems for review, review drawings, inspect coolers for extent of fouling, calculate actual

flow rates, and determine the best solution for each hydro plant.

It was determined that Upper Salmon, Cat Arm, and Hinds Lake had the most problems with

regards to cooling water.

In order to first determine which plant had the worse problems an in-depth analysis of each

plants cooling water system had to be undertaken. Next a complete review of the plants

work history had to be done. This was accomplished by reviewing all work orders related to

the plants cooling water system in the J.D.Edwards. From this it can be determined which

plant had the worse problems.

What was needed next was a review of how the plant's cooling water system has been

operating. This was accomplished by using the Trend Monitoring Program that I designed.

From the trend graphs one could see just how efficiently the plant has been operating and

how the work on the cooling water system affects it. This gives us a time frame for cleaning

components of the system so that we could set up a maintenance program for the cooling

water system.

A cost analysis was done to determine the amount of money being spent on the current

cooling water system in each plant. Also a cost analysis for replacing the piping was done

using RSMeans Mechanical Cost Data for each plant.

Several solutions were presented to combat the fouling problem and they are; chemical

cleaning of the system, replace the piping with corrosion resistant pipe, add a corrosion

inhibitor to the water, use organic filters, or convert to a closed cooling water system.

From these solutions four were chosen for further investigation and they are; replace piping

with corrosion resistant pipe, add a corrosion inhibitor to the water, convert the system to a
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closed system, and continue to operate as we have. Each solution was researched and a

Net Present Worth calculation was done to determine the most economical solution. It was

determine that replacing the piping with corrosion resistant pipe is the best solution,

considering that the pipe has to be replaced in the next few years the other solutions did

not seem economical.

The NPW of this solution for Cat Arm is $420,252 for both units over the pipe life of 20

years. The NPW of continuing to operate as we have is $434,640 for both units and this

does not include replacing the existing piping which labour alone is $42,000. The closed

loop solution has a NPW of $293,131 but again the existing piping has to be replaced. The

closed loop solution can always be added on after the piping is replaced.
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SERVICE WATER SYSTEM

The service water system in Cat Arm has had fouling problems since it's opening in 1985. At

first this was though to be caused by the unsettled organic materials within the water

reservoir and should be 'washed' through the system in three to four years. Every two or

three years since the early 90's a scheduled outage is preformed on the units to clean the

service water system. This maintenance is required to prevent the units from over heating

during the summer months. The coolers are clogged with organic 'slim' and the piping is

corroded with hardened organics attached to the walls.

The purpose of this report is to provide the reader with a complete review of the service

water system along with an analysis of how the system has been operated. In conclusion to

this information recommendations are provided that will help to improve the reliability and

service of the cooling water system.

General Information

The service water systems primary supply of water is from the fresh water sump. A

secondary supply is a direct feed from the penstock.

The freshwater sumps primary water supply is from a trough that is attached to the turbine

pit's liner. The discharge water from the turbine is collected for the fresh water sump via

these troughs.

The primary service water system consists of two main vertical turbine pumps taking water

from the freshwater sump. A smaller capacity service water auxiliary pump is also

incorporated into the system. When the main pumps are off, this smaller auxiliary pump

operates providing service water for the fire protection system, compressed air water-

cooled after-coolers and the air conditioning units water-cooled condensers.

The capacity and arrangement of each of the three service water pumps is as follows:
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• The capacity of one main service water pump at or near peak pump operating
efficiency is equal to the mean anticipated service water flow rate with both units
operating.

• The capacity of one main service water pump together with the smaller service
water auxiliary pump is equal to or greater than the maximum design service water
flow with both units operating.

• The capacity of the smaller service water auxiliary pump is equal to or greater than
the powerhouse miscellaneous service water requirements.

A separate supply line is provided, from the spherical valve bypass high pressure penstock

water supply connections for each unit, as a secondary means of service water supply. This

system is installed as a backup to the primary system and operates whenever there is a low

freshwater sump level, a malfunction in the pump service water system or whenever both

units are placed in the synchronous condenser mode of operation. The following is a flow

diagram of both supply systems.
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Drawing 1

All flow diagrams can be found in Appendix A.
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The following is the operating controls used to maintain the service water distribution

header pressure together with set points and device.

Function Set Point Device

Operate service water auxiliary pump to augment main

service water pump.

445 KPa .L PS-04-01

_____________

Operate lag main service water pump
____________

385 KPa .L P5-04-02

Operate a main service water pump as standby when

auxiliary pump is out of service.

400 KPa L
___________

PS-04-03

____________

Open high-pressure penstock lead PRV (V-04-97). 379 KPa L V-04-97

Open high-pressure penstock lag PRV (V-04-103). 345 KPa L V-04-103

Service water high-pressure alarm. 670 KPa 1' PS-04-06

Service water low-pressure alarm. 310 KPa L PS-04-07

Safety relief valve 690 KPa 1' V-04-107

Table 1

The following drawing is the flow diagram for unit #1.

Drawing 2

The following drawing is the flow diagram for unit #2.
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Drawing 3

Main Equipment

1.1.1 Primary Supply Pumps

There are two main vertical turbine supply pumps. Fairbanks Morse, model series 7000-

12L-2 stage, manufactures both pumps. The following table lists the pump's technical

specifications.

Lubrication Water

Column Size 200mm

Discharge Connection 125mm

Type Vertical Hollow Shaft

KW 37.3

Voltage 575V / 3Ph / 60Hz

RPM 1800

Capacity 57.4 L/s @ 441 KPa

Table 2
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1.1.2 Auxiliary Supply Pump

There is only one auxiliary vertical turbine supply pump. Fairbanks Morse, model series

7000-6M-10 stage, manufactures the pump. The following table lists the pump's technical

specifications.

Lubrication Water

Column Size 100mm

Discharge Connection 100mm

Type Vertical Hollow Shaft

KW 3.73

Voltage 575V/3Ph/6OHz

RPM 1800

Capacity 5.16 L/s @ 441 KPa

Table 3

1.1.3 Flow Meter Orifices

There are three flow meters located in the discharge lines of the coolers.

Discharge Line Line size (sch 40) Orifice size

SAC 4 inches 3.0295 inches

Generator 2 inches 1.1963 inches

Turbine 1 '4 inches 0.7111 inches

Table 4

1.1.4 Self-Cleaning Strainer

Before the service water is supplied to the cooling water distribution header for each unit it

is first passed through a self-cleaning strainer. This strainer's back wash system is set in

automatic mode and a timer is used to control the backwash system. The timer is set for a

60 second back wash every hour. An inspection glass allows one to see the dirty side of the

meshes and determine if they are in need of replacement. A conventional 200 mm Y

strainer designed to handle the maximum anticipated water demand is also provided as a
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backup to the self-cleaning strainer. The following table lists the strainer's technical

specifications.

Service Water

Serial number 831W

Design Pressure 150 psig @ 200 °F

Working Pressure 100 psig

Filter Media 60x60 s.s mesh with lOxlO s.s mesh

Motor %HP

Voltage 120V/ iPh /60 Hz

RPM 1800

Table 5

1.1.5 Surface Air Coolers

There are four surface air coolers within the generator housing. These are aluminum-finned

air to water heat exchangers with stainless steel tubes and carbon steel head covers. The

following table lists the cooler's technical specifications.

MAWP 100 psig @ 200 °F

Water Pressure Drop Across Cooler 5.62 psi

Water Flow Rate per cooler 5.68 L/s

Number Tubes 186

Number Rows 6

Number Passes 6

Tube O.D 0.625 inches

Tube Wall Thickness 0.049 inches

Table 6

Design Velocity Calculations:

Flow Rate per tube Q= 0.183 L/s
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Area per tube A = 0.218 in2

Velocity per tube V= = 4.27 ft/s

1.1.6 Generator Bearing Oil Coolers

There are two generator thrust and guide bearing oil coolers within the generator housing.

These are aluminum-finned oil to water heat exchangers with stainless steel tubes and

carbon steel head covers. The following table lists the cooler's technical specifications.

MAWP 150 psig @ 200 °F

Water Pressure Drop Across Cooler 1.5 psi

Water Flow Rate per cooler 1.52 L/s

Number Tubes 24

Number Rows 6

Number Passes 6

Tube O.D 0.625 inches

Tube Wall Thickness 0.049 inches

Table 7

Design Velocity Calculations:

Flow Rate per tube ci = 0,380 L/s

Area per tube A = 0.218 in2

VelocitypertubeV1= =8.86ft/s

1.1.7 Turbine Bearing Oil Cooler

There is one turbine bearing oil cooler made from 1 inch, sch 40, seamless, 304 stainless

steel pipe. The piping is joined together to form two semicircles and is laid into the turbine

oil pot. The following table lists the cooler's technical specifications.
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MAWP 3521 psig @ 200 °F

Water Flow Rate 1.1 L/s

Tube O.D 1.315 inches

Tube Wall Thickness 0.133 inches

Table 8

Design Velocity Calculations:

Flow Rate per tube Q= 1.1 L/s

Area per tube At = 0.864 in2

Velocity per tube V= = 6.475 ft/s

Main Control Valves

1.1.8 Inlet Header Pressure Reducing Valve

The inlet header pressure reducing valve V-04-38 unit #1 and V-04-50 unit #2 are a four inch

Masoneilan Camflex II control valve model # 35-35102. The following table lists the valve's

technical specifications.

Specifications Minimum Normal Maximum

Inlet Pressure 346 KPa 540 KPa

Outlet Pressure

_________

309 KPa

Flow Rate
___________

7.3 L/s 15.6 L/s
___________

29.7 L/s

CF
_________

0.85

Required CV 203.4
________

_________

81.35

Rated CV 230

Duff. Pressure Size
__________

37 KPa
_________

__________

231 KPa

Duff. Pressure shut off
___________ __________

620 KPa

Table 9
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1.1.9 SAC Temperature Control Valve

The SAC temperature control valve V-04-45 unit #1 and V-04-56 unit #2 are a three inch

Masoneilan control valve model # 47-21125. The following table lists the valve's technical

specifications.

Specifications Minimum Normal Maximum

Inlet Pressure 144 KPa
_________

299 KPa

Outlet Pressure 0 KPa
_________

7 KPa

Flow Rate 5.3 L/s
_________

25.3 L/s

CF
_________

0.9
_________

Required CV 12.8 88.6

Rated CV
________

________

110
________

Duff. Pressure Size 137 KPa
_________

292 KPa

Duff. Pressure shut off
__________ _________

1450 KPa

Table 10

1.1.10 Generator/Turbine Automatic Shut Off Valve

The generator/turbine automatic shut off valve V-04-29 unit #1 and V-04-86 unit #2 are two

inch valves with Canadian Worcester Controls (model # 20-405). The valves them selves are

wrapped in insulation making their identification not possible.

1.1.11 Penstock Emergency Automatic Shut Off Valve

The penstock automatic shut off valves V-04-75 and V-04-76 are six inch valves with Marks

Controls (model #896). The valves themselves are wrapped in insulation making their

identification not possible.
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1.1.12 Penstock Pressure Reducing Valve

The penstock pressure reducing valves V-04-97 and V-04-103 are two inch Masoneilan

control valves (model # 48-21734). The following table lists the valve's technical

specifications.

Specifications Minimum Normal Maximum

Inlet Pressure
__________

3772 KPa

Outlet Pressure 434 KPa
__________

Flow Rate
__________

7.3 L/s 14.6 L/s
___________

31.0 L/s

CF
_________

0.95

Required CV 5.26
_________

22.3

Rated CV
__________

_______

30

Duff. Pressure Size 3338 KPa
__________

Duff. Pressure shut off
__________

___________
6800 KPa

___________

___________

Table 11

1.1.13 Supply Pump Excess Pressure Release Valve

The excess pressure release valve V-04-113 is a one & half inch Masoneilan control valve

model # 48-21135. The following table lists the valve's technical specifications.

Specifications Minimum Normal Maximum

Inlet Pressure 540 KPa

Outlet Pressure
__________

___________
7 KPa

___________

Flow Rate 600 L/s
___________

CF
__________

__________
0.9

__________

Required CV
_________

26.80
__________

Rated CV
__________

35
_________

Duff. Pressure shut off
___________ __________

___________

1450 KPa

Table 12

1.1.14 Sump Level Control Valve

The sump lev& control valve V-04-110 is a two-inch Masoneilan control valve model # 48-
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21135. The following table lists the valve's technical specifications.

Specifications Minimum Normal Maximum

Inlet Pressure
__________

427 KPa
___________

Outlet Pressure
__________

0 KPa
___________

F'ow Rate
___________

18.5 L/s
____________

CF
_________

0.93
_________

Required CV
__________

37.4
__________

Rated CV
__________

46
__________

Duff. Pressure Size
__________

427 KPa
___________

Duff. Pressure shut off
___________

434 KPa 1450 KPa

Table 13

Unit #1 in Operation

The service water pressure can fluctuate between 345 KPa (50 psi) and 550 KPa (80 psi),

therefore a pressure-regulating valve V-04-38 has been installed to maintain pressure at

220 KPa (32 psi). A bypass valve V-04-40 is provided so that the pressure-regulating valve

can be isolated for repairs. The pressure-regulating valve is located after the self-cleaning

strainer at the start of unit #1 service water distribution header. All in'et header valves, V -

04-115 SAC, V-04-117 generator, V-04-119 turbine, are in the full open position.

Approximately twelve (12) seconds after initiation of unit #1, the following occurs:

1. Pneumatically operated temperature control valve V-04-45 opens and water flow is
established through the surface air coolers. A bypass valve V-04-47 is provided so
that the control v&ve can be isolated for repairs.

2. Pneumatically operated automatic shut-off valve V-04-29 opens and water flow is
established through the turbine guide bearing cooler and the generator thrust/guide
bearing coolers. A bypass valve V-04-31 is provided so that the control valve can be
isolated for repairs.

After the water flows have been established, the flow indicator switches Fi/s-04-01, Fi/s-04-

02, Fi/s-04-03 pick up and start measuring flows through the surface air coolers, turbine

guide bearing cooler, and the generator thrust/guide bearing coolers.
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Water flow through the turbine guide bearing cooler is manually controlled by ball valve V -

04-54. This ball valve is throttled to provide 1.20 L/s of water through the cooler at

maximum flow and is located after the cooler. Temperature indicator Ti-04-02 together

with the flow meter provided on the flow meter panel have been provided to help set the

required maximum flow through the cooler. The turbine guide bearing cooler water flow

should never be set less than 0.25 L/s.

Water flow through two generator thrust/guide bearing coolers is manually controlled by

ball valve V-04-53. This ball valve is throttled to provide 3.50 L/s of water through the

coolers at maximum flow and is located after the cooler. Temperature indicator Ti-04-03

together with the flow meter provided on the flow meter panel have been provided to help

set the required maximum flow through the coolers. The generator thrust/guide bearing

coolers water flow should never be set less than 0.7 L/s.

Water flow through four surface air coolers is controlled automatically by temperature

control valve V-04-45. The integral controller for this valve remotely senses the

temperature of the common cooling water leaving the surface air coolers. This valve is set

to maintain a leaving water temperature of 35 C, which corresponds to a surface air cooler

discharge air temperature of 40 C. The temperature control valve is equipped with a

pneumatic minimum position relay to ensure that whenever the unit is operating, water

flow is never allowed to fall below 4.0 L/s. The temperature control valve is also equipped

with an electric solenoid to fully close the valve whenever the unit is shutdown.

Temperature indicator Ti-04-04 has been provided to facilitate the checking of the

operation of the temperature control valve. Balancing valve V-04-48 on the surface air

cooler return line should be set to provide a surface air cooler flow of 26.0 L/s when the

temperature control valve is fully open.

Flow meter panel settings:

Flow Rates Scale Range Set Point

Turbine guide bearing cooler flow 0-1.20 1/s 0.20 L/s

Generator thrust/guide bearing coolers flow 0-3.50 L/s 0.60 L/s

Surface Air Coolers flow 0-26.0 L/s 3.50 L/s
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Table 14

Unit #2 in Operation

The service water distribution header pressure can fluctuate between 345 XPa (50 psi) and

550 KPa (80 psi), therefore a pressure-regulating valve V-04-50 has been installed to

maintain pressure at 220 KPa (32 psi). A bypass valve V-04-52 is provided so that the

pressure-regulating valve can be isolated for repairs. The pressure-regulating valve is

located after the self-cleaning strainer. All inlet header valves, V-04-116 SAC, V-04-118

generator, V-04-120 turbine, are in the full open position.

Approximately twelve (12) seconds after initiation of unit #1, the following occurs:

3. Pneumatically operated temperature control valve V-04-56 opens and water flow is
established through the surface air coolers. A bypass valve V-04-58 is provided so
that the control valve can be isolated for repairs.

4. Pneumatically operated automatic shut-off valve V-04-86 opens and water flow is
established through the turbine guide bearing cooler and the generator thrust/guide
bearing coolers. A bypass valve V-04-88 is provided so that the control valve can be
isolated for repairs.

After the water flows have been established, the flow indicator switches Fi/s-04-04, Fi/s-04-

05, Fi/s-04-06 pick up and start measuring flows through the surface air coolers, turbine

guide bearing cooler, and the generator thrust/guide bearing coolers.

Water flow through the turbine guide bearing cooler is manually controlled by ball valve V -

04-62. This ball valve is throttled to provide 1.20 L/s of water through the cooler at

maximum flow and is located after the cooler. Temperature indicator Ti-04-07 together

with the flow meter provided on the flow meter panel have been provided to help set the

required maximum flow through the cooler. The turbine guide bearing cooler water flow

should never be set less than 0.25 L/s.

Water flow through two generator thrust/guide bearing coolers is manually controlled by

ball valve V-04-61. This ball valve is throttled to provide 3.50 L/s of water through the

coolers at maximum flow and is located after the cooler. Temperature indicator Ti-04-06

together with the flow meter provided on the flow meter panel have been provided to help
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set the required maximum flow through the coolers. The generator thrust/guide bearing

coolers water flow should never be set less than 0.7 L/s.

Water flow through four surface air coolers is controlled automatically by temperature

control valve V-04-56. The integral controller for this valve remotely senses the

temperature of the common cooling water leaving the surface air coolers. This valve is set

to maintain a leaving water temperature of 35 C, which corresponds to a surface air cooler

discharge air temperature of 40 C. The temperature control valve is equipped with a

pneumatic minimum position relay to ensure that whenever the unit is operating, water

flow is never allowed to fall below 4.0 L/s. The temperature control valve is also equipped

with an electric solenoid to fully close the valve whenever the unit is shutdown.

Temperature indicator Ti-04-05 has been provided to facilitate the checking of the

operation of the temperature control valve. Balancing valve V-04-59 on the surface air

cooler return line should be set to provide a surface air cooler flow of 26.0 L/s when the

temperature control valve is fully open.

Flow meter panel settings:

Flow Rates Scale Range Set Point

Turbine guide bearing cooler flow 0-1.20 L/s 0.20 L/s

Generator thrust/guide bearing coolers flow 0-3.50 L/s 0.60 L/s

Surface Air Coolers flow 0-26.0 L/s 3.50 L/s

Table 15
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HISTORY OF SERVICE WATER SYSTEM

General Information

All work orders that are in the J.D.Edwards system since the fall of 1994 pertaining to the

service water pumps, strainers, and heat exchangers have been reviewed to piece together

an overview of the major work done on the service water system. All

Table 16

CATAIR WodcOrdorHlalorv _____________________ ___________

May June July Oct________

Unit #1 Cleaned all SAC Unit
1995 #2 Cleaned all SAC

All four SAC were cleaned. 2.5"
1997 pipIng I.D =2.0" - 2.3 scraped dean

one section l.D 2.467"

Unit #1 ChemIcal Cleaning (TRAC 100) of
generator coolers and turbine cooler.

1998
Unit #2 Chemlel Cleaning (TRAC 100) of
generator coolers and turbine cooler. Unit
#2 leaked during flushing of coolers.

Unit #1 Flushed SAC and measured flows,
1:71/s. 2: 13 Vs. 3: 10 Vs. 4:4.51/8.
Cleaned SAC 1,3, & 4.

1999 Unit #2 Flushed SAC and measured flows,
1:5t/s.2:1 Vs.3:9.SVs.4:71/s
Cleaned SAC 1.3, & 4, replaced 2.

Installed new rotary Unit #1 Replaced SAC #4 wIth UnIt #1 Removed and cleaned all 2.5" and Unit #1 Removed and cleaned all 4
strainer. spare. Unit 3" pe for SAC inside of generator housing. pIpe for SAC insIde of generator

#2 Replaced SAC #1 with Unit #2 Removed and cleaned all 25 and housing. Unit

2000 spare. Lag
pump #3 cuttIng In during

3 pe for SAC inside of generator housIng. #2 Removed and cleaned all 4 pipe
for SAC Inside of generator housIng.

rotary strainer backwash.

of the major work done on this system is listed below in the following table. It can be seen

from table 16 that the SAC's are cleaned every second year since 1995. It can also be seen

that the SAC piping has been cleaned every three years since 1997,

Table 17 gives the dates when each unit was off line for maintenance since 1999.
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AT ARM UNIT OUTAGES

Unit#1
______________________________
Unit#2

Month
____________

1999
I
12000

I
12001

I
1999 12000 2001

anuary ____________ 3,26 1,12,17 1,2,3,8,12,26

February 13 3 ________ ) 3,18

•'March 12 ) 10

priI 13
__________

__________

________

________ _________________ 11

Aay 10 __________ ________ 1,8,17

lune 14 14,19,23
________

12
_______________

23 13

uly 2,7,8,9,14
__________ ________ 5,14,16,20,21

ugust 4,8 ,8
_______________

;eptember
___________

__________

18,25
________

________

________________

18,20,26

ctober
___________ 10 ________

_______________

November ___________

_______________ ______________

December ,13-17,21
_________

5,6,29
________

________

_______________

1,15-18,20,31
______________

_______________

Table 17

Review of Trend Monitoring Readings

Trend Monitoring readings are taken weekly by operations for all hydro generating stations

except Snooks Arm and Venams Bight. With knowledge of the work history performed on

the generating station coupled with the trend monitoring readings one can develop a

picture of how the generating station has operated over the last few years.

The Trend monitoring readings are now being stored into a database using Microsoft

Access. A hard copy of the weekly readings is being kept on site for backup. The Microsoft

Access Trend Monitoring program now allows quick graphing of operating parameters to

help us determine the efficiency of the unit. The program is user friendly and allows

operations to view the units operating parameters over an extended period of time.

Table 18 shows the missing trend monitoring readings for Cat Arm.

I UNIT #1 UNIT #2 F
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1997/11/24 to Early Winter

1998/02/16 1998
____________________

1998/03/09 to
______________

1998/03/23 to

1998/06/01

Spring 1998
______________

1998/06/01
Spring 1998
_____________DATES

1999/08/20 to 1999/08/20 to
Fall 1999 Fall 1999

1999/11/08 1999/11/08
______________

2000/07/3 1 to
______________

Late Summer 2000/07/3 1 to Late Summer

______
2000/10/30 2000 2000/10/30 2000

Table 18

Graph 1 - SAC Flow Rates ]
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Graph 1 shows the flow rates for the SAC's since October 1997. The recommended flow

rates are 23 L/s during the summer months and 5 L/s during the winter months. One can

see the increase in flow rate around July 2000 when the SAC piping was cleaned. Cleaning

the SAC's in Juy 1999 did nothing to increase the flow rate because the problem was

dogged piping. Cleaning the SAC's in October 1997 did maintain high flow rates up until the

fall 1998 when both units SAC's started a steady decline until the piping was cleaned in July

2000. It is interesting to note that the flow rate through unit #2 has always been lower than

unit #1, this warrants further investigation.
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The SAC flow rate has also increased in the fall and decreased in the spring. This is believed

to be caused by the spring run off carrying suspended particulates of organic matter. After

these particulates flow through the SAC the heat causes them to solidify and fall out of the

solution. Theses solid globes of matter then become caught along the inside of the pipe,

especially if the pipe is corroded.

To combat this problem for the summer it was suggested that the 3-inch by-pass line also

be fully opened. So both units by-pass lines where fully open along with their main 4-inch

discharge lines. Unit #1 increased its flow from 18 1/s to 20 L/s and unit #2 increased its

flow from 15.5 L/s to 17L/s. The by-pass tines will remain open until the end of the warm

season some time in September 2001.

Actual Velocity Calculations:

Unit #1 Unit #2

Flow Rate per tube Qt= 0.161 L/s

Area per tube A= 0.218 in2

VelocitypertubeVt= Qt' 3.76ft/s/At=

Flow Rate per tube Q 0.137 L/s

Area per tube 0.218 in2

Velocity per tube V
=

= 3.20 ft/s
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Graph 2 shows the water temperature differential for the SAC's on both units since October

1997. This clearly shows how the water temperature fluctuates through out the year, with

increased temperatures during the summer months and decreased temperatures during the

winter months. Even though the temperature fluctuates the differential temperature

between inlet and discharge remains constant around an average of 5 °C.

Graph 2 - SAC Water Temperature
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Graph 3 - SAC Air Temperatures
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Graph 3 shows the air temperature differential for the SAC's on both units since October

1997. The air temperature into the SAC's is measured inside the stator frame and the air

temperature out of the SAC's is measured inside the generator housing. Only one SAC air

temperatures are measured, which is SAC #2 for unit #1 and SAC #3 for Unit #2. This graph

clearly shows how the air temperature fluctuates through out the year, with increased

temperatures during the summer months and decreased temperatures during the winter

months. Even though the temperature fluctuates the differential temperature between

inlet and outlet remains constantly around an average of 20 °C.

SAC Air Temperature Set Points:

Unit #1 Cold Air Warm Air

Alarm 45 °C 70°C

Trip Unit Off Line 52 °C

Table 19
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Unit #2 Cold Air Warm Air

Alarm °C 68 °C

Trip Unit Off Line 50 °C

Table 20

The air temperature out of the SAC's have never reached the alarm set point of 45 °C at

least since October 1997.

Graph 4 - Unit #1 Stator Temperatures
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Graph 4 shows the Stator temperatures for unit #1 since October 1997. This graph clearly

shows how the stator temperature fluctuates through out the year, with increased

temperatures during the summer months and decreased temperatures during the winter

months.
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Stator Temperature Set Points:

Core Alarm 105 °C

Iron Alarm 90 °C

Table 21

The stator temperatures have never reached the iron alarm set point of 90 °C at least since

October 1997.

Graph 5 - Unit #2 Stator Temperatures
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Graph 5 shows the Stator temperatures for unit #2 since October 1997. This graph clearly

shows how the stator temperature fluctuates through out the year, with increased

temperatures during the summer months and decreased temperatures during the winter

months.
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Stator Temperature Set Points:

Core Alarm 105 °C

Iron Alarm 90 °C

Table 22

During the summer of 1998 unit #2 stator temperatures climbed to 86 °C almost reaching

the iron alarm temperature of 90 °C.

Graph 6 - Generator/Turbine Flow Rates
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Graph 6 shows the flow rates for the generator and turbine coolers since October 1997.

The recommended flow rates are 3.5 L/s for the generator coolers and 1.20 L/s for the

turbine cooler, One can see how much the flow rate increased through the coolers in July

1998 after they where chemically cleaned with Trac 100.

To combat the problem of summer fouling it was also suggested that the 2-inch by-pass line

also be fully opened. Only unit #1 by-pass line was fully open, unit #2 by-pass line was not
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opened due to the by-pass valve being seized closed. The flow rate through the generator

and turbine coolers did not change. This seized by-pass valve will be fixed during the fall

2001 outage under work order # 230448.

Actual Velocity Calculations:

Generator Coolers:

Flow Rate per tube Q= 0.312 L/s

Area per tube A = 0.218 in2

Velocity per tube V= = 7.29 ft/s

Turbine Cooler:

Flow Rate per tube Q = 0.80 L/s

Area per tube A= 0.864 in2

Velocity per tube V1 = = 4.71 ft/s
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Graph 7 - Generator Water Temperatures
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Graph 7 shows the water temperature differential for the generator coolers on both units

since October 1997. This graph clearly shows how the water temperature fluctuates

through Out the year, with increased temperatures during the summer months and

decreased temperatures during the winter months.
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Graph 8 - Unit #1 Gen Bearing Temperatures
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Graph 8 shows unit #1 generator's guide and thrust bearing temperatures since October

1997. One can see the temperature dropped in July 1998 after the coolers were chemically

cleaned with Trac 100. Since then one can also see how the temperatures have continually

increased from year to year when you compare the consistent winter temperatures from

year to year. This continuous increase in temperature from year to year is resulting from

the gradual build up of particulates inside the cooler tubes and pipes.
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Generator Bearing Temperature Set Points:

Unit #1 Guide Bearing Thrust Bearing

Alarm 72.5 °C 80 °C

Trip to Synchronous Condense Mode 75 °C 85 °C

Trip Unit Off Line 90 °C 95 °C

Table 23

Before the coolers were cleaned in the summer of 1998 the guide bearing temperature

climbed to 67 °C, almost reaching the guide bearing alarm set point of 72.5 0C. The guide

bearing temperatures are again on the rise since they're cleaning with Trac 100 in the

summer of 1998, The recorded high temperatures this summer for the guide bearing were

65 °C.
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Graph 9 - Unit #2 Gen Bearing Temperatures
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Graph 9 shows unit #2 generator's guide and thrust bearing temperatures since October

1997. One can see the dramatic temperature dropped in July 1998 after the coolers were

chemically cleaned with Trac 100. This graph also shows how the temperatures have been

continually increasing from one year to the next. Comparing the winter temperature of

2001 with that of 1999 there has been an increase of at less 5 °C. This continuous increase

in temperature from year to year is resulting from the gradual build up of particulates inside

the cooler tubes which directly affects the heat transfer rate.

Generator Bearing Temperature Set Points:

Unit #2 Guide Bearing Thrust Bearing

Alarm 71 °C 80 °C

Trip to Synchronous Condense Mode 76 °C 85 °C

Trip UnitOff Line 90°C 95°C

Table 24

The thrust and guide bearing alarm set points were reached in the summer of 1998 before

the coolers were cleaned with Trac 100.
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Graph 10 shows the Turbine guide bearing temperatures since October 1997. It can be seen

from this graph the temperature drop in July 1998, which was due to chemically cleaning

the cooler with Trac 100. The bearing is again starting to run hot due to the continuous

Graph 10- Turbine Bearing Temperature
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build up of particulates over the last three years within the system.

Turbine Bearing Temperature Set Points for unit #1 and unit #2:

Alarm 75 °C

Trip to Synchronous Condense Mode 80 °C

Trip Unit Off Line 85 °C

Table 25
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Graph 11 - Water Pressure
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Graph 11 shows the water inlet pressure on the six-inch supply header that feeds each unit

with cooling water. This pressure reading is taken down stream from the pressure reducing

valve on each header. A Technician from New Valve adjusted the pressure reducing valve

on unit #1 in July 1998, which caused the sudden drop in pressure. Reducing the pressure

in the supply header directly affects the volume of cooling water being supplied.

To increase the water flow through unit #2 the pressure-reducing valve V-04-50 located in

the inlet header was open from 70% to 100%. This caused an increase in pressure from 390

KPa to 410 KPa. The main supply pump is operating around 490 KPa. This pressure

difference will be investigated during the fall 2001 outage under work order # 228335. It is

thought that the valve may be malfunctioning, the by-pass valve V-04-52 was open fully,

and the pressure remained at 410 KPa. It is now thought that the main supply header has

considerable build up and the by-pass line is clogged. The pressure gauge was also

changed, and the pressure still remained the same.

Test Samples

In August 2000 water and hard barnacle pipe deposits from the Cat Arm plant were sent to
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BetzDearborn for analysis. The water sample is directly from the penstock supply and the

barnacle deposits are from the SAC cooling water piping. Table 26 shows the composition

of the water sample.

Composition Sample #1 Sample #2

PH 5.0 5.1

Specific Conductance @ 25C, umhos 91 77

Alkalinity "P" as CaCO3, ppm 0 0

Alkalinity "M" as CaCO3, ppm <2 <2

SulfurTotal asSO4, ppm <5 <5

Chloride as CL, ppm 3.1 3.7

Hardness Total as CaCO3, ppm 6.5 5.3

Calcium Hardness Total as CaCO3, ppm 2.3 1.6

Magnesium Hardness Total as CaCO3, ppm 4.2 3.6

Copper Total as Cu, ppm <0.05 <0,05

Iron Total as Fe, ppm 0.79 0.87

Sodium as Na, ppm 2.2 2.1

Phosphate Total Inorganic as P04, ppm <0.2 <0.2

Phosphate Ortho- as Po4, ppm <0.2 <0.2

Silica Total as Si02, ppm 1.5 1.5

Table 26

As one can see the pH level of 5.0 tells us that the water is acidic in nature. This type of

water is very aggressive and will corrode piping and equipment.

Table 27 shows the composition of the SAC piping barnacle deposit.

Lf9mposition Sample #1 Sample #2

I Iron Fe203 + Fe304 72 % 66%
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Loss on Ignition LOl 21% 18%

Manganese Mn02 6% 15%

AluminumAl2O3 1%

Table 27

As one can see the sample deposits are mainty composed of metal oxides. These metal

oxides are from the pipe wall, which is being corroded by the acidic water. Loss of ignition

LOl refers to the organics within the sample.

The BetzDearborn analysis of the water and pipe samples can be found in Appendix B.

Cost Analysis

1.1.15 Maintenance Cost for Cleaning

In order to clean the service water coolers and piping in Cat Arm, a maintenance crew has

to be assembled in Bay D'Espoir and drive to Cat Arm. Travel time to Cat Arm from Bay

D'Espoir is normally eight hours.

Travel Arrangements (normal workweek)

Monday: Leave Bay D'Espoir in the morning and drive to the West coast. Work 4.0 hours

upon arriving on site.

Tuesday to Thursday: Regular workweek 8.0 hours per day.

Friday: Work 4.0 hours and then drive back to Bay D'Espoir for the weekend.

Hours of actually work performed on site for one workweek is 32.0 hours.

Perdiem Expenses ($9 Breakfast. $11 Dinner. $18 Supper. $6 IncidentalsJver niRht))

Monday: $34 (no breakfast)

Tuesday to Thursday: $43 per day

Friday: $20 (no supper or incidentals)
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Total Perdlem charge per person per week: $183

Having a work crew of more than 4 workers will require the services of a cook and perdiem

will not be paid while the services of a cook is provided on site.

For the purpose of this study all workers will receive perdiem.

Minimum Work Crew and Wages

3 Workers at $21.56 hr (2 workers on floor, 1 worker operating the crane)

1 Supervisor at $23.72 hr (10% more than the worker)

Total over head costs = salary x 1.63

Travel to site will be by fleet vehicles, 2 required, one supervisor vehicle and one work crew

truck. Tools and cleaning equipment will be transported to the site with these vehicles.

The supervisor is usually over seeing two or three jobs while on site. For this cost analysis

1/3 of the supervisors wage will be allocated to the job.

Required gas for travel is $80 to site and $80 return from site for one work truck.

1.1.16 Total Cost to Clean SAC per Unit

Time required to clean four SAC's for one work crew is four days (32.0 hrs), one cooler per

day (8.0 hrs); this includes removal, cleaning, and reinstallation of cooler.

Labour: 3 (workers) x 40.0 hrs (32,0 cleaning, 8.0 driving) x $21.56 = $2,587.20

1 (supervisor) x 13.3 hrs (1/3 x 40.0 hrs) x $23.72 = $315.48

Total Over Head Costs: $2,902.68 x 1.63 $4,731.37
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Perdiem: 4 (work crew) x $183 = $732

(Monday $34, Tuesday to Thursday $129, Friday $20)

Gas: 4 (2 vehicles) x $80 = $320

Total cost: $5,783.37

1.1.17 Total Cost to Clean SAC Piping per Unit

Time required to clean SAC piping inside of generator housing for one work crew is three

days (24.0 hrs); this includes removal, cleaning, and reinstallation of piping.

Labour: 3 (workers) x 32.0 hrs (24.0 cleaning, 8.0 driving) x $21.56 = $2,069.76

1 (supervisor) x 10.7 hrs (1/3 x 32.0 hrs) x $23.72 = $253.80

Total Over Head Costs: $2,323.56 x 1.63 = $3,787.40

Perdiem: 4 (work crew) x $140 = $560

(Monday $34, Tuesday to Wednesday $86, Thursday $20)

Gas: 4 (2 vehicles) x $80 = $320

Total cost: $4,667.409

1.1.18 Total Cost to Clean Generator Coolers per Unit
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Time required to clean two generator coolers for one work crew is four days (32.Ohrs), two

days (16.0 hrs) per cooler; this includes removal, cleaning, and reinstallation of cooler.

Labour: 3 (workers) x 40.0 hrs (32.0 cleaning, 8.0 driving) x $21.56 = $2,587.20

1 (supervisor) x 13.3 hrs (1/3 x 40.0 hrs) x $23.72 = $315.48

Total Over Head Costs: $2,902.68 x 1.63 = $4,731.37

Perdiem: 4 (work crew) x $183 = $732

(Monday $34, Tuesday to Thursday $129, Friday $20)

Gas: 4 (2 vehicles) x $80 = $320

Total cost: $5,783.37

1.1.19 Total Cost to Clean Generator Cooler Piping per Unit

Time required to clean generator piping inside of generator housing for one work crew is

three days (24 hrs); this includes removal, cleaning, and reinstallation of piping.

Labour: 3 (workers) x 32.0 hrs (24.0 cleaning, 8.0 driving) x $21.56 = $2,069.76

1 (supervisor) x 10.7 hrs (1/3 x 32.0 hrs) x $23.72 = $253.80

Total Over Head Costs: $2,323.56 x 1.63 = $3,787.40

Perdiem: 4 (work crew) x $140 = $560

(Monday $34, Tuesday to Wednesday $86, Thursday $20)

Gas: 4 (2 vehicles) x $80 = $320

Total cost: $4,667.40
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ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

General Information

The fouling problem with regard to the cooling water system is being caused by two

problems. The first problem is corrosion of the piping system and the second problem is

organic build up. The acidic water supply is causing the piping system to corrode and the

organics are then attaching themselves to the corroded pipe. Over time the organics build

up and are able to clog the pipe. The heat transferred into the cooling water from the heat

exchangers cause the suspended organics in the water to participate out. This then causes

the discharge piping to become clogged with organics and choke off the flow rate. A

decreased flow rate allows for more organics to settle within the cooling water system.

Eventually the entire cooling water system will become clogged with organics.

The following is a list of solutions that can be used to combat this problem.

1. Mechanical cleaning of the system.
2. Chemical cleaning of the system.
3. Replace the piping with corrosion resistant pipe.
4. Chemically treat the water.
5. Develop a flushing maintenance program.
6. Incorporate organic filters.
7. Convert the system to a closed loop operation.

A brief description of each proposed solution is discussed below.

Mechanical Cleaning

Mechanical cleaning of the cooling water system will require a maintenance cleaning

program if this solution is going to be considered. Without a maintenance cleaning program

the reliability of the service water system will be compromised and forced unit outages will

happen.
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Mechanically cleaning the service water system will require a cleaning maintenance crew

and scheduled plant outages to perform the work. The piping and heat exchangers have to

be removed from service and physically cleaned by hand. This hand cleaning decreases the

life expectancy of both the piping and heat exchangers. The hand cleaning of piping and

cooler tubes is done with rotating nylon brushes that physically scrape the pipe walls of

organic build up. Also the possibility of mechanical damage is increased when man handling

the piping and heat exchangers.

Chemical Cleaning

Chemical cleaning of the service water system requires a maintenance cleaning program to

be established. Without a maintenance cleaning program the reliability of the service water

system will be compromised and forced unit outages will happen.

Chemically cleaning the service water system will require a cleaning maintenance crew and

scheduled plant outages to perform the work. The piping and heat exchangers don't have

to be removed from the system. Instead isolation valves upstream and downstream are

closed and mechanical branch connections are attached to the piping system in both

upstream and downstream locations. The chemical mixture is then pumped through the

system to dissolve any organic build up.

Chemical treatment is harsh on the piping and heat exchangers and decreases their life

expectancy. The chemical leaves the metal in an unpassivated state and corrosion will

occur very rapidly after returning the system to service.

Replace Piping

Currently the piping material is mild steel schedule 40. Two different piping materials have

been considered for replacement of the mild steel pipe, they are 316 stainless steel pipe

schedule 10 and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe schedule 80.

The 316 stainless steel schedule 10 pipe is considered because of its corrosion resistance
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and mechanical properties. The stainless steel pipe will be placed in high traffic areas or in

areas where the piping is likely to be hit to prevent damage.

The PVC schedule 80 pipe is considered because of its corrosion resistance, mechanical

properties, and thermal properties. Schedule 80 will be more durable when compared with

schedule 40. Due to PVC's excellent thermal properties there will be no need to insulate

the pipe as compared to stainless steel. The PVC pipe will be placed in low traffic areas

where the probability of the pipe being damaged is remote.

Chemical Treatment of the Water

The water can be chemically treated to reduce the acidity of the water by raising the ph

level and also help keep all organic materials in a suspended state. The existing service

water system is a once through operation and will require large amounts of chemical.

BetzDearborn purposed a chemical treatment solution, which can be found in appendix C.

It is estimated to cost $5,000 to set up this system and $45,000 per year for chemical usage.

Flushing Maintenance Program

Flushing each cooler individually to remove any organic build up will help keep the service

water system clear. Flushing is performed when all water flow is directed through one

particular cooler for a predetermined amount of time. Any lose organic material will be

forced out of the cooler and washed away.

If a flushing program was implemented it would reduce the amount of lose organic build up

within the service water system. The program would consist of flushing the coolers every

four weeks starting in the spring and continuing over the summer. A flushing procedure for

Cat Arm can be found in Appendix D.
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Organic Filters

Organic filters can be incorporated at the beginning of the service water system to remove

the organics from the water. Sand filters are an effective method of removing organics

from water. Typical flow rates for sizing a sand filter are 3-6 gpm for every square foot of

surface area. The smallest sand filter for Cat Arm would be around 14 ft in diameter to

allow for 900 gpm. Space would then become a problem with this solution.

Closed System Operation

By adding another heat exchanger to the existing service water system one can create a

closed system. There are various heat exchangers that can be implemented into the system

such as water-to-water, air-to-water, or chemical-to-water.

Water-to-water would be the most practical in this situation due to the amount of heat that

is being transferred through the exchanger. An air-to-water heat exchanger would have a

very large surface area in order to remove the quantity of heat within the system, making

this solution not practical. Using a chemical within the closed circuit system is not

necessary considering the temperatures that we are deating with.

This additional heat exchanger will require pumps, piping and valves in order to be

incorporated into the service water system. In addition the style and location of this new

heat exchanger will be incorporated into the design of the new system so that maintenance

will be easier. Also this system will have 100% capacity back up so that cleaning of the heat

exchanger will not require any unit outages.

The use of a cooling pond to supply water to the service water system can be considered a

closed loop system because you are reusing the existing water that is in the cooling pond.

The water in the cooling pond can be chemically treated to ensure that it remains neutral

and does not become acidic. Again space would be a restriction with this type of solution.
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VIABLE SOLUTIONS

In order to compare the viable solutions the Net Present Worth (NPW) method will be used

to determine which solution is most feasibly from a financial point of view. The NPW

method will only take into account the investment dollars needed to bring the solution to

life. Other benefits to each solution is not taken into account using the NPW method

because of the many variables involved in placing a dollar sign on there worth.

In the conclusions and recommendations section each solution will be discussed including

all of the advantages and disadvantages associated with that solution.

Continue to Maintain Current Operation

The "do nothing" approach is to continue operating the plant as we have in the past. This

means mechanically cleaning the SAC's every second year, generator bearing coolers every

five years, SAC piping every ten years, and generator bearing cooler piping every ten years.

This solution will require high maintenance and unit outages so that the work can be

performed.

The NPW cost associated with this solution is for only one unit in Cat Arm and in order to

compare this solution to the others the NPW Cost should be doubled.

NPW Analysis

Below is the NPW analysis of the "do nothing" solution. There is no capital expenditures

related to this solution only yearly operating costs.

Graph 1 is the NPW analyse of"do nothing" solution:
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Net Present Worth

$250.000 --

Years

Graph 1

Table 28 shows the costs associated with this solution:

CaDital Cost
Total I 0

peratinqCosi ______

Pump consumption (49 weeks) $1 5.353
Clean SAC (2 yr) $5.783
Clean SAC Piping (10 yr) $4.667
Clean Gen Bra Coolers (5 yr $5.783
Clean Gen Bra Cooler Piping (10 $4.667

Table 28

The NPW is calculated over the lifespan of the piping, which is 20 years. The inflation rate

used is 2%, the power rate used for the pump is $0.05 kWh, and the rate of return for Hydro

is 8.5%.

The total NPW of this solution is $217,320 per unit.

The spreadsheet for the NPW graph showing each year's increase can be found in Appendix

E.

Replace Piping Inside of Generator Housing

Stainless Steet is recommended as the ideal piping material to be used inside of the

generator housing due to its corrosion resistance and mechanical properties. The generator
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cooler piping is carbon steel and should be replaced with stainless steel. The turbine cooler

piping is already stainless steel. The surface air cooler piping is being replaced with stainless

steel in the Fall 2001.

1.1.20 Generator Bearing Cooler Water Piping per Unit

The generator cooler water piping is currently carbon steel with victaulic couplings for all

the connections. It is recommended to replace the carbon steel with stainless steel sch 10

inside the generator housing. The stainless steel system will reuse the existing carbon steel

victaulic couplings with all new gaskets. Galvanic corrosion between the existing couplings

and stainless steel pipe is not of any concern due to such a small contact surface area

between the coupling and pipe. The following table is a list of parts needed to replace the

piping with stainless steel. The price quote is from EMCO Distribution Ltd.

Parts Table:

Item # Part Description Quantity Price Total

1 2" Pipe s.s sch 10 105 $7.51 $788.55
2 2" Elbow s.s vic 90 dearees 8 $70.15 $561.20
3 2" Elbow s.s vic 45 degrees 8 $70.15 $561.20
4 2" Coupling c.s vic style 77 E gasket 10 $1 1.50 $1 15.00
5 2" E Gasket style 77 46 $5.01 $230.46
6 1/2" x 2 1/2" Bolts c/w nuts 40 $2.00 $80.00
7 2" Tee s.s vic 2 $154.92 $309.84
8 2" Vic-Flange adapter style 741 2 $36.30 $72.60

The total cost for parts is $2,679.90 per unit.

Cost Analysis to Replace Generator Bearing Cooler Water Piping per Unit

The labour time required for a crew to replace the piping was calculated using RS Means

Mechanical Cost Data 2000. An additional 25% labour time was added to the RS Means

calculation for pipe location and restrictions. An additional 15% labour time was added to

the RS Means calculation for removal of old piping system. One additional worker will be
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placed on this job, shortening the labour time by 25%. RS Means calculation can be found

in Appendix F. The costs break down associated with travel, perdiem, and minimum work

crew can be found under the Cost Analysis section on page 29.

Total labour required for work crew of three: 20.9 hrs

Added labour due to pipe location and space restrictions: 20.9 x 25% = 5.2 hrs

Labour time for work crew to remove old piping: 26.1 x 15% = 3.9 hrs

Total labour time required to complete job: 30.0 hrs

In order to complete this job within the one week scheduled outage all work has to be done

in 32.0 hours, leaving 8.0 hours for travel. The supervisor is usually over seeing two or three

jobs while on site; therefore only 1/3 of the supervisors wage will be allocated to this

particular job.

Labour: 3 (workers) x 38.0 hrs (30.0 installation + 8.0 driving) x $21.56 = $2,457.84

1 (supervisor) x 12.7 hrs (1/3 x 38.0 hrs) x $23.72 ($21.56 x 10%) = $301.24

Total Over Head Costs: $2,759.08 x 1.63 = $4,497.30

Perdiem: 4 (work crew) x $183 = $732

(Monday $34, Tuesday to Thursday $129, Friday $20)

Gas: 4 trips (2 vehicles) x $80 = $320

Total Cost per Unit: $5,549.30

Replace Piping Outside of Generator Housing

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is recommended as the ideal piping material to be used outside of

the generator housing due to its corrosion resistance, mechanical properties, thermal

properties, and cost. The inlet header and discharge piping is carbon steel and should be
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replaced with PVC.

1.1.21

1.1.22 lnlet Header Piping per Unit

The inlet header piping for each unit branches off from the main supply header and uses a

pipe rack to ascend from the floor to the ceiling where it then runs along the ceiling into the

generator housing. Damage caused by accidental impact should not be of any concern due

to this piping arrangement. The inlet header piping for each unit will be replaced starting

from the discharge side of the pressure-reducing valve for each unit and continue to the

entrance of the generator housing where it will meet the start of the stainless steel pipe.

The following table is the list of parts needed to replace the inlet piping per unit with PVC.

The price quote is from EMCO Distribution Ltd.

Item # Part Description Quantity Price Total

1 4" Pipe PVC Sch 80 20 $4.17 $83.40
2 4" Elbows 90 PVC Socket Sch 80 2 $9.47 $1 8.94
3 4" Flange PVC Socket Sch 80 1 $13.09 $13.09
4 6"x4" Reducer PVC Socket Sch 80 1 $48.49 $48.49
5 6"x6"x3" Tee PVC Socket Sch 80 2 $36.30 $72.60
6 2" Pipe PVC Sch 80 20 $1 .32 $26.40
7 2" Elbows 90 PVC Socket Sch 80 3 $2.54 $7.62
8 2" Butterfly Valve PVC Flanged 1 $184.85 $184.85
9 211 Flange PVC Socket Sch 80 3 $6.07 $18.21

10 3x2 Reducer PVC Socket Sch 80 2 $1 0.00 $20.00
11 11/4" Pipe PVC Sch 80 20 $0.85 $17.00
12 11/4" Elbows 90 PVC Socket Sch 80 1 $1.82 $1.82
13 1 1/4" Elbows 45 PVC Socket Sch 80 1 $3.65 $3.65
14 1 1/4" Butterfly Valve PVC Flanged 1 $31.35 $31.35
15 1 1/4" Flange PVC Socket Sch 80 3 $4.80 $14.40
16 6" Pipe PVC Sch 80 40 $7.80 $312.00
17 6 Elbows 90 PVC Socket Sch 80 6 $29.96 $179.76
18 6" Flange PVC Socket Sch 80 3 $48.10 $144.30
19 2"xl 1/4" Reducer PVC Socket Sch 80 1 $3.64 $3.64
20 6" Elbows 45 PVC Socket Sch 80 1 $34.84 $34.84
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The total cost for parts is $1, 236.36 for unit #1.

The total cost for parts is $1,080.36 for unit #2. (Unit #2 needs 20 feet of 6 inch Pipe)

Cost Analysis to Replace Inlet Header Piping per Unit

The labour time required for a crew to replace the piping was calculated using RS Means

Mechanical Cost Data 2000. An additional 25% labour time was added to the RS Means

calculation for pipe location and restrictions. Also an additional 15% labour time was added

to the RS Means calculation for removal of old piping system. RS Means calculations can be

found in Appendix F. The costs break down associated with travel, perdiem, and minimum

work crew can be found under the Cost Analysis section on page 29.

Total labour time for work crew of two: 35.1 hrs

Added labour due to pipe location and space restrictions: 35.1 x 25% = 8.8 hrs

Labour time for work crew to remove old piping: 43.9 x 15% = 6.6 hrs

Total 'abour time for work crew to complete job: 50.5 hrs

In order to complete this job within a two-week scheduled outage all work has to be done in

64.0 hours, leaving 16.0 hours for travel. The supervisor is usually over seeing two - three

jobs while on site; therefore only 1/3 of the supervisors wage will be allocated to this

particular job.

Labour: 2 (workers) x 66.5 hrs (50.5 installation + 16.0 driving) x $21.56 = $2,867.48

1 (supervisor) x 22.2 hrs (1/3 x 66.5 hrs) x $23.72 ($21.56 x 10%) $526.58

Total Over Head Costs: $3394.O6 x 1.63 = $5,532.32

Perdiem: 3 (work crew) x $183 = $549

(Monday $34, Tuesday to Thursday $129, Friday $20)

3 (work crew) x $140 $420

(Monday $34, Tuesday to Wednesday $86, Thursday $20)

Gas: 4 trips (2 vehicles) x 2 weeks x $80 = $640
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Total Cost per Unit: $7,141.32

1.1.23 Discharge Header Piping per Unit

The discharge piping for each unit comes out of the ceiling and descends down the outside

of the scroll case wall to the floor. Damage caused by accidental impact should not be of

any concern due to the location of the piping on the concrete wall. The discharge piping for

each unit will be replaced from where the stainless steel exits the generator housing and

will continue until it meets the piping embedded in the floor. The following table is the list

of parts needed to replace the piping with PVC. The price quote is from EMCO Distribution

Ltd.
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Item # Part Description Quantity Price Total

1 1 1/4" Pine PVC Sch 80 20 $0.85 $17.00
2 2" Pipe PVC Sch 60 20 $1.32 $26.40
3 2.5" Pipe PVC Sch 80 40 $2.12 $84.80
4 3" Pipe PVC Sch 80 20 $2.86 $57.20
5 4" Pioe PVC Sch 80 40 $4.17 Q
6 6" Pipe PVC Sch 80 10 $7.80

_
$78.00

7 1 1/4N Elbows 90 PVC Socket Sch 60 4 $1.82 $7.28
8 2" Elbows 90 PVC Socket Sch 80 1 $2.54 $2.54
9 2.5" Elbows 90 PVC Socket Sch 80 4 $5.96 $23.84
10 4" Elbows 90 PVC Socket Sch 60 6 $9.47 $56.82
11 2.5" Elbows 45 PVC Socket Sch 60 1 $12.62 $12.62
12 4" Elbows 45 PVC Socket Sch 80 1 $27.66 $27.66
13 4"x4"x4" Tee PVC Socket Sch 80 2 $1427 $2854
14 2.5"x2.5"x2.5" Tee PVC Socket Sch 80 3 $9.86 $29.58
15 2.5"x 1 1/4" Reducer PVC Socket Sch 60 1 _$6.30 $6.30
16 2.5"x2" Reducer PVC Socket Sch 80 3 $6.30 $18.90
17 4"x3" Reducer PVC Socket Sch 80 2 $25.56 $51.12
18 6"x4" Reducer PVC Socket Sch 80 1 $52.14 $52.14
19 1 1/4" Flange PVC Socket Sch 80 3 $480 $14.40
20 2" Flange PVC Socket Sch 60 5 $6.07 $3Q.35
21 2.5" Flange PVC Socket Sch 80 6 $10.06 $60.36
22 3" Flange PVC Socket Sch 80 2 $11.12 $22.24
23 4" Flange PVC Socket Sch 80 7 $14.07 $98.49
24 1 1/4" Pressure Tag Orifice Flanaes s.s Socket Sch 80 1 $387.69 $387.69
25 2' Pressure Tap Orifice Flariipes s.s Socket Sch 80 1 $479.75 $479.75
26 4" Pressure Tap Orifice Flanges s.s Socket Sch 80 1 $689.74 $689.74
27 1 1/4" Butterfly Valve PVC Flanged 1 $31.35 $31.35
28 2" Butterfly Valve PVC Flanged 1 $184.85 $184.85
29 2.5" Butterfly Valve PVC Flanged 1 $216.19 $216.19
30 30 Butterfly Valve PVC Flanged 1 $204.33 $204.33
31 4" Butterfly Valve PVC Flanged 1 $239.91 $239.91

The total cost for parts is $3,406.20 per unit.

Total cost with reusing existing pressure tap orifice flanges is $1,849.02 per unit.
Cost Analysis to Replace Discharge Header Piping per Unit

The labour time required for a crew to replace the piping was calculated using RS Means

Mechanical Cost Data 2000. An additional 25% labour time was added to the RS Means

calculation for pipe location and restrictions. Also an additional 15% labour time was added

to the RS Means calculation for removal of old piping system. RS Means calculations can be

found in Appendix F. The costs break down associated with travel, perdiem, and minimum

work crew can be found under the Cost Analysis section on page 29.
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Total labour time for work crew of two: 41.4 hrs

Added labour due to pipe Jocation and space restrictions: 41.4 x 25% 10.4 hrs

Labour time for work crew to remove old piping: 51.8 x 15% 7.8 hrs

Total labour time for work crew to complete job: 59.6 hrs

In order to complete this job within a two-week scheduled outage all work has to be done in

64.0 hours, leaving 16.0 hours for travel. The supervisor is usually over seeing two or three

jobs while on site; therefore only 1/3 of the supervisors wage will be allocated to this

particular job.

Labour: 2 (workers) x 75.6 hrs (59.6 installation + 16.0 driving) x $21.56 = $3,259.87

1 (supervisor) x 25.2 hrs (1/3 x 75.6 hrs) x $23.72 ($21.56 x 10%) = $597.74

Total Over Head Costs: $3,857.61 x 1.63 = $6,287.90

Perdiem: 3 (work crew) x $183 $549

(Monday $34, Tuesday to Thursday $129, Friday $20)

3 (work crew) x $140 = $420

(Monday $34, Tuesday to Wednesday $86, Thursday $20)

Gas: 4 trips (2 vehicles) x 2 weeks x $80 = $640

Total Cost per Unit: $7,896.90
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NPW Analysis

Below is the NPW analysis of the replace piping solution. There are capital expenditures

with this solution along with operating expenditures. The capital is for replacing the

existing SAC, generator bearing cooler piping inside the generator housing with stainless

steel and replace the inlet and discharge header piping outside of the generator housing

with PVC. The SAC piping inside the generator housing has been replaced already with

stainless steel this year and will not be factored into the NPW calculations.

The NPW cost associated with this solution is for only one unit in Cat Arm and in order to

compare this solution to the others the NPW cost should be doubled.

Graph 2 is the NPW analyse of replacing the piping solution:

$250,000

Yeai

Graph 2
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Table 29 shows the costs associated with this solution:

Caoital Cost
Gen Brg Piping (Parts & Installation)

______

$8229
Inlet Piping (Parts & Installation) $8,378
Discharge Piping (Parts & Installation) $11,303
Total 27,910

Oerth Co
Pump consumption (49 weeks)

__

$15,353
Clean SAC (8 yr) $5.783
Clean SAC Piping (10 yr) $4,667
Clean Gen Bra Coolers (10 yr) $5.783
Clean Gen BrqQooler Piping (10 yr) $4,667

Table 29

The NPW is calculated over the life span of the piping, which is 20 years. The inflation rate

used is 2%, the power rate used for the pump is $0.05 kwh, and the rate of return for Hydro

is 8.5%.

The total NPW of this solution is $210,126 per unit.

The spreadsheet for the NPW graph showing each year's increase can be found in Appendix

E.
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Closed System Operation

1.1.24 Heat Exchanger Selection

The style of heat exchanger that needed to be selected would have to meet the following

criteria:

1. Compact design
2. Easy to maintain and clean
3. Will not clog
4. Capacity of 900 Usgpm

It was determined that a plate and frame heat exchanger would meet all of these

requirements. Due to it's construction the exchanger can be expanded to meet future

cooling requirements by adding more plates and this design also allows for easy access for

cleaning.

Tom Furlong of Maynard Reece was contacted for a price estimate on this type of heat

exchanger. A quoted price of $17, 500 per unit was established for this cost feasibility

study.

1.1.25 Pump Selection

In order to select a pump for this system the pressure drop across the entire cooling water

system including the new heat exchanger would have to be known. Using Design Flow

Solutions one can enter the entire cooling water system into the program and determine

the pressure drop at the desired flow rate.

It was determined that the pressure drop for Cat Arm at 900 Usgpm was 22 psia. A print

out of the calculation can be found in Appendix G.

The pump selected for this application is a Goulds centrifugal pump 3196 (4 x 6 - 1OH, 9"

impeller). This pump is capable of 900 Usgpm @ 60 ft head using water as the medium.
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The pumps specification sheet can be found in Appendix H.

NPW Analysis

The closed loop solution has capital and operating expenditures associated with it. The

capital expenditure is for purchasing the heat exchanger, recirculation pump, and

associated piping and hardware for the installation. This solution will require 100% capacity

back up so two heat exchangers and recirculation pumps will have to be purchased.

The closed loop solution will treat both units in Cat Arm so the NPW cost does not have to

be doubled for this solution.

Graph 3 is the NPW analyse for the closed loop solution:

Net Present Worth

$350,000 -- -. -- --

$50,000

$0
0

Years

Graph 3

---- JIIL1IL.. I
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Table 30 shows the costs associated with this solution:

Caotal Cost
Pump $14,404
Heat Exchanger $35,000
nstallation Piping & Hardware $8,000

Total $57,404

Oeratina Cost
Pump consumption (49 weeks) $15,353
Recir Pump Consumption (49 weeks) $6,133

Table 30

The NPW is calculated over the life span of the piping, which is 20 years. The inflation rate

used is 2%, the power rate used for the pump is $0.05 kwh, and the rate of return for Hydro

is 8.5%.

The total NPW of this solution is $293,131 for both units.

The spreadsheet for the NPW graph showing each year's increase can be found in Appendix

E.
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Chemical Injection

The chemical injection solution is based on injecting a chemical known as FLOGARD

POT61O1 into the cooling water system. This chemical has both cathodic and anodic

inhibitors that react with the water to prevent corrosion of the piping and organic build up

within the piping. The concentrations are very low 4 ppm and the impact on the

environment would be very low considering the chemical is being discharged into the

tailrace with the rest of the discharged water.

NPW Analysis

This solution has both capital and operating expenditures. The operating expenditures are

very high due to the continuous replacement of the FLOGARD POT61O1 chemical.

Graph 4 is the NPW analyse of the chemical injection solution:

Net Present Worth

$800.000

Years

Graph 4

BetzDearborn's proposal for chemical injection can be found in Appendix C.

Table 31 shows the costs associated with this solution:
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Carital Cost
Injection System $5.000
Test Coupon Rack $515
Total $5.515

Oreratinci Cost
Pump consumption (49 weeks) $1 5.353
Chemical (49 weeks) $45.000

Table 31

The NPW is calculated over the life span of the piping, which is 20 years. The inflation rate

used is 2%, the power rate used for the pump is $0.05 kWh, and the rate of return for Hydro

is 8.5%.

The total NPW of this solution is $679,865 for both units.

The spreadsheet for the NPW graph showing each year's increase can be found in Appendix

E.

CONCULSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

From the material presented there were four different solutions that could be taken to

resolve the problem. To recap the four alternative solutions were to continue to operate as

we have "do nothing approach", replace the piping with corrosion resistant material, inject

chemical into the service water for treatment, or install a closed loop system with treated

water to cool the units. Each solution has it's benefits and draw backs.
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The NPW analysis calculated the following dollar figures for each solution;

Do Nothing $217,320 x 2 units = $434,640

Replace the Piping with s.s & PVC $210,126 x 2 units = $420,252

Closed Loop System $293,131

Chemical Injection $679,865

Table 30

The "continue to operate as we have" will mean scheduled outages for cooler and pipe

cleaning. There is an uncertainty with this solution when it comes to forced outages due to

cooling problems during the summer months. If a maintenance program for cleaning and

maintaining the cooling water system is not implemented forced outages due to cooling

problems during the summer months in the height of the maintenance season will occur. In

order to prevent this, a fouling monitoring program for the cooling water system has to be

put in place.

In addition the cooling water system that is currently in place in Cat Arm has a redundant

control valve. There is a pressure-reducing valve located in the inlet header and there are

temperature control valves located in the discharge header. The service water pumps

maximum pressure is still to low to damage any of the components in the service water

system. It seems that the pressure control valve in the inlet header is back up pressure-

reducing valve for the secondary water supply that comes off the penstock, yet the

penstock lines have there own pressure-reducing valves. This warrants further investigation.

Also the temperature control valves located in the discharge lines regulate flow through the

coolers based on the temperature of the water exiting the coolers and not on the

temperature of the bearing oil, which they are cooling. This also warrants further

investigation.

The other alternative of replacing the piping with corrosion resistant pipe solution has an

initial capital investment with a low operating cost associated with it. The Cat Arm plant

has been in operation since 1985 and most of the cooling water pipe's expected life is

coming to an end. The labour cost of replacing this pipe is going to be the same regardless

of what type of pipe you use to replace it. Already the SAC piping inside of the generator
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housing has been replaced with stainless steel sch 10 pipe.

One of the benefits of having the corrosion resistant pipe like stainless steel and PVC is

lower maintenance. Unit outages for cleaning service water piping will be less frequent,

hence will free up more manpower for other tasks during the maintenance season.

Another benefit to corrosion resistant piping is the reduced likely hood of the pipe

becoming clogged with debris. Since the pipe is resistant to corrosion from the service

water it is not likely that enough organic material will be able to adhere to the pipe wall to

impend flow to the point of stagnation. It is believed that only a small layer of organics will

adhere to the inner pipe wall and once that layer is in place the rest of the organics will be

washed through the system. Cleaning of the coolers and piping will still have to be done to

optimize the efficiency of the system but the frequency of cleanings will be drastically

reduced from the current operation.

Another benefit to the replace piping with corrosion resistant pipe solution is that no new

equipment or design changes have to be made to the existing system, just replace the

existing pipe.

As can be seen from the NPW analysis replacing the piping with corrosion resistant pipe has

a NPW of $420,252 and the other solution of continuing to operate like we have in the past

has a NPW of $434,640. In order to continue to operate as we have the existing piping has

to be replaced and the labour alone is $42,000. This labour figure does not include the SAC

piping that was replaced in the Fall 2001 outage.

The closed loop system has a NPW of $293,l3lwhich makes this solution better than the

other solution presented from a financial point of view. The problem with this solution is

that it is add on to the existing cooling water system. Seeing that the service water piping is

almost at its life expectancy the cost of replacing that piping has to also be considered.

With the closed loop solution the piping inside of the generator housing can be mild steel

sch 40 pipe and the piping outside of the generator housing can be PVC to help reduce

costs. This solution will use treated water for recirculating through the unit and use the

existing service water to cool the heat exchangers.

The closed loop solution will have more components with the extra two recirculating pumps
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and heat exchangers. This increases the chances of more problems within the system.

The maintenance of the unit's coolers and piping will be non-existent but the outside heat

exchanger will have to be cleaned. The frequency of this clean will have to be determined

from operating the system. These outside heat exchangers should be positioned for easy

cleaning.

The chemical injection solution has a NPW of $679,865, which makes this solution not

feasible compared to the other alternative solutions. Also any solution that doesn't impact

the environment is always a better alternative.

It is recommended that we go with the solution of "replacing the piping with corrosion

resistant pipe" for Cat Arm. The pipe's life expectancy within the service water system is

coming to an end and will need to be replaced in the near future. With this alternative we

still have the ability of replacing sections of the existing system year by year until it is all

changed over, reducing the over all capital expenditure for that year. Also this solution will

result in lower maintenance costs for the system. Another benefit is that no new design

work has to be done in order for this solution to be implemented.

It is also recommended that the current design of the cooling water system be re-evaluated

to determine if it is indeed operating in the most efficient way. It seems that there is a

complexity build into the design that doesn't need to be there, i.e. too many control valves.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Holyrood Thermal Generating Station (Holyrood), shown in Figure 1, has been

producing power for Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (Hydro) for nearly 40 years.

Currently, Holyrood produces approximately one-third of Hydro's total Island

Interconnected System generating capacity.

-

Figure 1: Holyrood Thermal Generating Station

Construction of Holyrood commenced in the late 1960's. Stage 1, consisting of two 150 MW

generating units, Units 1 and 2, was completed in 1971. Stage 2, consisting of one 150 MW

generating unit, Unit 3, was completed in 1979. In 1988 and 1989, Units 1 and 2 were

upgraded to 170 MW units. Combined, the three generating units are capable of producing

490 MW of power.

Water used for steam production at Holyrood originates from the fresh water supply

reservoir at Quarry Brook. The fresh water is clarified, filtered, and de-mineralized before it

is used as boiler feed water. Inside the boilers, water is boiled and steam is produced. This
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steam is used to rotate the turbines for power generation. The steam eventually condenses

back to water (called condensate) and is reused as boiler feed water. Through this cyclic

process, the boiler feed water picks up impurities. From time to time, water must be

discharged from the system so that new water may be added to improve water quality. This

process ensures that the water used for steam production meets the plant's quality

requirements.

Each operating unit at Holyrood has one boiler blowdown tank. During corrections to the

boiler feedwater chemistry, valves open that allow hot boiler feed water to discharge into

the boiler blowdown tank. The boiler blowdown tank is designed to dissipate pressure and

to cool the hot flow of water before it is discharged into the environment.

The boiler blowdown tanks are classed as pressure vessels. Since these pressure vessels are

components of the boiler systems they must adhere to the Boiler, Pressure Vessel and

Compressed Gas Regulations under the Government of Newfoundland and Labradors

Public Safety Act.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The three boiler blowdown tanks at Holyrood will be replaced under this project. The drain

piping on two of the tanks (Unit 2 and Unit 3) will also be replaced.

The original designs of the boiler blowdown tanks will be used as a guide in the design of

new tanks. However, changes will be incorporated that will improve worker safety and tank

life. These changes include:

• Enlarging the tank access ports (manways);

• Orientating the manways away from the boilers to maximize clearance for egress;

• Increasing the diameter of the tanks on Units 1 and 2 to increase safety during

internal inspection and repair work by:

o Providing more space for personnel to work; and

o Providing easier access to personnel during rescue operations.

• Flanging all piping connections on the tanks;

o This will permit the use of blanks during tank inspections as required by

legislation during entry into confined spaces. See section 3.4 for an

explanation of blanks and section 3 for an explanation of confined spaces;

• Lengthening the protective wear plates inside the tanks.

o Wear plates are located inside the tank to protect the tanks interior from

the damaging effects of fluids impinging on it.

o Increasing the length of the wear plates will protect more of the shell from

corrosion and increase the life of the tank.

The replacement tanks will be designed and fabricated according to all requirements of the

Boiler, Pressure Vessel and Compressed Gas Regulations under the Government of

Newfoundland and Labrador's Public Safety Act. Installation of the tanks will be performed

by external contractors with assistance from Hydro plant personnel as required.
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

The boiler blowdown tanks at Holyrood are mainly used in controlling the purity of the

boiler feed water. When the total dissolved solids (TDS) in the water are high, a manual

valve is opened to allow some water

to flow first into the continuous

blowdown tank and then into the

boiler blowdown tank where it is

cooled before it is discharged to the

environment. This process occurs

three to four times per week and

the duration of each event is

approximately five hours. A photo of

the boiler blowdown tank for Unit 1

is shown in Figure 2.

The boiler blowdown tanks at

Holyrood are also used to receive

condensate from other plant

processes. These include:

. receiving condensate that forms during generating unit start-up where the boiler

feedwater steam is used for warm up before the generating unit is brought on

line;

• receiving condensate from fuel oil heaters;

• receiving vent steam from the plant heating condensate return tank;

• receiving discharge water from high pressure heater drains and safety valves;

and

• receiving condensate from the soot blowing warm-up system three to four times

daily.

Nevfoundland and Labrador Hydra Page 4
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All boiler blowdown tanks are normally inspected annually. However, in 2009, inspections

were not performed (see Section 3.4). Refer to Appendix A for Alstom Power's condition

summary report for these tanks. Wear issues related to the tanks, as noted in the report,

include:

. Internal stainless steel wear plates require replacement;

. Corrosion noted below wear plates on tanks on Units 1 and 2;

. Internal cone inside tank on Unit 3 requires replacement; and

o This component of the tank is simply a vertical pipe with an open

cone-shaped end. The internal cone is attached to the vent line

connection at the top of the tank and is used during the venting of

steam;

. Corrosion damage is visible on all tanks.

During tank inspections, maneuverability inside the tanks on Units 1 and 2 is more difficult

than it is for Unit 3's tank. This is because the tanks on Units 1 and 2 are three feet in

diameter whereas the tank on Unit 3 is four feet in diameter. Tank access ports (manways)

on all tanks are 12 inch x 16 inch. Having manways of this size makes it challenging for

personnel to enter into and exit from the tanks. Also, the manway on Unit 3's tank is only 17

inches from the boiler making access and egress difficult. Discharge piping on Unit 2 and

Unit 3's tank is leaking.

The boiler blowdown tanks are not designed for human occupancy, except for the purpose

of performing work. Legislation requires that a Confined Space Entry Permit must be issued

to gain access to the inside of the tanks (see Section 4.4). In addition, all workers performing

work inside the tanks must be trained in the Confined Space Entry Procedure. A confined

space is a tank, process vessel, underground vault, trench tunnel, or other enclosure not

designed or intended for human occupancy, except for the purpose of performing work,

that:
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(a) has restricted access through

(I) only one exit or entrance

(ii) an opening too small for workers to walk straight through

(iii) equipment or structural barriers that prevent fast exit or entrance; or

(b) has poor natural ventilation; or

(c) may contain an oxygen deficient/enriched atmosphere; or

(d) may contain airborne dangerous substances; or

(e) may contain material which could engulf a person; or

(f) may be of a configuration which could trap or asphyxiate a person; or

(g) may contain or have a serious safety or health hazard which can be best

controlled through Confined Space Entry Procedures.

Boiler blowdown tanks are an important part of the generating process at Holyrood. The

generating units would not function if the tanks were to fail.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

The boiler blowdown tank on Unit 1 is 39 years old. The tank on Unit 2 and its associated

drain piping is also 39 years old. The tank and drain piping on Unit 3 are 31 years old.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

Table 1 contains a description of all work completed on the boiler blowdown tanks since

2005.
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Table 1: Major Work and/or Upgrades

Year Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3

2009 None None None

None Cracks to wear plate Cone repairs

at top three inlet attempted; Wear

2008 nozzles were plate welds repaired;

repaired. Cone brace bars

replaced.

Vortex breaker None Wear plate seam

repaired and one cracks were repaired;

associated Wear plate

attachment weld attachment welds
2007

repaired; Wear plate repaired; Cone

attachment weld attachment brace

repaired. repaired; Vortex

breaker installed.

None None Wear plate welds

repaired; Manway
2006

gasket seating surface

was refinished.

Crack in top wear Top wear plate Wear plate

plate weld was attachment weld attachment weld

repaired; Repair of repaired; Cracks in repaired.
2005

wasted section of weld plate near top

shell noted in 2004. three inlet nozzles

repaired.
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3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The anticipated useful life of the boiler blowdown tanks and drain piping has been

forecasted to extend to the year 2020, absent an infeed from Lower Churchill.

3.4 Maintenance History

The five-year maintenance history for the boiler blowdown tanks is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Five-Year Maintenance History

Year

Preventive
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)
2009 0.0 0.0 0.01

2008 0.0 31.2 31.2

2007 0.0 18.2 18.2

2006 0.0 3.2 3.2

2005 0.0 11.0 11.0

1Tanks were not opened in 2009 due to the inability to temporarily install blanks on all

connections to the tanks. All piping connected to confined space equipment at Holyrood

must now be fully isolated from personnel working inside the equipment. This isolation is

typically achieved by installing a specifically-designed solid metal plate known as a blank

between two flanges in the pipe. The boiler blowdown tank systems at Holyrood do not

have provisions for the installation of blanks on the piping systems connected to them.

3.5 Outage Statistics

There have been no outages attributed to the boiler blowdown tanks.
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3.6 Industry Experience

Industry experience has not been considered since this is simply the replacement of

equipment that has reached the end of its useful life. These tanks will be replaced with new

tanks.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

Boiler systems at Holyrood are currently maintained under a maintenance agreement with

Alstom Power, a boiler service contractor. The maintenance of the boiler blowdown tanks is

included in this agreement.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

Alstom Power recommends replacement of the tanks because upgrades are required to

improve the safety of the tanks and to address corrosion damage to internal components of

the tanks. Refer to Appendix A for Alstom Power's condition summary report.

3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

Replacement parts for the boiler blowdown tanks and drain piping may be fabricated

locally.

3.10 Safety Performance

There are three main safety issues related to the blowdown tanks at Holyrood:

1. 12 inch x 16 inch Manways

Each boiler blowdown tank has one 12 inch x 16 inch manway. Inspection and repair

personnel use these manways to enter the tanks. Alstom currently inspects and repairs
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these tanks and considers the 12 inch x 16 inch manways too confining.

2. Tank Diameter

The tanks on Units 1 and 2 are approximately 12 feet high and three feet in diameter. The

tank on Unit 3 is also approximately 12 feet high but its diameter is four feet. The larger

diameter allows for much greater maneuverability while working inside the tank. Aistom

Power reports that the tight spacing between internal components and the tank wall places

workers at risk in a highly confined space inside the tanks.

3. Egress and Rescue

Aistom Power has reported that the tank on Unit 3 has a restricted exterior access to its

manway. Clearance between the manway and the nearest obstruction, which is the boiler,

is only 17 inches. This does not allow a person sufficient room to gain access to and get out

of the tank and impedes the rescue of an injured worker in an emergency situation. Aistom

Power reports that there is a high safety risk associated with working inside these tanks.

Safety concerns reported by Aistom are found in Appendix A.

3.11 Environmental Performance

There are no environmental performance issues related to this project.

3.12 Operating Regime

The boiler blowdown tanks are used periodically throughout the day. They are used during

generating unit startup, for the soot blowing process which occurs three to four times daily,

and during corrective measures of water chemistry that occurs two to three times per

week.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

This project is justified on the need to replace deteriorated infrastructure. Inspections

performed by Alstom Power have indicated that the boiler blowdown tanks are in disrepair.

Alstom Power has reported that:

. Internal stainless steel wear plates require replacement. Thermal expansion

between the plate and the tank shell has resulted in cracking of welds;

. The wear plates inside the tanks on Units 1 and 2 are too short because erosion

of the tank shell has occurred below the bottom of the wear plate;

. The Internal cone on Unit 3's tank requires replacement. This can only be

accomplished by temporarily removing the top head of the tank; and

. Corrosion damage is visible on all tanks in the lower head and shell plates.

Alstom Power has sited safety concerns with the existing boiler blowdown tanks. The safety

concerns reported by Alstom Power include:

. Tanks have restricted access due to the small manways (12 inch x 16 inch) and

tight spacing between internal components inside the tank;

. Tanks cannot be isolated for entrant safety by using blanks; and

. The inlet cone on Unit 3's tank has cracked and its structural integrity is

undermined due to the tank's deterioration.

Due to the age of the tanks and their current deterioration, along with related safety

concerns, Alstom Power recommends the replacement of these tanks.

4.1 Net Present Value

A net present value calculation is not required as there is no viable alternative to replacing

the tanks.
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4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

The levelized cost of energy is not a factor in this project.

4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

A cost benefit analysis has not been performed as there are no quantifiable benefits.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

The replacement tanks will be designed and fabricated according to all requirements of the

Boiler, Pressure Vessel and Compressed Gas Regulations under the Government of

Newfoundland and Labrador's Public Safety Act.

4.5 Historical Information

This is not a recurring project. This is the first time such a project has been proposed.

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

This project is not required to accommodate customer growth.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no energy efficiency benefits to be gained from for this project.

4.8 Losses during Construction

There will be no losses during construction, as the work will be performed during a planned

outage.
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4.9 Status Quo

Maintaining the status quo is not acceptable. Safety concerns reported by Alstom must be

addressed and deteriorated infrastructure replaced.

4.10 Alternatives

There are no viable alternatives to replacing the tanks.
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5 CONCLUSION

The existing boiler blowdown tanks and associated drain piping at Holyrood require

replacement. Safety concerns regarding the manway size, clearances for egress and rescue,

and working within the tight spaces inside these tanks have to be corrected. To eliminate all

known safety risks and address the deteriorated condition of the tanks, all three tanks need

to be replaced. The drain piping on the tanks on Units 2 and 3 will also be replaced.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Budget Estimate

Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2012 Beyond Total

Material Supply 240.0 0.0 0.0 240.0
Labour 66.8 0.0 0.0 66.8

Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Contract Work 296.4 0.0 0.0 296.4

Other Direct Costs 1.5 0.0 0.0 1.5

0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 84.4 0.0 0.0 84.4

Contingency 60.5 0.0 0.0 60.5

TOTAL 749.6 0.0 0.0 749.6
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5.2 Project Schedule

The anticipated project schedule is shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Project Schedule

Activity Milestone

Project Initiation January 2011

Order Tanks April 2011

Install Tanks October 2011

Project Closeout December 2011
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APPENDIX A

Summary of Blowdown Maintenance
Holyrood - 2005 to 2009
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Appendix A

A LSTO'M Riowdown Tank Replacement
Supporting Information

Recent Outage Costs

Year Uniti Unit 2 Unit 3
2009 None* None* None*
2008 $4700 $12,280 $14,100

2007 $5700 $4890 $7610

2006 SO SO $3200
2005 $3190 $3550 $4250

Notes:
* Tanks not opened due to work protection isolation issue (lack of blinds).
** These are corrective costs. Preventative costs are not included such as opening and closing
the manway and cometion of annual internal inspection by resident Aistom technical
service. This would be relatively small however.

Safety Concerns
There are several safety concerns related to working inside these tanks as detailed below.
These concerns would be eliminated through detailed specification of new replacement
tanks.

1) These tanks are very confined due to the small manways (12 by i&), restricted
exterior access to manway (Unit 3 in particular), and tight spacing between internal
components and the shell. As a result, all work inside is difficult and relatively high
risk. These concerns can be resolved through detailed specifications for a new tank
design.

2) The tanks can not currently be isolated positively for entrant safety. Isolation is
achieved by closing remote valves. As seen in Unit 1 in 2008, this is not always
effective and does not meet best practice standards for confined space entry. While
this could be corrected without replacing the tank, a new propedy designed tank
would eliminate this problem while minimizing the cost of replacing piping.

3) The inlet cone in Unit 3 blowdown tank has cracked and the structural integrity is not
known. To avoid possible injury to personnel, this must be secured prior to any vessel
entry. Repair or replacement of this cone will be difficult and relatively expensive.

Condition Summary
The tanks require numerous repairs and upgrades as detailed below. Rather than spending
the money and effort on tanks that are ,o+ and 30+ years old, it makes more sense to
procure new tanks. Proper specification of the tanks would ensure that these issues would be
eliminated.

1) The wear plate requires repair almost on an annual basis. The plate is stainless steel
and differential thermal expansion rates between the wear plate and shell lead to
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ALSTOM Blowdown Tank Replacement
Supporting Information

cracking of the attachment welds. This can be eliminated through re-design and
would consequently eliminate some high-risk work

2) Also, in Stage i, the wear plate is too short and erosion of the tank shell has occurred
just below the bottom of the plate. Unit 1 has been repaired already and Unit 2 will
soon require repair. Again this can be fixed with re-design.

3) The Unit 3 internal cone is in questionable condition and needs to be replaced. This
would be a large job that probably would require cutting off the top head. This would
be avoided if the tank were replaced.

4) All tanks have corrosion damage in the lower head and shell plates. They will
eventually reach retirement thickness and will have to be repaired or replaced.
Measurements taken in the past in some sections have been below the original
thickness specified (but within the corrosion allowance).
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Holyrood Thermal Generating Station (Holyrood) has three generating units producing a

total capacity of 490 MW. The plant was constructed in two stages. Stage 1 was

commissioned in 1971 bringing on line generating Units 1 and 2, each rated at 150 MW.

Stage 2 was commissioned in 1979 bringing on line generating Unit 3 also rated at 150 MW.

In 1988 and 1989, the generation capacity of Units 1 and 2 was increased to 170 MW each.

Holyrood (illustrated in Figure 1) has the capacity of generating over 3,000,000 MWh of

energy annually which is approximately 40 percent of the Island Interconnected System's

energy requirement.

Figure 1: Holyrood Thermal Generating Station

The Holyrood Gas Turbine (Gas Turbine) is a 15 MW generating unit used to provide power

to start Holyrood in the event of loss of power from the transmission grid. It can also be

used for voltage support on the Island Interconnected System.

The generation equipment in the Holyrood plant and the gas turbine are serviced by an
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extensive network of station services equipment which are necessary for the generators to

operate. The power and controls for these station services are supplied through a series of

600 volt Motor Control Centers (MCC5). There are seven of these motor control centers in

the Holyrood plant and one motor control center in the Gas Turbine unit.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This is a three-year project to replace the circuit protection equipment in the seven motor

control centers in the Holyrood plant and replace several items of electrical switchgear in

the Gas Turbine unit.

For the motor control centers at Holyrood, the project consists of a complete replacement

of the protection equipment in each motor starter. The new protection will be in the form

of thermal magnetic circuit breakers to replace the existing fuses. These breakers will have

more sophisticated current setting capabilities than the existing thermal overload devices.

The new breakers will therefore be able to be better coordinated with the upstream

protective equipment to interrupt the faults that could cause damage to the equipment or

present safety hazards to workers.

For the Gas Turbine unit the work involves the replacement of the motor control center, the

gas turbine start rectifier, the automatic voltage regulator, exciter, automatic transfer

switch and the 13.8 kV fusible disconnect switch.
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

The normal station service at Holyrood is provided by a network of 4.16 kV switchgear

which delivers station service power to the plant from the Island Interconnected System via

two 69/4.16 kV, 14 MVA transformers. The major station service equipment operates at

4.16 kV.

The smaller station service equipment operates at 600 Volts. This 600 Volt supply is taken

from the 4.16 kV switchgear and stepped down to 600 Volts through station service step

down transformers. The distribution centers for this 600 Volt system are called motor

control centers. There are seven motor control centers located throughout the plant to

provide the power and control for ancillary equipment necessary to run the main

generating units and the plant common power systems.

The Holyrood Gas Turbine is a self contained generating unit located immediately outside

the Holyrood plant on the west side of the building. The primary purpose of the Gas Turbine

is to provide 'black start' power for Holyrood. 'Black start' power is required if the normal

station service supply from the Island Interconnected System is unavailable. The Gas

Turbine can also be used for voltage support on the Island Interconnected system.

In 2008, Hydro retained the services of Stantec Engineering, to conduct a condition

assessment of the motor control centers at Holyrood, and all the electrical equipment in the

Gas Turbine unit including the motor control center. The results of this engineering study

and the associated recommendations are the basis for this capital project. Stantec's report

is included in Appendix A.

The 600 Volt motor control centers at Holyrood are in continuous operation. The Stantec

report identified seven motor control centers for which the fault currents exceeded the

rating of the existing interrupting devices. The report evaluated three alternatives and
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recommended that the protection equipment of the motor control centers be replaced.

This replacement alternative was the least cost option and can be executed with the least

disruption of station service in the plant.

The Gas Turbine is normally in stand by mode. It is started on a monthly basis to ensure that

it will operate when required. However, the Stantec report identified safety and reliability

concerns with the motor control center and ancillary electrical equipment and

recommended replacement. The Gas Turbine will still be required if the Lower Churchill

Infeed project proceeds.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

The motor control centers for generating Units 1 and 2 were commissioned in 1971 when

the generating units were brought in service and are now 39 years old.

The motor control center for generating Unit 3 was commissioned in 1979 when that

generating unit was brought in service and is now 31 years old.

The Holyrood Gas Turbine was commissioned in 1971. The motor control center and all

related electrical equipment is 39 years old.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

Since the original installations, there have been no major upgrades to the Holyrood motor

control centers or the Gas Turbine electrical equipment.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The anticipated useful service life of industrial electrical equipment is 25 years.
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3.4 Maintenance History

Table 1 shows the five-year maintenance history for the motor control centers.

Table 1: Five-"ear Maintenance History

Year

Preventive
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)
2009 0.5 6.5 7.0

2008 0.5 6.3 6.8

2007 3.3 6.3 9.6

2006 5.3 6.3 11.6

2005 3.1 6.3 9.4

3.5 Outage Statistics

Table 2 lists the 2005 to 2009 average Capability Factor, DAFOR and Failure Rate for the

Holyrood generating units on an individual and composite basis and the latest CEA average

(2003 to 2007). The outage statistics do not provide the details on a component level to

indicate any problems associated with the motor control centers or the Gas Turbine

electrical equipment.

Table 2: Five Year Average 2005-2009
Unit Capability Factor (%) DAFOR (%) Failure Rate

HRD 1 59.26 23.17 14.05
HRD 2 62.38 12.60 5.94
HRD 3 66.68 7.50 9.99
All Units 62.77 14.99 9.97
CEA (2003-2007) 79.98 6.54 8.98

Capability Factor is defined as unit available time. It is the ratio of the unit's available time to the total number of unit
hours.

DAFOR is defined as Derated Adjusted Forced Outage Rate. It is the ratio of equivalent forced outage time to equivalent
forced outage time plus the total equivalent operating time.

Failure Rate is defined as the rate at which the generating unit encounters a forced outage. It is calculated by dividing the
number of transitions from an Operating state to aforced outage by the total operating time.
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3.6 Industry Experience

There is no relevant industry information for this project.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

All regular operation and maintenance work is performed by Holyrood plant maintenance

staff.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

The Holyrood MCC5 were manufactured by several different manufacturers (Siemens,

General Electric, Federal Pioneer and Westinghouse). During the course of identifying

alternative solutions to the deficiencies with the equipment, these manufacturers were

consulted and their recommendations were factored into the chosen solution.

The Gas Turbine electrical equipment was manufactured by Associated Electric Industries,

Manchester England. This company is no longer in existence and the legacy designs are not

owned by any other company. Therefore no vendor recommendations were available.

3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

Parts and service are readily available from local distributors or through special orders from

the manufacturers of the Holyrood motor control centers. The Gas Turbine electrical

equipment is obsolete. There are no spare parts in stock and spare parts are not available

on the market.
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3.10 Safety Performance

The main safety concern with the Holyrood motor control centers is that the fault current

levels of the existing electrical equipment exceed the rated current interrupting capability

of the existing protection devices. There are the additional safety concerns related to

exposure to arc flash hazards and asbestos materials. Arc flashes are caused by accidental

contact with energized equipment, electrical equipment malfunction and insulation failure,

build up of conductive dust, corrosion and/or improperly designed or utilized equipment.

Similarly, the Gas Turbine electrical equipment does not meet current safety codes and

standards. As well, the arrangement of equipment in the Gas Turbine unit does not provide

the necessary spacing around the equipment to satisfy emergency egress requirements for

staff working on the equipment.

3.11 Environmental Performance

There are no environmental issues related to this project.

3.12 Operating Regime

The motor control centers are in continuous operation and are necessary to provide station

services to the three generating units and the plant common electrical systems. The Gas

Turbine equipment is normally in stand by mode. It is started and exercised on a monthly

basis.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

The justification for this project is based on safety and reliability.

Safety

The motor control centers in the plant and the gas turbine equipment do not comply with

current safety codes and standards as stipulated in the Canadian Electrical Code. The

primary safety concern is that the protective devices in the motor control centers can not

interrupt the fauft currents that they are subjected to. This creates a safety hazard for the

employees in that the equipment may explode if unable to interrupt the fault current. Such

explosions would expose employees to flying debris and arc flash energy.

The equipment in the Gas Turbine does not meet current safety codes and standards. The

Canadian E'ectrical Code requires, for emergency egress purposes, a spacing of one meter

between energized electrical equipment and the nearest point a person can stand in front

of the equipment. The Gas Turbine equipment does not meet this requirement. In an

emergency situation when there is a fire or explosion the escape route would be partially

blocked by the equipment being worked on making it difficult for maintenance staff to

make a quick escape. Rep'acing the equipment and reorienting its position would mitigate

the safety concerns.

ReHabUity

The inadequate interrupting capability of the protective devices in the motor control

centers renders the equipment unreliable under fault conditions. An electrical fault can

cause equipment damage to the station service equipment and outages to the generating

units.

The Gas Turbine equipment is obsolete. A failure of any of the electrical equipment could

not be repaired because of the unavailability of the necessary parts. This would render the
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Gas Turbine out of service until replacement equipment could be installed. Without the Gas

Turbine, there is no 'black start' capability for the Holyrood plant and this directly affects

the overall reliability of the Island Interconnected System.

4.1 Net Present Value

There were three alternative solutions recommended. The recommendation to replace the

protection equipment of the motor control centers was the least cost option (see Section

4.10) and could be executed with the least disruption to the plant operation. Therefore a

net present value calculation was not performed.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

This project does not affect the levelized cost of energy as it does not involve any new

source of generation.

4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

A cost benefit analysis is not required for this project as there are no quantifiable benefits.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no specific legislative or regulatory requirements related to this project.

4.5 Historical Information

There have been no similar or recurring projects in the past.
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4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

Forecast customer load growth has no effect on the scope of this project.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no energy efficiency benefits associated with this project.

4.8 Losses during Construction

The removal of the old equipment and installation of the new equipment will be

coordinated with planned outages for the Holyrood plant.

4.9 Status Quo

The status quo is not an option. The motor control centers must be upgraded because

continued operation with the existing equipment presents unacceptable safety and

reliability concerns. The Gas Turbine electric equipment replacement is required as the

equipment is obsolete and spare parts are no longer available. The reliable availability of

the equipment is essential to the overall reliability of the Island Interconnected System.

4.10 Alternatives

For the motor control centers, there were three alternative solutions identified in the

Stantec report. These alternatives are listed below with the direct cost estimate as prepared

by Stantec:

Alternative 1: Replace the whole motor control centers at a cost of $765,000

Alternative 2: Install current limiting reactors at a cost of $185,000

Alternative 3: Replace the protection devices with thermal magnetic circuit breakers

at a cost of $120,000.
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The third alternative was the one chosen for this project because it was the least cost

option and it could be executed with the least disruption of service to the plant.

For the Gas Turbine, there are no alternatives. The equipment is obsolete and parts and

servicing is unavailable.
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5 CONCLUSION

The project is justified on the basis of safety and reliability. If the protective devices in the

motor control centers are not replaced, then the operating staff is exposed to unacceptable

risks associated with equipment failures under fault conditions and arc flash hazards. The

Gas Turbine equipment presents the same safety hazards as the seven motor control

centers at the Holyrood plant. Also, with the Gas Turbine equipment, if the electrical

equipment fails, replacement parts are not readily available, thereby putting the reliability

of the Island Interconnected System at risk.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Budget Estimate

Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2012 2013 Total

Material Supply 63.1 63.2 63.2 189.5

Labour 29.6 29.6 29.5 88.7

Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Contract Work 82.5 82.4 82.4 247.3

Other Direct Costs 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 12.8 31.1 56.8 100.7

Contingency 0.0 0.0 52.6 52.6

TOTAL 188.0 206.3 284.5 678.8

5.2 Project Schedule

The anticipated project schedule is shown in Table 4. The work is scheduled over a three

year period in order to minimize outages to the gas turbine and the equipment at the

Holyrood plant. The work will be done during scheduled outage periods.
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Table 4: Project Schedule

Activity Milestone

Project Initiation and Design Transmittal January 2011 - February 2011

Project Safety Plan February 2011 - March 2011

Design and Ordering of Gas Turbine Electrical

Equipment

March 2011 - June 2011

Design and Ordering of MCC Protection and Control

Equipment

____________________________
March 2011 - August 2011

Installation and Commissioning of Gas Turbine Equipment
_____________________________
July 2011 - December 2011

Installation and Commissioning of Plant MCC Protection and

Control Equipment

July 2011 - December 2011

Installation and Commissioning of Gas Turbine Equipment
___________________________
June 2012 - December 2012

Installation and Commissioning of Plant MCC Protection and

Control Equipment

June 2012 - December 2012

Installation and Commissioning of Gas Turbine Equipment
____________________________
June 2013 - December 2013

Installation and Commissioning of Plant MCC Protection and

Control Equipment

June 2013 - December 2013

Project Completion
___________________________
December 2013
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ENGINEERING REPORT - GAS TURBINE - ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT ASSESSMENT
April21, 2009

1.0 Introduction

In June 2008, Stantec Consulting was engaged to provide an assessment of electrical
equipment associated with the Gas Turbine Generator at the Holyrood Generating Station. The
equipment included: a 13.8 kV Oil Circuit Breaker, 13.8 kV Fusible Switch, Motor Control Center
(MCC), Start Rectifier, Automatic Voltage Regulator I Exciter, Control and Protection Panels,
Manual and Automatic Transfer Switches. The focus of the investigation was to assess the
condition of the equipment and to determine the availability of Manufacturer support and spare
parts and to make recommendations on future asset repair tactics and for replacement
strategies. A brief comment on Arc Flash Hazard Levels was offered but Arc Flash Analysis
was beyond the scope of Stantecs engagement so it was not included in the final
recommendations.

Hydro staff assisted Stantec Personnel by providing access to the equipment and providing
input on service and maintenance history.
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ENGINEERING REPORT - GAS TURBINE - ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT ASSESSMENT
April21, 2009

2.0 Site investigation

The site investigation included inspection of the equipment and a review of drawings, available
equipment documentation and maintenance records. A partial Single Line Diagram showing the
Gas Turbine Equipment (copied from Hydro Drawing AO-1403-500-E-O1) is attached as
Appendix 1.

2.1 13.8 kV Oil Circuit Breaker
The 13.8 kV Oil Circuit Breaker is no longer functional. The main power contacts are internally
bypassed with solid jumpers. Our understanding is that the operating mechanism failed and
replacement parts could not be sourced due to the age of the equipment.

I

- 11
'4r..

However, the Current Transformers (CV) physically within the breaker are still being used for
Generator and Transformer protection. For this reason, the non-operable breaker cannot be
removed from service.
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We looked at the impact on the generator and transformer short circuit protection by not
replacing this breaker. Based on our review of the existing protection scheme, wth the 13.8 kV
oil circuit breaker bypassed, it does not appear to compromise the Gas Turbine Generator and
Unit Transformer (T9) Protection. The protection system can disable the generator excitation
and use a transfer trip to a 4,160 Volt Breaker (SSB-2) on Station Board 2. For faults inside the
Unit Transformer T9 or within the Generator, the removal of generator excitation and tripping of
Breaker SSB-2 will properly disconnect the faulty equipment from the system.

From an Arc Flash Perspective, the original Arc Flash Hazard Report indicated

"Operation of the gas turbine (G7J results in an increase in the arc-flash
hazard/risk category at Station Board 2. During operation of the GE the
hazard/risk categor/ is increased from categor/ 3 to DANGEROUS. This is
greater than cat egorj 4. Take appmpriate action."

By replacing the 13.8 kV breaker and breaker protection equipment, it would be possible to
reduce the Arc Rash Hazard at Station Board 2. However, Stantec does not believe that
replacing the 13.8 kV Breaker is the optimal way to reduce the Arc Flash Hazard Rating on
Station Board 2 hence we cannot recommend that the 13.8 kV breaker be replaced.

Stantec's recommendation is that if Hydro wants to reduce the Arc Flash Hazard on Station
Board 2, it should pursue upgrading the existing 4.16 kV breaker (SSB-2) and breaker
protection equipment A new replacement breaker with vacuum interrupters and solid state
RMS trip unit is an off the shelf purchase from various manufacturers. Eaton Electrical
manufactures a line of VR-Series breakers as direct replacements for ITE, 4.16 kV, Type 5HK
breakers. A new solid state trip unit can be purchased with a maintenance switch which would
be engaged only during times that Maintenance Staff are working on Station Board 2. The
maintenance switch temporarily lowers the instantaneous trip sefting of the breaker. In the
event of a fault, the faster tripping time will reduce the arc fault duration and lower the Arc Flash
Hazard.

2.2 13.8 kV Fusible Switch
The 13.8 kV Fusible Switch provides protection for a 75 kVA, 13,800 - 575 Volt Gas Turbine
Station Service Transformer. The Switch is an "Automatic Oil Fuse SWitch" manufactured in
1964. It has an associated grounding switch which can be used to ground the secondary cables
of the transformer. This unit is obsolete as manufacturer support and spare parts are not
available. Stantec recommends that this unit be replaced. The preliminary direct cost estimate
induding purchase, installation, engineering and contingency would be $40,000.

2.3 MCC Assessment
The MCC in the Gas Turbine building, was manufactured by Associated Electric Industries
Limited (AEI). This unit is obsolete as manufacturer support and spare parts are not available.
There was no documentation for the MCC.
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/
There are some additional concerns with this MCC installation. The construction is unlike a
conventional MCC in that it has three distinct bus voltages combined in a single unit There is a
600 Volt 3 phase bus, a 240 Volt 3 phase bus and a 110 Volt DC bus. There is no distinct
labeling to identify the voltage in any specific starter. Maintenance staff would have to refer to
the Single Line Diagram to determine which bus a specific starter is connected to. The front of
the unit, where maintenance work is performed, does not have the 1 meter separation from the
wall as required by the Canadian Electrical Code. In addition, the starter units are draw-out type
and they would reduce this clearance even more. (See photo below)
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With a starter in the withdrawn position, if a fire or explosion occurred within the MCC, the
escape route would be restricted and maintenance staff would have great difficulty getting out of
the area.

For all of the above reasons, it is Stantec's recommendation that this MCC be replaced. The
new equipment should be specified so that the separate bus voltages (600 Volt AC, 240 Volt AC
and 110 Volt DC) would be in separate enclosures. The equipment required would include a
600 Volt, 600 Amp, three section MCC; a 230 Volt, 100 Amp, 3 Phase, 3 Wire Panelboard; and
a 400 Amp, 120 Volt DC Panelboard. The existing DC motor starters for the Hydraulic Governor
Pump (1/2 HP) and the Auxiliary Lube Oil Pump (10 HP) should be replaced with new enclosed
DC starters. (Note: The new MCC should be tumed 180 degrees and relocated against the wall
to provide the required maintenance access in front of the unit)

A preliminary cost estimate for purchasing a new MCC would be $10,000 per vertical section.
The installation cost would add another $10,000 per section on the assumption that all motor
feeder and control conductors can be re-terminated on the new MCC. The preliminary cost
estimate for supply and installation of the new equipment is as follows:

• 3 Section, 600 Volt, 600 Amp, MCC $60,000
• 100 Amp, 230 Volt, 3 Phase, 3 Wire, Panelboard $ 5,000
• 400 Amp, 125 Volt DC, Panelboard & DC Starters $15,000

With engineering at 10%, and 20% contingency, a preliminary direct cost estimate for this
project would be $105,000.

2.4 Start Rectifier
The Start Rectifier was also manufactured by Associated Electric Industries Limited (AEI) in
1966. The unit has an input rating of 60 Amps at 550 Volts, 3 Phase, 60 Cycle. Its output is
rated for 450 Amps at 110 Volts DC. The start rectifier supplies DC power to the 110 Volt DC
Compound Wound Starting motor on the turbine. Based on our analysis of the schematic
drawing (BI -238-13-2000-013), the start rectifier is essentially a two speed DC starter.

The start rectifier uses a saturable reactor in series with a rectifier transformer which in turn
supplies an AC to DC rectifier to convert 3 Phase, 600 Volts AC to 110 Volt DC. The saturable
reactor technology has been replaced in modern day equipment with semiconductor devices.
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A saturable reactor is basically a two winding device on an iron core that is effectively a DC
controlled variable inductor. As DC current increases in the auxiliary winding, it saturates the
magnetic core of the reactor which reduces the inductance of the reactor. Less inductance,
hence less voltage drop across the reactor, thereby allowing full AC voltage to pass through the
main (AC) winding of the reactor.

At start up, a "contact" installs a shunt resistor in the DC circuit to reduce the current to the
auxiliary winding of the reactor, which reduces the level of saturation and in turn increases the
inductance of the reactor. This, in turn, reduces the AC voltage to the rectifier transformer. It
was not obvious from the schematic what initiates the "contact" closure". A field check of
the wiring to this "contact" would be required to complete the schematic information.

During startup, with reduced DC voltage, the motor operates at low speed and high torque.
When the shunt resistor contact opens, full DC current flows to the auxiliary winding in the
reactor, driving the core to saturation and reducing the inductance of the main AC winding. This
increases the AC voltage going to the rectifier transformer which increases the DC voltage to
the motor causing it to operate at the high speed.

There is no documentation associated with this controller and maintenance staff indicated to
their knowledge there are no spare parts. Although some of the maintenance staff have worked
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at the plant since it opened, they have never performed any maintenance or service work on
this equipment. In the event of a failure, it is doubtful if a problem could be easily resolved.

It is Stantec's recommendation that the start rectifier be replaced with a DC drive. In the interim,
maintenance staff should be instructed to install a voltage recording device on the DC output
voltage in order to document a turbine start sequence. The documented voltage levels can then
be replicated using a DC drive. As was mentioned previously the wiring to the "contact"
controlling the shunt resistor should also be field checked.

A budget price on a DC drive would be approximately $20,000. With installation,
commissioning, engineering and contingency, the preliminary direct cost estimate for the project
would be $50,000.

2.5 Automatic Voltage Regulator I Exciter
The Automatic Voltage Regulator / Exciter control panel was manufactured by Associated
Electric Industries Limited (AEI) in 1966. Model# FV-80 Form A2.

The main generator gets its field excitation from a brushless exciter located on the end of the
generator rotor. The brushless exciter is an AC generator with a stationary field winding and a
rotating 3-phase AC output winding. AC output is rectified by diodes to convert AC to DC. The
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DC output from the brushless exciter (525 Amps at 140 Volts DC) supplies the main generator
field winding.

The brushless exciter gets its field excitation from the AVR / Exciter control cabinet. The
brushless exciter field winding is rated 6.9 Amps at 61 Volts. The AVR I Exciter control cabinet
monitors the main generator CT's and PT's and adjust the brushless exciter field winding
accordingly. This, in turn, will adjust the DC supply to the main generator field winding and
provide main generator regulation.

The Automatic Voltage Regulator I Exciter Panel is an assembly of discrete semiconductor
products. This technology is antiquated compared to modern day digital voltage regulators.
Similar to the Start Rectifier in Section 2.4 above, there is no documentation associated with the
AVR I exciter controller and maintenance staff indicated to their knowledge there are no spare
parts. In the event of a failure, it is doubtful if a problem could be easily resolved.

It is Stantec's recommendation that the Voltage Regulator / Exciter be replaced with a new
digital voltage regulator. There are several manufacturers capable of supplying replacement
voltage regulators. We contacted Basler Electric and they suggested a pre-packaged controller
in a stand alone chassis with control relays, terminal blocks for external connections, etc. would
have an approximate purchase cost of $20,000. With engineering, installation, commissioning
and contingency, the preliminary direct cost estimate for the project would be $75,000.
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2.6 Gas Turbine Control and Protection Panels
The Gas Turbine control and protection panels were updated in 1986 by Pratt and Whitney
Canada. There is considerable documentation at the plant on this upgraded system. Plant staff
indicated the system works well and they have no specific concerns.

In Stantec's opinion, this equipment is serviceable and with the extensive documentation
available, we would see no reason to consider replacement at this time.

2.7 Manual and Automatic Transfer Switches
There are two Manual Transfer Switches and an Automatic Transfer Switch installed on the 600
Volt Station Service Distribution System for the Gas Turbine. The Station Service Single Line
Diagram (Drawing BI -238-13-2000-009 Rev 0 "Gas Turbine AC & DC Station Service") is
attached as Appendix 2.

There are two 600 Volt sources (MCC El or MCC E5B34) supplied from the Holyrood Main
Plant 600 Volt emergency bus. A Manual Transfer Switch (installed within the Gas Turbine
Building) allows selection of a supply from MCC El or MCC E5B34. The output of this Manual
Transfer Switch is connected to an adjacent Automatic Transfer Switch. A second 600 Volt
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supply from the Gas Turbine 13.8 - 575 Volt Transformer is also connected to the Automatic
Transfer Switch. The output of the Automatic Transfer Switch supplies a 600 Volt Panel which
in turn supplies the Gas Turbine MCC. Within the MCC, there is another Manual Transfer
Switch which allows manual selection of either the 600 Volt source coming from the Automatic
Transfer Switch or a "second" 600 Volt source.

Drawing B1-238-13-2000-009 Rev 0 "Gas Turbine AC & DC Station Service" indicates the
"second" 600 Volt source to the Manual Transfer Switch (within the MCC) is "not used". In
effect, this Manual Transfer Switch is redundant and if the MCC was replaced, this Manual
Transfer Switch should be eliminated.

The Automatic Transfer Switch was manufactured by Taylor Industrial Controls. A new
replacement 600 Volt, 100 Amp rated Automatic Transfer Switch is an off the shelf product.
Plant Staff were not aware of any issues with the existing Automatic Transfer Switch however
support and spare parts would not be available from the original manufacturer hence Stantec
would recommend replacement of this unit. A preliminary direct cost estimate for purchase and
installation of a new Automatic Transfer Switch would be $5,000.

The Manual Transfer Switch which allows for a selection of a 600 Volt source from either MCC
El or MCC ESB 34 was manufactured by Square D. Although this unit is fairly old, Stantec
would not recommend replacement until an actual failure occurred as the Automatic Transfer
Switch provides sufficient redundancy.
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3.0 Conclusions and Recommendations

With the exception of the Turbine Control and Protection Panels, the Gas Turbine ancillary
equipment surveyed in this report would for the most part be considered obsolete. Other than
the equipment drawings, there is no documentation for the equipment. There are no spare
parts and none of the plant Maintenance Staff has experience in troubleshooting or repairs to
the equipment.

If Hydro wished to reduce the Arc Flash Hazard on the 4.16 kV Station Board 2, during Gas
Turbine operation, it should investigate upgrading the existing 4.16 kV breaker (SSB-2) and
breaker protection equipment. This work (Arc Flash Analysis) was beyond the scope of
Stantecs engagement so it was not included in the recommendations below.

Stantec's recommendations for the Gas Turbine Equipment are summarized as follows:

Equipment

13.8 kV Fusible Switch
Motor Control Center
Start Rectifier
Automatic Voltage Regulator / Exciter
Automatic Transfer Switch

Manual Transfer Switch
13.8 kV Oil Circuit Breaker
Control and Protection Panels

Recommendation Preliminary Supply
and Install Cost

Estimate

Replace $ 40000
Replace $105,000
Replace $ 50,000
Replace $ 75,000
Replace $ 5,000

Maintain N/A
Maintain N/A
Maintain N/A

Total $275,000

Stantec was advised that an assessment of the Gas Turbine unit had been completed however
we did not have access to this document. In light of the age of the Gas Turbine unit, Hydro
should be convinced the Turbine Generator is capable of another 10 years service before
proceeding with the recommended upgrades to the ancillary equipment.

Failing that, Rydro may choose to take no action at this time given that there is no valid way to
predict that imminent failure is likely for any of the equipment identified for replacement.

End of Document
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APPENDIX I
Gas Turbine Single Line Diagram
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APPENDIX 2
Gas Turbine - Station Service Single Line Diagram
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1.0 Introduction

In 2007, Neill and Gunter (Now Stantec Consulting) were contracted by Newfoundland and
Labrador Hydro (Hydro) to provide an Arc-Flash Hazard Analysis at the Holyrood Generating
Station.

Part of this analysis was to calculate available fault currents and compare the indicated fault
levels to equipment interrupting ratings. This comparison would identify equipment that is
applied close to or over its ratings. Performing this comparison required that equipment ratings
be clearly established.

The report conduded that all 4,160V switchgear and 600V switchgear are applied well within
their ratings. However, the field information gathering process was unable to determine the
equipment ratings for the 600V Motor Control Centers (MCC'S). The fault levels for the
equipment were established in the report however, the comparison of equipment ratings to the
available fault level could not be completed. As a consequence, the report recommended that
Hydro

initiate a program to gather Motor Control Center data that will allow a comparison to
be made between the available fault levels and the Motor Control Center ratings."

For 600V MCC's, this would indude the bus bracing data as well as the individual starter
protective device ratings.

As a consequence of the recommendations in the Arc-Flash Hazard Analysis Report, Hydro
initiated a comprehensive field data collection study for the MCC's. This report presents the
results of that investigation.

In June 2008, Stantec Consulting performed an inspection of all Motor Control Centers (MCC'S)
at the Holyrood Generating Station. Hydro staff assisted Stantec Personnel by providing access
to individual starters in all MCC'S. The process involved picking a representative number of
starters in each MCC so that all starter sizes would be inspected. Nameplate information was
taken from the short circuit protection equipment in the selected starters.
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2.0 Plant Layout

Hydro identifies the Motor Control Center (MCC) equipment in the plant as either Stage I
equipment or Stage 2 equipment. This designation corresponds to the construction time line with
Generator Units I and 2 coming on stream as Stage I in 1970 and Generator Unit 3 as Stage 2
in 1980.

The Motor Control Centers (Mcc's) installed on Stage 1 construction were predominantly
General Electric CR7092C Series MCC's and they are now almost 40 years old. The MCC's
installed on Stage 2 construction were predominantly Siemens Model 8PU and they are nearly
30 years old. There were a small number of MCC's manufactured by either Square D (Model 6,
Class 8998) or Allen Bradley (Bulletin 2100). The Square D MCC's would be at least 20 years
old whereas the Allen Bradley MCC was a fairty recent installation.

Stantec inspected one additional Motor Control Center (MCC) in the Gas Turbine building. It
was manufactured by Associated Electric Industries (AEI). This MCC will be covered under a
separate report dealing specifically with the Gas Turbine equipment induding the MCC, the
Voltage Regulator and the Start Rectifier.
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3.0 Site Investigation

The short circuit interrupting ratings for Motor Control Centers (MCC's) consist of a bus bracing
rating in Kilo Amps (kA) and the starter interrupting rating in Kilo Amps (kA). The Motor Control
Center (MCC) bus bracing must be able to physically withstand the mechanical forces imposed
on it by the maximum anticipated fault level. The short circuit protection device within indMdual
starters has an interrupting rating and it too must be higher than the maximum anticipated fault
level.

Unfortunately, it is not always possible to establish the interrupting rating of a device by an
inspection of the nameplate data. In some instances the interrupting rating is simply not listed
on the nameplate, or the nameplate has deteriorated over time such that the information is
unreadable. Where the interrupting rating of a device was not readily discernible from a
nameplate inspection, Stantec used the series, catalog, or model number of the device and
researched the equipment on the respective Manufacturer's web site to determine short circuit
ratings.

3.1 Overall MCC Assessment
The inspection of the Holyrood MCC's resulted in the conclusion that the general condition of
the MCC's is acceptable. It was observed that in several instances circuit breakers, contactors
and overloads in starter units had been replaced with newer components likely due to failure of
the original equipment or obsolescence. This should not be considered unusual given the age
of this equipment. However, as long as the underlying equipment ratings are still adequate,
there are no specific criteria which would suggest an MCC should be replaced. Individual starter
components and entire starter units are readily available and can be used to replace original
equipment that is no longer serviceable. The only real concern is that reliability, measured by
mean time to failure, tends to deteriorate with age.

3.2 Stage I MCC's
The MCC's installed on Stage I are predominantly General Electric CR7092C series. Based on
the Instruction Bulletin for the General Electric CR7092C series MCC, the bus bracing is 25 kA
which in all cases is well above available short circuit levels. Individual starter units utilized
General Electric TEF, TED and TFJ thermal magnetic circuit breakers. Research on the GE web
site indicates the interrupting rating on these breakers is a minirn.im of 14 kA.

3.3 Stage 2 MCC's
The MCC's installed on Stage 2 are predominantly Siemens Model 8PU. Based on Stantec's
research, including discussions with Siemens technical support, the minimum bus bracing
offered on this MCC model was 22 kA. Individual starter units utilized a variety of Circuit
Breakers, Fuses and Motor Circuit protectors. In all cases, the minimum interrupting rating of
the starter units was determined to be 14 kA.

3.4 Square 0 Mcc's
There are several Square D MCC's in the plant. All Square D MCC's ware Model 6, Class 8998.
The bus bracing on these MCC's is rated at 42 kA. The short circuit protection within the starter
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units was provided by FA, FAL and FHL thermal magnetic circuit breakers. The interrupting
rating on the FA and FAL breakers is 14 kA. FHL breakers are rated at 18 kA. Hence, the
minimum interrupting rating for these MCC's is 14 kA.

3.5 Allen Bradley MCC
A single MCC was manufactured by Allen Bradley. It was a Bulletin 2100 series with a bus
bracing of 42 kA. The short circuit protection in the starter units was provided by HRC fuses with
a 100 kA interrupting rating.
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4.0 Analysis of Field Data Collection

Appendix I contains a tabulation of the various bus (MCC) numbers and compares calculated
short circuit level with the equipment ratings as established in Section 3 of this report. Some
aspects of the table require explanation.

Some of the listed devices appear with separate MCC numbers when in fact they are devices
within another MCC. For example, MCC 12B is listed as a separate MCC, when in fact it is a
non-fused main disconnect switch on MCC 12. A non-fused disconnect would never interrupt
fault current and therefore has no interrupting rating. Similarly, MCC BAB3 B is listed as a
separate MCC, but it is a pair of interlocked molded case switches within MCC BAB3. These
switches are used to manually transfer supply from breaker BAB-3 to MCC SDB-34. Again a
molded case switch does not interrupt fault current and therefore has no interrupting rating.

For evaluation of protective devices, the Arc Flash Study used the following
critena:

FAIL Component is applied over 100% percent of its rating.

MARGINAL Component is applied between 85- 100% of its rating.

The Study noted that equipment rated as MARGINAL is still applied within its
rating. The marginal rating simply highlights areas where load growth or system
modifications should be carefully analyzed.

The analysis in this report uses the criteria that all equipment applied within its rating is
acceptable. This approach is recommended based on the methodology used to calculate
maximum available fault current in the Arc Flash Study. An Arc Flash Study, by necessity,
models the system using the worst case scenario that all motors connected to an individual
MCC are operating and contributing to available fault current. However, this is an unlikely
scenario for the Holyrood Plant, given that individual motors have some redundancy and rarely
if ever operate at the same time. More significantly, if all motors connected to an MCC were
running, the MCC supply feeder would in most instances be overloaded resulting in an overload
trip of the MCC supply feeder breaker.

4.1 Findings
The spreadsheet, in Appendix 1, indicates that the MCC'S identified below are installed in
circuits where the available fault current exceeds the rating of the short circuit protection device
within the individual starters:

MCC Cl, MCC C2, MCC C3, MCC El, MCC GPB 34 and MCC SDB 34
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5.0 Equipment Retrofit I Replacement

The consequences of having a short circuit protection device installed in a circuit where the
maximum available fault current exceeds the device interrupting rating cannot be overstated.
Newfoundland Hydro must take every opportunity to correct this situation. In the narrative
below, some of the options available to resolve these issues are identified:

1. Total MCC Replacement

2. Replacement of Short Circuit Devices in individual MCC Starters

3. Installation of Series Reactors to Reduce Available Fault Current

5.1 Total MCC Replacement
Given the age of the MCC's at the Holyrood Plant, there is an argument to be made for
complete replacement of the MCC's identified in Section 4.1 above. The bus bracing and short
circuit interrupting ratings for new MCC's will easily exceed the available fault currents at the
Holyrood Plant.

The only negative aspect to replacing the MCC's is cost. This would dearly be the most
expensive option. Although it is dependent on the starter sizes within each MCC section, an
average budget for purchasing new MCC'S (front mounted units only) would be $10,000 per
vertical section. The installation cost would add another $10,000 per section on the assumption
that afi motor feeder and control conductors can be re-terminated on the new MCC's.

Although an actual count of starters, starter sizes, and number of sections was not completed
during the field investigation, an approximate count was obtained from the MCC Single Line
Diagram A0-1 403-500-E-004.

Starters Equivalent Sections
(Single Sided)

• MCCCI 24 6
• MCCC2 11 2
• MCCC3 13 3
• MCCEI 27 7
• MCCC2 11 2
• MCCGPB34 22 6
• MCCSDB34 13 3

Total 121 29
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Based on this approach, an estimate for new replacement MCC's including engineering at 10%
and 20% contingency would be $765,000.

5.2 Replacement of Short Circuit Devices in individual MCC Starters
In all cases the MCC bus bracing was sufficient to withstand available fault current magnitudes.
Consequently, Hydro could replace the individual short circuit protection devices in each MCC
starter as an alternative. The Predominant short circuit protection devices are molded case
thermal magnetic breakers.

Three options are available for replacement of the existing thermal magnetic breakers. Hydro
could install new thermal magnetic breakers, new Motor Circuit Protectors or new fused
disconnect switches.

For thermal magnetic breakers or Motor Circuit Protectors it is reasonable to assume that the
existing through the door" breaker handles could be retrofitted to accommodate new breakers
or motor circuit protectors. For new fused disconnect switches, the handle and perhaps the
entire door might need replacement. The advantage of a fused disconnect switch is that it would
generally provide slightly faster fault dearing times and hence reduce arc flash energy. However
the arc flash hazard rating for the starter could not be reduced due to the fact that the incoming
supply conductors on the high side of the fused switch would still retain the Arc Flash Hazard of
the MCC supply feeder. As a consequence, Stantec could not recommend the extra cost
associated with fused switches.

Motor Circuit Protectors have an instantaneous trip rating only and they are typically less
expensive than a Thermal Magnetic Breaker which has both an instantaneous rating and a
thermal (i.e. overload) rating. In an MCC starter, motor overload protection is provided by a
separate overload device hence the Motor Circuit Protector is generally a more practical
solution in a new MCC. However, as a retrofit device, a Motor Circuit Protector does not have
an interrupting rating listed on its nameplate due to the fact that they must be tested as an
assembly with the associated contactor and overload relay. Based on this, Stantec cannot
recommend new Motor Circuit Protectors for this retrofit application.

By replacing the existing molded case circuit breakers, with higher interrupting rated circuit
breakers, Hydro could be assured that high magnitude faults within the MCC starter would be
cleared hence eliminating the potential of an eventful failure of a circuit breaker as is currently
the case. To implement this approach it will require replacement of all existing short circuit
protection devices with new Circuit Breakers. In order to determine a budget for this work, an
assumption was made that all 121 starters identified in the previous section were equivalent to a
Size 2 Starter. The maximum continuous rating for a Circuit Breaker in a 600 Volt Size 2 starter
is 50 Amps. The cost to purchase a 50 Amp, 600 Volt, 18 kA, thermal magnetic circuit breaker is
estimated at $500. The installation cost would be approximately $250 per device assuming the
existing handle can be adjusted to suit the replacement Circuit Breaker. Based on 121 starters,
equated to a Size 2, a budget estimate for these replacements including engineering at 10%
and 20% contingency would be $120,000.
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5.3 Installation of Series Reactors
A detailed analysis of the installation of series reactors was not part of the scope of Stantec's
engagement however a preliminary investigation was completed because in some instances
series reactors can provide a cost effective solution.

A series reactor installed in the supply feeder to an MCC will reduce the maximum anticipated
fault level. By selecting an appropriately sized reactor (i.e. sized for maximum full load current
on the MCC), it is possible to reduce the available fault level at each MCC to the point that the
existing short circuit protection devices would be applied within their interrupting rating. In
addition, this approach has the advantage of potentially reducing the Arc Rash Hazard level at
each MCC. Series reactors have some negative aspects in that they introduce additional
energy losses, reduce the voltage arriving at the MCC and they limit the inrush current for motor
starting which could reduce the maximum HP where across the line starting can be used. Prior
to a decision on implementation, all of these concerns would have to be examined for each
individual MCC.

Stantec had previously modeled the Holyrood Electrical Distribution System using 5KM
software as part of their Arc Rash Study in 2007. Stantec used this existing SKM model to
predict the feasibility of using series reactors to reduce the fault level to the point that the
existing equipment could handle the anticipated fault level. This preliminary analysis is
documented in a report attached as Appendix 2. The analysis indicates that the installation of
series reactors has the potential to be a viable option for some MCC installations. Intuitively, we
can state that if the fault level is reduced at an MCC, it is likely there would also be a reduction
in the Arc Flash Energy. (Note: The reader is cautioned that if the fault clearing time increased
due to the reduced fault level the Arc Rash Energy could remain the same.)

As the report indicates, a detailed study would have to be performed on each of the MCC's to
verify that the installation would indeed lower the fault level below existing equipment ratings yet
the potential impacts on system losses, steady state voltage and motor starting would be
acceptable or alternatively could be easily mitigated. The impact on Arc Rash rating could also
be determined. Prior to initiating the study, there would be load monitoring requirements at each
MCC to determine the full load amp rating of the Series Reactors.

Budget pricing of $12,100 was obtained from Hammond Power Solutions for a typical series
reactor rated at 600 Amp and 600 Volts. A budget estimate including engineering at 10% and
20% contingency, for the installation of 7 series reactors would be $185,000.

This estimate assumes that the reactors would be installed at floor level (4' X 4' footprint)
adjacent to the respective MCC. If the reactors had to be elevated due to floor space
constraints, there would be an additional cost for structural supports to accommodate the
reactors which have an approximate weight of 1,000 lbs each. Without additional site specific
engineering, it would be difficult to put a price on the potential costs of structural supports.
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6.0 Conclusions and Recommendations

The field inspection identified seven (7) Motor Control Centers where the available fault current
exceeded the interrupting rating of the indMdual starter protection devices. This violates a fairly
basic principle of the Canadian Electrical Code:

14-012 Ratings of protective and control equipment
In circuits of 750 V and iess,
(a) Electrical equipment required to interrupt fault currents shall have
ratings sufficient for the voltage employed and for the fault current that is
available at the terminals

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro must take reasonable steps to correct this deficiency.

The potential solutions available to Hydro have been identified and Stantec have provided preliminaiy
capital cost estimates. The most expensive option is to replace the MCC's with new suitably rated
MCC's. Given the age of the existing MCC's, this option would reduce maintenance cost and
improve operational reliability. It would be very difficult to try to quantify the dollar value of
reduced maintenance and increased reliability. Stantec could not recommend replacement of
the existing MCC's because of the significantly higher costs - $765000.

Replacing the individual short circuit protective devices within each starter is a viable alternative.
This option requires the purchase of thermal magnetic circuit breakers with an 18 kA interrupting
rating for five (5) MCC's and a 22 kA rating for two (2) MCC's. The footprint of current
technology breakers is smaller that the existing circuit breakers so retrofit of the replacement
breakers should not be an issue. Our analysis was not able to determine if the through the
door' handles could be easily modified to accommodate the new breakers however Stantec
does not believe this to be a serious concern. This option would be the least cost solution
($120,000) to resolve the problem of short circuit levels exceeding the interrupting rating of the
Starters.

Stantec performed a preliminary analysis on the feasibility of installing series reactors. Series
Reactors could reduce the available fault current at each MCC such that the existing equipment
would be operating within its interrupting rating. A potential side benefit from the installation of
series reactors is that the actual Arc Flash Hazard Levels could possibly be reduced at each
MCC. This has obvious safety benefits for Hydro Maintenance Staff. The cost to retrofit all
seven MCC's was estimated at $185,000.

Using the SKM model for the Holyrood Plant, Stantec investigated 4 MCC's using generic
reactor sizing based on assumed maximum full load current. The preliminary analysis indicates
that some of the MCC's are good candidates for series reactor installation. Prior to
implementing series reactors, a detailed study would have to be performed on each MCC to
determine the maximum load requirements of the MCC. This would allow a selection of a
specific reactor size Which in turn would identify the characteristics of the series reactor (i.e.
impedance). The specific impedance value would then be used in the 5KM model to verify that
the installation would indeed lower the fault level below existing equipment ratings yet the
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potential impacts on system losses, steady state voltage and motor starting would be proven to
be acceptable or alternatively could be easily mitigated. The potential reduction in Arc Flash
Hazard Level should also be calculated.

Based on the above analysis, it is our recommendation that Hydro initiate the required analysis
for series reactor installation on all seven (7) MCC'S.

It is possible that series reactors will not be suitable for some of the MCC's at Holyrood. As a
potential alternative solution, Stantec would recommend that Hydro purchase a smell number of
suitably rated breakers and field verify the level of effort required to retrofit the breakers to
existing starters including modification of the breaker handles.

STANTEC CONSULTING LTD.
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APPENDIX I
MCC Short Circuit Interrupting Assessment
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Client Newfoundland 1-lydro FIle: 133530025

Project Engineenng Services Date: October 8 2008
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APPENDIX 2
Preliminary Analysis - Series Reactor Installation
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Holyrood - Series
Reactor Analysis
Page 1 of 2

A study was performed on MCCs fed from auxiliary transformer AT-C, Power Centre C to
determine if series reactors were feasible.

Normal operating conditions were used for the analysis. Note that normal operation conditions
did not result in worst case fault levels.

Worst case - all connected 9 ATC xfmr 9 Power Centre C
Fault level loads online 164% voltage drop = 10%
(This is not practical)

Normal operating conditions were used for this analysis where transformer capacity is likely to
be 100% or less. This was achieved by turning off some loads as dictated by the Holyrood
Preliminary Fault Study (2005-11-23). Also, a 60% diversity factor was applied to all loads. By
applying these conditions, the voltage drop was approximately 3% at Power Centre C with the
transformer AT-C running at 93% capacity.

Sym. 3ph
fault level

Voltage drop
at Bus

Demand
Load (motors) Load Flow &

MCC El 17.9 kA 3.27% 66 kVA Fault Study
MCC Cl 18.4 kA 3.62% 457kVA Results for
MCC C2 13.3 kA 3.45% 69kVA Existing System
MCC 3C 13.4 kA 3.49% 8OkVA

It should be noted that the transformer AT-C has an impedance of 12%; therefore, the primary
tap was set at -5% to minimize voltage drop.

Series Reactor Specifications provided by Hammond:

• 3-phase air core
• Indoor rated
• Z=0.012ohm-assumeX>>R-XIR=20
• 600A, 600V continuous
• l2kA fault current for 3 seconds

Results obtained with series reactor added to four MCCs. Note that the fault level will decrease
as more reactors are added to MCCs.

_____________

Sym. 3ph
fault level

Voltage drop
at Bus

Voltage drop
through reactor Load Flow &

MCC El 11.4 kA 3.55% 0.3% Fault Study
MCC Cl 10.8 kA 5.35% 1.7% Results
MCC C2 10.1 kA 3.71% 0.3% Reactor Added
MCC 3C 10.1 kA 3.77% 0.3% __________

Where breakers are rated for 14 kA, fault level should not excel 85% of the interrupting rating,
equal to ll.9kA.

Voltage drop should not exceed 5%.

Series Reactor Preliminary MalysisDoc
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Stantec

Recommendations

Upon investigating the MCCs connected to Power Centre C in the Holyrood generating station,
it is concluded that some of the MCCs may be candidates for adding a series reactor.

The results obtained show that for an initial voltage drop of 3% at Power Centre C with the
transformer AT-C running at 93% capacity, the voltage drop at MCC C2, C3, and El will not
exceed a 5% voltage drop under steady state conditions with a diversity factor of 60% applied
when a series reactor was added.

The results obtained also show that when all motors (modeled as lump sum) are started at the
same time, the voltage drop for MCC C2, C3, and El does not drop below 85% of the nominal
voltage of 600V.

lmDlementation

If this concept is to be applied, the following steps should be completed before implementation:

Check the typical demand for the MCCS and re-run a load flow study for typical voltage
drop values on existing system.
Have a vendor provide a custom design reactor to suit the particular MCC. Note that
one size may not be suitable to every MCC. Vendors capable of these services are
Hammond Power Solutions and Stein Industries.
Complete a load flow, motor starting, and fault study for each MCC with the
specifications of the custom reactor. Note that each MCC will have to be assessed
individually.

Series ReaCtor PreIimlnariMaIysls.Doc
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APPENDIX 3
Field Data Collection
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aient: NewfoixldiURd Hydro Fil. 1330305

Project Ennecflng SERices Del.: OCtob& 8 2008
Recision: 0

MCC
START!R ItORMR1IOII

-
8TWERTAC HP TYPE SeNOR RATiOS MANUFACTURER PARTHIZ.AUER

MC-HPH-3r8*eeore
NTT3HPHEATER6UOV&

PILOTVALVE FUSEDDISC12ONRCT 20088 FUSE 008 SI00AENS HRC
041 IRS SORB H, 400808 - __________ _______ ______ ______
,88r#A-520042 VR.DP4G RECEPTACLE BREAKER 1488 HREAKER 758 KLOCANER-MOELLER ROll RB-laO

ICC4RV-14. 815,5.. -
HAN 081 0008 H, 40010008 SAT FAN SO
• $400 E40.4002 OlE: ALL RiCKETS FUSED 7112 STARTER 12088 ARC FUSE IRA O*4AMUT FORM ii

EXCEPT W5LDIAO RECPTACLE

08TH BOTTOM WARN AIR
ME UP FAN 40 STARTER 10088 PEAK BUSS LPJ4OIR

-.MC-WAM-34 °°
IPSO 800* H, 440* V.

121711 SETRIBUI1KE4
RANSEORMER

LREAXEH FEEDPAO SB
FUSES 1988 BREAKER 008 SIB4ENS EORSHO2O

W$Mt'ISAIU
P FAN 20 STARTER

_______________ ___________
IT FUSE
_________

45*
_________ _______________ _____________

RATS Rl TRAI4SFO5.ER PREARER 1988 'REARER 1008 OIB4ENS HOR3BIX
OI500ISATE RETUIRA PUMPS 7112 OREAXER 1988 BREAKER 208 SIB4ENS EDROURSO

CCTP-34: Sq5.nD 7
94051 HOUR SORRY 88

EXTEROR DJMP FIT 58 500Th 5 STARTER 14100 REP 508 OOJARE 0 FALSAUOO1RUV
, ,

2,55.0-A ILJTITR'd WA1TA RAUP NE#TI STOATEH 1858 MOP 008 S12JARE 0 ILSURSOISMV
PARESECTIONR.D sTARTER 1458

9
MOP

RE R
1050 SKEAASED

S IAR D
OL2OIOOI8MV

_________________
MCC-CWP-34 OlmnIRS

____________________
KET

1112 ______________
STARTER
______

1 88

10088
____

PE O

RCUFUSE
____

$28

88
____

Ol E

OPLD
______

____________

FOSS
_____

HAM IRS 0008 H, AURA V.
•#*.42-ORA2

NIT S T#AL'ELLRO
85001 FlIER. EAST

SO
-

STARTER 1488 BREAKER 708 MOELLER MMZR8-1AU

MEL A
1ECEPTACLE

-

BREAKER
EK5

1488

_________

BREAKER
H,T)J.7R

4018

_______

MOELLER

____________

SARIS
705 ML

14CC P8585085. CIIHdMO.AN Peg. S of A
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Upgrade Electrical Equipment - Holyrood
Appendix A

STAN'TEC IONSUL11NG
HOLYR000 GENERA1ING STA11ON

MCC FIELD DATACOLLEC11ON

Client: Newfouidteid Hydro File 133530025

PmJ.ct Enneu1ng Sa'.Ices Date: Octob8, 2005
Raltelon: 0

MCC
BIRRIRE INPOHMAIION

-
STARTER IOTAG HP

__________

TYPE
________

INTERRUPT
______

DENiSE

______

RAtING

__________

MANUPACTURER

_________

PAR1NIINIEKE
BAlING

NIT I MAIN RID. DL PUI
RET 75

-
STARTER 22kA BREAKER 1255 OBIERAL ELECTRIC TFJ

Hill LUBE OIL COSTRIFUGE 01kW

____

I4kA

___

BREAKER

___

1055

_____

OBIERALELECTRIC

____

TEFI3HIOO'ORTA&E)

IOWA A&JXLLLART
35 STARTER ISBA BREAKER 755 FEDERALPILEIEER CED1301700104

MCAI:c05EKC
LUAU WATER PIMP NORTH

A75IDEll.C,CI.011,
cv -

I UEQAANICALVPCUJM
PIAIPNOIITH 50

-
STARTER
_____________

1455
__________

BREAKER
________

1755
________

ABAERALELEC1RIC TEE 135100
, I STOR VALVE BEL

DROOl NOV I.TD.V1SH 119
-

REVERSING STARTER 1455 SREAKER 15A
_____________

IBAERNL ELECTRIC

___________

TOP 130110

I 01.0010 SEAl. WATER 01 STARTER
_________

1455

_______

BREAKER
_______

iDA

____________

IBIERALELECTRIC
__________

TEFI3W7OEME9005CY PIMP
-

_______________
I IONITERAIR NUOSTER 15 STARTER

____________
__________

1455

_________
________

BREAKER

_________
________

40A

_______________
_____________

OBIERALELECTRIC

_____________
___________

TEFI3AU4O

1 514 RBIEATSTOVVALVL 119 REB'ERSPAOSTRRTER l4kA BREAKER IRA OBAERALELECTRIC lFI301I5
_______________ I-TD.VI2R

0140 RECEPTACLE
_____________ __________

l4kA

________

BREAKER

________

705

_____________

OSIEMI. ELECTRIC

___________

TEE 130070
- UAL BREAKERMCC.C2r 0001000

RZO35C T50 DM01, I EE1TER FiELD FLASHIIG
_____________

"
__________

l4kA
________

BREAKER
______

ISA GINIERAL ELECTRIC
__________

TED

RE, BORE I SCANNER AR FAN T ITARTER 1455 BREAKER
______

ISA I00IERAL ELECTRIC
_________
SF130010

I MAIl RJEL OIl. PUMP 70 STARTER l4kA BREAKER 1205 OBIERALELECTRIC TFJ236125

ACUIKA CLEANER EIOIAUSTER 35 STARTER l4kA BREAKER 705 FEDERAL PEPIEER CAD 130175

MCCCI: COO BBOC BIlE HAI.L CRANE FEEDER 145 BREAKER SUSA BREAKER 1000 IEIIERAI ELECTRIC TFJ 23R10DR1.
R7RRIC TWB C, DM01,
00 BORE 2 KECITERTEST SUPPLY BREAKER 1455 BREAKER ISA EDERAL PEE4EER (TED 130010, zwj, oft. rooo pucv BREAKER 1455 BREAKER ISA OBSERALELECTRIC EDIIRA3S

_________________ RACKET STARTER 1455 BREAKER ISA IBIERAL ELECTRIC SF130115

MCC PlAN Do. CRAOIoI.45 P.g.4 niB
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Upgrade Electrical Equipment - Holyrood
Appendix A

STANTEC CONSULITNG
JJP.. HOLYR000 GENERAITNG STATION4

MCC FiELD DATA COLLEC1ION

Clt.nI: NewtouldiRTdIIydro Fit.: 133530025

Project Ennero1ng SR'tces Date: 000ba8 2008
Reci.on: 0

C
STARTER IRECERIATTON

-MC
STARTER ID TAG

-
HP

___________
TfPE

________
IR1ERERPT

_______
DERCE

_______
RATOIO

___________
MANUFACTURER

__________
PART NUMBERBATING

AT I FLAAIE SCANNER MB PA
EAT 2

-
STARTER 140* UREAKER ISA GIDIERALELECTRIC TREPIIRRIB

MCC.E1: CER MOO ff1 AC LURE OIL PUMP W
um

STARTER 140* BREAKER 408 GBRERALELECTRIC
___________

TEFIS&40
__________

RZRP2C 1W. C. DMA 1
___MV. •

.IIT 2 SERVED BATTERY
GER

-
___________

IUAL BREAKER

________

140*

_______

BREAKER
_________

_______

lOGE 4MIERALELECTRIC
______________

TEFI3AIOO
____________- __________

140* bREAKER
_________

lOGE BREKALELEcTRIc TEFIURIOR_______________
ART UP SUPPLY

____________
PREAKER 220* PREAXER E IDIERAL ELECTRIC TYJ STAKES_______________

MCC A1-2 ROL PANEL 0 MAD BREAKER

MCC.C4: CR! PAKC
2 BOILER R
ILATIEAI FANSRE&RIS INS STARTER 140* BREAKER ABA ORIIERAL ELECTRIC TED 13RI40

2 R EIGLALIUT FAN •T
____________

LTARTER
_________

14kb
_______

bREAKER
_______

SEA
____________
DIERM. ELECTRIC

__________
TEA

R I REARER 140* REARER ISA IDIERALEI.ECTRIC TEDITRETA

MCC.A13:B .r.D

C
2 STARTER 14kb CF TA SOARED FAFRANE

q
See. Tsp. C. BRIR 73811

_____________
..AERALSED WATER

BOOTTERPLNP

-

-

__________

STARTER

_______

140A

______

MCP

______

ISA

__________

SOJARSD

_________

PAFRAMS

BLOMR SE TARTER 140* MCP 30* SCUARED FAFRAUIE
I HP HEATER AR I

OWETER BYPASSVALVE RCAERSWGSTARTER 140* BREAKER ISA GBIERAL ELECTRIC TEA 13AK16
EA/I.HFW.VIS

MCC.A1-1:CER MED
I HP HEATER AK BLED
U LINE ISOlATING VALVE

-

2
-

REI/ERSWOSTARTER 140A BREAKER ISA OBIERFLELECTRIC TEFI3BRIS

ROBAKC TSPC. Ge.. 1
MV, ROBE

I HP AEATERAK
IWATER BYPASS VALVE -

REVERSING STARTER 140* BREAKER ISA GISIERAL ELECTRIC TEA ISESIB

ERATURE PROBE UAL BREAKER 140* BREAKER SEA 1UIERAL ELECTRIC TEA ISROSK
PARE -

- _____________ 140A PREAKER 16 IBAERALELUCTRIC E013AB16
I BOILER START UP VEAIT 2 REVERSINOSTARTER 14kb BREAKER ISA ODIERALELECTRIC EFI3BRIS

_________________ EBOVI.B\'121 ______________ __________ _________ _________ ______________ ____________

11CC FAd DMA CrO.dAr,d. Fog. 6 .19
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Upgrade Electrical Equipment - Holyrood
Appendix A

STANTEC CONSUL11NG
HOLYROOD GENERAI1NG STA110N

81cC FIELD DATA COLLECTION

client Newfouldlwid I.Iydro File: 133530025

Project Enneuln5 SOMCeR Dots: OctOb 8 3508
Redden: 0

McC
SIRRIRE INFO00OAIIENI

-
BTRRIERIDTAG HP

__________

TYPE

________
INTERRUPT

______

BRACE

______

RAIVIO

__________

MANUFACTURER

_________

PART NIUIIRER
- ____________ RAtING

JERALEDTERPUUP
TN_________

38
-

BREAKER 146A BREAKER IRA SIBIENS NOTV1SIRLE
RECOVERYUNrTWRTER 00A STARTER

______

140A

_____

BREAKER

_____

816

________

OENERALELEC1RIC

_______

08130000MCCC5: 08581Cc TMENT PLANT ______________
STRIDE TREe C. DRIB 1. ____________ STARTER

___________
1406

_________
BREAKER

_________
TEA

______________
IENERAL ELEC1RIC

____________
TED 130070

IRV.HRM _______________ - STARTER I4BA AREAKER ISA 100ERALEI.!CTRIC TRF138018
LIARIER 145A REA ISA AKIERAL ELECTRIC TEE 138016-
STARTER I4kA SHEARER ISA 1ENERALELECTRIC TRFI3AKIB______________

IEULSOUTH
8TARTER I4kA AREAKER TEA ENERAL ElECTRIC IRE 130070

SLARIES UAL BREAKER I4kA BREAKER 1008 GENERAL ELECTRIC TBF 138100

_______________
-

______________ 1406 BREAKER 1008 IBIERAL ElECTRIC RE 138100
NIT 2MEG4NIICALVACU.M 50 STARTER _________

14kA
_______

BREAKER
_______

1036
____________

GOIERAL ELECTRIC
__________

TEE 13RI00PLEIP NORTh - _____________ __________
2 10 COOLUIG WATER

30 STARTER 1406
________

BREAKER
________

706

_____________

GENERAL ELECTRIC
___________

TEE 130070PUMP NORTh - ______________
2 HYDRAULIC FWG RIMS

08Th 15
-

STARTER
________

___________

145A
______

_________

BREAKER
_________

206

______________

OENERALELECTRIC
____________

TED138130
IRE OR. PUMP NORTh SI ETARTER I4BA

_____
BREAKER

_____
IRA

________
ENERAL ELECTRIC

_______
TED 130030

OIL CENTRIFUGE
RTABLEI -

BREAKER
__________

1406
________

BREAKER 1008 GENERAL ELECTRIC IRS 136100
2SEA&ANTVADIUU P.511 I 1406

______

BREAKER
______

ISA
__________

GENERALELECTRIC
_________

108130016
_________________ - LUAL BREAKER

ICC.B1:CGOMAC
2 SEN. OU.PU&IP EAST

lED
5 I4BA RREAOSR IRA GENERALELECTRIC 108138030

R?RO2C Tp. C. 081.1.
_______________
EATER MCO-B1-T

____________
PREWAR

_________
145A

_______
PREAKER

_______
1006

____________
IBIERAL ELECTRIC

__________
lBS 138100

RV R006 2 RESERVE FEED WATER.
IREER PUMP 00

-
STARTER

______________
bOA

___________
BREAKER
_________

1006
_________

OENERALELECTRIC 1FJ235100
LEND AL CONDENSER

IJSTER NORTH
3
-

STARTER 3408 BREAKER ISA
______________

OENERALELECTRIC

____________

1EF138015

2 CONDENSATE BREAKER
__________

14 BA

________

BREAKER

________

306

_____________

GENERAL ELECTRIC

___________

TED 136130IBISRS - ______________
2 TTJRBME 085140 gRAIl
________

lEN
-

REVERSUAG STARTER
_______

___________

1408

_________

BREAKER
_________

ISA

______________

GENERAL ELECTRIC
____________

1SF 130016
2 RH REhEAT STOP VALEIL lID REVERSEOG STARTER

_____

1456
____

BREAKER
____

ISA
_______

GENERAL ELECTRIC
______

TEE 138016ESEAT DRAJ9 - _______________

6112 STEAM SEAL REGULATOR hR REVERS110 STARTER

____________

bOA

_________

BREAKER

_________

ISA

_______________

GENERAL ELECTRIC

_____________

1SF 13001608610 VALVE MOV

NIT 2 STENO SEAL REGULATOR
BYPASS VALVE 8101/ lEn REVERSEIG STARTER 14138 BREAKER ISA GENERAL ELECTRIC TEE 130018

MOC FieldOnt. CoEndlon Re P.9. 0 .10
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Upgrade Electrical Equipment - Holyrood
Appendix A

STANTEC CONSULTiNG
HOLYROOD GENERA11NG STA11ON

MCC HELD DATA COLLECTiON

_______
Client Newfotaldland ltydro Filer 133530025

Psoject EnneR1ng So\CeS Dent OClober 8 2008
Revieionr 0

BTMIfl
MCC

IN1ERRUPT DEVICE RATiNG MANUFACTURER PART NIRARERSTARIER ID TAG HP IYPE
RAIINC _______ _______ ___________

HCCB1.2

TROLPAREL

OMA14EREAJIER
-

LEE START UP VBCTLATER.
ALVE 2 STARTER l4kA REARER ISA G84ERAL ELECTRIC lET ISREI6

PHEATER4AC FEEDWATER RIC REVERSE4O l4kAYPASS VALVEMCC.B1-1: CGE MOC Cl4TftCTCRS 1.REAKER ISA OD4ERAL ELECTRIC TEF 13AS15PHEATER4AE FEEDREATERR1RIDC1p. C Cml. BYPASS PILOT VALVE
*0 REVERSEJO
aITACTORS 14CR

INV. SHEA HP HEATER PHEATEROR FEECRATER .450 REWRANIO 14 CABYPASS VALVE IOATACTCRS REARER ISA OD4ERAL ELECTRIC TEF ISARIEP HEATER HR FEECNATER
VP5 PEflTV

ISO REVERSS4G
IOATSCTORS 14CR

RRAR
2 STARTER 14CR MOP TA SCJARED PA FRAME

NIT2CMISTICMETERI4G
NCCB1-3r.D PJAIPP2NORIH

-
2

___________
STARTER

________
14CR

_______
MOP

_______
7A

___________
SWARED

__________
FAFRAME

LAMA T5p.C. 2BBdIBR, 2 D€MEIERALGEO WATER -
S

___________
STARTER

________
14CR

_______
ICP

_______
ISA

___________
SOOARED

__________
FAFRAUE

736*4*4 BOOS RPJI.IP
2AJRBLOWER YTARTER 14CR IMCP ICC 08JARED __________

°°°OPUMPII 512.11 112 STARTER 14CR MCP

I

IA S12IAREO FAFRAME

ATERYANK UALBREAKER 14CR
14CR

BREARER
$AR

15A
45*

I6*IERALELECTRIC
JR4ERALELECTRIC

RFIIRHIS
108134*40

_________
-

-

___________

URL BREARER 14CR I
I
AEjR ISA DERALPEEIEER trREl3RRO

MCC.C9.CGEMCC EAR
RroIDcT5.c.am1, DER -

____________ 14CR
14CR

*#OAJR
IAAiER

ISA
45*

ICIERALELECTRIC
ID4ERALELECTRIC

10F13HR15
TK7135040

RU, BORE HESTE CAROM IBHE
'LATHE

URL BREAKER 14CR IBREMER ISA GB4ERAL ELECTRIC TEF 13HE15

ISMIDBLASTER - 1 141 BREAKER 14CR IBREARER ISA CEHERALELECTRIC 1EDINCIS
ISIOP JIB HOIST

-.- . .
14CR 'CREASER ISA IWIERAJ. ELECTRIC TEl 134015

MCC.C& EAR REC ISLOP 1511K WASP 112 STARTER 14CR '
'
BREAKER ISA OEIERAL ELECTRIC TEF 134015

T5p. C, am i, ISPARE - TARTER 14CR BREAKER ISA IBIERAL ELECTRIC ___________RV,SORC IPARE sTARTER 14CR I BREARER ISA EDIERALELECTRIC 1EFI3HEIS

MOO PAId DR. ContIion40 P.9. 7 nIB
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Appendix A

STANIEC CONBUL11NG
HOLYROOD GENERATING STA1ION

MCC FiELD DATA COLLECTION

Client NewfontidiandHydro File: 133530ED5

Project Enne8nng SEMERB Date: October 8 2008
Reoleion: 0

McC
B1RRISE IIN'OREIAITER

-

BTARIRR ID TAO NP tYPE
________
I!T

______

DEREE

______

RAIBIB

__________

MANUFAC1U

_________

PART NU8R

MCCC? cccec IC WATER HEATER #1 145* REARER 75* OAERAS. ELECTRIC ED 1t#270: IC lEtTER HEATER #2 - SAL BREAKER i4kA PBEAIIER 7BA YB4ERM. ELECTRIC ED 1WA70R7BREC TEEN C dB 1, ______________
blASTER 14kA bREAKER bA OAERAL ELECTRIC EE 13#21B

IRE. 005*
_____________ WNCHROUM TTARTER l4kA BREAKER 15A IBIERAL ELECTRIC & 120016

ITER FIElD FLA4#&J
Y_____________ DUAL BREAKER 14kA BREAKER IRA SITRIENS 307i53

SOOTLET IDA
-
-

_________
14kA

_______
PREAJIER

_______
75*

____________
'IOAERAL ELECTRIC

__________
TED 130070

LALIXJLL*RY000LBIG
RJMP SOUTh ID

___________

STARTER 140A CREASER 7BA IBIERALELECTRIC TETISWTO
RSEID4TROL

____________
bREAKER

_________
145*

_______
bREAKER

_______
IRA

____________
4BIERAL ELECTRIC

__________
TED 130030

MCC-C3: COB BIDC
YDRAULIC FLUID PUMP
____________

15 STARTER
___________

145*
________

CREASER IRA oB4ERALELECTRIC EDI3IDSO

RIBREC 76,RC. dBIe 1,
KY. 005*

I..EGWIICALVACI.IJM
SOOTH SO

-
STARTER l4kA

_______

BREAKER

_______

75A

___________

FEDERAL PIGIEER

__________

CEDR

IICALVAOOLJM
_____ _____ ________ _______

OJLATNOSEALWATER 15 STARTER 14 kA BREAKER IRA GENERAL ELECTRIC TEE 130015
SOOTH - _______________

JEALCONDIDISER
IERSOJTH 3

-
STARTER

___________

l4kA

_________

BREAKER
_________

15*

_______________

OBIERALELECTRIC
_____________

TEFI3NBI5

_________

STSTEN MANBOLE
A________

I 12 BREAKER
_______

_________

l4kA

________

BREAKER

________

bA

_____________

OBAERALELECTRIC

___________

TEF 130015

2C00LW10 WATER WiMP 83 REVERSP4O STARTER IOtA BREAKER IBA OBIERAL ELECTRIC TEF 130015DIBO4MOE VALVE WEST

- ____________ _________200El3401EtTER PUMP
IRE IMOE VALVE EAST 83

-
REVERSEIO STARTER
____________

IOtA
_________

_______
BREAKER

_______
ISA

____________
OBIEROL ELECTRIC

__________
TEF 130015

MCC.C6:CGERIDc 2TRAVELLIIO SCREEN 5 STARTER l4kA
_______

BREAKER
_______

IBA

____________

OEAERHLELECTRIC
__________

TEFI3IDIB
R7RB2C TIjPR C, CNNB 1, ER WAIRI PUMP EAST 7i7J TAR1ER 145* bREAKER IRA IO4ERAL ELECTRIC TEE 130020RV,eO5* IR4MJST FANWEST •"W TAR1ER 145* PREAKER 15* -IUAERAL ELECTRIC TEE l30015

100 WATER IDAIP PUMP BREAKER 145* REARER ISA WTLERH$1D,IER SERIESC
N.. ISELFCLEANCPERICI

P4JECTERI SYSTEM BREAKER 145* REAJIER ISA OOAERALELECTRIC TEDIIIDIS

_______________ NIT I BOOSTER PUMP
__________

"TARTER
_______

145*
______

PREAJLER
______

ISA
__________

'IBOERAL ELECTRIC
_________
ED 130016

MCC Fold 0*. Cattodlenob B of B
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STANTEC CONSULTING
HOLYROOD GENERA11NG STA11ON

MCC FIELD DATA COLLECTION

CliesIt NewfOlzldiRld Hydro File 133530025

Project Ennero1ng SWAlces Dote: OctobIt 8 2008
Rosision: 0

M
STONIER INPCRNA11IEI

CC
STONIER ID TAG I HP TYPE

I I I RAISED I I PORT NUMBERI RATING I I
HEATED WATER TRANSFER IUMP(P-4Ai I I

STARTER I
I

lOOkA I
I
FUSE I I NRC

EMCC12:hSroN
COSIN. 0105, INOAH,

AISTRONSFURPEUSTI
-RA 3 5TRR I IIE50 'RISE I 150 I HRC

RAV,C#?4UB.C PIRE STARTER 10050 FUSE ISA NRC
TE0USIPERGD BASes I STARTER 10080 FUSE ISA HRC

____________________ F1IIR.IST FAN

MCC FOld Old. C00dlen.Iio P.BASola
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Holyrood: Replace Unit 2 Steam Seal Regulator
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Holyrood: Replace Unit 2 Steam Seal Regulator

1 INTRODUCTION

The Holyrood Thermal Generating Station (Holyrood) is an essential part of the Island

Interconnected System, with three units providing a total capacity of 490 MW. The

generating station was constructed in two stages. In 1971, Stage I was completed bringing

on line two generating units, Units 1 and 2, capable of producing 150 MW each. In 1979,

Stage II was completed bringing on line one additional generating unit, Unit 3, capable of

producing 150 MW. In 1988 and 1989, Units 1 and 2 were up-rated to 170 MW. Holyrood

(illustrated in Figure 1) represents approximately one third of Newfoundland and Labrador

Hydro's (Hydro) total Island Interconnected generating capacity.

The three main components of each generating unit are the boiler, turbine, and generator.

A steam seal regulator is a turbine system which controls the flow of steam to and from the

turbine shaft seals. Shaft seals are used to prevent the leakage of process steam along the

rotor shaft from the turbine casing. There are two classes of shaft seals: pressure packings

and vacuum packings. Vacuum packings shaft seals always require sealing steam whereas

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 1
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pressure packings shaft seals require sealing steam only at low turbine loads. Steam must

be relieved from the pressure packings at high turbine loads. All turbine shaft seals are

connected to the steam seal regulator through a common header.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 2
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project is required to replace the existing hydraulic steam seal regulator on Unit 2 with

two pneumatically operated steam pressure control valves. One of these pneumatically

controlled pressure regulating valves will be used to supply steam to the steam seal header

and one will be used to relieve pressure from the steam seal header. The new system will

be controlled using a pressure transducer and the existing Foxboro Distributed Control

System (DCS). In addition, the steam seal header piping will be modified to allow the new

pressure control valves to be installed at a location for easier operator access.

Under Board Order No. P.U. 1 (2010), Hydro received approval from The Board of

Commissioners of Public Utilities to replace the hydraulically controlled steam seal regulator

on the identical Unit 1. The engineering and planning are scheduled to be completed in

2010 and the installation is scheduled to be completed in 2011. Generally, the scope of

work for the Unit 2 steam seal regulator replacement will be identical to the scope of work

for the Unit 1 steam seal regulator replacement. The engineering and planning will be

completed in 2011 and the installation will be completed in 2012.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 3
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

The existing Unit 2 steam seal regulator is identical to the steam seal regulator for Unit 1 as

shown in Figure 2 below. The steam seal regulator is an automated hydraulic system with

many moving parts and wear points. A daily problem with binding and sticking of the

moving parts requires an operator attendant to manually free them. Improper operation of

the regulator, due to binding and sticking, allows steam to travel along the turbine rotor

shaft and mix with the bearing lubrication oil where it condenses to water and accelerates

deterioration of the bearings. Premature failure of the turbine bearings can result in an

unplanned unit outage of 10 to 12 weeks duration and a repair cost estimated to be as high

as $1 million. An unscheduled unit outage during the peak winter load demand would

result in a loss of 170 MW of power generation to the Island Interconnected System which

represents approximately 11 percent of Hydro's Island Interconnected system capacity.

Figure 2: Unit 1 Steam Seal Regulator

Hydraulic Controller
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3.1 Age of Equipment or System

Unit 2 was commissioned in 1971. The existing oil fired boiler and steam turbine are 39

years old.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

There has been no major work or upgrade performed on the Unit 2 steam seal regulator

since it was commissioned in 1971.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The anticipated useful life of Unit 2 has been forecasted to extend to the year 2020, absent

an infeed from Lower Churchill.

3.4 Maintenance History

Steam seal regulator maintenance is a component of the annual maintenance strategy for

Unit 2. During the annual shutdown, Hydro uses a turbine service contractor, General

Electric (GE), to perform preventive maintenance inspections on the steam seal regulator.

Corrective maintenance is performed by plant personnel during the annual shutdown. The

cost of maintenance for the steam seal regulator is a component of the total maintenance

cost for the whole unit. Hydro does not categorize steam seal regulator maintenance cost

separately from the total unit maintenance cost. As a result, the actual preventive and

corrective maintenance costs for the steam seal regulator are not available. However, the

estimated total average annual maintenance cost for the steam seal regulator is $5,000.
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3.5 Outage Statistics

There have been no outages on Unit 2 caused by problems with the steam seal regulator.

Operations personnel are aware of the issues surrounding the steam seal regulator and the

consequences of it malfunctioning. They monitor the regulator operation daily and react to

its binding and sticking as quickly as possible.

3.6 Industry Experience

Steam turbine manufacturers have indicated that the industry trend is to convert from the

conventional hydraulically controlled steam seal regulator to a simpler and more reliable

pneumatic control valve system. The system will provide steam for the turbine shaft seals

at the required pressure and flow rate by using a series of pneumatically operated pressure

control valves. In comparison to the existing hydraulically controlled steam seal regulator,

the new system will have very few moving parts and a low probability of mechanical failure.

Appendix A provides an example of a steam seal regulator conversion that was performed

on a steam turbine at Alberta Power (2000) Ltd. in 2005.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

Hydro uses a combination of external contractors and internal plant resources to perform

annual maintenance on Unit 2. Hydro currently has a service contract with Alstom Power, a

boiler service contractor, to perform boiler maintenance during the annual scheduled

outage. As stated previously, annual turbine maintenance is performed by GE in

conjunction with plant operations personnel.
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3.8 Vendor Recommendations

Steam turbine original equipment manufacturers such as GE are recommending converting

from the conventional hydraulically controlled steam seal regulator system to a pneumatic

pressure control valve system. Benefits of the pneumatic pressure control valve system

include reduced maintenance cost and increased availability of replacement components.

Please refer to the Steam Seal System Upgrade Product Overview, Appendix B.

3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

Availability of spare parts for the existing steam seal regulator has been an ongoing issue.

The existing steam seal regulator is 39 years old and it is difficult to obtain reliable technical

support from GE. In recent years, troubleshooting has been done by Hydro and any

required replacement parts have been made by local machine shops by copying the original

component.

3.10 Safety Performance

There are no safety issues with this project.

3.11 Environmental Performance

There have been several occasions where the regulator's hydraulic controller has leaked oil

and required clean-up and investigation.

3.12 Operating Regime

Holyrood operates in a seasonal regime. The full plant capacity is needed to meet the
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winter electrical requirements on the Island Interconnected System. The steam seal

regulator is an integral component of Unit 2.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

The steam seal regulator servicing Unit 2 at Holyrood is 39 years old and Hydro has had

difficulty obtaining replacement parts and service from the original manufacturer, GE. The

majority of replacement parts for the regulator are still manufactured by GE but have been

difficult to obtain in recent years due to the age of the equipment. In addition, some

replacement parts for the regulator are not manufactured by GE and these components

have been increasingly difficult to obtain from subsequent vendors in recent years.

Correspondence from GE regarding the availability of spare parts and reliable service is

located in Appendix C. This has necessitated replacement parts being made by local

machine shops by copying the original components.

Improper operation of the regulator, due to binding and sticking, allows steam to travel

along the turbine rotor shaft and mix with bearing lubrication oil where it condenses to

water and accelerates deterioration of the bearings. Premature failure of the turbine

bearings can result in an unplanned unit outage of 10 to 12 weeks duration and a repair

cost estimated to be as high as $1 million. An unscheduled unit outage during the peak

winter load demand would result in a loss of 170 MW of power generation to the Island

Interconnected System which represents approximately 11 percent of Island Interconnected

system capacity.

This project is required to maintain the reliability of generating Unit 2 at Holyrood.

4.1 Net Present Value

A Net Present Value calculation was not performed as there are no viable alternatives.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

The levelized cost of energy is a high level means to compare costs of developing two or
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more alternative generating sources. Therefore, the levelized cost of energy is not

applicable in this case.

4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

As there are no quantifiable benefits, a cost benefit analysis has not been performed.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no current legislative or regulatory requirements to convert the existing hydraulic

steam seal regulator to a pneumatically operated pressure control valve system.

4.5 Historical Information

There have been no capital expenditures in past years on Unit 2's steam seal regulator.

However, in its Board Order No. P.U. 36 (2008), Hydro received approval to replace the

steam seal regulator on generating Unit 3. This project was budgeted for $475,300 and was

completed in December of 2009 at an actual cost of $518,230. In addition, in Board Order

No. P.U. 1 (2010), Hydro received approval to replace the steam seal regulator on

generating Unit 1 in 2010/2011. This project is budgeted at $548,400 and work is

progressing on this project. The scope of work for the Unit 2 steam seal regulator

replacement is generally identical to the scope of work for the Unit 1 steam seal regulator

replacement project with the engineering and planning scheduled to be completed in 2011

and the installation scheduled to be completed in 2012. However, the cost to replace the

steam seal regulator on generating Unit 2 has increased to $613,400 as compared to the

approved budget of $548,400 to replace the steam seal regulator on generating Unit 1 due

to the additional cost of installing a replacement pressure safety valve and discharge piping

on the new Unit 2 steam seal regulator. During the proposal development for the Unit 1

steam seal regulator project in 2009, the requirement to replace the existing pressure
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safety valve was unknown until the detailed engineering design phase of the project was

completed in 2010.

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

Customer load growth does not affect this project, since the scope of the project is to

upgrade existing equipment.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no energy efficiency benefits projected through the completion of this project.

4.8 Losses during Construction

There are no associated losses during the construction of this project as it will be scheduled

during the annual planned unit outage.

4.9 Status Quo

Delays to completing this project could reduce the life of Unit 2's turbine bearing system.

Water contamination in bearing lubricating oil will reduce bearing life by 50 percent and can

lead to catastrophic failure. A bearing failure on the turbine would result in 10 to 12 weeks

of downtime on Unit 2 and repair cost as high as $1,000,000. In addition, an unscheduled

failure during the peak winter load demand could result in a loss of 170 MW of power which

represents approximately 11 percent of the Island Interconnected System's capacity.

Moisture in the oil also requires a weekly centrifuge operation and a large amount of

operator attention to monitor the quality of the lube oil system, for all three Holyrood

generating units.
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4.10 Alternatives

There are no viable alternatives available to the proposed project.
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5 CONCLUSION

This project is a replacement of the existing hydraulically controlled steam seal regulator on

Unit 2 turbine with a pneumatically operated pressure control valve assembly. The steam

seal regulator is 39 years old and contains many moving parts and wear points. Improper

operation of the regulator, due to binding and sticking, allows seal steam to travel along the

turbine rotor shaft and mix with bearing lubrication oil where it condenses to water. Water

entrainment in lubricating oil accelerates deterioration of the bearings, thereby reducing

the reliability of the generating unit. The proposed pneumatic system is the standard design

used today in the turbine steam seal regulating application.

Failure to install the new steam seal regulator system increases the likelihood of

unscheduled downtime on the turbine and increases the risk of being unable to meet

customer demands during the peak winter load requirement.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Budget Estimate

Project Cost: ($xl,000) 2011 2012 Beyond Total
Material Supply 110.0 165.5 0.0 275.5

Labour 18.0 71.4 0.0 89.4

Consultant 33.6 0.0 0.0 33.6

Contract Work 0.0 95.8 0.0 95.8

Other Direct Costs 2.0 2.0 0.0 4.0
0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 11.4 53.9 0.0 65.3
Contingency 0.0 49.8 0.0 49.8

TOTAL 175.0 438.4 0.0 613.4
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5.2 Project Schedule

The anticipated project schedule is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Project Milestones

Activity Milestone

Project Kick-off Meeting January 2011

Complete Design Transmittal February 2011

Develop RFP for Professional Engineering Services March 2011

Complete Detailed Engineering Design July 2011

Develop Materials Tender Specification August 2011

Procurement of Materials April 2012

Develop Installation Contract March 2012

Issue Tender and Award Contract April 2012

Installation August 2012

Commissioning September 2012

Project Final Documentation and Closeout December 2012
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Appendix A

APPENDIX A

ATCO Steam Seal Regulator Conversion
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Appendix A

ATCO I'ower
S Turnover Package

Alberta Power (2000) Ltd.

Ret: BR3 Seal Steam Regulator Replacement

Date: April 19, 2005

From: Malcolm Boyd

To: Brent Stenson, Dave Lugg, Dale Hamilton, Andy Nykolaishyn

The new seal steam regulator upgrade was installed during the 2005 BR3 outage. This
document can be used to familiarize operators with the new equipment installed as part
of upgrade.

The original regulator incorporated a supply valve and a dump valve into a single
assembly. The location made it difficult to maintain and operate. The new system
utilizes two separate valves to accomplish the same function as before. It additional
seal steam pressure is required, the 1" seal steam supply valve (shown on the left hand
side of figure 1) is opened and the 6" dump valve (shown on the right hand side of
figure 1) is closed. If less seal steam pressure is required the 1" seal steam supply
valve is closed and the 6" dump valve is opened.

[1

S
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Appendix B

APPENDIX B

Steam Seal System Upgrade Product Overview
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Appendix B

GE Excerpt from Optimization and Control Report

GE Fnergy
C)plirriizaioti & (rttro

With all three solenoids in the reset position. on-line test is achieved by tripping one of the three solenoids
allowing the related trip and isolation valves to change position. The hydraulic flaw path is redirected but
pressure and flow are maintained. Test permissive requirements based on position sensors input precude
any part of the test sequence from proceeding until the proper conditions are met to prevent nuisance
trips during testing.

All devices are spring biased to trip upon loss of external fluid supply.

22 STEAM SEAL SYSTEM UPGRADE PRODUCT OVERVIEW

A steam seal regulator controls the flow of sealing steom to and from the turbine shaft seals. Sealing
steam is used to prevent leakage of process steam along the rotor and into the turbine hail. A detailed
explanation of the operation of the steam seal system con be found in GEK-25477. Turbine Steam Seal
System A schematic of the system is shown on page 6 of this document.
There are two classes of shaft seals, or packings; pressure packings and vacuum packings. Pressure
pockings are loccited in the turbine shells and vacuum packings in the exhaust hood. Vacuum packings
always require sealing steam Pressure packings require sealing steam at law turbine laads but steam
must be removed from them at high turbne loads. All the packings are connected together and to the
steam seal regulator through a common header; the steam seal header. Reference the schematic below
A steam seal regulator contains two valves: the SSFV valve (Steam Seal Feed Valve) and the SPUV valve
(Steam Packing Unloading Valvel. When the steam seal header requires steam the SSFV valve is open and
the SPUV valve is closed. When steam must be removed from the header the SSFV valve is closed and the
SPUV valve is open.

For a hydraulic steam seal regulator the SSFV and SPUV valves, and the mechanical-hydraulic controls for
the valves, are all contained in a single unit, or assembly. See the upper schematic on page 7 of this
document. This unit is a build-to-print. GE design that has been found to be costly to mointain.
This conversion replaces the single unit, or assembly. with individual hardware components. The system
still functions the some way. See the lower schematic on page 7 of this document The SSFV and SPUV
valves are pneumatically operated valves, the controls are contained in a computer process controller
and there is a control panel that contains a header pressure transducer. All of this equipment is
purchased from GE vendors and is standard, off-the-shelf hardware.
Benefits:

c. Reduced maintenance casts
rt' Mare readily available replacement parts

.uLo,o.o ri 4oi,dlooC Lobrcdo, Hydro

Prrigoo No, 'BO2O

rE Puopiuetar.i Iritrrnotjrg,

Po5 /

217//Odd
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Appendix C

APPENDIX C

Availability of Replacement Parts and Service
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Appendix C

Hello Todd,

Santangelo, Antonio (GE
lnfre, Energy) To .cToijdColljns@nlh ntca
<antonio .santangelo@ge .cem

cc

06/25/2009 11:51 AM Subject Availability of Spare Parts & Service

We still try to support this however trying to procure outdated mechanical hardware is
becoming more difficult for the parts as years pass. GE Parts Edge has a database of
all parts with delivery cycles. The site is open to all customer.

PartsEdge URL

hun://www.gcpower.com/online tools/parts _edge.htm

Any of the valve parts would be available, stems, seats, bushing, they were all mfg by
GE(even these parts are becoming hard to get). The Issue is more the bellows and for
bourdon tube, parts of the regulator, which are not mfg by GE, vendor items. These are
becoming hard to get commodities (similar issues with MHC Initial Pressure Regulators).

Difficulty with service and parts for outdated devices such as this is a good reason to
pursue the retrofit.

Regards,

Tony Santangelo, P.Eng
GE Energy
Optimization & Control
Eastern Canada Sates Manager

I 51442&2368
M 514-449-5981
antonio.santanoelo' 06 .com
www ne-enerav.com!oc
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Appendix C

From: ToddCollins@nlh.nl.ca (mailto:ToddCollins@nlh.nLcaj
Sent Thursday, June 18, 2009 1:55 PM
To: Santangelo, Antonio (GE Infra, Energy)
Subject: Availability of Spare Parts & Service

Hi Tony;

With regards to the existing hydraulically controlled steam seal regulator servicing Unit 1, are spare parts
for the regulator still available? If so, does GE still support the regulator and can GE provide the spare
parts. The plant has commented that in recent years, spare parts have not been available and any
required replacement parts have been acquired by having a local machine shop copy the original part.
Please advise when you have a spare minute

todd

Todd C. Collins, P.Eng.
Mechanical Design Engineer
NF Hydra
Phone: (709) 737 1342
Fax: (709) 737 1900
email: toddcoIlins@nlh.nl.ca
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1 INTRODUCTION

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (Hydro) maintains approximately 2,400 kilometers (kms) of

wood pole transmission lines operating at 69, 138 and 230 kV. These lines consist of

approximately 26,000 transmission size poies of varying ages, with the maximum age being 45

years. In 2010 approximately 90 percent of the transmission pole assets are over 20 years old

with about 50 percent of these at or over 40 years old. The remaining assets are less than 20

years old.

Prior to 2003, Hydro's pole inspection and maintenance practices followed the traditional utility

approach of sounding inspections only. In 1998, Hydro decided to take core samples on selected

poles to test for preservative retention levels and pole decay. The results of these tests raised

concerns regarding the general preservative retention ievels in wood poles. Poles become

susceptible to fungi and/or insect attack as the preservative levels deplete. Figure 1 illustrates

typical wood pole inspection techniques. Figure 2 shows typical wood pole inspection results.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 1

Figure 1- WPLM Inspection Techniques
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Between 1998 and 2003, Hydro undertook additional coring and preservative testing. This

testing confirmed that there were a significant number of poles which had a preservative level

below that required to maintain the required design criteria. During this period, certain poles

were replaced because the preservative level had lowered to the point that decay had advanced

and the pole was no longer structurally sound. These inspections and the analysis of the data

confirmed that a more rigorous wood pole line management program was required.

Hydro first initiated the Wood Pole Line Management (WPLM) program as a pilot study in 2003.

It was determined that the program should continue as a long-term asset management and life

extension program. The program was presented to the Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities

(the Board) in October 2004 as part of Hydro's 2005 Capital Budget Application and was entitled

"Replace Wood Poles - Transmission". The proposal was supported in the application by the

Hydro internal report titled "Wood Pole Line Management Using RCM Principles" by Dr. Asim

Haldar, Ph.D, P.Eng.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydra Page 2
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The Board found that "This approach (by Hydro) is a more strategic method of managing wood

poles and conductors and associated equipment and is persuaded that the new WPLM Program,

based on Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) principles, will lead to an extension of the life

of the assets, as well as a more reliable method of determining the residual life of each asset.

One of the obvious benefits of RCM will be to defer the replacement of these assets thereby

resulting in a direct benefit to the ratepayers".

The Board approved the project submitted in the 2005 Capital Budget in Order No. P.U. 53

(2004). As part of its annual Capital Budget Application process, Hydro committed to provide the

Board with an update of the program work that includes both a progress report of the work

completed as well as a forecast of the future program objectives. This report would be provided

with the annual Capital Budget Application.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydra Page 3
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The WPLM program is a condition-based program, which uses the basic RCM principles and

strategies. Under the program, line inspection data in each year is analyzed and appropriate

recommendations are made for necessary refurbishment and/or replacement of line

components (poles/structures, hardware, conductor, etc.) in the subsequent year. The

inspection data and any refurbishment and/or replacement of assets are recorded in a

centralized database for easy access and future tracking.

The program is aimed at early detection and treatment of the wood poles before the integrity of

the structures is jeopardized. If the deterioration of the structures is not detected early enough,

then the reliability of the structures will affect the reliability of the line and the system as a

whole. It may also create safety issues and hazards for Hydro personnel and for the general

public.

To give the quantitative benefits on the improvement of transmission line reliability, sufficient

long term data, derived from two full inspection cycles will be required to provide adequate

statistical evidence. In the absence of this long term data, an analysis of recent ice storms, such

as in March 2008 and March 2010, can provide a snapshot on how the transmission lines are

performing, On March 18-19, 2008 there was a severe ice storm on the Avalon Peninsula,

Hydro's test site at Hawke Hill recorded more than 25 mm of radial glaze ice which exceeds the

design load of the wood poles on the Avalon Peninsula. There were no reported failures because

the poles which were not structurally sound were already replaced during the first WPLM

inspection cycle between 2003 and 2007. This was again supported during the ice storm of

March 2010, in which there were no failures of Hydro's wood pole assets on the Avalon

Peninsula. This supports the need for the proactive condition base management program which

Hydro is pursuing.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 4
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

As stated previously, Hydro maintains approximately 2,400 km of wood pole transmission lines

operating at 69, 138 and 230 kV. These lines consist of approximately 26,000 transmission size

poles of varying ages.

As this is a recurring inspection of transmission lines, there is no relevant data for:

• Maintenance History;

• Outage Statistics;

• Safety Performance;

• Industry Experience;

• Maintenance or Support Arrangements;

• Vendor Recommendations;

• Availability of Replacement Parts;

• Environmental Performance; or

Operating Regime.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

The age of each line can be found in Appendix B.

3.2 Major Work or Upgrades

This section is not applicable since the WPLM Program encompasses the annual inspection,

treatment and refurbishment of all of Hydro's wood pole transmission lines.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The anticipated useful life of a wood pole transmission line is approximately 40 years. Through

Neoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 5
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this maintenance program, Hydro plans to further extend the life of the lines.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 6
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4 JUSTIFICATION

A 1998 inspection on the Avalon Peninsula indicated that 48 percent of the poles sampled did

not meet the minimum preservative retention level that would protect the pole against rot or

insect damage. A similar program in the Central region verified the results obtained from the

Avalon Peninsula. At the time, re-treatment of poles on the Avalon Peninsula was not pursued

due to budget constraints. Recent failures near the Hardwoods Terminal Station showed

further deterioration of these poles. These conditions justify the strong need for a well-

managed wood pole inspection and treatment program. Full scale tests of poles at Memorial

University since 1999 indicate a 25 percent reduction of average pole strength over a 35-year

period. Hydro finalized a proposal with the Faculty of Engineering to support a graduate

student at the end 2009. This student will focus on research and development of a Non-

Destructive Evaluation (NDE) of wood poles. As part of this program, Hydro will continue its full

scale testing of poles at the university in the third quarter of 2010.

The WPLM program detects "danger poles" early to avoid safety hazards and to identify poles

that are at early stages of decay to ensure that corrective measures can be taken to extend the

average life of these poles. Money is saved in the long term by deferring the cost of rebuilding

lines and avoiding forced outages.

As this is a recurring inspection of transmission lines, there is no relevant data for the following:

• Net Present Value;

• Levelized Cost of Energy;

• Cost Benefit Analysis;

• Forecast Customer Growth;

• Energy Efficiency Benefits; or

• Losses during Construction.
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4.1 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no legislative or regulatory requirements for the project.

4.2 Historical Information

The five-year historical information for the WPLM program is supplied in Table 1 below. No units

or cost per unit is available, since the work is not easily defined into individual units such as a line

or structure number. The actual work completed is variable and is dependent on the actual

condition of the asset. For example, in most cases the work completed on any one structure is

not related to the work on the next structure (i.e. one structure may require a pole replacement

and the next structure may need a crossarm or an insulator replacement). The same is true for a

breakdown by individual transmission line, where the cost will be affected by the configuration

and voltage of the line, its age and geographical location. Table 2 provides the annual statistics

for pole replacement and pole component replacement for the five years prior to

implementation of the WPLM program and for the years since implementation of the program.

Table 1: Historical WPLM Program Expenditures

Year
Budget
($000)

Actuals
($000)

2010F 2,308.2

2009 2,256.2
____________

2,613.3

2008 2,188.3 2,393.2

2007 2,147.8 2,214.1

2006 2,302.6 2,362.5

2005 2,587.6 2,612.5
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Table 2: Annual Statistics of Pole and Pole Component Replacement

Year Poles Crossarm Kneebrace Crossbrace Comments

2009 72 12 14 25
__________________

2008 93 27 27 25

2007 97 31 11 19
__________________

__________________

2006 144 30 18 21
__________________

2005 99 47 43 58
__________________

2004 54 13 12 22 Start of WPLM

2003 34 29 13 55
___________________

2002 126 53 6 61
___________________

2001 21 16 2 2
__________________

2000 44 30 21 30
__________________

1999 138 7 20 2
__________________

TOTAL 922 295 187 320
_________________

'99 to '03 363 135 62 150 5 Years Before WPLM

'04 to '09 559 160 125 170 6 Years Since WPLM

4.3 Update of 2009 Work

The first objective of the 2009 program was to inspect, test and treat at least 2,254 poles and

associated line components. The program is built on the strategy of focusing on the older lines

first and working towards the newer lines. Table 3 summarizes the inspection accomplishments

for 2009.
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Table 3: 2009 Inspections

egions
Line

Name
Year In
Service

Voltage
Level

Target
Number
of Poles

Inspected

Actual
Poles

Inspected
Complete

Eastern TL-219 1990 138 kV 350 259
__________

74%

TL-220 1970 69 kV 273 273 100%

Central TL-233 1973 230 kV 334 378 113%

________
TL-234 1981 230kV 120 120 100%

TL-215 1969 69 kV 187 187 100%
Western
________

TL-209 1971 230kV 90 90 100%

TL-259 1990 138 kV 298 298 100%
Northern
__________

TL-257 1970 69 kV 202 202 100%

Labrador TL-240 1976 138kV 400 400 100%

Total
________ _______ ________

2,254 2,207 98%

Overall, the total number of poles inspected was within two percent of the target value.

Although individual lines may display larger differences, the overall total for most regions was

within this margin. The only line that showed a large difference in the actual number of poles

inspected was TL-219 in the Eastern region, where outage restrictions and work on other lines in

the area hampered the inspection progress. This was deemed acceptable because of the

relatively young age (20 years) of TL-219 and the minimal problems on the line. The inspections

will be made up over the next two inspection seasons.

Another objective of the 2009 program was the replacement of defective components identified

in the 2008 inspections. A summary of the work completed in 2009 is given in Table 4.
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Table 4: Summary of 2009 Refurbishment

Item
TL TL TL
201 215 232

TL
250

TL
251

TL
253

TL
244

TL
259

TL
240

Poles 29 9 25 5 3 1 9

Crossarms 5 3 1 3

Crossbracing 25
____

Kneebraces 14
____

Insulators 5 25 2

Miscellaneous Hardware 10 8 2 19

Foundations and Anchors 2 2
____

1

Leaning Structures
______________

1 1 1 4

In addition to this scheduled work from the 2008 inspection program, an additional 29 poles

were found on TL-201 to be rated 5 and required immediate replacement. Poles that are rated 5

are considered to be in such poor condition, that they should be replaced immediately. This

work took place in November and December of 2009.

4.4 2010 Work Plans

The proposed inspection and treatment work for 2010 is shown summarized in Table 5.

Table 5: 2010 Work Plan
Regions Line Name Year In

Service
Voltage

Level
Target Number of
Poles to Inspect

___________

Eastern
___________

TL-219 1990 138kv 350
Central TL-233 1973 230kv 266

TL-234 1981 230 kV 120
TL-254 1988 69kV 216
TL-260 1990 138kv 100

_________

Western TL-209 1971 230 kV 92
TL-245 1969 138kV 68

_________

Northern TL-239 1982 138 kV 100
TL-256 1996 138 kV 224

_________
TL-259 1990 138kV 200

Labrador TL-240 1976 138kV 400
Total

____________ __________ ________
2136
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As a result of the 2009 inspection program, a refurbishment program will begin during the spring

and summer months of 2010 and continue into the fall. This will include the replacement of

approximately 100 poles; 20 crossarms; 40 cross-braces; and many other smaller components. A

detailed list of the work to be completed in 2010 is provided in Appendix A.

In addition, to the 100 poles noted above, an additional number of poles were found to have

significant ant damage on TL-233 and have been rated a four, which generally means the poles

should be analyzed and refurbished if required within one to three years. Due to the large

volume of work on the line and the expectation that this trend will continue during this year's

inspections of TL-233, the expected refurbishment work for the next two years has increased

slightly.

4.5 Alternatives

No alternatives have been explored. In 2005, the Board found that this approach was justified

and prudent and approved the expenditures as submitted in the 2005 Capital Budget in Board

Order No. P.U. 53 (2004).

This report provides an update of the program work, which includes both a progress report of

the work completed as well as a forecast of the future program objectives. This report is

provided with the annual Capital Budget Application.
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5 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the major objectives for the 2009 program were achieved. The budget estimate of

$2.256 million was exceeded by $357,128 for a total expenditure of $2.613 million. This overrun

was mainly caused by the unbudgeted cost to replace the poles on TL-201.

The framework for systematically analyzing a large volume of wood pole transmission line

inspection data, developed using the reliability based analysis technique, is still under expansion

to include additional components. The method uses a hybrid approach where the uncertainties

in load and strength values and the strength deterioration due to aging are taken into account

with the condition rating of each pole to develop a condition matrix table.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The WPLM Budget contained in Table 6 includes the complete inspection of the stated lines,

including the visual inspection supported by field testing each pole using non-destructive testing,

and limited full-scale testing to establish correlation full treatment of the pole (internal and

external) as required.

It is assumed that a percentage of those poles inspected will also be rejected according to the

IOWA curve (shown in Appendix B) depending on their age and group. Poles rejected in the field

will be analyzed with respect to reliability issues, and if rejected after structural analysis, a

recommendation to refurbish and/or replace will be made.

Using the average age of the poles being inspected along with the IOWA curve, the anticipated

pole replacement rate is calculated and this is used to develop the future refurbishment

program. A schedule of the pole inspections from 2010 to 2015 is provided in Appendix B. The

table also provides the average age and pole rejection rate for each year.
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Table 6: Budget Estimate

Project Cost ($x 1,000): 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 TOTAL
Material Supply 412.5 332.6 501.2 633.2 582.5 2,462.0

Labour 1,114.7 1,114.7 2,043.8 2,396.5 2,252.7 8,922.5
Consultant 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 500.0
Contract Work 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other Direct Costs 93.2 87.5 97.3 113.8 108.1 499.8
0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 127.0 168.4 375.4 577.2 655.5 1,903.5
Contingency 172.0 163.5 274.2 324.3 304.3 1,238.3

TOTAL 2,019.4 1,966.7 3,391.9 4,144.9 4,003.1 15,526.1

As discussed earlier, there is a slight increase in the budget for 2011 and 2012 due to the higher

than anticipated number of poles with ant damage on TL-233. These poles will be mitigated or

replaced over the next several years based on priority.

5.2 Project Schedule

The annual project schedule is highly dependent on the annual work load and availability of

outages and is therefore determined during the spring of each year.
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APPENDIX A

2010 Inspections and Refurbishment Work
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Appendix A

Inspections and Refurbishment Work to be Completed in 2010

Region Central Eastern Western Northern Labrador Total

Proposed Inspections 1ZZ 4QQ QZ2
Ref urbishments:

________ ________ ________

Number of Poles 72 1 16 6 -

Number of Crossarms
______

- 1 -

______

24
Number of Crossbracing -

______

- - -

Number of Kneebraces
________

72 - - - -

_______

Number of Deadend Assembly 1 - - 1 -

______

2

Number of Foundations 4 1 - - - 5

NumberofSuspensionClamps - - 1 -

Number of Dampers
_______

- - - a -

______

a
Number of Insulators - 2 - -

Number of Insulator Hardware 2 -

________

- - -

_______

2

NumberoflnsulatorPlumbness 4 - - -

Number of Structure Plumbness
________

1 -

_______

1 -

______

5

TOTAL NUMBER OF ITEMS
_______ _______ _______ _______ - ______
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Appendix B

APPENDIX B

WPLM Inspection Schedule 2010-2015
(with Average Age of Transmission Lines and Estimated Pole Rejection

Rates)
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Appendix B

WPLM inspection Schedule 2010 to 2015

Une # poIesJ Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
No. of Poles Inspected 2136 1727 2262 2660 2658 2689
Weighted Average Age 1984 1984 1973 1972 1974 1980

Age at Inspection 25.90 26.87 39.22 40.84 39.88 35.28
Rejection Factor 1.2% 1.6% 9.9% 9.9% 9.9% 6.4%

Central
________ ________ _________ _________

11220 786 1970 _______ 240
_________

273
_________ _________ _________

TI 234 489 1981 120
_______ _______ _______

TL246 274 1981
________ ________

274
________ ________ ________

TL251 579 1981
________ _______ ________ _______ _______

L252 652 1981
________

________

_______

_______

________

________

________

________

_______ _______

IL 260 463 1990 100 363 _________ _________

_______

________

_______

________

11210 606 1969 435
11233 640 1973

_______

266
_______

________

_______

________

_______ _______

11222 914 1967 ________ _______ ________

________

500
________

421
________

_______

11254 218 1988 216
TL223 351 1966 ________

_______

_______

_______

________

_______ _______

280
_______

75
TL224 825 1968 ________ ________ 300

________

358 151
TI 253 188 1982

________

TI 232 755 1981
________

________

_______

________

________ ________ _______ _______

350
IL 263 730 2002

_________ ________

________

_________

________

_________

________

________ ________

Eastern _________ _________ _________ _________ _________

11201 751 1966 ________ ________ 206 230 203 180
11 203 417 1965 ________ ________ 120 150 178 ________

11218 446 1983 ________ 200
11212 312 1966 ________

________

________

________ ________ ________

11219 1750 1990 350 363
________

________

________

________

________ ________

Western _________ ________ _________ _________

11215 437 1969 _____

_________ _________

11209 185 1971 92
_______ _______

11243 159 1978 ________

________ ________ ________

171
_______ _______

TI 225 49 1970 _______

________

_______

_______

_______ _______

_______ _______

TI 233 640 1973 ________ ________ ________ 150
_______

320
_______

173
T1250 1283 _17_ ________ ________ _______ ________ _______ 150
TL 245 285 1969 68

________
282

________ ________ ________

Labrador
________ ________ _________ _________ ________ _________ _________ _________

IL 240 2640 1976 400 400 329 380 380 ] 380
Northern

11221 594 1970 ________ ________ 300 221
11229 308 _1 976 _________ _________ ________

________ ________

1L241(0) 552 1983 _______ _______ _______

_________

_______

_________

_______

_________

TL241(N) 530 1 250
_______

280
11244 274

_
1983

_______ _______

_________

_______ _______

286
11239 874 1982

_________

100 _________

________ _________ _________

11226 893 1970 ________ ________

________

178
_________

250
_________

250
_________

11227 972 1970 ________ ________ _______ 250 225
________

180
11257 691 1988 ________ ________ _______ ________ ________

11256 524 1996 224 ________ _______ ________ ________

________

________

TI 259 863 1990 200 361
T1261 511 1996 ________ ________

_______ ________ ________ ________

IL 262 25 2002
________ ________

________

________

________

________

________

________

________

________

- LL
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IOWA CURVE (Used to Determine Pole Replacement Rates)
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The pole rejection rate is one minus the Pole Survival Rate.
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Arc Flash Remediation Program

1 INTRODUCTION

An electrical arc is the result of air being stressed beyond its insulating ability, ionizing, and

allowing current to flow. An extreme example of an electrical arc is lightning. A less extreme

example is the spark from an automotive spark plug. When an arc occurs in an industrial electrical

system, the resultant energy release can be catastrophic. This release of energy, called an arc

flash, contains intense thermal energy that produces devastating sound and pressure waves,

blinding light, intense ultraviolet rays and gaseous toxins.

The main danger from an arc flash incident is the radiant heat energy which is capable of causing

severe burns and the ignition of clothing. An arc flash explosion can heat the air to a maximum

temperature of approximately 19,500 degrees Celsius which is roughly four times the surface

temperature of the sun.

Arc flashes are caused by accidental contact with energized equipment, electrical equipment

malfunction and insulation failure, build up of conductive dust, corrosion, and/or improperly

designed or utilized equipment. Arc flashes are rare and dangerous events that do not normally

occur at voltages less than 600 Volts.

Heat energy is usually expressed in calories per square centimeter (cal/cm2). An exposure of one

cal/cm2 is approximately equal to being exposed to the hottest part of a cigarette lighter for one

second. The amount of heat energy from an arc flash which could reach a worker is dependant

upon the amount of available arc energy, the distance of the worker from the arc, and the time

duration of the incident. The most serious arc burn injuries usually result when clothing is ignited

during an arc flash incident.

Workers who are exposed to potential arc flash situations are required to wear appropriate

personal protective equipment (PPE) to ensure that they are properly protected. The appropriate

clothing is determined by the Arc Flash Hazard Risk Category (HRC) which is defined in standards
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by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA 70E) and the Canadian Standards Association

(CSA Z462-08).

For equipment with HRC = 1, workers are required to wear flame resistant shirt and pants or

coveralls with a minimum arc rating of 4 cal/cm2.

For equipment with HRC = 2, workers are required to wear flame resistant shirt and pants or

coveralls with a minimum arc rating of 8 cal/cm2. Hydro workers required to work on energized

and exposed equipment with these arc flash levels are provided with coveralls which are suitable

for category 1 and 2 situations. Category 2 PPE is suitable for extended use. An example of

category 2 PPE is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Category 2 PPE
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For equipment with HRC 3, workers are required to wear an arc flash suit and hood with a

minimum arc rating of 25 cal/cm2.

For equipment with HRC = 4, workers are required to wear an arc flash suit and hood with a

minimum arc rating of 40 cal/cm2. These suits are available, but prolonged use is discouraged due

to worker discomfort. Hydro workers required to work on energized and exposed equipment

with arc flash levels greater than 25 cal/cm2 are provided with arc rated suits which are suitable

for category 3 and 4 situations. An example of category 4 PPE is shown in Figure 2.

D r___
U

Figure 2- Category 4 PPE

Work on exposed and energized equipment with HRC >4 is not recommended.

Labels are used to inform the workers of the details of the arc flash dangers for a particular piece

of equipment. An example of a label is shown in Figure 3.
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AWARNING I
Flash Hazard Category

Flash Hazard Boundary

Arc Flash Hazard
Appropriate PPE Required

2 USE CATEGORY2PPE

X feet (X.X meters) Calculated Arc Rating (cal/cm2) X.X

ARC FLASH PPE PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
X Flame Realatant Clothing, Mm Arc Rating of B cal!cmr X Hard I-tat

Arc Rated Covetats or X Safety Glasses or Safety Goggles
Arc Rated Pants & Long-Sleeved Shirt X Hearing Protection (Eer Canal Inserts)

Arc Rated Face Shield with Balaclava or X Voltage Rated Coves with Leather Protectors
Arc Flash Suit Hood X Leather Safety Shoes

X 100% Natural Fiber Undergarments

ID: XXXXXXXXXXXX Date:

Figure 3 - Arc Flash Warning Label

During work on energized equipment, unprotected personnel must remain a safe distance from

the equipment. This distance, defined as the Arc Flash Protection Boundary, is the distance at

which a person would be exposed to no more than 1.2 cal/cm2 of thermal energy during an arc

flash incident.

In 2008, Hydro initiated a study to calculate arc flash levels for various types of industrial

electrical equipment for sites throughout the Hydro systems. This study determined the

maximum thermal effects from an arcing fault so that the appropriate PPE could be identified for

workers exposed to these potential arc flash situations. PPE is recognized as the last line of

defense against arc flash injuries. Although PPE cannot prevent all injuries, it will lessen the

impact of an arc flash.

The arc flash study indicated that the maximum arc flash levels for a significant amount of

Hydro's industrial electrical equipment are unacceptably high. Appendix A provides a list of sites

showing the arc flash levels. By decreasing these arc flash levels, the risk of injury and/or property

damage can be reduced.
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The requirement for determining arc flash risks was legislated in the United States in 2002 via

the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 70E standard. In Canada, the 2006 edition of

the Canadian Electrical Code stated that an arc flash assessment must be performed, with

reference to NFPA 70E and Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Standard 1584.

The 2006 edition of the Canadian Electrical Code, Section 2-306 - Shock and Flash Protection

states that electrical equipment shall be field marked to warn persons of potential electric

shock and arc flash hazards. This project will enable Hydro to comply with the Canadian

Electrical code. Hydro will apply the appropriate technology and engineering controls to reduce

or eliminate the arc flash levels of the existing equipment to a maximum level of HRC 2.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project is required to perform the necessary upgrades to reduce the arc flash levels on

Hydro's electrical equipment. Immediate remedial action is required in order to ensure the safety

of workers exposed to arc flash situations. The upgrades will, whenever possible, reduce the arc

flash levels of equipment to more acceptable levels of Arc Flash HRC 2 or lower to comply with

the Canadian Standards Association Z462-08 Standard.

This program includes the remediation of the arc flash levels at the following sites:

Hydraulic Sites:

Bay d'Espoir Powerhouse 1 and 2, Cat Arm, Granite Canal, Roddickton, Upper Salmon, and the

Victoria control structure.

Gas Turbine Plants:

Hardwoods, Stephenville and Happy Valley.

Frequency Converter Stations:

Corner Brook and Grand Falls. Although the rotating frequency converter at Grand Falls is

decommissioned, the converter station building has electrical equipment in service for protection

and control of the Grand Falls Terminal Station.

Diesel Plants:

Black Tickle, Cartwright, Charlottetown, Francois, Grey River, Happy Valley, Hopedale, L'Anse-au-

Loup, Little Bay Islands, Makkovik, Mary's Harbour, McCallum, Natuashish, Port Hope Simpson,

Postville, Rigolet, St. Anthony, St. Brendan's, St. Lewis, and William's Harbour.

The remediation measures that will be implemented are dependent on individual site conditions.

The remediation measures include:
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• Changes to the existing relay settings to provide faster fault clearing times which will

reduce the arc flash levels;

Installation of special arc flash relays, which are devices designed to detect the presence

of an arc flash and clear the fault instantaneously;

• Installation of multiple setting relays, which have dual protection settings (one for normal

operation and one to be switched on when a worker is working on live or exposed

equipment);

• Installation of current limiting fuses, which clear the fault instantaneously; and

• Installation of remote operators for circuit breakers, which allow the worker to operate

the breaker from outside the arc flash boundary.

The actual remediation measure or tactic to be implemented for each location has not yet been

determined. Individual tactics or a combination of tactics may be employed at each location.
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

Equipment at Hydro's plants and facilities consists of conventional switchgear, motor control

centers, disconnect switches, bus distribution splitters, distribution panels, and miscellaneous

circuit breakers and isolating switches.

The Arc Flash HRCs on Hydro's equipment range from 0 to greater than 4 and the Arc Flash

Protection Boundary limits range from zero feet to as much as 104 feet.

Appendix A contains a table of all locations to be addressed in this project and lists the Arc

Flash HRC and Arc Flash Protection Boundary for each piece of equipment at the various sites.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

The age of the equipment varies from about three years to 30 years.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

There have been no major work and/or upgrades on the equipment since its installation.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The anticipated useful service life of electrical equipment is approximately 40 years.

3.4 Maintenance History

The maintenance history of the existing systems has no impact on this project.

3.5 Outage Statistics

There are no outage statistics relative to this project.
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3.6 Industry Experience

The North American utility industry in general and the utilities in particular use the NFPA 70E

and CSA Z462-08 standards for electrical safety as it relates to arc flash hazards. The current

industry practice is to take action to perform arc flash studies on all operating equipment.

Equipment is labeled to show the arc flash category and arc flash boundary and actions are

taken to reduce the hazard levels to create safe worker environments.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

All maintenance work is performed by Hydro staff.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

There are no vendor recommendations regarding this project.

3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

Spare parts are generally available but delivery times may vary considerably among the

different manufacturers.

3.10 Safety Performance

Arc flash hazards are a concern to workers throughout the Hydro System. An arc flash incident

on an electrical system with dangerous arc flash levels could result in injury or death to

workers, and damage to equipment. The remedial efforts recommended in this project will

help Hydro workers and external contractors avoid these risks.
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3.11 Environmental Performance

There are no specific environmental issues related to this project.

3.12 Operating Regime

This project involves electrical equipment which is in continuous service throughout the Hydro

System.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

This project is justified on the requirement for Hydro to ensure the safety of workers who are

exposed to arc flash hazards during the performance of their duties. In order to conform to the

arc flash safety recommendations of the Canadian Standard Association, the Canadian Electrical

Code, and the Standards Council of Canada and to ensure the safety of personnel throughout

the system who are exposed to arc flash situations, Hydro must undertake an arc flash

remediation program.

An arc flash incident creates danger to workers and causes damage to electrical equipment.

This project will minimize or eliminate the effects of an arc flash incident and reduce its impact

on the production of energy should such an arc flash incident occur.

The arc flash study completed in 2008 identified deficiencies throughout Hydro's System where

electrical equipment presented unacceptable arc flash levels for workers. Failure to upgrade

these electrical systems creates liability issues for Hydro, especially since specific deficiencies

have been identified.

4.1 Net Present Value

A net present value calculation is not applicable as there is no viable alternative to performing

remedial action to reduce arc flash levels in the Hydro systems.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

As this project does not relate to a specific generation source, levelized cost of energy is not

app1 ica b le.
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4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

A cost benefit analysis is not applicable as there are no quantifiable benefits.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

In January 2010, the Standards Council of Canada in conjunction with the Underwriter's

Laboratories of Canada released the standard CAN/ULC-5801-10 "Standard on Electric Utility

Workplace Electrical Safety for Generation, Transmission, and Distribution". This standard

provides safety performance guidelines for electric utilities, workers, and employers involved in

work on or near electric generation, transmission, and distribution systems. These guidelines

include recommendations regarding arc flash protection. In particular, section 8.3.1 of this

standard states "Arc flash hazards should be eliminated or controlled through engineered

solutions".

The Canadian Standards Association announced the release of a standard CSA Z462-08

"Workplace ElectricalSafety" on February 13, 2009. This standard was designed to help prevent

injuries and fatalities arising from the use of electricity on the job by specifying practical

requirements for a safer workplace. This standard includes recommendations regarding arc

flash similar to the recommendations provided by the NFPA 70E standard of the United States.

The requirement for determining arc flash risks was legislated in the United States via the NFPA

70E standard in 2002. Guidance for performing arc flash calculations comes from the Institute

of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) as presented in IEEE Standard 1584-2002 "IEEE

Guide for Performing Arc Flash Hazard Calculations". In Canada, the 2006 edition of the

Canadian Electrical Code states that an arc flash assessment must be performed, with reference

to NFPA 70E and IEEE 1584.
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The 2006 edition of the Canadian Electrical Code, Section 2-306 - Shock and Flash Protection

states: "Electrical equipment such as switchboards, panelboards, industrial control panels,

meter socket enclosures, and motor control centres that are installed in other than dwelling

units and are likely to require examination, adjustment, servicing, or maintenance while

energized shall be field marked to warn persons of potential electric shock and arc flash

hazards."

The 2006 edition of the Canadian Electrical Code Handbook, Appendix B, Notes on Rules, for

Section 2-306 states the following:

"NFPA 70E-2004, Electrical Safety in the Workplace, provides assistance in determining

severity of potential exposure, planning safe practices, and selecting personal protective

equipment to protect against shock and arc flash hazards."

"ANSI Z535.4-2002, Product Safety Signs and Labels, provides guidelines for the design

of safety signs and labels for application to products."

"IEEE 1584-2002, Guide for Performing Arc-Flash Hazard Calculations, provides

assistance in determining the arc flash hazard distance and incident energy that workers may

be exposed to from electrical equipment."

4.5 Historical Information

Hydro received approval under Board Order No. P.U. 30 (2007) to complete an arc flash study

that included a review of nine hydroelectric sites, three gas turbine plants and 24 diesel plants.

The results of the studies provide the basis for upgrades identified in this project. The budget

for this project was $342,000 and the actual spent was $259,000.
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4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

The forecasted customer load has no effect on this project.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no issues related to energy efficiencies associated with this project.

4.8 Losses during Construction

There will be no losses during construction associated with this project.

4.9 Status Quo

The status quo is not an option. The provision of a safe environment for workers is imperative.

If appropriate PPE is unavailable, or if the arc flash hazards are unacceptable, then the

equipment is de-energized before maintenance is performed. This practice cannot be continued

because it introduces unacceptable outage frequencies to customers.

In particular, equipment which is rated above Arc Flash HRC 4 should not be exposed while in

an energized state. In order to work on this equipment, an outage is required. For many

situations, especially for systems supplied by diesel generation, this will result in an outage to

all of the customers in the community. Maintaining the status quo for this equipment would

result in more frequent customer outages.

To complicate matters, equipment is often required to be energized in order for

troubleshooting work to proceed to determine the nature of the problem. This is not possible if

the hazards are above acceptable levels and cannot be mitigated by PPE.

Equipment which is rated at arc flash risk category 3 or 4 requires workers to use arc flash suits.
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These suits are large, bulky, and subject the wearer to heat stress. They are not recommended

for prolonged use. The wearing of bulky arc flash suits for the performance of equipment

maintenance diminishes the dexterity of the worker and presents operational and safety

concern for workers.

4.10 Alternatives

There are no viable alternatives to this project. To address the arc flash concerns, the upgrades

outlined in this project must be completed.
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5 CONCLUSION

In order to satisfy the arc flash specific safety recommendations of the CAN/U LC-S801-1O

standard and the Canadian Electrical Code, and to ensure the safety of personnel throughout

the system who are exposed to arc flash situations, the work identified in this project must

proceed.

This project will minimize and/or eliminate the effects of an arc flash incident and reduce its

impact on the safety of workers, and maintain the reliability of service to customers through

reduced outages for maintenance or equipment failures.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Budget Estimate

Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Total
Material Supply 185.1 138.6 138.6 138.6 138.6 739.5

Labour 144.0 144.0 144.0 144.0 144.0 720.0

Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Contract Work 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other Direct Costs 12.6 12.6 12.6 12.6 12.6 63.0

0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 53.6 55.6 66.3 77.1 88.4 341.0

Contingency 34.2 29.5 29.5 29.5 29.5 152.2

TOTAL 429.5 380.3 391.0 401.8 413.1 2015.7
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5.2 Project Schedule

The anticipated project schedule of major milestones for this proposal is shown in the Table 2.

TABLE 2: Project Schedule

Activity Milestone

Project Start January 2011

Tender For Remote Breaker Operating Accessories February 2011

Develop Prioritized 5 Year Plan March 2011

Develop Detailed Recommendations For Year 1 April 2011

^^^^^^^^^ Year 1 Remediation Efforts December 2011

Review Remainder of 5 Year Plan January 2012

Develop Detailed Recommendations For Year 2 February 2012

Implement Year 2 Remediation Efforts December 2012

Review Remainder of 5 Year Plan January 2013

Develop Detailed Recommendations For Year 3 February 2013

Implement Year 3 Remediation Efforts December 2013

Review Remainder of 5 Year Plan January 2014

Develop Detailed Recommendations For Year 4 February 2014

Implement Year 4 Remediation Efforts December 2014

Review Remainder of 5 Year Plan January 2015

Develop Detailed Recommendations For Year 5 February 2015

Implement Year 5 Remediation Efforts December 2015

Project Completion December 2015
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Arc Flash Levels
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TABLE 1

DIESEL PLANT ARC FLASH LEVELS

Location Arc Flash Arc Flash
Hazard Risk Boundary

___________________________________________________________
Category (feet)

Black Tickle Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600 V Generator Power Circuit Breakers 4 17

600 V Main Splitter & Station Service Main Disconnect Switch >4 14

600 V Station Service Splitter, Disconnects & Loads 1 2

Cartwright Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600 V Power Circuit Breaker for Each Generator >4 26

600 V Station Service Splitter & Disconnects >4 21

600 V Motor Starters for Generator Cooling 1 3

Charlottetown Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600VGeneratorBreakers 4 19

600 V Main Splitter & Station Service Main Breaker >4 16

600 V Station Service Splitter & Disconnects 4 10

600V Station Service Feeders 1 3

Francois Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600 V Main Switchgear & Breakers for Each Generator 3 15

600 V Disconnect for Station Service 4 12

600 V Station Service Splitter & Disconnect 0 1

Grey River Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600 V Switchgear & Breakers 3 10

600 V Station Service Main Breaker 3 8

600 V Station Service Main Disconnect, Splitter & Feeder Disconnects 1 2

Happy Valley Diesel Plant HRC AFB

4l6oVSwitchgear& Breakers 1 6

4160 V Breaker for Station Service 3 35

600 V Station Service & Disconnects >4 15

600 V Splitter & Disconnects for Generator Cooling 1 2

600 V Distribution Panel for Building Heating 1 2

600 V Main Disconnect for Maintenance Shop 1 2

600 V Splitter, Disconnects & Distribution Panels 1 2
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Location Arc Flash Arc Flash
Hazard Risk Boundary

___________________________________________________________ Category (feet)

Hawke's Bay Diesel Plant HRC AFB

4160 V Switchgear 0 2

600 V Main Disconnect 1 3

600VMCC 0 1

600 V Feeder Disconnects for Cooling Fans 0 1

Hopedale Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600 V Switchgear & Generator Breakers 4 22

600 V Station Service Main Disconnect >4 18

600 V Station Service Splitter, Disconnect, Motor Starter & Loads 1 2

L'anse-au-Loup Diesel Plant HRC AFB

4160 V Switchgear & Circuit Breakers 3 38

208 V Station Service Main Disconnect 3 8

208 V Station Service Transfer Switch, Splitter & Disconnects 1 2

208 V Emergency Supply Disconnect 1 3

Little Bay Islands Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600 V Main Switchgear & Generator Breakers 4 18

600VMCC >4 14

600 V Station Service Feeders 0 2

Makkovik Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600 V Switchgear & Generator Breakers 4 20

600 V Main Splitter & Station Service Main Disconnect >4 16

600 V Station Service Splitter, Disconnect & Loads 0 2

Mary's Harbour Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600 V Main Switchgear & Breaker 4 18

600 Station Service Disconnect >4 15

600 V Station Service Splitter & Feeders 1 3

McCallum Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600 V Main Switchgear & Generator Breakers 3 11

600 Station Service Main Disconnect 3 10

600 V Station Service Splitter & Feeders 1 3

Nain Diesel Plant HRC AFB

4160 V Switchgear, Breakers & Disconnect Switch 2 15
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Location Arc Flash
Hazard Risk

Arc Flash
Boundary

___________________________________________________________
Category (feet)

Line Side 208 V Main Breaker for MCC 2 4

208 V MCC & Local Disconnects for Generator Cooling & Building 1 2

Heating
_____________ ___________

Natuashish Diesel Plant HRC AFB

4160 V Switchgear, Breakers & Disconnect Switch 2 9

Line Side 208 V Main Breaker for MCC 3 6

208 V MCC & Local Disconnects for Generator Cooling & Building 1 2

Heating
_____________ __________

Norman Bay Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600VGeneratorBreakers 1 3

600 V Station Service Disconnect 1 3

600 V Station Service Splitter, Disconnects & Connected Loads 0 2

Paradise River Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600 V Main Splitter, Generator Breakers & Station Service Main 2 4

Disconnect

600 V Distribution Panel 1 3

Port Hope Simpson Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600 V Main Breaker & Generator Breakers 4 19

600 V Station Service Main Disconnect >4 16

600 V Station Service Splitter, Feeders & Loads 0 2

Postville Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600VSwitchgear& Breakers 3 15

600 V Main Splitter, Station Service Splitter & Disconnects 4 12

600VConnected Loads 0 2

Ramea Diesel Plant HRC AFB

4160 V Main Unit Bus 1 7

208 V Station Service Splitter 2 4

208 V S/S Disconnects, Motor Starters and Feeders 1 3

Rigolet Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600 V Switchgear & Power Circuit Breakers 4 21

600 V Station Service Main Disconnect 4 12

600 V Station Service Splitter & Disconnects 1 2
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Appendix A

Location Arc Flash Arc Flash
Hazard Risk Boundary

___________________________________________________________ Category (feet)

St. Anthony Diesel Plant HRC AFB

4160 V Main Switchgear & Breaker 1 4

4160 V Station Service Main Disconnect 4 90

208 V Station Service Main Breaker 3 7

208 V Station Service Splitters, Disconnect & Connected Loads 1 2

St. Brendan's Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600VSwitchgear& Breakers 3 12

600 V Station Service Main Disconnect 3 8

600 V Station Service Splitter & Disconnects 0 2

St. Lewis Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600VSwitchgear& Breakers 3 11

600 V Station Service Main Disconnect 3 8

600 V Station Service Splitter, Disconnect & Connected Loads 1 3

William's Harbour Diesel Plant HRC AFB

600 V Power Circuit Breaker & Switchgear 2 6

600 V Station Service Splitter & Disconnects 3 6

600VBreakerPanel 2 4

600 V Heater & Motor Starters 0 1
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TABLE 2

FREQUENCY CONVERTER ARC FLASH LEVELS

Location Arc Flash Arc Flash
Hazard Risk Boundary

___________________________________________________________
Category (feet)

Corner Brook Frequency Converter HRC AFB

600 V Main Breaker for Station Service 3 7

600 V Distribution Panel 0 1

600 V Feeder Disconnects & Motor Starters 0 1

Grand Falls Frequency Converter HRC AFB

600V Main Breakerfor Station Service 3 7

600 V Distribution Panel 0 1

600 V Feeder Disconnects & Motor Starters 0 1

TABLE 3

GAS TURBINE ARC FLASH LEVELS

Location Arc Flash Arc Flash

Hazard Risk Boundary

Category (feet)
___________________________________________________________

Happy Valley Gas Turbine HRC AFB

13.8kVSwitchgear&Breaker 1 5

13.8 kV Isolation Switch for 55T2 4 104

Line Side of 600 V Breaker for SST1 & SST2 1 3

600 V Automatic Transfer Switch, MCC, Distribution Panel & 1 3

Disconnects
_____________ ___________

Hardwoods Gas Turbine HRC AFB

13.8 kVSwitchgear& Breakers 2 15

600VAPTSecondary Main Breaker >4 19

600 V GT1 Secondary Fused Disconnect >4 19

600VGT1 Secondary Main Breaker 0 2

600 V MCC & Comb. Starters for Pump GGA & GGB 2 4

600 V Terminal Station Panel A 1 3

Compressor Transfer Switch & Starter 1 3

Back-up Generator Panel 1 2
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Location Arc Flash Arc Flash

Hazard Risk Boundary

___________________________________________________________ Category (feet)
Line Side of Main Breaker for Back-up Generator 1 3

Feeder Disconnects 1 3

Stephenville Gas Turbine HRC AFB

13.8 kV Generator Breaker 1 9

600 V 5511 Secondary Main Breaker 3 5

600 V Gil Secondary Fused Disconnect >4 15

600VMCC 3 5

600 V Transfer Switch 3 5

Disconnect Switches for Supply. Pumps A & B 3 5

600 V Disconnects & Starters 1 3

TABLE 4

HYDRO PLANT ARC FLASH LEVELS

Location Arc Flash Arc Flash
Hazard Risk Boundary

Category (feet)___________________________________________________________

Bay D'Espoir Powerhouse #1 HRC AFB

13.8 kV Isolation Switches 1 6

600VPDCSSB1&SSB2 3 10

Line Side of 600V Breaker for SST1 & 5512 >4 23

Line Side of 600V Breaker for 551 3 10

600 V PDP 6100, 6200, 6300, 6400, 6500, 6600,6700, 6900, & 7000 1 3

600 V Disconnects, Motor Starter & Loads 1 3

Bay D'Espoir Powerhouse #2 HRC AFB

13.8 kV Isolation Switches 2 13

600 V PDC SSB3 & Unit 7 SSL 3 12

Line Side of 600V Breaker for SST3 & Unit 755 1 3

600VPDP 7100, 7300, 7400 & 7500 1 3

600 V Disconnects, Motor Starter & Loads 1 3

Bay D'Espoir Intake Structures HRC AFB
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Location Arc Flash Arc Flash

Hazard Risk Boundary

Category (feet)
________________________________________________________

600 V Main Disconnect Switch 1 3

600 V Disconnects & Connected Loads 1 3

Bay D'Espoir Surge Tanks HRC AFB

600 V Main Disconnect Switch 1 3

600 V Disconnects & Connected Loads 1 3

Bay D'Espoir Potable Water Supply HRC AFB

600 V Main Disconnect Switch 1 3

600 V Disconnects & Connected Loads 0 2

Bay D'Espolr Garage / Machine Shop HRC AFB

600 V Main Disconnect Switch 2 5

600 V Splitter For Garage, Welding & Machine 1 3

600 V Disconnects & Connected Loads 1 3

Bay D'Espoir Carpenters Shop HRC AFB

600VMain Breaker 1 3

600 V Disconnects & Connected Loads 1 3

Cat Arm Hydro Plant HRC AFB

13.8 kV Isolation Switches 1 12

600 V Power Distribution Center SSB1 & 55B2 3 8

Line Side of 600V Breakers for SSB1, 55B2 & SSD 3 13

600 V Power Distribution Panels ESB1, ESB2, NESB1, NESB2 & NESB3 3 5

600 V Disconnects, Motor Starters, Welding Receptacles & Heaters 1 3

600 V Intake Structure Distribution Panel SB1 1 2

600 V Intake Structure Feeders 0 2

Ebbegunbaeg Control Structure HRC AFB

600 V Main Disconnect Switch 1 4

600 V Diesel Control Structure Panel 2 5

600 V Diesel Control Panel 1 3

600 V Starters, Controllers & Disconnects 1 2

600 V Welding Receptacle 0 2

Granite Canal Hydro Plant HRC AFB

13.8 kV Switchgear, Breakers & Disconnects 1 6
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Location Arc Flash Arc Flash
Hazard Risk Boundary

___________________________________________________________
Category (feet)

600VSwitchgearSSBl&SSB2 3 10

Line Side of Main Breakers for SSB1 & 55B2 3 11

Line Side of Breakers for Diesel Generator SSD 3 10

600 V Dist Panels NESB1, NESB2, ESB3 & NESP5 2 4

600 V Fire Pump Controller #1 & #2 2 4

600 V Distribution Panel ESP4 3 9

600 V Feeder Disconnects & Motor Starters 1 3

Hinds Lake Hydro Plant HRC AFB

13.8 kV Generator Breaker & Isolation Switch 1 5

600 V Power Distribution Centre (PDC) SSB 3 9

Line Side of 600 V Breaker for SSB 1 3

600VPDCSSD 3 9

Line Side of 600 V Breaker for SSD 3 9

600 V Distribution Panels (DPs) ESB1, ESB2, NESB100, NESB200 & 3 9

N ESP300

600 V DP Intake & Spillway 1 3

600 V Disconnect Switches, Motor Starters,Welding Plugs & Other 1 3

Remote Equipment

600 V Disconnects Fed From ESB1 & ESB2 3 7

Paradise River Hydro Plant HRC AFB

4160 V Main Switchgear 1 3

600 V Transfer Switch 2 4

Distribution Panel A 1 3

Emergency Distribution Panel EA 1 3

600 V Disconnect Switches, Motor Starters, Welding Plugs & Other 1 3

Remote Equipment
_

Roddickton Hydro Plant
____________

HRC
__________

AFB

600 V Switchgear & Power Circuit Breaker 3 6

Salmon River Spillway HRC AFB

600 V Main Splitter in Gate House #1 0 1

600 V Main Disconnect in Gate House #1 1 2

600 V Feeder Disconnect for all the Gates 0 1
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Appendix A

Location Arc Flash Arc Flash

Hazard Risk Boundary

___________________________________________________________ Category (feet)

Snook's Arm Hydro Plant HRC AFB

6900 V Switchgear 1 9

Upper Salmon Hydro Plant HRC AFB

13.8 kV Switchgear, Breaker & Isolation Switch 1 13

600VSwitchgear& Breakers 2 7

600 V Power Distribution Panels 1-D, 2-F & 3-G 3 6

600 V Fire Pump Controller 3 6

600 V Disconnect Switches & Connected Loads 1 3

North Salmon 600 V Main Disconnect Switch 2 4

North Salmon 600 V Power Distribution Panels 2 5

North Salmon 600 V Disconnect Switches & Connected Loads 1 3

Intake Structure 600 V Main Disconnect 1 3

Intake Structure 600 V Feeder Disconnect & Connected Loads 1 3

Venom's Bi ht H dro Plant HRC AFBg y

6900 V Switchgear 1 8

Victoria Control Structure HRC AFB

600 V Main Distribution Panel 2 4

Diesel Generator Breaker Enclosures 3 6

Distribution Panel "A" 2 4

Starters for Limitorque Motors 0 1

West Salmon Spiliway HRC AFB

600 V Main Fused Disconnect 1 2

600 V Transfer Switch & Main Splitter 1 2

600 V Distribution Panel DPi 1 2

600 V Distribution Panels DP2 & DP3 2 5

600 V Disconnect for Generator Cooling, Heating & Monorail 2 5

600 V Generator Main Breaker 2 5
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Upgrade Fuel Storage Facility - Postville

1 INTRODUCTION

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (Hydro) owns and operates diesel generating plants in

15 isolated communities along the coast of Labrador and in six isolated and two

interconnected communities on the Island. These plants serve approximately 3,400

customers representing ten percent of Hydro's customers. Five of these communities are

only accessible by air or coastal ferry, including Postville. Postville is a small community

located on the northern Labrador coast. The plant in Postville was built in 1976, and has an

installed capacity of 892 kW. In 2009, it generated approximately 1,800 MWh of electricity

to serve the 123 customers in the community. The existing fuel storage system at Postville

contains some of the oldest tanks in Hydro's diesel generation system. Also, due to

increasing load growth in Postville, the fuel storage system will not be able to meet the

required future fuel storage requirements. In addition, the fuel storage system must

comply with the Storage and Handling of Gasoline and Associated Products Regulations

2003 (GAP). These regulations cover the design and construction of the tanks and the

associated secondary containment requirements. Currently, the existing earth dyke does

not meet the required containment guidelines as specified in the GAP regulations, and in

addition, some of the tanks do not comply with the GAP regulations.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project is required to replace eight existing horizontal fuel storage tanks and the

existing earthen dyke, relocate one existing self-dyking tank, and construct a new lined

earthen dyke and two new 300,000 litre vertical fuel storage tanks. The existing earthen

dyke material will be tested for any contamination, and will be reused, if possible. The

existing liner in the dyke will be removed and disposed of properly in accordance with

Hydro's environment management standards. A new lined, earthen dyke will be

constructed to accommodate the two new vertical tanks. The new tanks will be

constructed on site in accordance with the American Petroleum Institute (API) Standard 650

"Welded Steel Tanks for Oil Storage". Once the tanks have been fabricated, they will be

painted with a protective coating to ensure the longevity of the tanks.
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

The existing system consists of four 45,460 litre single wall tanks fabricated in 1976, two

68,190 litre single wall tanks fabricated in 1982, two 22,730 litre self-dyking tanks fabricated

in 1992, and one 45,450 self-dyking tank fabricated in 1998. The single wall tanks are

located in a lined earthen dyke. The existing fuel header system consists of above ground

piping and valves that run the length of the dyke, and an underground section from the self-

dyking tanks to the plant. The total on site storage capacity is currently 409,130 litres.

Fuel is delivered to Postville via marine tanker delivery twice per year. Deliveries typically

occur late fall and again mid summer. In order to ensure sufficient fuel is always available,

storage requirements are based on a nine month consumption rate. Hydro's most recent

fuel forecast, based on the fall 2009 load forecast (Section 4.6) indicates a 413,700 litre

storage requirement for 2010-2011 period, and a 513,600 litre storage requirement at the

end of 25 years.

Results from permeability testing performed on the earthen dyke during the summer 2007

showed the dyke had a permeability of 50 litres per square metre per day (l/m2/day). This is

twice the allowable permeability rate of 25 l/m2/day permitted by GAP Regulations (see

Section 4.4). Repairs to the dyke liner were carried out in 2008 but were unsuccessful in

reducing the permeability rates to the levels permitted by GAP Regulations.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

The original earthen dyke was constructed in 1976 to contain the four 45,460 litre tanks.

The earthen dyke was extended and modified in 1982 to accommodate two additional

68,190 litre tanks. The two 22,730 litre self-dyking tanks were fabricated in 1992 for St.
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Anthony and transferred to Postville in 1994. The 45,450 litre seif-dyking tank was

fabricated in 1998 for Davis Inlet and transferred to Postville in 2003.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

No major work or upgrades have been performed on the Postville fuel storage system.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The existing fuel storage tanks and earthen dyke have an anticipated useful life of 20 years.

3.4 Maintenance History

The five-year maintenance history is shown in Table 1. No maintenance work was

performed in 2005, 2006 or 2009. In 2007, permeability testing of the dyke was carried

out, and subsequently in 2008, dyke liner repairs and re-testing was performed.

Table 1: Five-Year maintenance History
Year Preventive Corrective Total

Maintenance Maintenance Maintenance
($000) ($000) ($000)

2008 0.0 21.0 21.0

2007 7.0 0.0 7.0

3.5 Outage Statistics

There have been no outages related to the fuel storage facility at Postville.
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3.6 Industry Experience

API Standard 650 "Welded Steel Tanks for Oil Storage" is the Industry standard for tank

farms consisting of lined earthen dykes and vertical fuel storage tanks for bulk fuel storage.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

The fuel storage facility is maintained by Hydro personnel.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

There are no applicable vendor recommendations for this project.

3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

The availability of replacement parts is not applicable to this project.

3.10 Safety Performance

There are no safety issues associated with this project.

3.11 Environmental Performance

The biggest environmental concern is the integrity of the existing containment dyke. The

Storage and Handling of Gasoline and Associated Products Regulation (GAP), 2003 states in

Section 27.(8)(c) "the base and walls of the dyke shall have an impermeable lining of clay,

concrete, solid masonry or other material designed, constructed and maintained to be

liquid tight to a permeability of 25 litres! metre2/day". As stated previously, permeability
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testing carried out on the dyke yielded permeability rates of 50 litres! metre2/day which is

twice the permissible rate. Attempts to repair the dyke liner by removing the sand topping

and applying patches have proven unsuccessful. Along with the requirement for additional

fuel storage capacity, in order to meet the GAP Regulations, a new lined earth dyke that

would accommodate the new fuel storage tanks is required.

A second environmental concern is the age and condition of the existing tanks. The Storage

and Handling of Gasoline and Associated Products Regulation (GAP), 2003 states in Section

27. (5) "Shop fabricated aboveground horizontal storage tanks shall be constructed and

shop tested in accordance with the U.L.C. CAN4-S601, latest edition, and shall bear a U.L.C.

label." Two of the existing tanks within the dyke have illegible Underwriters' Laboratories

of Canada (U.L.C.) labels, and due to recent changes in U.L.C. standards, tanks can no longer

be recertified in the field. Therefore, the two tanks are not in compliance with the GAP

regulations. The remaining four tanks within the dyke were constructed in 1975 and have

long passed their design life. Hydro has tested similar tanks of the same age at Rigolet and

Mary's Harbour and have discovered pitting in the tank bottoms and that the thickness of

the steel plate used in the construction of the tanks does not meet the requirements of the

current GAP regulations. Based on this, Hydro expects that the existing tanks in Postville

would not pass an inspection. Also, the existing self-dyked tanks are at or near the end of

their design life and due to their design it is difficult to complete a thorough inspection on

the tank exterior.

3.12 Operating Regime

The Postville diesel plant is in continuous operation as it is the only source of electrical

generation for the community.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

This project is justified on the requirement to replace deteriorated infrastructure in order

for Hydro to provide safe, least-cost, reliable electrical service, as well as the requirement to

accommodate load growth and meet GAP Regulations. The existing fuel storage facility in

Postville is not adequate to meet the growing load demand on the plant. Hydro's latest

Operating Load Forecast, Fall 2009 shows consumption increasing by approximately six

percent over the period 2010 to 2015, with a 25 year requirement of 513,600 litres. Table 2,

section 4.6 provides details of the load forecast for Postville. The existing earthen dyke is

not in compliance with GAP Regulations and must be replaced by building a new lined

earthen dyke. The existing fuel storage capacity must be increased to meet the load growth

and mitigate environmental risk. Removing the existing tanks and building new vertical

tanks will enable Hydro to comply with all the GAP regulations as well as provide a reliable

fuel storage system for future load growth. Environmental risks would be mitigated as

there would only be two new tanks which would have a lesser number of valves and a

simpler fuel delivery piping system. Given the age of the existing tanks, the failure of the

dyke permeability integrity and the need for additional fuel storage, Hydro recommends the

removal of the existing tanks and construction of new vertical tanks and a new earthen

dyke.

4.1 Net Present Value

A net present value calculation was not performed in this instance as there are no viable

alternatives. Due to physical space restrictions on site and the design requirements for the

earthen dyke, two 300,000 litre tanks was the most viable option.
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4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

The levelized cost of energy is a high level means to compare costs of developing two or

more alternative generating sources. Therefore, the levelized cost of energy is not

applicable in this case.

4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

A cost benefit analysis was not completed as there are no quantifiable benefits.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

This project is partly justified based on the following Regulatory Requirements:

Storage and Handling of Gasoline and Associated Products Regulation (GAP), 2003 Section

27. (5) states that "Shop fabricated aboveground horizontal storage tanks shall be

constructed and shop tested in accordance with the U.L.C. CAN4-S601, latest edition, and

shall bear a U.L.C. label." And;

Storage and Handling of Gasoline and Associated Products Regulation (GAP), 2003 Section

27.(8)(c) states that "the base and walls of the dyke shall have an impermeable lining of

clay, concrete, solid masonry or other material designed, constructed and maintained to be

liquid tight to a permeability of 25 litres/ metre2 /day".

4.5 Historical Information

There have been no similar projects involving dyke construction or vertical fuel storage tank

construction and installation within the past five years.
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4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

Postville is a growing community. Table 2 shows the expected load growth in Postville over

the period 2010 to 2015.

Table 2: Postville Load Forecast - Fall 2009

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Gross Peak (MW) 414 419 425 430 436 442

Energy (MWh) 1,843 1,867 1,893 1,917 1,943 1,968

Fuel Usage (litres) 413,500 414,500 420,200 425,700 431,300 436,900

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no energy efficiency benefits from this project.

4.8 Losses during Construction

There will be no losses during construction as fuel supply will be maintained to the plant for

the duration of the work.

4.9 Status Quo

The status quo is not an option. The forecasted fuel consumption in Postville for 2011 is

higher than the available storage on site. Besides the additional fuel storage requirement,

the existing dyke does not meet GAP regulations, and some of the existing fuel storage

tanks do not display U.L.C. labels.
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4.10 Alternatives

One alternative was considered but rejected due to the number of issues with the existing

site and the current condition of the dyke. This alternative involved increasing the size of

the existing dyke to accommodate two new horizontal fuel storage tanks. There are a

number of issues with this alternative. First, there is a lack of physical space on site to

extend the dyke. Secondly, the existing dyke is not meeting GAP regulations due to

permeability issues. The existing dyke would have to be basically rebuilt with new liner and

fill material. This would involve moving all of the existing fuel tanks out of the dyke in order

to proceed with the rebuild, and then moving them back after construction is completed.

Due to issues associated with maintaining a supply of fuel to the plant and the requirement

to fully drain each tank in order to move it, this option is not feasible. Thirdly, some of the

existing fuel tanks do not meet GAP regulations and other tanks are 36 years old. These

tanks are beyond their design life and would require significant repair work to be

recertified, which could not be done on site. Given the scope of work and logistical

problems associated with this alternative, along with the fact that the majority of tanks

would still be past their useful life, and no allowance provided for future expansion, this

alternative was not viable.
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5 CONCLUSION

This project is necessary in order to maintain reliable service to the community of Postville.

Hydro's current fuel forecasts show a deficit in on site fuel storage by 2011. In addition, the

existing fuel storage system is not in compliance with GAP Regulations. This project

provides sufficient fuel supply forecasted for the 25 years and addresses all the GAP

regulation deficiencies. In addition, the design allows for future fuel storage requirements

without further expansion of the dyke.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Budget Estimate

Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2012 Beyond Total

Material Supply 2.0 0.0 0.0 2.0

Labour 82.2 0.0 0.0 82.2

Consultant 91.0 0.0 0.0 91.0

Contract Work 1,416.0 0.0 0.0 1,416.0

Other Direct Costs 37.8 0.0 0.0 37.8

0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 215.1 0.0 0.0 215.1

Contingency 162.9 0.0 0.0 162.9

TOTAL
_____

2,007.0 0.0 0.0 2,007.0
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5.2 Project Schedule

Table 4 provides the anticipated project schedule.

Table 4: Project Schedule
Activity Milestone

Prepare Tender Documents March 2011

Invite Tenders April 2011

Award Tender May 2011

Complete Construction October 2011

Closeout Project December 2011
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1 INTRODUCTION

Newfoundland and 1..abrador Hydro (Hydro) provides service to residents in select rural

communities within the province through the use of existing distribution systems. The

distribution systems typically consist of a substation coupled with a wood pole distribution

line that directs power from the station to service drops throughout the community. This

report will be focused on distribution lines located in the communities of Francois, Happy

Valley, and Rigolet that have been identified as requiring upgrades to the existing

infrastructure.

The distribution lines referred to in this report were originally constructed over 40 years

ago. The majority of line components was installed at the time of original construction and

has far exceeded the economic life of 30 years. In addition, as a result of standardized

inspection and testing procedures, it has become evident that line components are greatly

deteriorated and may have remaining life spans of only one to five years before widespread

failure occurs. The majority of the line components identified for replacement are no longer

used by Hydro due to the fact that industry experience has shown that they are unsafe by

today's standards or commercially unavailable.

If the identified components are not replaced in the near future, widespread failure could

possibly occur. Failure of such components will have a negative effect on the safety and

reliability performance of the line. The failure of such a line may also result in unplanned

power outages to customers at a time when required repairs may be hampered by severe

weather conditions.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project is required to replace distribution line components on the following distribution

systems:

• Francois - Line 1 (Li)

o 35 Poles

o 20 Porcelain Cutouts

o 6 Distribution Transformers

o i Dies& Plant Transformer Bank Structure (3-100kVA Transformers, 2-Poles,

i-Transformer Platform, 3 Porcelain Cut-outs)

• HappyValley-Line8 (LB)

o 2 Poles

o 50 Pin Type Insulators

o 8 Suspension Insulators

o 86 Porcelain Cut-outs

o 2.6 km i/O Primary Conductor

o 23 Crossarms

• Rigolet-Line i(Li)

o 50 Poles

o 85 Pin Type Insulators

o 45 Suspension Insulators

o 44 Porcelain Cut-outs

o 35 Crossarms

o i.0 km 1/0 Primary Conductor

-.
-
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

Francois - Li

The Francois Distribution System is a 4.16 kV three phase feeder, Li that was originally

constructed in 1968. The line extends a distance of 1 kilometer to the community of

Francois servicing approximately 80 customers.

HapDyValley-L8

The Happy Valley - L8 distribution fine is a 25 kV three phase feeder that was originally

constructed in 1992 and covers a distance of ii kilometers. When it was constructed, it

incorporated a section of an older existing line, Li which was constructed in 1962. The

upgrades are to be completed on the older section of the line. The existing L8 distribution

system supplies power to the community of Happy Valley - Goose Bay with approximately

500 customers.

Rigolet-Li

The Rigolet Distribution System is a 4.16 kV three phase feeder, Li that was originally

constructed in 1965. The line extends a distance of 5 kilometers to the community of

Rigolet servicing approximately 150 customers.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

The Francois Distribution System was constructed in 1968 and is currently 42 years old.

Happy Valley - L8 distribution line was constructed in 1992 and incorporated a section of an

older line constructed in 1962. This section is currently 48 years old.

The Rigolet Distribution System was constructed in 1965 and is currently 45 years old.
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The majority of components on each of these lines were installed at the time of original

construction. In addition, minor upgrade/maintenance work has been conducted regularly,

including the replacement of various poles, transformers and associated hardware as

deemed necessary through regular field Inspections.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

Table 1 shows the upgrades that have occurred over the past five years:

Table 1: Minor Work and Upgrades

Year Francois Happy Valley - LB Rigolet

2009 $10,498 $3,245 $48377

2008 $433 $39,860 $0
2007 $0 $81,868 $0
2006 $263 $331 $3,622

2005 $5,470 $15,715 $16,366

The majority of these upgrades were only minor.

Francois Distribution System

The largest amount of upgrade/maintenance work performed on this system was

conducted in 2009 and included the installation of a transformer structure. All other costs

were associated with routine maintenance.

Happy Valley-L8

The largest amount of upgrade/maintenance work performed on LB was conducted in 2007

and included the installation of poles, anchors, transformers, and conductor. All other costs

were associated with routine maintenance.
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Rigolet Distribution System

The largest amount of upgrade/maintenance work performed on this system was

conducted in 2009 and included the installation of a transformer storage ramp. All other

costs were associated with routine maintenance.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The service life of a distribution line is 30 years.

3.4 Maintenance History

The five-year maintenance history for each of the lines is shown in Table 2:

Table 2: Five-Year Maintenance History

Year
Preventative
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)____________

Francois
2009

_____________________
0.0

_______________________
1.4

______________________
1.4

2008 0.3 0.2 0.5
2007 0.0 1.7 1.7
2006 0.0 2.3 2.3
2005 0.0 1.3 1.3

Happy Valley- LB

2009 1.6
_________________

88.2
________________

89.8
2008 0.0 46.7 46.7
2007 0.0 14.7 14.7
2006 4.6 4.3 8.9
2005 0.0 6.7 6.7

Rigolet

2009
_________________

1.8
___________________

20.8
__________________

22,6
2008 0.0 13.0 13.0
2007 0.0 6.7 6.7
2006 0.0 1.3 1.3
2005 0.0 13.4 13.4
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Maintenance costs associated with these distribution lines include all work directly linked to

preventative maintenance tasks such as line inspection, trouble calls and routine minor

maintenance.

3.5 Outage Statistics

Hydro tracks all distribution system outages using industry standard indexes, SAIFI and SAIDI

which are explained as follows:

SAIDI- indicates the System Average Interruption Duration Index for customers served per

year, or the average length of time a customer is without power in the respective

distribution system per year.

SAIFI - is the System Average Interruption Frequency Index per year which indicates the

average of sustained interruptions per customer served per year or the average

number of power outages a customer has experienced in the respective distribution

system per year.

Table 3 lists the 2005 to 2009 SAIFI and SAIDI data, 2005 to 2009 corporate values, and the

latest CEA five year average (2004 to 2008) for comparison.

Table 3: Outage Statistics - SAIFI SAIDI Data

____________________ Five Year Averages (2005 to 2009)

All Causes Defective Equipment
Location

___________________
SAIFI SAIDI SAIFI SAIDI

Francois 4.62 2.19 0.00 0.00

Happy VaIIey-L8 6.76 2.68 0.20 0.03

Rigolet 8.48 4.65 0.00 0.00

Hydro Corporate 5.65 9,27 0.42 0.93

CEA(2004-2008) 2.65 7.74 0.49 1.28

Although the outage statistics for several of the lines are better than Hydro's average
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statistics, the lines are deteriorated and should be replaced to avoid failure. The work

should be conducted proactively to avoid a major failure of the line resulting in an extended

outage for the customers. To date, no major failures have occurred. The above statistics are

based on the number of outages experienced by a line for numerous reasons, including

planned maintenance, inspections and unforeseen failures. These statistics are not

representative of failure only and are not meant to be a justification for the required work.

3.6 Industry Experience

Using a standardized inspection/grading system within the utility industry, the line

components proposed for replacement have been identified as close to the end of their

useful lives. It has also been recognized that some of the existing line components are no

longer a standard used by Hydro for line applications; this increases the level of difficulty in

material procurement for repair.

Hydro performs inspections on all distribution line components classifying them using the

following standardized grading system:

a Grade "A" Condition: Excess of 5 years of life remaining,

. Grade "B" Condition: 1 to 5 years of life remaining, and

a Grade "C" Condition: Less than 1 year of life remaining.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

A visual inspection of distribution feeders is performed every eight years to evaluate the

condition of the line. This inspection is completed by Hydro personnel and any corrective

maintenance required is reported, scheduled and completed. The inspection schedule is

determined through a Reliability Centered Maintenance Program initiated by Hydro and is

dependant on a variety of factors including geographical location, line age, and customer
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usage. Inspection schedules may vary between lines depending on the existing

circumstances. The deteriorated components identified on each of these lines were

classified as or lChI condition during the last inspection in 2008 and are scheduled to be

replaced in 2011. Prior to the 2008 inspection, these lines were inspected in 2005 and? at

that time, the line components were classified as BP? condition.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

There are no specific vendor recommendations for this project.

3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

Replacement parts are generally available however some of the existing line components

are no longer a standard used by Hydro for line applications therefore increasing the level

of difficulty in material procurement for repair.

3.10 Safety Performance

The following safety issues have been identified:

The poles are deteriorated and pose a risk to the safety of operations personnel who

may be performing climbing activities to conduct regular inspections or maintenance

work. The majority of the poles identified as deteriorated are blackjack poles that

are no longer commonly used in the utility industry. Industry experience shows that

it is common for blackjack poles to deteriorate from the inside out as a result of the

thick layer of tar/creosote on the surface of the pole. The deterioration experienced

on the inside of the pole causes a major reduction in strength of the structure. Utility

lines comprised of blackjack poles will experience a false sense of security in that

they may appear acceptable by visual inspection but the actual strength of the

structure may be significantly reduced causing an increased risk of failure.
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The porcelain cutouts have experienced numerous failures when being opened and

closed. Damaged cutouts may result in equipment becoming energized and pose an

electrical contact threat for operation crews. Due to these safety concerns, the

porcelain cutouts no longer comply with current Hydro standards and are in the

process of being replaced with new polymer cutouts.

• Copper Conductor becomes very brittle and more susceptible to breakage overtime.

A conductor failure would result in lengthy outages and may result in potential

injury or damage to persons and property.

3.11 Environmental Performance

The following environmental issues have been identified:

• Blackjack potes (see Figure 1) are considered to be environmentally unacceptable due to

the threat of ground/water contamination from the presence of the creosote coating on

the surface of the pote. Hydro has implemented a policy and procedure to remove and

discard all blackjack poles from the system. Hydro has estabtished this initiative in

compliance with applicable environ mental regulatory authorities.

-

Figure 1: Typical Blackjack Wood Pole Structure
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3.12 Operating Regime

Francois Distribution System is in continuous operation providing service to approximately

80 customers in the community of Francois.

Happy Valley - L8 is in continuous operation providing service to approximately 500

customers in the community of Happy Valley.

Rigolet Distribution System is in continuous operation providing service to approximately

150 customers in the community of Rigolet.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

The distribution lines referred to in this report were originally constructed over 40 years

ago. The majorities of line components, still in operation, were installed at the time of

original construction and have far exceeded their economic and useful life spans. As a result

of standardized inspection and testing procedures, it has become evident that the line

components are greatly deteriorated and may have a remaining life span of only one to five

years before widespread failure occurs.

The majority of the line components identified for replacement are no longer used by Hydro

due to the fact that industry experience has shown that they are considered unsafe and

environmentally unfriendly by today's standards. It has also been recognized that some of

the existing line components are no longer standard items used by Hydro for line

applications; this increases the level of difficulty in material procurement for repair.

Failure of such components will have a negative effect on the safety and reliability

performance of the line as identified earlier in the report. The failure of such a line may also

result in unplanned power outages to customers at a time when required repairs may be

hampered by severe weather condition. Depending on the extent of the damage caused by

a failure, alternate generation may also be required to supply service to the communities

while upgrades or rehabilitation is performed. The costs associated with alternative

generation could be very costly and result in environmental concerns such as air emissions.

4.1 Net Present Value

A net present value calculation was not performed in this instance as there are no viable

alternatives to upgrading the lines.
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4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

This project will have no effect on the levelized cost of electricity since no new generation

source is involved.

4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

A cost benefit analysis calculation was not performed in this instance as there are no

quantifiable benefits.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no legislative or regulatory requirements associated with this project.

4.5 Historical Information

A distribution line upgrade consists of the replacement of many different types of

equipment such as conductor; poles; insulators; transformers; guy wires; and any other

associated hardware. A line could cover several kilometers or only a few. Because of the

variety in line lengths and equipment, unit costs for a particular job are not available. Table

4 lists budgeted and actual costs for line upgrades in the last five years.
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Table 4: Distribution Upgrading

Year Project Description
Budget
($000)

Actuals

($000)

2010F Upgrade Distribution Feeder - L4 Roddickton (Year 1 of 2) 160.6
Upgrade Distribution Feeder - Li Makkovik (Year 1 of 2) 57.1
Upgrade Distribution Feeder - L2 Glenburnie (Year 1 of 4) 267.3
Upgrade Distribution Feeder - L4 Happy Valley 265.3

2009 Upgrade Distribution System - L7 St. Anthony 689.3 503.6
Replace Insulators - Li and L2 Jackson's Arm, Hampden 691.5 590.6
Replace Insulators - L2 Little Bay Islands 182.7 120.8
Upgrade Distribution Feeder - L36 Wabush 498.0 466.1

2008 Replace Distribution Line - Li South Brook 987.4 1,056.4
Upgrade Distribution System - Li Glenburnie 533.9 405.5
Upgrade Distribution System - U St Anthony 480.1 445.0
Upgrade Distribution System - Mary's Harbour 263.5 215.6
Upgrade Distribution System - Port Hope Simpson 205.4 215.6
Upgrade Distribution System - L4 Bear Cove 149.8 96.8
Upgrade Distribution Line - Lii Wabush 107.2 115.3
Replace Insulators - Upper Salmon 236.8 194.9
Replace Insulators - Li Hind's Lake 168.7 158.0
Replace Insulators - Coney Arm 126.8 132.1
Replace Insulators - L2 Westport 90.2 87.2

2007 Insulator Replacement - Barachoix L4 120.1 123.0
Replace Distribution Line - Brighton 192.9 230.9
Replace Distribution Line - Seal Cove to Pass Island 547.6 552.1
Upgrade Distribution System - 12, L3 Farewell Head 385.3 282.0
Extend Mud Lake Submarine Cable 480.9 813.6
Upgrade Distribution System - LI, L2 St. Anthony 364.3 301.0
Upgrade Distribution System Li, L2 Rocky Harbour 513.5 393.7
Upgrade Distribution System - Nain 179.4 185.8
Replace Insulators - L7, L8 Bottom Waters 120.0 126.5

2006 Replace Insulators - L4, LS Farewell Head 260.8 270.4
Replace Insulators - L5, L7 - South Brook 440.7 440.8
Replace Insulators - L4, L6 - Bottom Waters 197.S 203.4
Upgrade Distribution System - Black Tickle 281.8 270.3
Upgrade Distribution System - L6 St. Anthony 778.3 772.2
Upgrade Distribution System - L6 Bear Cove 577.7 622.8
Upgrade Distribution System - LI, 13 Hawkes Bay 379.6 421.1

2005 Replace Insulators - L6 Farewell Head 246.1 132.6
Upgrade Distribution Line - Northern L'anse au Loup 93.1 S0.5
Upgrade Distribution System - Li, L2 L'anse au Loup 63S.6 280.6
Replace Insulators - Li Plum Point 433.3 217.7
Replace Insulators - L3 Hawkes Bay 292.3 103.5
Upgrade Distribution Line - Cooks Harbour 717.5 477.8
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4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

There is no significant load growth on these systems for the next five years that will have

any impact on this project. Rigolet load is expected to grow at approximately two percent

annually whereas loads at Francois and Happy Valley are expected to grow at less than one

percent annually.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no energy efficiency benefits that can be attributed to this project.

4.8 Losses during Construction

There are no anticipated energy losses during construction.

4.9 Status Quo

The status quo is not an acceptable alternative for the following reasons:

The majority of line components were installed at the time of original construction and

have far exceeded their economic lives of 30 years. They are heavily deteriorated with

an estimated life span ranging between one and five years based on regular inspection.

• Failure to upgrade the existing feeder could increase the number of outages of varying

durations to the customers it serves.

• Deteriorated/outdated equipment poses considerable safety risk to Hydro operations

personnel who maintain the lines, as well as individuals residing in and occupying the

area.

410 Alternatives

There are no viable alternatives to replacing the deteriorated line components.
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5 CONCLUSION

This project is required to ensure that a reliable energy supply is available for the customers

serviced by each of these lines. Since the existing lines are over the age of 40 and various

components of these lines are being deteriorated, these items have exceeded their service

lives and are recommended for replacement.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Budget Estimate
Francois HaDDy Valley 1.8 Rigolet Rigolet

Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2011 2011 2012 Total
Material Supply 110.0 130.0 30.0 130.0 400.0
Labour 120.0 101.5 30.0 102.0 353.5
Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Contract Work 108.5 200.0 0.0 260.0 568.5
Other Direct Costs 28.0 28.5 7.0 31.0 94.5
0/H, AFUDC & Esdn. 37.7 47.5 6.3 70.4 161.9
Contingency 36.7 46.0 0.0 59.0 141.7

TOTAL 440.9 553.5 73.3 652.4 1,720.1

5.2 Project Schedule

The anticipated project schedule is shown in Table 6.

Table 6: Project Schedule
Project Milestone Francois Happy Valley -1.8 Rigolet

Initiation February 2011 February 2011 February20ll
Design Complete March 2011 March 2011 May/June 2011
Equipment Ordered April/May 2011 April/May 2011 May/June 2012
Installation Commences June 2011 July 2011 June/July 2012
Installation Complete September 2011 September 2011 September 2012
Project Closeout October 2011 October 2011 October 2012
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- Terminal Station Grounding Upgrades

1 INTRODUCTION

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (Hydro) owns and operates 54 terminal stations and 32

distribution substations in the Island Interconnected System, and three terminal stations and 11

distribution substations in the Labrador Interconnected System. An important aspect in the

design of a terminal station or distribution substation is that proper grounding be installed to

protect personnel working in the station from electric shock or even electrocution. Grounding is

important during the occurrence of an electrical disturbance such as a system fault. A system

fault occurs when there is a

malfunction in an electrical circuit that

causes current to flow to ground or

between two conductors if they come

in contact with each other. Figure 1

shows a portion of a terminal station

plan layout. The broken lines illustrate

part of the grounding grid system. The

small grid in the lower right quadrant

of the sketch is called a gradient

control mat. Gradient control mats are

an integral part of the overall terminal
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Flgurel: Terminal Station Grounding Layout Sketch

station and substation grounding. They are laid at the base of disconnect switches to provide

secondary protection from step/touch potentials.

Step/touch potential occurs during a system fault when inadequate station grounding permits

the occurrence of different voltage levels in close proximity, that is, within reaching or stepping

distance. When differing voltage levels occur in close proximity, there is a risk of electrical shock

or electrocution should an individual touch a grounded piece of equipment or step from one

location to another. Proper station grounding ensures safe step/touch potential within the

station, thus reducing the risk of electrical shock/electrocution.
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The purpose of this project is to eliminate unsafe and substandard conditions that exist in

Hydro's terminal stations and distribution substations because of inadequate grounding.

Inadequate grounding consists of two components:

• Grounding grids that allow hazardous step and/or touch potentials; and

• Gradient control mats that are missing or improperly installed.

Grounding upgrades at the terminal stations will be completed before performing upgrades at

the substations since the terminal stations have higher fault levels and hence are more likely to

have grounding that is inadequate. It should be noted that due to the safety risk to Hydro's

employees associated with inadequate grounding, substandard grounding grids and gradient

control mats will be upgraded as they are identified. The scope of this project includes

identified and predicted but as yet unidentified, unsafe or substandard conditions based upon

past engineering analysis.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project involves the upgrade of grounding grids at terminal stations and distribution

substations identified as having hazardous step and/or touch potentials, and the upgrade of

substandard gradient control mats. The criteria to identify hazardous step and touch potentials

is defined by the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Standard 80-2000. The

criteria to identify substandard gradient control mats is Hydro's current Terminals Engineering

Standard TSO7-004-R2 entitled Grounding" (attached as Appendix C). Terminal station

grounding grids with hazardous step and/or touch potentials will be upgraded to eliminate the

hazardous potentials. Substandard gradient control mats will be upgraded to conform to

Hydro's Standard.

To determine the scope of the grounding grid upgrades, it is necessary to perform a step and

touch potential analysis of all terminal stations and all in-scope distribution substations. The in-

scope distribution substations are those where hazardous step and/or touch potentials may

exist. Distribution substations where hazardous step and/or touch potentials may exist consist

of those that have equipment which can be worked on while standing on the ground and/or

those that have a fence. Step and touch potential analysis involves both field work and

engineering analysis. Field work consists of the measurement of soil resistivity, the

measurement of grounding grid resistance, and the observation of the number of transmission

line overhead ground wires and distribution line neutrals that connect to the station grounding

grid. Engineering analysis consists of modeling the station grounding grid, in order to calculate

maximum grounding grid fault current and determine step and touch potentials.

This project will continue the program of upgrading terminal station and distribution substation

grounding that began in 2007. The scope of this project consists of:

• performing step and touch potential analysis of 22 terminal stations and 32 distribution

substations;

upgrading grounding grids at 46 terminal stations and 17 distribution substations;
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conducting a gradient control mat survey of 156 mats at 22 terminal stations to identify

those that are substandard; and

upgrading 345 substandard gradient control mats.

The project proposes to perform all of the identified and predicted upgrading work over a

period of five years. Table 1 shows the list of the work planned for each year.

Table 1: Work Plan

Year Work
2011 Step and touch potential analysis of 18 terminal stations and 3 distribution substations

Grounding grid upgrades at 10 terminal stations

_____
Gradient control mat survey of 156 mats in 22 terminal stations

2012 Step and touch potential analysis of 4 terminal stations and 15 distribution substations
_____

Grounding grid upgrades at 12 terminal stations
2013 Step and touch potential analysis of 14 distribution substations

_____
Grounding grid upgrades at 13 terminal stations and 1 distribution substation

2014 Grounding grid upgrades at 11 terminal stations and 10 distribution substations
_____

Upgrade of 32 gradient control mats
2015 Grounding grid upgrades at 6 distribution substations

_____
Upgrade of 313 gradient control mats
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

At the time when Hydro's terminal stations were built, the analytical tools needed to accurately

determine step and touch potentials were not available. With these tools now available, the

step and touch potentials can be accurately determined. If an analysis shows that hazardous

potentials are present then the

grounding must be upgraded in

order to eliminate them. Upgrading

the grounding involves adding

crushed stone inside and/or outside

the fence and/or adding grounding

conductor to the existing station

grounding. Both crushed stone and

additional conductor reduce step

and touch potentials. The extent of the required grounding upgrade is determined based on

what is needed to eliminate the hazardous potentials. The same analysis that identifies the

presence of hazardous potentials is then used to verify that the design of the appropriate

grounding upgrade eliminates them.

Figure 1 is a picture of Oxen Pond Terminal Station. Appendix A contains a plan of the station's

grounding and a two-dimensional plot indicating the location and severity of hazardous touch

potentials (which are shown in colour). This two-dimensional plot is an example of how

hazardous potentials are identified and also how the design of the grounding upgrade is verified

to be sufficient to eliminate hazardous potentials. Appendix B is the same plot for the

upgraded grounding grid. Notice that the grounding grid has been expanded and that there are

no hazardous step and touch potentials. The coloured area in the top left corner does not

represent actual hazardous potentials since it is more than 2.Om beyond the fence which is

sufficiently far away to be non-hazardous.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydra Page 5
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3.1 Age of Equipment or System

Hydro's Terminal Stations have an average age of 33 years and the age of the grounding system

at the majority of the sites are the same vintage. In saying that, the age of the grounding

system is not the reason this project is being put forward. This project was developed based on

non-conformance to IEEE Standard 80-2000 and Hydro's terminal station standards.

3.2 Major Work or Upgrades

Table 2 lists the grounding upgrade work that has been completed since 2007.

Table 2: Major Work or Upgrades

Year Major Work/Upgrade

Analyzed 7 terminal stations
2009 Upgraded grounding at Conne River

______
Upgraded 69 gradient control mats
Analyzed 5 terminal stations

2008 Upgraded grounding at Oxen Pond
______

Upgraded grounding at Western Ava Ion
2007 Analyzed 3 terminal stations

In 2010, the following work is planned:

. Step and touch potential analysis of 20 terminal stations;

• Grounding upgrades at seven terminal stations; and

• Upgrading of 103 substandard gradient control mats

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The anticipated useful life of the terminal station grounding grid components is 40 years.
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3.4 Maintenance History

Any inspection of the terminal station grounding system is included in an overall inspection of

the terminal station facility. As a result, maintenance records specifically relating to the

grounding system are not available.

3.5 Outage Statistics

No specific outages have occurred as a result of the grounding system.

3.6 Industry Experience

The North American electric utility industry uses IEEE Standard 80-2000 as the standards to

which terminal station grounding systems are to conform.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

Maintenance on terminal station grounding is performed by Hydro's internal personnel.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

Vendor recommendations have not been sought for this project.

3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

Replacement parts are readily available from local suppliers.
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3.10 Safety Performance

Analysis completed to date shows that 93 percent of Hydro's terminal stations have touch

potentials that are hazardous as defined by IEEE Standard 80-2000. This standard defines a

hazardous potential as a potential with a "value that can cause ventricular fibrillation of the

heart". This means that hazardous step and touch potential is a serious safety issue and is

potentially fatal.

Substandard and missing gradient control mats do not provide proper protection against

electric shock or potential electrocution. Seventy-five percent of the gradient control mats in

36 of Hydro's terminal stations evaluated so far are either substandard or missing and hence do

not provide adequate protection.

There have been no incidents in Hydro's terminal stations involving hazardous step and/or

touch potentials because of the low probability of being exposed to them. First, step and touch

potentials occur only during a ground fault and a person would have to be in an area where

hazardous potentials exist in order to be exposed. Furthermore, the analysis of step and touch

potentials determines the maximum possible potentials that could occur but it is likely actual

potentials would be less than the maximum since there are a number of factors (such as

impedance at the point of fault, transmission line overhead ground wire and distribution line

neutral conductor impedance less than values being modeled, generation not at full capacity,

the use of electrically insulated footwear, etc.) that cause step and touch potentials to be less

than their maximum possible value.

3.11 Environmental Performance

Environmental non-compliance is not an issue for this project.
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3.12 Operating Regime

All Hydro's terminal stations and distribution substations are in operation continuously.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

This project is justified on the requirement to eliminate unsafe step and touch potentials from

Hydro's terminal stations and distribution substations to conform to IEEE Standard 80-2000,

and to upgrade substandard gradient control mats to conform to Hydro's current Terminals

Engineering Standard TSO7-004-R2 so Hydro can provide safe, least-cost, reliable electrical

service to its customers.

4.1 Net Present Value

A Net Present Value calculation has not been performed for this project as only one viable

alternative exists.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

As no new generation source is considered, this project has no effect on the levelized cost of

electricity.

4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

A Cost Benefit Analysis has not been performed as there are no quantifiable financial benefits

for the project.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

The Newfoundland and Labrador Occupational Health and Safety Regulations, section 4 states

"An employer shall ensure where it is reasonably practicable, the heath, safety and welfare of

his or her workers". The regulations support proceeding with this project.
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4.5 Historical Information

Hydro began grounding upgrade work in 2007 with the step and touch potential analysis of

terminal stations and the launch of a gradient control mat survey that was completed in 2008.

Due to the severity of some of the safety risks identified during this analysis, Hydro used the

allocation for Unforeseen Events in 2008 to do required emergency upgrades to Bottom Brook,

Hinds lake and Oxen Pond. This project had a budget of $267,000 and the actual cost was

$286,000. Grounding upgrade work was expanded in 2009 when Hydro received approval

under Board Order No. P.U. 36 (2008) for $543,000 to continue a two year capital project to

include the upgrading of terminal station grounding grids and the upgrading of gradient control

mats, along with the continuation of step and touch potential analysis of its terminal stations.

To date, the following work has been done:

• Step and touch potential analysis completed on 15 terminal stations;

Grounding upgrades completed at three terminal stations; and

69 gradient control mats upgraded.

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

Customer load growth does not affect this project.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no energy efficiency benefits that can be attributed to this project.

4.8 Losses during Construction

No losses will occur with this project because power outages or equipment de-energizing is not

required.
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4.9 Status Quo

The consequence of not completing this project is the continued existence of hazardous step

and/or touch potentials in Hydro's Reguiated Operations terminal stations. This is a safety

hazard with the potential of being fatal.

410 Alternatives

There is only one viable alternative and that is to complete the necessary upgrades.
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5 CONCLUSION

The Terminal Stations Grounding Project is necessary to eliminate existing hazardous step and

touch potentials from all Hydro's terminal stations and to eliminate nonconformance with

Hydro's Terminals Engineering Standard T507-004-R2. This is done by upgrading the grounding

grids at the terminal stations where hazardous step and/or touch potentials exist, replacing

lacking gradient control mats and upgrading substandard ones. This project will eliminate

hazardous step and touch potentials from Hydro's terminal stations and distribution

substations and will complete the upgrading of substandard gradient control mats.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Budget Estimate
Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Total

Material 48.5 48.5 48.5 48.5 48.5 242.5
Labour 148.6 148.6 148.6 148.6 148.6 743.0
Consultant 0 0 0 0 0 0
Equipment Rental 37.4 37.4 37.4 37.4 37.4 187.0
Travel 36.5 36.5 36.5 36.5 36.5 182.5
Contracts 0 0 0 0 0 0
Corp. 0/H, Escalation, 23.1 25.8 30.9 39.1 47.4 166.3
AFUDC
Contingency 27.1 27.1 27.1 27.1 27.1 135.5
Total 321.2 324.0 329.0 337.1 345.4 1,656.7
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5.2 Project Schedule

The proposed schedule is shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Project Schedule

Activity Milestone

2011

Finalized Design - 2011 Ground Grid Upgrades
_________________

February 2011

Initial Planning - 2011 Step and Touch Potential Analysis March 2011

Initial Planning -2011 Ground Grid Upgrades March 2011

Initial Planning - Gradient Control Mat Survey March 2011

Material Ordering - 2011 Ground Grid Upgrades April 2011

Material Delivery - 2011 Ground Grid Upgrades June 2011

Gradient Control Mat Survey Complete October 2011

Field Work Complete - 2011 Step and Touch Potential Analysis November 2011

Installation Complete - 2011 Ground Grid Upgrades November 2011

Engineering Analysis Complete - 2011 Step and Touch Potential

Analysis

December 2011

Preliminary Design - 2012 Ground Grid Upgrades
_________________

December 2011

Project 2011 Close-Out December 2011

2012

Finalized Design - 2012 Ground Grid Upgrades
_________________

February 2012

Initial Planning - 2012 Step and Touch Potential Analysis March 2012

Initial Planning -2012 Ground Grid Upgrades March 2012

Material Ordering - 2012 Ground Grid Upgrades April 2012

Material Delivery - 2012 Ground Grid Upgrades June 2012

Field Work Complete - 2012 Step and Touch Potential Analysis November 2012

Installation Complete - 2012 Ground Grid Upgrades November 2012

Engineering Analysis Complete - 2012 Step and Touch Potential

Analysis

December 2012

Preliminary Design - 2013 Ground Grid Upgrades
__________________

December 2012

Project 2012 Close-Out December 2012

2013

Finalized Design - 2013 Ground Grid Upgrades
________________

February 2013
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Activity Milestone

Initial Planning - 2013 Step and Touch Potential Analysis March 2013

Initial Planning-2013 Ground Grid Upgrades March 2013

Material Ordering- 2013 Ground Grid Upgrades April 2013

Material Delivery - 2013 Ground Grid Upgrades June 2013

Field Work Complete - 2013 Step and Touch Potential Analysis November 2013

Installation Complete - 2013 Ground Grid Upgrades November 2013

Engineering Analysis Complete - 2013 Step and Touch Potential

Analysis

December 2013

___________________

Preliminary Design - 2014 Ground Grid Upgrades December 2013

Project 2013 Close-Out December 2013

2014
________________

Finalized Design -2014 Ground Grid Upgrades February 2014

Initial Planning - 2014 Gradient Control Mat Upgrades March 2014

Initial Planning -2014 Ground Grid Upgrades March 2014

Material Ordering- 2014 Ground Grid Upgrades April 2014

Material Ordering- 2014 Gradient Control Mat Upgrades April 2014

Material Delivery -2014 Ground Grid Upgrades June 2014

Installation Complete - 2014 Ground Grid Upgrades November 2014

Installation Complete - 2014 Gradient Control Mat Upgrades November 2014

Preliminary Design - 2015 Ground Grid Upgrades December 2014

Project 2014 Close-Out December 2014

2015
_________________

Finalized Design - 2015 Ground Grid Upgrades February 2015

Initial Planning - 2015 Gradient Control Mat Upgrades March 2015

Initial Planning -2015 Ground Grid Upgrades March 2015

Material Ordering- 2015 Ground Grid Upgrades April 2015

Material Ordering - 2015 Gradient Control Mat Upgrades April 2015

Material Delivery -2015 Ground Grid Upgrades June 2015

Installation Complete -2015 Ground Grid Upgrades November 2015

Installation Complete - 2015 Gradient Control Mat Upgrades November 2015

Project Close-Out December 2015
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APPENDIX A

Oxen Pond Terminal Station Touch Potentials
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APPENDIX B

Oxen Pond Terminal Station Touch Potentials - Upgraded Grounding
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APPENDIX C

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Terminals Engineering Standard

TSO7-004-R2
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Appendix C

TERMINALS
ENGINEERING STANDARD

GROUNDING

No: TSO7-004-R2

Issued: 98-01-23

App'd.
D. Collett

D. Reeves

1.0 Scone

This standard covers the criteria for fence and station grounding for terminal
stations and substations. See standard grounding detail drawings, (TSO7-005-
RO, Sheets 1 to 12) for installation details.

This standard is to be included with the Drawings when being issued in
Construction Contracts.

2.0 Reference Standards

ANSI/IEEE STD. 80; Guide for Safety in AC Substation Grounding.
EA1CO "lnstallers and Inspectors Guide," A-7D.

3.0 Grounding Standards

Exothermic Connections

(i) All ground connections shall be of the exothermic type unless
otherwise noted on drawings. Cadweld electrical connections
manufactured by ERICO Products Inc. shall be the standard of
acceptance.

(ii) All Exothermic connections shall be tested with a solid blow from a
0.9 kg hammer. If any crack or movement is evident in the joint or if
30% of the moulded material is loosened, the connection shall be
replaced.

2. Grounding System

(i) The station ground grid shall be No. 4/0 stranded copper conductor
buried at 400 mm below finished grade.
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No: TSO7-004-R2
TERMINALS Page: 2 of 3

ENGINEERING STANDARD
Issued: 98-01-23

(ii) When possible the station ground conductor shall be placed adjacent
to and in the same excavation as the cable trench.

(iii) All risers to station structures or equipment shall be No. 4/0 stranded
copper and shall be secured at intervals of 1500mm (minimum).

(viii) The ground conductor shall be cadwelded to all ground rods, comer
posts, gate posts and to every fourth line post (i.e. every 12 m
spacing) and to all fence posts along the sections of fence where
transmission lines enter the station.

(ix) The fence ground conductor shall be installed under the sweep area
of the gate as shown on drawings, to form an equipotential ground
mat. The ground conductor shall be buried 400 mm below finished
grade and im outside the fence.

(x) Barbed wire shall be connected to the fence ground at 12m intervals
as shown on the Drawings.

4.0 Justification

Conductor

4/0 stranded copper conductor is used for fence and station grounding
because the current carrying capacity of the conductor is sufficient for the
maximum fault currents on the Hydro grid. The conductor is also of sufficient
physical size to offer good protection from mechanical damage.

Connections

Cadweld connections are used for station grounding rather than mechanical
connectors for the following reasons:
- Better electrical connection since conductors are fused together.
- Connections will not deteriorate with age.
- Connections cannot loosen or corrode.
- Connections will withstand repeated faults.
- Low material and labour costs.

I - No: TSO7-004-R2 I
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Page: 3of3

Issued: 98-01-23

Bonding

The fence ground grid is bonded to the station grid because inclusion of the
fence within the ground-grid area increases the size of the area and thereby
substantially reduces the ground-grid resistance, and hence the maximum
ground-grid voltage rises as well. While the fence is now affected by this rise,
this is not a concern if internal and perimeter voltage gradients of the grid are
kept within acceptable limits.

5.0 Drawings

- Drawing # 1S07-005-DO1, Grounding Bill of Material
- Drawing #s TSO7-005-D02 to D12, Grounding Details
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ITEM DESCRIPTION

1 GROUND ROD, COPPER COATED 20mm X 3000mm
2 WIRE. NO. 4/0 SD COPPER, BARE CONCENTRIC, LAY STRANDED, 19 STRANO
3 WIRE, NO. 2 50 COPPER, BARE CONCENTRIC, STRANDED
4 COPPER CRIMPIT .- f2 SOL - #2 SIR. (RUN) TO #8 SOL - #4 SIR. (TAP) BURNOY YC2C4
5 CADWELD CONNEC11ON, TYPE VN, RH & LH, CABLE TO SIDE OF HORIZONTAL STEEL PIPE
6 CADWELD CONNECTION, TYPE VF, CABLE TO VERTICAL STEEL PIPE
7 CADWELD CONNECTION, TYPE HC, THRU HORIZONTAL CABLE TO SIDE OF HORIZONTAL STEEL PIPE
8 CADWELD CONNECTION, TYPE VS, CABLE 45' TO VERTICAL PIPE
9 CADWELD CONNECTION, TYPE TA, CABLE RUN & TAP

10 CADWELD CONNECTION, TYPE YS, CABLE 45' TO FLAT STEEL
Ii CADWELD CONNECTION. TYPE GT, CABLE TO GROUNO RO0
12 CADWELD CONNECTION. TYPE XA, CABLE TO CABLE 'x' CONNECTiON
13 CABLE, WELDING - f4/0
14 SLEEVE [FOR BOTH ENOS OF 4/0 WELDING CABLE]. CADWELD, TYPE S-429-F-2S16
15 S11JO, THREADEO, FOR FASTENING TO STRUCTURAL STEEL, THREAD - 6mmø X 20mm LONG, SHANK -

_______ 9mm LONG, HILTI TYPE EW6 14-20-9 P 12
16 CLAMP, 12mm P.V.C. COATED STEEL 1 HOLE. SPACED AT 1000mm O.C. SCEPTER CS 10-1 OR EQUAL
17 CONNECTOR, GROUND FOR 2 - 4/0 COPPER CONDUCTORS TO FLAT STEEL, BURNOY 1YPE 002929
18
19 MAT, GRADIENT CONTROL APPROX. 1800mm X 1200mm GALVANIZED STEEL WITH 150mm SQUARE MESH
20 CONNECTOR, GROUND FOR COPPER CONDUCTOR TO FLAT STEEL, BURNT)? 6529, RANGE 2/0-25OMCM
21 SERIT POST FOR COPPER CABLE TO FLAT STEEL BURNDY KC28, RANGE 1-4/0
22
23
24 TERMINAL, NEMA DRILLED 2 HOLE FOR 4/0 BARE STRANOED COPPER, BURNOY NAR. 28
25
26
27
28
29
.30 WIRE. GALVANIZED STEEL, 7/16"ø, 7 STRAND
31 CONNECTOR, GROUNO FOR 3 - 7/160 GALVANIZED STEEL WIRE, BURNOY GE2929 OR EQUAL
32 CLAMPS, STRAIGHT UNE. FOR ITEM '30' BURNOY CU4/ORE OR EQUAL
33
34
35
36

NOTE
USE WFflI DWG. NO.'S TSO7-005-D02 TO 1507-005-012.

TERMINALS APP'D
1 Hoyn

_____

ENGI EER
.

N ING STANDARDS ISSUEO 2002-05-01

DRAWN C. Hornum
FENCE & STATION GROUNDING CHECKED 0. O'Keefe

BILL OF MATERIALS DWG. No. TSO7-0O5-DO1 R3

PLOT 1:1
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x x
x

x x

CORNER DETAIL

FINISHED GRADE

x
x
-®

- x

x-
x

NOTE SEE ENGINEERING STANDARD - GROUNDING MOTES SHEETS 1 & 2

REF
BILL OF MATERIALS TSO7-OO5-DO1

4 TERMINALS APPD.
Haynes

D. Reeves
ENGINEERING STANDARDS ISSUED 2002-05-01

DRAWN K.B.Ricketts

FENCE GROUNDING DETAIL CHECKED G. O'Keefe

DWG. No. TSD7-005-002-R1

PLOT 1:1
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Appendix C

I 3000
1.

3000

SEE
OETAIL A

.L.VfriI IVI'l

- I

I 2000 1 2500 I 2500 1 250D I 2500 I 200D I
PLAN

.iQIE
1. REFER ALSO TO CML STANDARDS

CHMN UNK FENCING C49 -001
FOR FENCE INSTALLATION DEtAILS.

DETAIL A'
BILL OF MATERIALS #TSD7-005-001

_____

t
TERMINALS APPD. I L Hayne

• j. 1IYDIO
ENGINEERING STANDARDS

D• Reeve5

_________________________ ISSUED 2002-05-01

pi t DRAWN K.8. Ricketta
a - d cd, CHECKED G OKeefcGATE GROUNDING DETAIL .

ff U. U. àu DWC. NoJSO7-0D5-003-R2

PLOT SCALE 1:1 CAD
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FiNiSHED GRADE
SUB-GRADE:-

GROUND BRJD OR
MULI1 REV.
GROUNDING DEVICE

GROUNO MAT

FINISHED GRADE
SUB-GRADE

GROUND MAT ON TOP
or YARD GRAVEL

REF:
DETAII_ 'A' BILL. or MATERIALS #rSo7-oo5-Do1

D. Collett
_____ TERMiNALS APPD. o. Reeve,NYR

ENGINEERING STANDARDS ISSUED 1997-04-iS

DRAWN K.B.Rickatb

OPERATING MECHANISM GROUNDING CHECKED G. OKeefe

& GROUND MAT DWG. No. TSO7-DO5-D04-RO

PLOT 1:1
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Appendix C

PLAN

F1NISHI
SUB-C

NOTE I

DEViCE

HANISM

)04

I_VtI IUPd
NOTES
1. CONNECT BRMD FROM GROUND SWFFCH ON EACH PHASE TO

GROUND WIRE FROM GRID (ALL ThREE PHASES).

2. FOR TWO (2) LEG STRUCTURES ROTH LEGS WILL BE GROUNDED.

3. USE FOR HIGH SPEED FAULT SWItCH. Ef
BILL OF MATERLALS #TSD7-O05-DD1

0. Collett

J. HVPO
TERMINALS wpo.

0. Reeves
ENGINEERING STANDARDS

_________________________________________________________ ISSUED 1997-04-15

ORAWN K.B.Ricketts

DISCONNECT & GROUND SWITCH CHECKED G. OKeefe

GROUNDING ARRANGEMENT DWG. No. T507-005-D05-RD

PLOT 1:1
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FENCE & STATION GRID

REF:
BILL OF MATERIALS #TSO7-OOS-OO1

It, 1 TERMINALS
ENGINEERING STANDARDS

TYPICAL
GROUND ROD ASSEMBLY

0. Collatt
APPD.

0. Reeves

ISSUED i997-O4-15

DRAWN K.B.Ricketts
CHECKED C. OKeefe

DWG. No. TSD7-005-D06-RO

PLOT 1:1
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_

TANK 0 L.A.
GROUND -

PAD I
TO GROUNO GRID •_

Ho Hi

_____________ _________ TO GROUND GRID

LA 'LA

0 0
H2 H3

0 0 0 0
Xo Xi X2 X3

GROUNOJ! I

L.A. PAD
&LA j&::*.. TO GROUND GRID

H2 NOTES
H3

1. SEE TFR SPEC RE. WIRING & STAND-OFF
INSULATORS FOR TER GROUNDING.

2. REFER TO TFR OUTUNE DWG FOR
LOCAT1ON OF Ho/Xo BUSHINCS.

NEUTRAL
-. BUSHINGSa

LJCHTNING
ARRESTORS

H-f FIAT BAR SUPPUED
WITH TRANSFORMER

SURGE
COUNTER

TANK I 5
GROUND PAD [ FNISHED GRADE

W
BILL OF MATERIALS #TSO7-005-DO1

D. Collett4 iimio TERMINALS APPD.
D. Reeves

ENGINEERING STANDARDS ISSUED 1997-04-15

DRAWN K.B.Rickctts

TRANSFORMER CHECKED G. OKeefe

GROUNDING DWG. No. TSO7-005-DO7-RO

PLOT 1:1
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F1NISHW GRAD
SUB-GR.AD

BiLL OF MATERLALS TSO7-OO5-DD1

.1',
TERMINALS

ENGINEERING STANDARDS

GROUNDING DETAILS
DEAD TANK CIRCUIT BREAKERS

O Coilett
APP'D.

0. R.vc

iSSUED 1997-O4-1
DRAWN C. Hornum

CHECKED 0. DKeefe

DWC. No. TSD7-005-008-RD

PLOT 1:1
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-- - •.r.ij . --

.

REF:
DILL OF MATERIALS #TSD7-005-D01

.IIwur..o I TERMINALS
ENGINEERING STANDARDS

GROUNDING DETAILS
LIVE TANK CIRCUIT BREAKERS

D. Collett
APP.D.

0. ReeveB

I55UCD 1997-04-15

DRAWN K.aRickette

CHECKED G. OKeefe

DWC. No. 1S07-005-009-R0

PLOT 1;1

I I
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i-CONNECTOR P.T.
N I / SUPPLED

/ wrrHp.T.

/ DISC. DISC. DISC.

15 - / (X CT. C.T. 2 C.T. \

8
cONNEoRy

_________

FINISHED GRADE (

/

SUB-GRADE /

' . :th -

() NOTES
L SEE DRAWiNG TSD7-005-D04 FOR GROUNDING OF DISCONNECT HANDLE TO GROUNDING MAT.
2. SUPPORT GROUND WiRE AT INTERVALS OF NOT LESS THAN l5ODmm (MIN.)

BILL OF MATERIALS #TSO7-0O5-DO1

TERMINALS PPD
D. Collett

4 A .
D. R.eves

ENGINEERING STANDARDS ISSUED 1997-D4-15

GROUNDING DETAILS DRAWN K,B.Ricketts

EQUIPMENT MOUNTED ON CHECKED G.OKeefe

STEEL STRUCTURES DWC. No. TSO7-QO OW RD

PLOT 1:1
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ITH

FiNISHED ORAl
SUE-GRADE

POST INSULATOR

BILL OF MATERIALS #TSO7-005-001

"' I

TERMINALS D. CoIItt

_____

APPD.

ENGINEERING STANDARDS
D. Reee8

______________________________________________________________
ISSUED 1997-04-15

GROUNDING DETAILS ORAWN C.Hamurn

EQUIPMENT MOUNTED ON CHECKED G. Okeefe

__________ -
STEEL STRUCTURES DWC. No. TSO7-005--O11-RO

PLOT 1:1
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REF:
BILL OF MATERIALS #TSO7-005-DO1

D. Collett
TERMINALS APPO.

D. ReevesiiI,uuiivi.[
ENGINEERING STANDARDS ISSUED 1997-04-15

DRAWN C. Hornurn
GROUNDING DETAILS CHECKED C. OKeefe

OVERHEAD GROUND WIRES ON STEEL STR.
DWG. No. TSO7-005-D12-RO

PLOT 1:1
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Replace Guy Wires on TL-215

1 INTRODUCTION

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (Hydro) owns and operates 16 66/69 kV transmission

lines within the Island Interconnected System with a total length of 634 kilometers. TL-215

is a 69 kV transmission line that was built in 1969, and is situated between the Doyles and

Grand Bay Terminal Stations located in the Southwest part of Newfoundland near Port aux

Basques (see Figure 1). The line generally traverses rough terrain, including the

Wreckhouse area which is subject to extremely high winds and icing.

5\LOOKC

HOPE
LAKE LAPOJ4?-

GRAND A GRANbBAY PETITES BRUIT
PORT AUX
BASQUE

Figure 1: Route Photo of TL-215

TL-215 is a part of the radial system that provides electrical power to the Port aux Basques

area. A radial system is a sole provider of transmission power to a load as compared to a

looped system in which the power requirements can be provided through more than one

transmission route. A failure of TL-215 will result in a unplanned outage to the region of

approximately 30 minutes. When TL-215 is out of service (planned or unplanned), alternate

power is provided by diesel generation owned and operated by Newfoundland Power. To

avoid unplanned outages, the upkeep and maintenance of the TL-215 is a priority.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 1
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TL-215 has a total length of 27 km and consists of 371 wood pole structures with an average

span length of approximately 90 metres. Figure 2 shows a typical section of TL-215 through

some rough terrain.

TL-215 is strung with two types of conductor. The conductor between the Doyles Terminal

Station and Structure 224, a distance of 16.5 km, is a non-standard design, specially made

for TL-215, of 6/13 steel reinforced aluminum conductor (ACSR), which has an overall

diameter of 20.30 millimeters. The remainder of the line is strung with 4/0 American Wire

Gauge (AWG) ACSR Penguin Conductor that has a total outside diameter of 14.31

millimeters.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 2
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project is to replace the current guy wire arrangement with an assembly that helps

reduce a fatigue problem (see Section 3) on the pre-form grips. The proposed design,

illustrated in Figure 3, includes a long U-Bolt that supports a two inch pipe. The pipe

increases the bend radius of the pre-form around the anchor and reduces the tendency for

the guy wire pre-form to fatigue. This assembly has been successfully used on other lines in

the area, such as TL-214 between the Bottom Brook and Doyles Terminal Stations, where

the pre-form grip in conjunction with the U-Bolt assembly has not seen any recorded

incidents of failure similar to those on TL-215.

This project will be completed by Hydro personnel in conjunction with contractual

arrangements with external work crews so that the construction phase can be as short as

possible to minimize the requirement of alternate diesel generation. This project requires

diesel generation for 15 days.

In 2013 of Hydro's Five Year Capital Plan, it is proposed to relocate the remote section of TL-

215 between Structure 223 and 312 out of the hills to a more accessible area. Therefore no

work has been proposed for that section under this proposal.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 3
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This project is a continuation of the 2010 capital project approved by the Board of

Commissioners of Public Utilities under Board Order No. P.U. 1 (2010) to replace guy

hardware on TL-215. The 2010 project was the first year of a five year program. This

proposal includes the final three years of the program.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 4
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

Transmission line structures are anchored to the ground with steel guy wires to provide

support and prevent them from falling over. The support guy wires on a typical structure on

TL-215 are currently attached with a pre-form grip wrapped through the eye of the guy wire

anchor. The unusually windy conditions in the area cause rapid and frequent cyclic loading

of the guy wires. The cyclic loading fatigues the guy wire pre-form grip where they pass

through the eye of the guy wire anchor. Over the last five years, the pre-form grips on

approximately 50 structures have been replaced because of excessive wear or failure.

Hydro designs and maintains its transmission lines to meet the requirements of the

Canadian Standard Association (CSA) standards and guidelines and where necessary Hydro

has developed its own standards beyond the minimum expected by CSA to account for local

conditions.

TL-215 was originally designed to operate under the following conditions:

. Extreme Ice Load: 38.1mm (1.5 inch) of ice accumulation on the conductor;

. Extreme Wind Load: 193 kilometers per hour (120 miles per hour);

. Extreme Wind Load: 241 kilometers per hour (150 miles per hour) in the

Wreckhouse area;

. Combined Ice and Wind Load: 25.4 mm (1.0 inches) of ice accumulation combined

with 117.4 kilometers per hour (73 mph) of wind; and

. 6.4 meters (21 feet) of ground clearance.

In total, the line is comprised of 371 wood structures that range from the basic single pole

tangent structure to multiple pole angle and dead-end structures. The majority of

structures are supported with guys and anchors. Table 1 gives a summary of the structure

types and quantities on TL-215.
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Table 1: TL- 215 Summary of Structure Types

Structure Type Quantity Percent Total Pole Strength Class

B 23 6.2% 2
C 10 2.7% 2

D 336 90.6% 2

E 2 0.5% 2

As this is a typical transmission line project, there is no relevant data or issue for the

following items:

Industry Experience;

• Maintenance or Support Arrangements;

• Vendor Recommendations;

• Availability of Replacement Parts;

• Environmental Performance; and

Operating Regime.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

TL-215, constructed in 1969, is approximately 40 years old.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

There have been no major upgrades since the original construction. The first year of this

program in 2010 will replace the pre-forms and corroded guy wires on approximately 50

structures.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The anticipated useful life of a wood pole structure is 40 years. However, Hydro has

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 6
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implemented a Wood Pole Line Management Program (WLPM), with the mandate to

thoroughly inspect, treat and refurbish the transmission structures prior to any serious

failure on the line. This type of proper inspection and maintenance can increase the

expected life of wood pole structures to over 50 years.

3.4 Maintenance History

TL-215 was last inspected in 2009, under Hydro's Wood Pole Line Management (WPLM)

Program, in which the wood structures undergo a complete inspection every ten years.

In addition to the scheduled WPLM inspection, TL-215 undergoes an annual ground patrol

with the intent of replacing worn guy wires and pre-forms before they fail. This extra

ground patrol was initiated at the start of the WPLM Program (2005) because of the high

number of broken pre-forms that were found.

The five-year maintenance history for TL-215 is shown in the Table 2:

Table 2: Five-Year Maintenance History

Year
Preventive

Maintenance
($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)__________

2009 37.9 233.1 271.0
2008 41.6 192.7 234.3
2007 2.8 11.2 14.0
2006 12.3 9.6 21.9
2005 100.8 19.8 120.6

3.5 Outage Statistics

Outages statistics are provided in the following two tables. Table 3 lists the transmission line

performance for the latest five year's (2005 to 2009) on transmission line TL-215 compared

to the latest available five year average (2003-2007) for all of the Hydro System and CEA.
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Table 4 details the effect of trips on TL-215 on the delivery points it supplies.

Table 3: Listing of Transmission Line Terminal Equipment

Listing of Transmission Line Terminal Equipment

Performance

Frequency (per Unavailability
terminal year) (%)

TL21 5 (2005-2009) 0.00 0.0000

Hydro 66 kV (2005-2009) 1.23 0.0206

CEA 66 kV (2003-2007) 0.35 0.1182

Frequency (per a) is the number of line outages per line terminal.

Unavailability is amount of time the line is not available for

terminal related causes.

Table 4: Five-Year Average (2005 - 2009) Forced Outages Only

Transmission Delivery Point

Line Affected T-SAIFI T-SAIDI

TL-215 Port aux Basques 0.40 13.00

Central Region 0.45 46.89
Hydro System 1.01 59.07

CEA (2003-2007) 0.86 127.92

T-SAIFI - System Average Interruption Frequency Index. Units are the number of

interruptions per delivery point.

T-SAIDI - System Average Interruption Duration Index. Units are the number of minutes per

delivery point.
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There was only one forced outage which affected the TL-215 delivery point in the past five

years. This outage occurred on August 27, 2009 while TL-215 was out of service for

maintenance and customer load was being supplied via Newfoundland Power's (NP)

generation at Port aux Basque. The outage which lasted for sixty-four minutes was not due

to a failure of TL-215 but as a result of a trip of NP's generation. The outage interrupted

approximately ten megawatts of customer load.

3.6 Safety Performance

The replacement of worn components is required to provide reliable service and ensure

infrastructure remains intact to protect the public from harm.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

Over the last five years, the pre-forms on 50 structures have been replaced because they

were found to be prematurely worn or have failed. A failure of this guy attachment may

lead to a collapse of the entire structure during high wind conditions, resulting in an outage

to the Port aux Basque area.

This replacement of the guy wire attachment assemblies is justified on the requirement to

replace failing or deteriorated infrastructure in order for Hydro to provide safe, least-cost,

reliable electrical service.

4.1 Net Present Value

A net present value calculation was not performed in this instance as only one viable

alternative exists.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

This project will have no effect on the levelized cost of electricity.

4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

A cost benefit analysis was not performed in this instance as there are no quantifiable

financial benefits.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no applicable legislative or regulatory requirements for this project.
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4.5 Historical Information

The new anchor attachments, as shown in Figure 3 will be the same assembly as currently

used on TL-214, which is located north of TL-215 (see Figure 1). TL-214 is a 138 kV

transmission line and generally experiences the same weather conditions as TL-215. There

have been no issues of premature wear or failure with the new pre-forms on this line.

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

Customer load growth does not affect this project.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no energy efficiency benefits that can be attributed to this project.

4.8 Losses during Construction

There are no anticipated energy losses during construction, as the customer load supplied

by TL-215 can be supplied through diesel generation.

4.9 Status Quo

The status quo is not an acceptable alternative. The deterioration of guy wire attachment

hardware may lead to structure failures and unplanned outages to the customers in the

Port aux Basque area.

4.10 Alternatives

The problem on TL-215 is associated with a specific assembly on the guy wire and anchor

attachment point. Several commercially available connections were considered, but were
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immediately discounted because of significantly higher costs associated with their

procurement. The proposed solution was chosen because it was the least cost as well as

being successfully used in the area.
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5 CONCLUSION

The replacement of guy wire attachment assemblies is essential for Hydro to provide safe,

least-cost, reliable electrical service. The scope of the project includes changing the guy

wire attachments on 200 structures to the more reliable assembly that is currently used on

TL-214.

Generally, the project also includes costs for approximately 15 days of diesel generation to

allow the work to be completed. The cost estimate of $27,500 per day for diesel generation

is based on actual costs paid during the 2008 refurbishment work of TL-251 and TL-252.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Project Estimate

Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2012 2013 2014 Total

Material Supply 114.0 114.0 114.0 114.0 456.0

Labour 25.3 25.3 25.3 25.3 101.2

Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Contract Work 120.0 120.0 120.0 120.0 480.0

Other Direct Costs 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 15.6

0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 25.6 54.8 86.9 161.5 328.8

Contingency 0.0 0.0 0.0 105.3 105.3

TOTAL 288.8 318.0 350.1 530.0 1,486.9

5.2 Project Schedule

The anticipated project schedule is shown in Table 6.
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Table 6: Project Schedule

Activity Milestone

Project Initiation Jan 2011

Complete Design Transmittal Feb 2011

Detailed Engineering Design April 2011

Issue Tender and Award Job June 2011

Material Delivery July 2011

Develop Construction Package July 2011

Contract Execution Aug 2011

Commissioning Sept 2011

The monthly milestones to complete the activities for years 2012, 2013 and 2014 are the

same as shown in the above table for April through September. The project close out date is

December 2014.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 14
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1 INTRODUCTION

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (Hydro) operates a fleet of heavy-duty off-road track

vehicles comprised of 23 track units and seven mid-size excavators.

The heavy-duty off-road fleet is strategically distributed across the transmission and

distribution areas throughout the Province and is utilized on a regular basis to support line

maintenance staff engaged in the maintenance and repair of the transmission and

distribution system.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project is required to replace a two-passenger, cargo-carrying unit with material

handling capability stationed at the Fogo line maintenance depot, and a crew and cargo-

carrying unit stationed at the Bishop's Falls line maintenance depot. The existing units are

utilized throughout the Hydro system by transmission and distribution line maintenance

crews. They are used to transport the crew and their materials to work sites along the

various rights-of-way.

The existing units will be replaced with similarly configured units, with the addition of a

material handling boom on the Bishop's Falls unit. The boom will enhance the efficiency of

the crew by allowing it to also serve as a heavy lifting unit.
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

The project is required to replace Unit No. 7809 in Fogo and Unit No. 7895 in Bishop's Falls.

Unit No. 7809 is a muskeg track vehicle that was purchased in 1993. It is severely rusted

because of its deployment in an environment where the air has a high salt content. The unit

is used for work on distribution lines in remote areas.

Unit No. 7895 is a GT1600 track vehicle that was purchased in 1996. It is used to transport

personnel and cargo over rough terrain for work on transmission lines. Due to its age, it is

considered unreliable.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

Unit No. 7809 is 17 years old and Unit No. 7895 is 14 years old.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

There have been no major upgrades on these units.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The anticipated useful life for heavy-duty off-road track vehicles is 12 to 15 years.

3.4 Maintenance History

The maintenance history for Unit No. 7809 and Unit No. 7895 is shown in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1: Five-Year Maintenance History Unit No. 7809

Year

Preventive
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)
2009 1.3 .9 2.2

2008 1.2 .9 2.1

2007 0.9 1.0 1.9

2006 0.5 1.7 2.2

2005 0.3 1.6 1.9

Table 2: Five-Year Maintenance History Unit No. 7895

Year

Preventive
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)
2009 .6 8.2 8.8

2008 1.8 4.3 6.1

2007 1.3 12.0 13.3

2006 .5 13.0 13.5

2005 1.1 0.6 1.7

3.5 Outage Statistics

As this project relates to the replacement of mobile equipment, there is no relevant data

related to outage statistics. Hydro does not maintain records of vehicles being out of

service.

3.6 Industry Experience

Heavy-duty off-road equipment is a standard component of any electric utility maintenance

fleet which has to maintain transmission or distribution lines in remote areas. The

replacement criterion across the Canadian Utility Industry varies depending on location,

exposure to harsh environmental conditions and the number of service hours for the

equipment. While some variances exist, it is generally the case that this type of equipment
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is replaced in a 12 to 15-year time frame depending on its functionality and condition. The

methodology utilized by Hydro is to consider units which are 12 years old, then evaluate

maintenance costs and technological issues. The maintenance costs for Unit No. 7895 are

low. The main drivers for replacement are technological issues. Technological

improvements in the cab design have reduced the noise and heat levels in the cab. Drive

trains have improved from mechanical to hydrostatic. The unit is fully automatic and does

not have manual transmission. Safety improvements include interlocks to prevent operation

of the unit without the operator in the driver's seat. Units which meet the age requirement

and warrant replacement are then included in the capital budget proposals for

replacement.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

The Hydro fleet of off-road track vehicles is primarily maintained by in-house mechanical

maintenance personnel. Outside maintenance garages are utilized when the required

maintenance is within their expertise.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

There are no vendor recommendations for this project.

3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

Replacement parts may be available for these units, however as they age and become more

obsolete, replacement parts are difficult to obtain.

3.10 Safety Performance

There is no relevant data related to safety performance.
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3.11 Environmental Performance

Replacement units are now certified Tier 3 for emission compliance. Tier 3 is a standard to

regulate sulfur emissions from diesel engines. The Canadian Off-Road Compression-Ignition

Engine Emission Regulations promulgated in February 2005 by Environment Canada,

introduced emission standards for model year 2006 and later diesel engines used in off-

road applications. The regulations align the engine certification values with those of the US

EPS Tier 2 and Tier 3 values.

3.12 Operating Regime

As this project relates to the replacement of mobile equipment, there is no relevant data

related to operating regime. Typically, the units do not move from region to region within

Hydro Operations so that they can provide reliable service in the assigned areas. However, a

unit may be relocated to another area if operational commitments demand it.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

Hydro maintains 3,742 kilometers of transmission lines and 3,334 kilometers of distribution

lines throughout the Interconnected and Isolated electrical systems in the Province, much

of which is located in remote areas inaccessible to wheeled vehicles. Heavy off-road track

equipment is essential to the line crews in accessing these lines for inspections and to

perform planned or emergency maintenance.

Hydro operates in many diverse locations across the province and it is critical to the ability

to provide economical and reliable electricity that employees are provided with safe and

reliable equipment.

This proposal provides for the normal replacement of two heavy-duty off-road vehicles due

to their age and condition, and will provide the operators with more efficient and

ergonomically designed units. Technological improvements in the cab design have reduced

the noise and heat levels in the cab. Drive trains have improved from mechanical to

hydrostatic. These units are now fully automatic and do not have manual transmission.

Safety improvements include interlocks to prevent operation of the unit without the

operator in the driver's seat. Failure to replace these units will lead to increased down time

and maintenance costs.

4.1 Net Present Value

See Section 4.3 for discussion of a cost benefit analysis.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

As this project relates to the replacement of mobile equipment, there is no relevant data

related to levelized cost of energy.
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4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

A cost benefit analysis was performed to compare the overhaul of the equipment with

replacement. The analysis considered maintenance costs and refurbishments over the

period 2010 to 2015. Tables 3 and 4 compare overhaul versus replacement for Unit No.

7809 at Fogo and Unit No. 7895 at Bishop's Falls. The results of the cost benefit analysis

indicate that there is a positive net present worth of $125,256 and $231,188 in favor of

replacing the existing off-road track vehicles.

Table 3: Off-Road Track Vehicle at Fogo
Replace Off-Road Track Vehicle - Unit No. 7809

Alternative Comparison
Cumulative Net Present Value

To The Year
2015

Cumulative CPW Difference between
Alternatives Net Present Alternative and the

Value (CPW) Least Cost Alternative

Buy New 170,821 0
Overhaul 296,077 125,256

Table 4: Off-Road Track Vehicle at Bishop's Falls
Replace Off-Road Track Vehicle Unit V7895

Alternative Comparison
Cumulative Net Present Value

To The Year
2015

Cumulative CPW Difference between
Alternatives Net Present Alternative and the

Value (CPW) Least Cost Alternative

Buy New 198,291 0
Overhaul 429,478 231,188
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4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no legislative or regulatory requirements for this project. However, as this project

relates to the replacement of mobile equipment, Hydro complies with the Canadian Off-

Road Compression-Ignition Engine Emission Regulations and the Occupational Health and

Safety Regulations related to emission controls.

4.5 Historical Information

Table 5 shows the history of off-road track vehicle replacements for the past five years.

Table 5: Historical Information
Capital Actual Cost per

Year Budget Expenditures Units unit Comments
($000) ($000) ($000)'

_________ ______ ____________________
2 Crew Cab Tracked

2010 (F) 684.6 -- 2 342.3
_________ ____________ ______ ___________

Units with Boom
__________

2 Crew Cab Tracked
2009 757.8

__________

596.6
_____________

2
______

298.3
____________

Units with Dumps
__________

2 Excavators with
2008 1150.3 749.3 3 249.8

Backhoe and Grader
1 Excavator and Muskeg

2007 491.0
_________

443.0
____________

2
______

221.5
___________

with Boom
_________

Excavators, Muskeg
2006 680.0 555.0 4 138.8

_______ ____________
and Crane
Muskeg and Aerial

2005 797.6 652.6 1 652.6
_______ _____________

Device
1 The costs per unit vary depending on the type of unit purchased as well as whether there are

attachments such as aerial devices, cranes or booms.

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

As this project relates to the replacement of mobile equipment, there is no relevant data

related to forecast customer growth.
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4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

As this project relates to the replacement of mobile equipment, there is no relevant data

related to energy efficiency benefits.

4.8 Losses during Construction

As this project relates to the replacement of mobile equipment, there is no relevant data

related to losses during construction.

4.9 Status Quo

Failure to replace these units will lead to increasing downtime and maintenance costs and

will result in employees being exposed to undesirable ergonomic conditions. Hydro

employees maintain the electrical system and require dependable and safe vehicles for

their work. Continued operation of these units could negatively affect response times for

emergency outages or planned maintenance.

4.10 Alternatives

This type of equipment is essential to line maintenance activity. Hydro considered two

alternatives. Alternative 1 is to overhaul the existing units and Alternative 2 is to replace the

units. A cost benefit analysis indicates that replacement is the least cost alternative.
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5 CONCLUSION

This proposal provides for the replacement of heavy-duty off-road Unit Nos. 7809 and 7895

due to their age and condition, and will provide the operators with more efficient and

ergonomically designed units.

These heavy off-road vehicles will be strategically located at Fogo and Bishop's Falls and will

be utilized on a regular basis to support our line maintenance staff engaged in the

maintenance and repair of the transmission and distribution system.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 6. The cost per unit is higher than in

previous Capita Budget Applications due to the requirement for specialized booms on Units

No. 7809 and No. 7895.

Table 6: Budget Estimate

Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2012 Beyond Total

Material Supply 470.0 481.0 0.0 951.0

Labour 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.4

Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Contract Work 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other Direct Costs 3.0 3.0 0.0 6.0

0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 21.1 29.5 0.0 50.6

Contingency 0.0 95.7 0.0 95.7

TOTAL 494.3 609.4 0.0 1,103.7

5.2 Project Schedule

This project is scheduled to be completed by March 31, 2012.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro's (Hydro's) power transmission network in western

Labrador consists of two, 230 kV transmission lines from Churchill Falls to the Wabush Terminal

Station, a distance of approximately 215 kilometers.

From the Wabush Terminal Station there are fourteen 46 kV sub-transmission lines that serve

the towns of Wabush, Labrador City and the mining operations at Wabush Mines and Iron Ore

Company of Canada. One of these 46 kV sub-transmission runs from the Wabush Terminal

Station to the Wabush Townsite Substation, a distance of approximately four kilometers.

Appendix A contains a single line diagram of the Wabush Terminal Station and shows the 46 kV

line to the Wabush Townsite Substation to serve approximately 1,200 customers in the town of

Wabush.

The Wabush Townsite Substation was built in the late 1950's as part of the Carol Lake Iron Ore

Development which included the establishment of the towns of Wabush and Labrador City.

The original substation was designed with a 46 kV sub-transmission line from the Wabush

Terminal Station and an enclosed 5 kV Westinghouse switchgear assembly to serve the seven

4.16 kV distribution feeders in the town of Wabush.

In 1985, Wabush Mines transferred ownership of the Wabush Townsite Substation and the

Wabush town distribution System to Hydro. At that time, Hydro completed a major upgrade to

convert five of the seven 4.16kv distribution feeders to 12.5 kV at a total cost of $6.1 million.

This cost was evenly shared between Hydro and Wabush Mines. The upgrade involved

installation of conventional outdoor substation equipment such as transformers, disconnects

and bus work for the five 12.5 kV feeders. At the time, the 5 kV Westinghouse switchgear was

considered to be in a suitable condition to continue serving the two remaining 4.16 kV feeders

and to serve as the control building for the whole substation.
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The substation operates today with five of the seven distribution feeders served by

conventional outdoor equipment at 12.5 kV. The remaining two feeders are served by the

breakers in the Westinghouse switchgear at 4.16 kV. The Westinghouse switchgear housing

also serves as the control building for the whole substation.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of:

Converting the two 4.16 kV feeders to operate at 12.5 kV. This conversion includes

installation of new 12.5 kV reclosers in the substation and retirement of the last two

circuit breakers in the Westinghouse switchgear. As well, the 4.16 kV distribution

feeders and auxiliary equipment will be upgraded to 12.5 kV standards.

Upgrading the substation and fence grounding systems to comply with Hydro's

current Terminals Engineering Standard T507-004-R2 and Institute of Electrical and

Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Standard 80-2000.

Performing general civil works upgrades to the Westinghouse enclosure to correct

deficiencies to ensure it's suitability for continued use as the substation control

building. To correct deficiencies related to:

o the weather, an upgrade of the roof and installation of sealing and

weather proofing around the doors and window are required.

o the environment, proper ventilation for temperature and humidity

control needs to be installed, and

o work place safety, eye wash facilities along with fire extinguishers and

exit lighting has to be installed.
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

The Wabush Townsite Substation grounding system does not comply with current Canadian

Electrical Code standards. The wire fencing surrounding the substation is not properly

connected to the station grounding system. This condition presents safety hazards for

operating personnel and the general public. It also creates reliability concerns to the

customers. Without a proper grounding system, operations personnel and the general public

are at risk of electrical shock and potentially electrocution.

The circuit breakers in the Westinghouse switchgear serve the two 4.16 kV distribution feeders

with a minimum level of reliability as they are obsolete. Parts and servicing are no longer

available.

The Westinghouse switchgear housing serves as an acceptable enclosure for the substation

controls, but does need some upgrades. The switchgear housing is a pre-fabricated metal

enclosure installed on a concrete foundation. The enclosure measures approximately six metres

by fourteen metres. As there have been no upgrades on this enclosure since its installation in

1985, the enclosure is in disrepair and in need of upgrades to make it weatherproof. Also, the

enclosure does not have fire suppression facilities and proper exit lighting. The lack of these

features presents a safety hazard.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

The substation was built in the late 1950's. The original equipment installed in that year is now

over 50 years old. New equipment was installed in 1985 during a major upgrade when Hydro

took over the system from Wabush Mines. This new equipment is now 25 years old. The

equipment being replaced or upgraded in this project is original equipment that was put in

service in the late 1950's.
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3.2 Major Work or Upgrades

The last major upgrade to this substation was completed in the mid 1980's when Hydro took

over the facility from Wabush Mines. The scope and extent of this upgrade is described in the

introduction section of this report.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The anticipated useful life of conventional outdoor substation equipment is 40 years. This may

vary depending on environmental conditions and service duties.

3.4 Outage Statistics

Table 1 below lists the five-year average for all distribution level related outages to all causes

and defective equipment related outage for the Wabush Distribution System. A comparison is

made between Hydro's five-year performances to the latest CEA five-year average (2004-2008).

Table 1: Distribution Level Related Outages

Five Year averages (2005 to 2009)

All Causes Defective Equipment
SYSTEM SAIFI SAIDI SAIFI SAIDI

Wabush 10.110 19.937 0.24 0.23
Labrador Interconnected 8.45 11.59 0.50 0.72

Hydro Corporate 5.60 9.23 0.42 0.93

CEA Region 2 (2004-2008) 2.65 7.74 0.49 1.28

SAIDI- indicates the System Average Interruption Duration Index for customers served per

year, or the average length of time a customer is without power in the respective

distribution system per year.
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SAIFI - System Average Interruption Frequency Index indicates the average of sustained

interruptions per customer served per year or the average number of power outages a

customer has experienced in the respective distribution system per year.

3.5 Industry Experience

The situation at the Wabush Town Substation is similar to the experiences of other North

American utilities that have aging infrastructure.

3.6 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

All operating and maintenance work are performed by Hydro personnel.

3.7 Vendor Recommendations

For this project, vendor recommendations only apply to the Westinghouse switchgear.

Westinghouse advises that parts and servicing are no longer available for the equipment and

recommends that it be replaced.

3.8 Availability of Replacement Parts

Spare parts are available for all equipment in the substation except for the Westinghouse

switchgear. Westinghouse advises that parts and servicing for the switchgear assembly are no

longer available.

3.9 Safety Performance

If the station equipment/fence is not effectively grounded according to the Canadian Electrical
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Code, then electric shock or electrocution can occur if a person is in contact with the

equipment/fence when a fault occurs on the system. The existing grounding system is not up to

current Canadian Electrical Code standards and therefore is a safety hazard to employees and

the general public.

3.10 Environmental Performance

There are no specific environmental issues related to this project other than the disposal of

equipment being retired. This disposal will be executed according to the procedures contained

in Hydro's Environmental Management Systems.

3.11 Operating Regime

The Wabush Townsite Substation is in continuous operation to serve the customers of Wabush.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

The substation fence and grounding systems do not comply with current Canadian Electrical

Code standards. In their present condition they present safety hazards for operating personnel

inside the substation. Similarly, if the fence and fence grounding systems are not upgraded,

then the safety hazard extends to the fence, and thus creates a safety hazard for the general

public.

The effectiveness of the grounding system in the substation is a key element to the operation of

the system protection and control. If the grounding systems are not upgraded to standard then

the circuit protection and controls will not operate properly. This creates a higher probability

of equipment failures which results in lower service reliability and increased outages to

customers.

The existing Westinghouse switchgear equipment is over 50 years old and does not comply with

current safety codes and standards. The deficiencies with this equipment relate to the non

compliance with codes and standards, arc flash protection, and asbestos content in the breaker

cabinets. The Canadian Standards Association (CSA), Canadian Electrical Code - Safety

standards for Electrical Installations C22.1-09 Sections 22 and 26 outline the requirements for

design and manufacture of electrical switchgear. The existing equipment does not meet the

CSA standards and it cannot be retrofitted to satisfy the code requirements. Therefore the

equipment must be replaced. Westinghouse advises that parts and servicing are no longer

available for this equipment.

When the major substation upgrade was done in 1985, the old circuit breakers were removed

from the Westinghouse switchgear housing. This created useable space which was used to

house the low voltage substation controls equipment. When the remaining two circuit

breakers that protect the two 4.16 kV feeders are removed more useable space will be created.
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4.1 Net Present Value

A Net Present Value calculation is not required in this instance as there is no viable alternative

to any of the work being done.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

This project will not affect the levelized cost of energy for the system.

4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

A cost benefit analysis is not required for this project proposal as there are no quantifiable

benefits.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no legislative or regulatory requirements associated with this project other than the

Canadian Electrical Code requirements stated above.

4.5 Historical Information

There are no similar projects for which costs can be properly compared.

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

Customer load growth does not affect this project.
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4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no issues related to energy efficiencies associated with the project.

4.8 Losses during Construction

There are no energy losses anticipated to occur during construction of this project.

4.9 Status Quo

The status quo is not an acceptable alternative because the aged and obsolete equipment

poses considerable safety hazards and risks to Hydro operations personnel and concerns for the

reliable delivery of service to the customers.

4.10 Alternatives

There are no viable alternatives to this project. The Westinghouse switchgear must be replaced

and the station and fence grounding grid upgraded. If this is not done, then it leaves the safety

and reliability issues unaddressed.
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5 CONCLUSION

The substation fence and grounding systems do not comply with current Hydro and IEEE

standards and present safety hazards for operating personnel and the general public.

Ineffective grounding systems interfere with the proper protection and controls of the circuits

which will reduce service reliability to the customers.

The breakers in the Westinghouse switchgear must be replaced to eliminate the present safety

hazards to personnel and because they are obsolete with respect to parts and servicing.

The Westinghouse switchgear housing is an acceptable alternative to building a new control

building, but there are general upgrades required to meet environmental and workplace safety

concerns.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Budget Estimate

Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2012 Beyond Total

Material Supply 231.0 300.0 0.0 531.0

Labour 100.0 100.0 0.0 200.0

Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Contract Work 50.0 93.4 0.0 143.4

Other Direct Costs 12.0 8.0 0.0 20.0

0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 30.3 71.6 0.0 101.9

Contingency 36.0 53.4 0.0 89.4

TOTAL 459.3 626.4 0.0 1085.7
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5.2 Project Schedule

The anticipated project schedule is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Project Schedule

Activity Milestone

Initial Project Planning and Design Transmittal Development May 2011

Preparation of Equipment Tenders and Placement of Orders July 2011

Detailed Design Engineering July 2011

Substation Outside Civil Works Oct 2011

Equipment Deliveries Dec 2011

Substation Electrical Equipment Installations May 2012

Westinghouse Housing Upgrades June 2012

Project In Service June 2012

Project Completion and Close Out July 2012
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Appendix A

Appendix A

Single Line Diagram of the Wabush Terminal Station
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Appendix B

Appendix B

Single Line Diagram of the Wabush Townsite Substation
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1 INTRODUCTION

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (Hydro) owns and operates 58 distribution systems in

the Province. Distribution systems typically consist of a substation coupled with a wood

pole distribution line that directs power from the substation to service drops throughout

the community. Distribution lines located in the communities serviced by the Farewell

Head, Grandy Brook, and Westport distribution systems have been identified as requiring

upgrades to the existing infrastructure.

These distribution lines were originally constructed over 40 years ago. The majority of line

components were installed at the time of original construction and have exceeded the

estimated service life of 30 years. In addition, as a result of standardized inspection and

testing procedures, it has become evident that line components are greatly deteriorated

and may have remaining life spans of only one to five years before widespread failure

occurs. A visual inspection of distribution feeders is performed every eight years to evaluate

the condition of the line. The deteriorated poles identified on each of these lines were

classified as "B" (one to five years of remaining life) condition during the last inspection in

2007 and are scheduled to be replaced in 2011. Hydro does not revisit previously inspected

poles to determine if their current condition is consistent with its previous assigned

grade/condition and/or to test the accuracy of previously assigned grades. Hydro is

confident with the inspection procedure and submits proposed work to the Public Utilities

Board based on the results obtained from the inspection. A reassessment of this type would

result in additional cost that would not be a justifiable expense. However, at the time of

replacement, the Hydro on-site representative will do a visual inspection of the pole prior to

removal to ensure that the previously given grade is correct.

The majority of these poles identified for replacement due to deterioration are commonly

known as blackjack poles. Blackjack poles are poles that were pressure treated with
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creosote for protection against moisture and insect damage. They were widely used for

distribution construction during the 1960's and 1970's. Overtime, the protective creosote

coating leeches into the surrounding earth causing a potential for ground/water

contamination. As a result of this, blackjack poles are no longer environmentally acceptable

and are no longer used in the industry. Industry experience has shown that blackjack poles

pose a considerable risk to the safety of operations workers and the structural reliability of

the distribution system. Blackjack poles are currently being replaced throughout Hydro's

distribution systems in the Province. The poles identified for replacement which are not

blackjacks have exceeded their economic and useful life spans and are considered to be a

potential risk to the reliability of the existing distribution system.

Failure of such components will have a negative effect on the safety and reliability

performance of the lines identified in this report. The failure may also result in unplanned

power outages to customers at a time when required repairs may be hampered by severe

weather conditions.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project is required to replace deteriorated poles on the following distribution systems:

. Farewell Head Lines 4, 5 and 6 - 50 Poles

. Grandy Brook Lines 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 - 35 Poles

. Westport Lines 1 and 2 - 30 Poles

The proportion of poles to be replaced on the following lines is as follows:

• Farewell Head Lines 4, 5 and 6 - 2 percent

• Grandy Brook Lines 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 - 2 percent

• Westport Lines 1 and 2 -3 percent

The work required to replace the specified poles will include, but is not limited to, the

installation of new poles at the same locations, transfer of existing hardware and guys,

structure framing and replacement of any deteriorated or damaged line hardware.
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

Farewell Head - Lines 4, 5 and 6 (L4. L5 and L6)

L4 distribution line is a 12.5 kV three phase feeder that provides service to the community

of Fogo. The distribution line, which is 11.9 kilometers in length, extends from the Fogo

Island Substation to the community of Fogo. L5 distribution line is also a 12.5 kV three

phase feeder that provides service to the communities of Shoal Cove, Barr'd Island and Joe

Batt's Arm. The distribution line extends from the Fogo Island Substation to Joe Batt's Arm

for a distance of 12.4 kilometers. A single phase feeder taps off L5 at Joe Batt's Arm and

extends to the communities of Sandy Cove and Tiltling for a distance of 4.4 kilometers. L6

distribution line is also a 12.5 kV three phase feeder that provides service to the

communities of Seldom, Little Seldom and Stag Harbor. The distribution line extends from

the Fogo Island Substation to Stag Harbor for a distance of 19.4 kilometers. A two phase

feeder taps off L6 at a point approximately 2.3 kilometers from the Fogo Island Substation

and extends to the community of Deep Bay for a distance of 4.5 kilometers. At Deep Bay

two single phase feeders tap off to extend to Hare Bay a distance of 1.9 kilometers and to

Payne's Harbor and Island Harbor a distance of 7.4 kilometers. The distribution lines were

constructed in 1966 and provide service to approximately 1,500 customers. The lines

contain deteriorated poles that need replacement. The remainder of the lines will be

inspected regularly to ensure their reliability.

Grandy Brook - Lines 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 (Li, L2, L3, L4 and L5)

Li distribution line is a 25 kV three phase feeder that extends from the Grandy Brook

Terminal Station to the Burgeo substation for a distance of 26.2 kilometers. At the Burgeo

Substation a transformer steps down the voltage from 25 kV to 4.16 kV. L2, L3, and L4

distribution lines are 4.16 kV three phase feeders that provide service to the community of

Burgeo and are 1.7 kilometers, 2.0 kilometers, and 0.7 kilometers in length respectively. L5

distribution line is a 14.4 kV single phase feeder that provides service to the communities of

Grand Bruit and Lapoile. The distribution line extends from the Grandy Brook Terminal

Station to Lapoile for a distance of 62.0 kilometers. The distribution lines were constructed

in 1967 and provide service to approximately 840 customers. The lines contain deteriorated

poles that need replacement. Regular inspection of the lines will ensure their future

reliability.
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Westport - Lines 1 and 2 (Li and L2)

Li distribution line is a 14.4 kV single phase feeder that extends from Newfoundland

Power's substation at Seal Cove to the Westport Substation for a distance of 38.9

kilometers. At the Westport Substation a transformer steps down the voltage from 14.4 kV

to 7.2 kV. L2 distribution line is a 7.2 kV single phase feeder that provides service to the

communities of Westport, Eastern Brook and Purbeck's Cove on the Baie Verte Peninsula.

L2 extends from the Westport Substation to Purbeck's Cove for a distance of 7.5 kilometers.

The distribution lines were constructed in 1968 and provide service to approximately 200

customers. The lines contain a high number of deteriorated poles that need replacement.

The remainder of the lines will be inspected regularly to ensure their reliability.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

The Farewell Head L4, L5 and L6 distribution lines were constructed in 1966 and are 44

years old.

The Grandy Brook Li, L2, L3, L4 and L5 distribution lines were constructed in 1967 and are

43 years old.

The Westport Li and L2 distribution lines were constructed in 1968 and are 42 years old.

The majority of components on each of these lines were installed at the time of original

construction. In addition, minor upgrade/maintenance work has been conducted regularly,

including the replacement of various poles, transformers and associated hardware as

deemed necessary through regular field inspections.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

Table 1 shows the upgrades that have occurred in the last five years:
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Table 1: Major Work and Upgrades

Year
Farewell Head

L4, L5, 16
Grandy Brook -

Li, U, L3, L4, L5
Westport

Li, L2

2009 $80,687

2008
_______________

____________________ ______________

$87,215

2007
_______________

______________________

2006 $270,428
_____________________ _______________

2005 $188,565
____________________

____________________

______________

______________

Note: No major work was completed in 2007.

Farewell Head - Lines 4, 5 and 6

The major work and upgrades from 2005 to 2009 include the replacement of various poles

and transformers that have failed or have exceeded their useful life spans. The major work

and upgrades in 2005 included the re-insulation of the entire lines L4 and L6. Also, a large

amount of work was performed in 2006 on these lines for transformer replacements.

Grandy Brook - Lines 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

No major work or upgrades was performed on these lines in the past 5 years.

Westport - Lines 1 and 2

The major work and upgrades for 2008 included the replacement of all insulators on line L2.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The service life of a distribution line is 30 years.

3.4 Maintenance History

The five-year maintenance history for each of the lines is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: Five-Year Maintenance History

Year
Preventive

Maintenance
($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)
__________

Farewell Head - L4, L5, L6

2009 5.9
___________________

17.5
___________________

23.4

2008 5.1 14.5 19.6

2007 0.0 28.0 28.0

2006 0.0 7.9 7.9

2005 3.3 16.2 19.5

Grandy Brook - Li, L2, L3, L4, L5
____________________ ____________________

2009 0.0 10.1 10.1

2008 1.6 8.9 10.5

2007 27.4 5.8 33.2

2006 0.0 16.3 16.3

2005 0.5 23.7 24.2

Westport - Li, L2
____________________ ____________________

2009 0.0 0.4 0.4

2008 20.2 0.6 20.8

2007 0.0 2.1 2.1

2006 0.0 0.2 0.2

2005 1.5 8.1 9.6

Maintenance costs associated with these distribution lines include all work directly linked to

preventive maintenance tasks such as line inspection, trouble calls and routine minor

maintenance.

3.5 Outage Statistics

Hydro tracks all distribution system outages using industry standard indexes, SAIFI and SAIDI

which are explained as follows:
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SAIDI- indicates the System Average Interruption Duration Index for customers served per

year, or the average length of time a customer is without power in the respective

distribution system per year.

SAIFI - System Average Interruption Frequency Index indicates the average of sustained

interruptions per customer served per year or the average number of power outages

a customer has experienced in the respective distribution system per year.

Table 3 lists the 2005 to 2009 SAIFI and SAIDI data, 2005 to 2009 corporate values, and the

latest CEA five year average (2005 to 2009) for comparison stated below.

Table 3: Outage Statistics - SAIFI SAIDI Data

________________________ Five Year Averages (2005 to 2009)

All Causes Defective Equipment
Location

________________________ SAIFI SAIDI SAIFI SAIDI
Farewell Head - L4 4.44 12.33 0.10 0.15
Farewell Head - L5 5.71 14.37 0.66 1.46

Farewell Head - L6 4.11 11.62 0.05 0.09
Grandy Brook - Li 3.57 5.34 0.22 0.41
GrandyBrook-L2 3.36 4.63 0.41 0.60
GrandyBrook-L3 2.74 4.37 0.20 0.37
Grandy Brook - L4 3.03 5.41 0.20 0.44
GrandyBrook-L5 N/A N/A N/A N/A

Westport-Li 1.53 4.44 0.01 0.01

Westport - L2 2.51 8.00 0.21 1.29
Hydro Corporate 5.65 9.27 0.42 0.93

CEA 2.65 7.74 0.49 1.28

Although the outage statistics are not far outside Hydro's average statistics, the lines have

deteriorated poles that should be replaced to avoid failure of the lines. The work should be

conducted proactively to avoid a major failure resulting in an extended outage for the

customers. To date, no major failures have occurred. The above statistics are based on the

number of outages experienced by a line for numerous reasons, including planned
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maintenance, inspections and unforeseen failures. These statistics are not representative of

failure only and are not meant to be a justification for the required work.

3.6 Industry Experience

Blackjack poles are no longer commonly used in the utility industry. Blackjack poles that are

currently in use have surpassed their expected life span and are showing signs of major

deterioration. Industry experience shows that it is common for blackjack poles to

deteriorate from the inside out as a result of the thick layer of tar/creosote on the surface

of the pole. The deterioration experienced on the inside of the pole causes a major

reduction in the strength of the structure. Utility lines comprised of blackjack poles may

present a false sense of security in that they may appear acceptable by visual inspection but

the actual strength of the structure may be significantly reduced causing an increased risk of

failure.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

A visual inspection of distribution feeders is performed every eight years to evaluate the

condition of the line. This inspection is completed by Hydro personnel and any corrective

maintenance required is reported, scheduled and completed. The inspection schedule is

determined through a Reliability Centered Maintenance Program initiated by Hydro and is

dependant on a variety of factors including geographical location, line age, and customer

usage. Inspection schedules may vary between lines depending on the existing

circumstances. The deteriorated poles identified on each of these lines were classified as

"B" (one to five years of remaining life) condition during the last inspection in 2007 and are

scheduled to be replaced in 2011.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

There are no specific vendor recommendations for this project.
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3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

Availability of replacement parts is not a consideration for this project.

3.10 Safety Performance

The poles identified as being deteriorated pose a considerable risk to the safety of

operations personnel who may be performing climbing activities to conduct regular

inspections or maintenance work. In addition, the failure of a structure may result in the

cascading action of the line which would result in extended repair time and increased

outage duration.

3.11 Environmental Performance

The following environmental issues have been identified:

Blackjack poles (see Figures 1 and 2) are considered to be environmentally

unacceptable due to the threat of ground/water contamination from the presence

of the creosote coating on the surface of the pole. Hydro has implemented a policy

and procedure to remove and discard all blackjack poles from the system. Hydro has

established this initiative in compliance with applicable environmental regulatory

authorities.
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I
I
I

Figure 2: Typical Blackjack Poles

. Work and/or travel on bogs may be required to complete the project. Bogs are

considered sensitive areas due to the high disturbance potential associated with this

type of habitat. Mitigation may be required to complete work in these areas.
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The project may require work to be conducted near a protected water supply.

Increased concerns with water quality in the province means careful planning must

be undertaken before performing any work.

All work undertaken by Hydro would be assessed, monitored and regulated by the Hydro

Environment Services Group. Hydro would work proactively with any regulating authorities

to prevent and reduce any negative environmental affects on the surrounding environment.

Environmental permits will be required to complete the proposed work.

3.12 Operating Regime

Farewell Head - Lines 4, 5 and 6 are in continuous operation and provide service to 1,500

customers in the 13 communities on Fogo Island.

Grandy Brook - Lines 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are in continuous operation and provide service to 840

customers in the three communities in the southwest part of the Province.

Westport - Lines 1 and 2 are in continuous operation and provide service to 200 customers

in two communities on the Baie Verte peninsula.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

The distribution lines referred to in this report were originally constructed over 40 years

ago. The majority of line components, still in operation, were installed at the time of

original construction and have far exceeded their economic and useful life span.

As a result of standardized inspection and testing procedure, it has become evident that line

components are greatly deteriorated and may have a remaining ultimate life span of only

one to five years before widespread failure occurs. Hydro performs inspections on all

distribution line components classifying them using the following standardized grading

system:

. Grade "A" Condition: Excess of 5 years of life remaining,

. Grade "B" Condition: 1 to 5 years of life remaining, and

. Grade "C" Condition: Less than 1 year of life remaining.

The deteriorated poles identified on each of these lines were classified as "B" condition

during the last inspection in 2007 and are scheduled to be replaced in 2011.

The majority of the poles identified for replacement are blackjack poles, which no longer

comply with Hydro standards. The poles identified as being deteriorated pose a

considerable risk to the safety of operations personnel who may be performing climbing

activities to conduct regular inspections or maintenance work. Industry experience has

shown that they are considered unsafe and environmentally unfriendly by today's

standards.

Failure of such components will have a negative effect on the safety and reliability

performance of the line as identified earlier in the report. The failure of such a line may also

result in unplanned power outages to customers at a time when required repairs may be
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hampered by severe weather conditions. Depending on the extent of the damage caused by

a failure, alternate generation may also be required to supply service to the communities

while upgrades or rehabilitation is performed. The costs associated with alternative

generation could be very costly and result in environmental concerns such as air emissions.

4.1 Net Present Value

A net present value calculation was not performed in this instance as only one viable

alternative exists.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

This project will have no effect on the levelized cost of electricity since no new generation

source is involved.

4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

A cost benefit analysis calculation was not performed in this instance as there are no

quantifiable benefits.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no legislative or regulatory requirements associated with this project.

4.5 Historical Information

Blackjack poles were commonly used in the utility industry until concerns about

ground/water surface contamination and the inability to actually assess the current
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structural condition of the pole emerged. As a result of these concerns, the use of blackjack

poles was discontinued in the utility industry. Since the majority of these installed poles are

nearing or have exceeded their useful lives, recent years have seen an increased

replacement rate for the existing blackjacks with an approved substitute. Table 4 shows the

history of pole replacement projects in the last five years.

Table 4: Historical Information

Year Project Description
Budget Actuals
($000) ($000)

2010F Replace Poles - Barachoix Li 273.3
Replace Poles - English Harbour West Li 274.8
Replace Poles - Fleur de Lys Li 269.2
Replace Poles - Happy Valley L4 265.3

2009 Replace Poles - Li and L2 Jacksons Arm 433.7 416.1
Replace Poles - Li Hampden 263.i 243.6

2008 Replace Poles - South Brook 377.5 331.2
Replace Poles - Bay dEspoir 322.7 257.3

2007 Replace Poles - Barachoix L4 229.9 276.0
Replace Poles - Farewell Head 355.0 295.3
Replace Poles - St. Brendan's 159.i 175.4

2006 Replace Poles - Li Bottom Waters i52.4 166.5

2005 Replace Poles - English Harbour West 167.9 126.6
Install Midspan Poles - 16 Farewell Head 49.5 55.9

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

There is no anticipated load growth on these systems for the next five years and therefore

forecast customer growth will have no impact on this project.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no energy efficiency benefits that can be attributed to this project.
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4.8 Losses during Construction

There are no anticipated energy losses during construction.

4.9 Status Quo

The status quo is not an acceptable alternative for the following reasons:

. The majority of line components were installed at the time of original construction

and have exceeded their economic lives of 30 years. They are heavily deteriorated

with estimated life spans ranging between one and five years based on regular

inspection.

• Failure to upgrade the existing feeder could increase the number of outages of

varying durations to the customers it serves.

• Deteriorated/outdated equipment also poses considerable safety risk to Hydro

operations personnel who maintain the lines, as well as individuals residing in and

occupying the area.

4.10 Alternatives

There are no viable alternatives to replacing the deteriorated poles.
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5 CONCLUSION

This project is required to ensure that a reliable energy supply is available for the customers

serviced by each of these lines. Since the existing lines are over the age of 40 and current

standardized methods of inspection have deemed the lines as being deteriorated, the lines

have exceeded their economic and useful lives and are recommended for replacement.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Budget Estimate

Farewell Grandy
Project Cost:($ xl,000) Head Brook WestDort Total
Material Supply 80.0 50.0 45.0 175.0
Labour 93.3 82.5 78.5 254.3
Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Contract Work 91.0 77.0 66.0 234.0
Other Direct Costs 18.0 27.5 23.5 69.0
0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 29.1 25.7 22.1 76.9
Contingency 28.2 23.7 21.3 73.2

TOTAL 339.6 286.4 256.4 882.4

5.2 Project Schedule

The anticipated project schedule is shown in Table 6.
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Table 6: Project Schedule

Project Milestone
Farewell Head

L4, L5, 16
Grandy Brook

Li, 12, L3, L4, L5
Westport

Li, 12

Initiation February 2011 February 2011 February 2011

Design Complete March 2011 March 2011 March 2011

Equipment Ordered April/May 2011 April/May 2011 April/May 2011

Installation

Commences

July 2011 July 2011 July 2011

Installation

Complete

August 2011

_______________

August 2011 August 2011

Project Closeout October 2011
________________

October 2011
______________

October 2011
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1 INTRODUCTION

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro's (Hydro's) Power Transformer Upgrading project is

required to either extend the life of existing power transformers or replace units meeting the

replacement criteria outlined in Section 2 of this report. Many transformers have been in

service for more than 30 years (see Section 3.1). As they age, they are approaching the at-risk

phase of their life cycle.

Hydro has 54 terminal stations in the Island Interconnected System and three in the Labrador

Interconnected System. The terminal stations contain a total of 114 power transformers 66kv

and above. Table 1 provides the number of transformers for each transformer rating.

Table 1: Transformer Rating

Transformer # of
Rating (kV) Transformers

230/1 38 13
230/69 4
230/66 14
230/46 9
230/16 4

230/13.8 14
230/6.9 1
138/69 2
138/66 5
138/25 7

138/13.8 2
138/12.5 2

69/25 8
69/13.8 1
69/12.5 1
69/4.16 5

66/25 4
66/1 3.8 2
66/12.5 7

66/7.2 2
66/6.9 3

66/4.16 1
66/0.6 3
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Power transformers serve a critical function to the power system. At the generating stations,

transformers are referred to as step up transformers. They step up the voltage for power

transmission from the generation source voltage to the line voltage. The voltage is stepped up

to reduce the current and thereby reduce the transmission losses. At a terminal or substation,

step down power transformers are used to convert the voltage down to distribution voltage

levels suitable for delivery to end users. Figure 1 shows a picture of the power transformer T3

at Massey Drive.

Figure 1: Power Transformer T3 at Massey Drive

The basic components of a power transformer are the steel tank, bushings, core, windings,

clamping assembly and insulation system (oil and cellulose paper). The tank houses all the

components of the transformer while the bushing acts as an interface between the internal

winding conductors and the outside high voltage network. The purpose of the core and

windings is to provide the voltage conversion. The transformer oil acts to insulate the windings

from ground potential and also provides cooling. The cellulose paper is used to insulate the

windings against turn to turn faults and the clamping assembly is required to secure the

winding during short circuit magnetic forces.
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The aging of the transformer is essentially aging of the insulation system. This aging process

reduces both the mechanical and dielectric strength of the transformer. When older

transformers are subjected to faults the chance of survival is less relative to that of newer units.

Also, as load is increased on a power transformer the operating temperature is increased

which, over time, negatively impacts the cellulose paper strength. The winding insulation can

be weakened to the point where it can no longer sustain the mechanical stresses of a fault.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

With the power transformer being a critical and a high-cost capital asset, Hydro, like many

North American utilities, has been working to maximize the life of its service units. In recent

years, there has been a significant effort by Hydro to deal with power transformer problems

resulting from their age and/or condition. Such problems include:

• Quality of transformer oil;

• Condition of coolers (radiators);

• Condition of on load tap changers;

• Leaking transformer bushings;

• Failure of protective devices such as gas relays, winding temperature devices and oil

level equipment; and

Leaking transformer gaskets.

The main objective for this project is to take a strategic approach to address all transformer

issues collectively as opposed to individual projects. The intention is to utilize known

information from the six problem areas stated above to execute a transformer upgrade or a

complete replacement. This program was initially scheduled to be completed by 2015,

however with recent legislation from Environment Canada Polychlorinated Biphenyls "PCB

Regulations (SCR/2008-273)" which requires that all equipment is to be essentially PCB free by

2014, it is now necessary to extend this schedule to 2020 to incorporate the significant change

in scope of work to include reducing PCB levels of the transformer oil. This legislation is being

challenged by most Canadian utilities through the Canadian Electrical Association.

A transformer replacement will be based on the following criteria:
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. Degree of Polymerization (DP) of cellulose insulation paper less than 400' (see table in

Appendix C). Using a transformer oil sample, specialized laboratories can perform what

is known as a Furan Analysis of the oil. As the cellulose paper insulation ages, furanic

compounds are released into the oil. Based on the level of furanic compound, a 'DP'

number is inferred. New transformers have a DP number of more than 1000. While

transformers near the end of their service life show DP numbers of 200 or less.

Significant combustible gas generation in the transformer oil indicates an internal fault

is developing. The gas generation rate is regularly recorded by performing a Dissolved

Gas Analysis (DGA) from an oil sample.

Currently, there are no units that meet these criteria. However, it can be seen from Appendix C,

Transformer 17 at Bay d'Espoir was showing DP levels below 400 in 2005 and is being

considered for replacement in 2013, should additional future testing indicate a continuous

downward trend in DP levels.

It is typically more cost effective and reliable to replace power transformers in a planned mode

rather than a reactive mode. Hydro will replace transformers as the DP number becomes less

than 400 within a three to five-year window. This will provide the necessary lead time to

purchase and schedule the installation during the most appropriate system outage window.

Currently, the lead and delivery time for power transformers is 18 to 24 months after receipt of

order.

'Hydro has chosen 400 as the target to allow adequate time to plan a replacement before the threshold
of 200 is met.
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

This project is required to upgrade or replace aging power transformers currently in service for

Hydro.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

Figure 2 shows the age distribution for Hydro's transformers rated 66 kV and greater.

Currently, 55 percent of Hydro's transformer fleet is more the 30 years of age, and 11 units are

44 years old.

Transformers 69 kV and Above

Number of Transformers
45
40 -___________

35
30
25
20 -

15 -_______

(55 % > 30 yr)

Transformers 69 kV and
LAbove ________

rs 11-20 21-30 31-35 36-44
yrs yrs yrs yrs

Transformer Age

Figure 2: Transformer Age Distribution (66 kV and above)
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3.2 Major Work or Upgrades

There have been no major capital upgrades to the power transformer fleet. Work has been

confined to regular maintenance and inspections, with minor operational type repairs as

discussed below.

3.2.1 Quality of Oil

As a transformer ages sludge begins building up on the windings inside the power transformer

tank. This is a result of the chemical reaction between oxygen, oil and a small amount of

moisture. As the chemical process takes place, oxygen inhibiter is depleted and acidity of the

oil begins to rise. This results in the color of the oil being darker and the electrical insulating

properties of the oil being lowered. If this process were left without intervention, the acidity

would attack the cellulose insulating paper causing it to be brittle. If the insulating paper

becomes weakened, there is a very high probability for failure due to failure of the mechanical

strength of the paper. Transformers in this condition will have a low DP number.

After tracking oil quality data for a number of years, the acidity on several units was discovered

to be outside the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Standard 637 oil quality

guideline and Hydro decided to reclaim power transformer oil. This reclaiming process is able to

bring aged oil back to within oil quality parameters similar to new oil. Figure 3 shows the visual

change in oil color as it is reclaimed from start to finish, with the darkest being the start and the

clearest being the end of the process. Table 2 outlines the work completed in this area to date.

It is also important to note that in 2005 an in-house transformer ranking tool was developed

(see Appendix D) to prioritize units for reclamation based upon selectable oil quality values and

criticality within the Island Interconnected System.
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G F.

Table 2: List of oil reclamation work completed in recent years

Year Major Work/Upgrade Comments

2009
Reclaimed Transformer Ti. at Cat Arm Completed work with in-house staff

_______
and Ti at Hinds Lake. using Hydro's Fluidex Reclamation unit

2008
Reclaimed Transformer Ti and T2 at Completed work with in-house staff

_______

Holyrood. using Hydro's Fluidex Reclamation unit

2007
Reclaimed Transformer T2 at Grand Completed work with in-house staff

_______
Falls and T2 at Cat Arm using Hydro's Fluidex Reclamation unit

Reclaimed Transformer Ti at Grand Completed work with in-house staff using
2006

Falls new Fluidex technology oil Reclamation
_______ _____________________________________ unit

Reclaimed Transformer Ti. at Upper External contractor reclaimed power
2004

Salmon and T2 at Bay d'Espoir transformer using fuller earth technique
_______ ___________________________________ at a cost of $90,000

Reclaimed Transformers Ti, T3 and ABB reclaimed three power transformers,
2003

at Bay d'Espoir at a cost of $200,000 using a Fluidex
_______ _____________________________________ technology.
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3.2.2 Work Completed on Radiators
Historically radiators were manufactured from painted carbon steel and Newfoundland and

Labrador's environmental conditions have resulted in corrosion causing damage beyond repair.

In some cases, this damage has lead to oil leaks. Figure 4 shows radiators being replaced at

Bottom Waters. Table 3 shows a list of work completed with transformer radiators in recent

years.

Figure 4: Radiators Being Replaced at Bottom Waters

Table 3: List of Work Completed With Transformer Radiators in Recent Years
Year Major Work/Upgrade Comments

Replaced all eight radiators on Holyrood Leaking radiators were removed and replaced
2009 SST-i2. with new.

_______

Purchased 12 radiators for installation on
Due to restrictions on Gas Turbine outages

2009 these were not installed. They are due to be
Stephenville Ti.

___________________________________________ replaced in 2010.
_______

Removed and replaced radiators on Ti at Leaking radiators were removed and replaced
2008 Farewell Head with new.

_______

Radiators were leaking and after reviewing the
2007

Remove four radiators from Transformer Ti load profile it was decided to remove four of 16
at Stephenville. radiators.
Replaced radiators on Ti transformer at Radiators were leaking and had to be replaced

2007 Bottom Waters on an unbudgeted job.
_______

Completed a condition assessment for all See table in Appendix A showing ranking and
2007 power transformers in the TRO Central proposed schedule for replacement.

Region _________________________________________________

2007 Purchased five radiators for T2 at Holyrood.
Due to a delivery problem the radiators were to

_______________________________________ be installed in 2008.
_______

2006
Replaced radiators on transformer UST2 at Radiators were leaking.
Ho lyrood. _________________________________________________

2005
Purchased new radiators for 230 kV Spare Placed in storage to prevent corrosion.
Unit Transformer for Holyrood. ________________________________________
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3.2.3 Work Completed With On Load Tap Changers

In 2006, Hydro implemented a new maintenance philosophy for on load tap changers. On load

tap changers are required to change the position of the winding inside the transformer to

maintain acceptable customer voltages. To do this, moving components, which wear over time,

are required. To measure this wear, an oil sample is taken to analyze the oil quality and particle

count. This is a non-intrusive method to determine the condition of the internal parts of the tap

changer. Sampling in 2006 revealed the poorest on load tap changer was on Transformer T3 at

Massey Drive in Corner Brook. The manufacturer representative was brought to the site in 2007

and the tap changer was removed and overhauled. Figures 5 and 6 show the condition of the

on load tap changer prior to and after refurbishment. The next steps are to follow the

recommendations as outlined in the table in Appendix B.

Figure 5: Before Overhaul Figure 6: After Overhaul

3.2.4 Bushing Replacements

In recent years, bushings have been replaced mainly due to leaks and poor Doble (high voltage

insulation test) readings. In future, besides replacing leaking units, Hydro will also have to

replace units to ensure all bushings containing PCBs are removed from service by 2025. Table 4

contains a listing of transformer bushing replacements in recent years.
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Table 4: List of Transformer Bushing Replacements in Recent Years
Year Major Work/Upgrade Comments

Replaced three low voltage bushings on Bay Replaced three bushings due to leaks. These
2009

d'Espoir T6. bushings were purchased in 2008.
_______

Replaced all three low voltage bushings on Replaced three bushings due to leaks.
2009

Bay d'Espoir T3 (15kv). _________________________________________________

Replaced two 69 kV bushings on GT1 at Replaced two bushing due to leaks. Cost per
2008

Buchans unit was $3,500.
_______

Replaced three Low Voltage (15 kV) high Replaced units due to bushing leaks. Cost per
2007

current bushings on Ti at Bay d'Espoir unit was $15,000.
_______

Replaced one Low Voltage (15 kV) high Replaced unit due to bushing leaks. Cost was
current bushing on Ti at Upper Salmon $25,000. The cost was elevated due to

2007
problems going back online (Gas relay
operation).

_______ ___________________________________________
Replaced three 15 kV bushings for Ti at Replaced units due to leaks.

2006
Paradise River. Cost was $11,000.

_______

Replaced three 69 kV bushings for T2 at Replaced units due to leaks.
2006

Western Avalon. Cost was $5,300.
_______

Replaced one 230 kV and one 15 kV bushing Replaced units due to leaks.
2006 for Ti at Massie Drive Cost was $24,000.
_______

Replaced one 15 kV bushing for T4 at Replaced unit due to bushing leaks. Cost was
2005

Hardwoods $7,000.
______

2004
Replaced one 230 kV and one 15 kV bushing Replaced units due to bushing leaks. Cost was
forT3 at Hardwoods $15,000.

______

Replaced one 230 kV bushing for Ti at Replaced unit due to bushing leaks. Cost was
2004 Buchans $31,000 ($16,000 was required to provide

portable generation to facilitate this work).
_______ ___________________________________________

Replaced a total of six Low Voltage (15 kV) Replaced units due to bushing leaks. Cost was
2002 high current bushings on T2 and T6 at Bay $60,000.

_______
d'Espoir ______________________________________________

Note: The cost for bushings outlined above is from units taken from inventory. Units purchased at todays prices
will be significantly higher.

3.2.5 Protective Device Replacements
As a result of maintenance checks and alarms, there has been a requirement to replace

transformer protection devices such as gas relays, winding temperature relays, oil temperature

relays and oil level devices. Table 5 lists replacements of protective devices completed in

recent years.
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Table 5: List of Replacements of Protective Devices Comnleted In Recent Years
Year Major Work/Upgrade Comments

2009 Replaced three winding/oil tern perature
Total cost was $11 000

_______
relays and one oil level relay. ,

There were six gas relays, four
_____________________________________

2008 relay/winding temperature relays, and one Total cost was $39,000
________

fault pressure device replaced.

2007 There were nine gas relays, five winding/oil
_______________________________________

Total cost was $49,000.
_______

temperature relays replaced.
There were four gas relays, four winding/oil

_____________________________________

2006 temperature relays, and one oil level gauge Total cost was $28,000.
_______

replaced.
There were four gas relays, three

_____________________________________

2005 winding/oil temperature relays, and one oil Total cost was $25,500.
_______

level gauge replaced.

2004 There were four gas relays, nine winding/oil
_____________________________________
Each gas relay cost $3,500, winding/oil

or temperature relays, and one oil level gauge temperature relays cost $3,500 and each

earlier replaced. oil level device cost $1,000. Total cost was
_______ _______________________________________ $46,500

3.2.6 Transformer Leaks

Oil leaks have been experienced on many transformers and are a result of several failure modes

such as:

Leaking bushings and bushing gaskets;

. Leaking valves;

Leaking winding and oil temperature relays;

Leaking gas relays;

Leaking explosion relief devices;

. Leaking manhole and access covers;

• Leaking radiator gaskets and 0-rings; and

• Leaking main tank top cover gaskets.

The majority of leaks are the result of failed gaskets which seal attached components to the

transformer main tank. Experience indicates the gasket material is failing randomly throughout
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the transformer fleet and in some cases there are multiple occurrences on the same units.

Repairs can be made to a transformer and the next inspection may reveal a leak on the same

transformer in another location. The failure rate is accelerated by the age of the transformer

and the thermal cycling experienced by the unit.

Depending on the location of the leak, the cost of repairs and required outage time can be

quite extensive. Extended outages to these power transformers jeopardize the integrity of the

power system and compromise the quality of service to customers. In each case, oil must be

removed from the main tank to a level below the leak. This involves pumping and storing oil,

installing nitrogen gas supply to protect the exposed internal components and then filtering the

oil on refill. If oil has to be removed to a level below the core and windings it is required to put

a vacuum on the unit for 24 to 48 hours prior to filling. When oil is moved inside a transformer,

a minimum dwell time of 24 hours is required to allow the oil to stabilize and release any

trapped air prior to energizing. Each time a transformer is exposed to the atmosphere there is

an increased risk of moisture contamination which could result in shortened life or premature

failure.

A typical gasket upgrading cost will be in the order of $65,000 due to the equipment and labor

required to process oil.

Some transformers are also leaking around the top cover gasket. Replacement of the gasket

would involve removal of all bushings, piping, current transformers, protective devices and oil.

The top cover which is approximately 10 feet x 15 feet x 1/2 inch thick would have to be

removed and a new gasket prepared and installed. This is an extensive job that would involve

boom trucks, cranes and a five-man crew for at least six weeks.

Currently, other options are being pursued but will require further engineering analysis to help

determine if the approach will be acceptable.
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3.3 Anticipated Useful life

According to Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), the average age of in-service power

transformers is 37 years. Failures of power transformers are typically random; however,

probability of failure increases with age. The "bathtub" curve in Figure 7 shows a typical

percent failure rate versus age curve for power transformers. Based upon this curve, half of

Hydro's in-service transformers are on the tip up part of the curve where the probability of

failure is increasing with time.

a)

a)
I..

U-

o 4 B 12 16 20 24 32 40 44 48 62
V.ur

Figure 7: Power Transformers Failure Rate vs. Age

The Hartford Steam Boiler Institute states that the average life of a utility transformer today is

18 years. This is significantly lower than what has been documented by EPRI. Hydro is of the

opinion the older designed units have longer life and if proper intervention is completed on the

aged units, transformer life will be extended for an additional ten to 15 years.

3.4 Maintenance History

A five year maintenance history is shown in Table 6.
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Table 6 : Annual Maintenance Cost for Power Transformers in the Last Five Years

Year
Preventive

Maintenance
($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)
________

2009 31 196 227

2008 19 300 319

2007 46 242 288

2006 27 133 160

2005 29 254 283

3.5 Outage Statistics

Table 7 lists the latest available statistics for the five-year averages for the performance of

power transformers. A comparison is made between Hydro's five-year performance to the

latest CEA five-year average (2003-2007). There have been 15 forced outages in the past five

years (2005-2009) but none were due to internal transformer failures. CEA Averages for 2008

are not available from CEA yet.

Table 7: Listing of Power Transformer Performance
Frequency1

(per a)
Unavailability2

(%)______________________
NIH (2005-2009)

_______________

230 kV Transformers
_____________

0.016 0.005

138 kV Transformers 0.095 0.005

66 kV Transformers 0.018 0.001

CEA (2003-2007)
_____________ _______________

230 kV Transformers 0.064 0.106

138 kV Transformers 0.083 0.166

66kVTransformers 0.061 0.099
Frequency (per a) is the number of failures per year.

2 Unavailability is the percent of time peryearthe unit is unavailable.

As stated previously, there have been no specific outages to the power system recorded as a

result of power transformer failures. However, with the aging fleet, the risk of failure is high.

Risk is evaluated by considering the probability of failure in light of the consequence of the
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event. With the transformer fleet aging, there is no doubt the probability of failure is increasing

thus increasing the risk. The consequences can have very serious impacts to the power system.

For example, in January of 2006 Hydro experienced a problem with frazil ice at Upper Salmon

while at the same time there were problems with the generating equipment at Holyrood. This

event resulted in public notifications to conserve power during this period as Hydro was

approaching its maximum available capacity. For this event, Hydro was able to resolve the

issue at Upper Salmon in short order. If the same conditions were to exist at Holyrood and the

Upper Salmon transformer was to fail, Hydro's ability to supply the province's demand would

be difficult without a spare power transformer. A new spare power transformer, which was

delivered in the fall of 2009, is now located on site at Upper Salmon.

Another event occurred on February 14, 2008 in which one unit at Holyrood was already offline

due to boiler tube problems when another unit at Holyrood tripped. The trip was a result of

water in the cabinet of Unit Service Transformer 3 (UST3). This resulted in the remaining

available capacity approaching the system demand. The fact that the temperature was

relatively warm for the time of year (- 2 °C) improved Hydro's ability to supply the lower than

normal demand. If the event occurred one day before or two days after (with temperatures

approaching -20 °C) the system demand would have been much higher resulting in load

shedding or rolling blackouts within the province.

Both events illustrate the criticality of power transformers in providing reliable service to the

people of the province. It is important to note that an outage resulting from a failure of a

power transformer would have a severe impact on the power system due to the long lead time

for procurement.

3.6 Industry Experience

Many utilities in North America are in a similar position as Hydro in that they have aging

infrastructure and are diligently seeking for the most economic and reliable solution to this
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problem as it requires significant investment. There are many documented papers from various

transformer owners on the subject of aging transformer infrastructure and various methods to

deal with this issue. The majority have considered using condition assessment tools, either

internally or through an outside vendor, to help with the decision to either upgrade or replace

power transformers.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

Routine maintenance as well as specialized power transformer work is completed using internal

resources. Routine maintenance includes a visual inspection every three months for problems

such as leaks, gauges not operating correctly, and other deficiencies. Every year, oil samples

are taken and an Oil Quality and Dissolved Gas Analysis is performed to provide an input into

the condition assessment tool. This condition assessment tool considers the criticality of the

unit and provides an overall Transformer Priority Score (TPS) which is then ranked from highest

to lowest. The transformer with the highest score is the unit that will be considered for oil

reclamation during the next maintenance season (see Appendix D).

Transformers with on load tap changers have oil samples taken every three years to perform a

Tap Changer Activity Signature Analysis (TASA) to help determine the condition of the tap

changer. This is a special service offered by an oil analysis laboratory (TJH2b) which enables

Hydro to develop a ranking of the condition for each of the on load tap changers. Any future

work for tap changers will require a support arrangement from the manufacturer.

In 2005, a Furan Analysis was completed on all power transformers 66 kV and above with re-

sampling planned for every four years to help trend the aging process. The next data set will be

available for review in 2010. More frequent sampling will be performed based upon lab results

as per Appendix C.

On a six-year cycle, the transformer is taken offline and put through electrical testing with
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protective devices verified, fan controls checked, windings insulation tested (Doble), and

winding resistance verified.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

There are vendors such as ATI Weidman and Asea Brown Boveri (ABB) who are marketing

condition assessment techniques for power transformers to provide customers with a list of

'weak' units that are recommended for refurbishment or replacement. As presented in this

report, Hydro has been tracking the problem areas and has developed in-house ranking tools to

help determine where the investment should be directed. With in-house expertise there is no

need to engage outside help for the condition assessment component of this work.

3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

The most critical power transformer assets are the generator step up transformers. Currently,

we have a spare transformer located in Upper Salmon which was delivered in the fall of 2009

that can replace any of the seven generating units at Bay d'Espoir or the unit at Upper Salmon.

However, the spare unit has a maximum rating of 100 MVA which is only two thirds the rating

of T7 at Bay d'Espoir. This is particularly important as unit T7 is showing its paper strength to be

weak and the probability of failure is high relative to the other units. This unit is critical as it is

the largest and the most efficient unit on the Hydro system.

For all transformers on the Hydro system, there is an emergency plan in place to address

transformer failures on the system. However, this plan only deals with the first contingency and

does not consider the possibility of other system problems occurring at the same time. As a

result, if Hydro considered running units to failure without consideration for condition

assessment it could be upwards of 18 months to acquire a replacement and the power system

will be operating in a restricted mode. This restricted mode would limit flexibility of outages for

maintenance of other system equipment and increase Hydro's risk of not being able to supply
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system demands.

3.10 Safety Performance

This is a reliability based project. If this project is not initiated there is a higher risk of

transformer failure and possibly extended power outages within the province which will

negatively impact public safety.

3.11 Environmental Performance

One of the main potential sources of leaks is power transformers. Transformers contain

Voltesso 35 oil which acts as an electrical insulation medium as well as a coolant. As

transformers go through thermal cycling oil leaks are discovered due to component or gasket

system failure. Some leaks are significant such as those discovered on the unit transformers at

Bay d'Espoir, thus supporting the need for future investment.

Environment Canada requires that sealed equipment, such as transformer bushings containing

polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), must be removed from service by 2025. Based upon

preliminary review of the age and manufacturer of equipment, it is possible Hydro will be

required to replace a significant number of bushings in power transformers to meet the PCB

free deadline of 2025.

3.12 Operating Regime

Power transformers are placed in locations in the power system as generator step up units or

used in terminal stations to convert to lower voltage levels to enable power to be distributed to

customers.

If the step up power transformer is not available, it effectively results in having a generator unit

offline. In the case of the step down power transformers, the unavailability of the unit, in radial
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applications, will result in communities without power. In cases where transformers are in

parallel, transformer failures can result in load reduction to customers or customer outages.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

As stated earlier in this report, 55 percent of Hydro's power transformers are greater than 30

years of age. In recent years, Hydro has been trying to address the six problem areas stated in

Section 2 on an individual project basis. With significant investment required to address these

concerns it was decided to look at an overall transformer upgrading program and this project

was created to permit a planned and orderly upgrade of the power transformer fleet.

In looking at refurbishment, Hydro's condition assessment tool (which evaluates oil quality

parameters such as acidity, interfacial tension, dielectric breakdown, dissolved gas parameters

and criticality) provides a ranking of the worst to the best units. This is the ranking Hydro uses

to determine which transformers will have their oil reclaimed next. For example, the ranking

from 2009 to determine the reclamation work for 2010 is shown in Appendix 0. It can be seen

that the next unit to be completed is T5 at the Bay d'Espoir Hydroelectric Generating Station.

To continue with this work into the future, a $140,000 allocation is required in each of the next

five years.

Ranking tools have also been developed to rank the condition of radiators as well as tap

changers. In the case of radiators, corrosion has resulted in radiator leaks in recent years. As

outlined in Appendix A transformers Ti at Stephenville and Til at Bay D'Espoir are the next

highest priorities for replacement. To continue with the radiator replacement portion of this

program there is $77,000 identified in the budget estimate for this work in each of the next five

years.

For tap changers, a review of the maintenance philosophy was completed in 2006 and the best

approach was to perform condition based monitoring using tap changer oil samples. This

approach is more scientific in that oil samples are sent to a certified lab where they provide a

ranking based upon oil quality and particle counts within the oil. As can be seen from the

ranking outlined in Appendix B there are transformers ranked as condition 3 and will require
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work in the near future. The plan for tap changers is to upgrade one tap changer in each year

until all units showing condition 3 or higher are completed, and as a result $58,000 has been

budgeted in each year for this work.

Other investments are required to address leaking bushings as well as those that are identified

as having PCB levels greater than 2 ppm. Environment Canada has communicated to utilities

that all PCB sealed equipment such as transformer bushings must be removed from service by

2025. To accomplish this, Hydro completed a survey in 2009 to better understand the number

involved and the investment required. However, preliminary information gained from the 2008

survey showed approximately 800 oil filled bushings that have been manufactured before 1985.

Projecting these numbers over 15 years will require 54 bushings changed per year. As bushings

come out of service, further testing will be performed to help determine if given

manufacturers, for given vintages, used non PCB oil (< 2ppm) and it is anticipated the actual

number required to be removed will be less than 800. However, based upon this information it

is prudent to increase the budget for future years from six bushings and $140,000 to 48

bushings and $508,000, starting in 2015. As more information from testing becomes available,

this number will need to be adjusted accordingly.

Besides bushings, there are also critical protective devices and wiring that have been causing

problems in recent years. As is shown in Table 5 of Section 3.2.5, annual costs for this work has

ranged from $11,000 to $49,000 and it is not expected to decline. As a result, this project has

included $48,000 per year to address these issues.

4.1 Net Present Value

A net present value calculation was not performed in this instance as the justification is based

upon condition assessment techniques directed towards reliability and upgrades on a priority

basis.
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4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

The capital expenditures for this project will not affect the levelized cost of energy for the

system.

4.3 Cost Benefit Anajysis

A cost benefit analysis is not required for this project proposal, as the project is required for

reliability and safety issues.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no legislative or regulatory requirements other than those mentioned in Section 3.11

on Environmental Performance.

4.5 Historical Information

This proposal is the third year of the power transformer upgrade program which started in

2009. The upgrades are planned and executed based on the condition assessments of the

transformers. The appendices of this report contain tables indicating which upgrades will be

completed in each year. The work planned for 2009 involved radiator replacements at

Stephenville and Holyrood; bushing replacements at Bay d'Espoir; tap changer upgrades at

Oxen Pond and Hardwoods; and oil reclamation at Hinds Lake and Cat Arm. The above work

was completed with the exception of the radiator replacement in Stephenville and the tap

changer upgrade at Hardwoods. The work planned for 2010 involves radiator replacements at

Stephenville and Bay d'Espoir; bushing replacements at Bay d'Espoir, Massey Drive and

Western Avalon; tap changer upgrades at Hardwoods and Bottom Brook; oil reclamation at

Hinds Lake; and leak assessments at Bay d'Espoir. The forecasted costs for work in each year of

the program have not changed from the 2009 submission other than the costs for bushing
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replacements. As previously discussed, this cost item increased due to the fact that more

bushings are required to be replaced because all PCB contaminated equipment must be

removed from service by 2025.

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

This project is not required due to forecasted customer growth but required to maintain

reliability with refurbishment or replacement of the aging transformer fleet.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no issues related to energy efficiencies associated with this project.

4.8 Losses during Construction

The upgrade of each transformer will be coordinated with the normal outage plans for the

transmission system. These outage plans are designed around the system load requirements.

Therefore, there are no production or revenue losses resulting from this project.

4.9 Status Quo

The status quo is not an option. With the current age of the power transformer fleet, failures

can be expected if intervention or life extension measures are not considered.

4.10 Alternatives

There are only two solutions to the problems described with power transformers. These are to

upgrade the transformers as proposed or replace them. The operation and maintenance costs
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of either alternative are generally the same. The upgrade option was chosen because it has the

least cost and is the simplest solution to the problems.
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5 CONCLUSION

The approach being proposed is to continually identify the "weak system units" and replace or

refurbish critical assets on the system before they remove themselves from service. With this

approach taken over multiple years, investment will be directed to the highest risk units.

As a result of the condition assessments completed to date there is only one transformer

targeted to be replaced. Unit T7 at Bay d'Espoir is currently scheduled for engineering work and

ordering in 2012 with expected delivery and installation in 2013.

For the remaining units, the upgrade option will be executed with a concentration in various

areas annually. Where possible, more than one activity will be completed on a given

transformer, however individual work activity priority will always be given to the units with the

poorest ranking from the condition assessment of oil quality, radiator condition or tap changer

oil condition results.

Table 8 summarizes the work plan for transformer upgrading planned for the next five years.

Table 8: Power Transformer Work Plan Summary 2011 to 2015
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

($000) ($000) ($000) ($000) ($000)

Oil Reclamation 140 140 140 140 140
Radiator Upgrades 77 75 77 77 76
Tap Changer Upgrades 58 58 58 58 50
Bushing Replacements 270 300 300 283 508
Protective Device Upgrades 48 48 48 48 48
Upgrade Gasket System 65 45 65 65 65
Transformer Replacement 30 20 2,980 0 0
Other Direct Costs 33 33 33 33 40
Contingency and Escalation 145 161 895 195 286

Total 866 880 4,596 899 1,213
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5.1 Project Schedule

The anticipated project schedule for each year is shown in Table 9.

Table 9: Project Schedule for Each Year

Activity Milestone
Initial Planning and Equipment Ordering Tendering
(Radiators, Bushings, and Protective Devices)

February
_____________

Equipment Delivery July

Equipment Installations and Commissioning November

Project In Service November

Project Completion and Close Out December
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APPENDIX A

Transformer Radiator Ranking Summary 2010
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Table Al: Transformer Radiator Ranking Summary

LOC DESIG Ky Rad Comments Target
CondItion Year to

(1=LeaklO replace
= New) _____________________________ ______

SVL Ti 66 2.5 1975 14 rads original, severe swelling and 2010
blistering. Leaking rads removed

BDE 111 69 2.5 1970, original, significant swelling and 2010

_____ __________
blistering on 2, 2 @ 2-3, 7@5

____________

HRD
________

16 230 2.5 1966, 3 rads, significant rust, swelling and 2011
blistering, 1 of 3 rads rated @6

HRD T8 230 2.5 1988, 4 rads, all very rusty 2011
HRD 17 230 3 1969, 3 rads, significant rust, swelling and 2011

blistering, 1 of 3 rads rated @7

HWD Ti 230 3.5 1972, 6 rads, significant-serious rust on 2, 2011
original, have been painted

BDE 110 230 3.5 1976, 4 rads original, all blistering and 2011

________ ______ ___________
rusted,

______________

HWD 12 230 3.5 1978, 12 rads, original, have been painted, 2012

__________
scaling and blistering

____________

WAV
________

15
_____

230 3.5 1989,4 rads, rusted and swelling, 2 rads 2012
drain pipes rusted severely

_______

BDE T2 230 4 1966, 20 rads, evidence of rust and 2013
scaling, rads have been sand blasted and

________ _____ __________
painted

____________

HWD T3 230 4 1968, 6 rads, have been painted, scaling 2013
and blistering

_______

HRD T2 230 4 1989, 10 rads, 5 new galvanized no paint, 2014
5 original rated @ 3

BDE T3 230 4.5 1967, 20 rads, some rust on surface, rads 2014
appear to have been sand blasted and

________ _____ __________
painted.

____________

BDE T5 230 4.5 1968, 18 rads, some flaking and blistering, 2014

BUC 11 230 5 1967, 17 rads, original carbon steel. 2015
Painted, some rust and blistering

____________

GBK
________

Ti
_____

138
__________

5 1987, 1 rad original painted, surface rust 2015
and some blistering

_______

HRD T10 230 5 1990, 3 rads, original, swelling and flaking, >2015
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Table Al: Transformer Radiator Ranking Summary

LOC DESIG KV Rad Comments Target
Condition Year to

(1 = Leak 10 replace
= New)

CRV Ti 69 5
____________________________
i976, 4 rads original, painted, minor rust

_____

>2015
between fins, rads welded on

DLS Ti i38 5.5 1989, 5 rads original, significant surface >20i5
rust, not severe, paint would extend life,

BUC Spare 230 6 i973, 7 rads, original carbon steel. >20i5

_____ ________ _____ __________
Painted, some surface rust

HRD SST3-4 6 1978, 3 rads, some scaling and swelling, i >20i5
damaged fin (potential leak)

DLK Ti i38 6 i980, 6 rads, original carbon steel, have >20i5
been painted, minor to moderate rust

GFC Ti 230 6 i966, i3 rads, original carbon steel. >20i5
Painted, some surface rust and minor

_____ ________ ______
blistering

DLK 12 230
__________

6 i983, 6 rads original carbon steel, minor
_______

>20i5
surface rust

BBK 13 230 6 1987, 3 rads original, surface rust >20i5
BDE 16 230 6 1969, i8 rads, some flaking and blistering >20i5

HRD UST3 6 1978, 3 rads, i rad blistered significantly. >20i5
Belongs to plant. One (1) Blistered rad
replaced in 2007.1@10 2@6

SVL 13 6.5 1975, i2 rads have been painted >20i5
moderate surface rust

BUC GT1 7 1966, 3 rads, original carbon steel. >2015

________ _____ __________
Painted, no rust, good shape

WAV GTi 7 i966, 3 rads, welded, good shape, have
________

>20i5
been painted

BDE SPARE 25 7 1966, 17 rads original, welded on, some
_______

>2015
rust, transformer requires painting, very
rusty on top of low side junction box

_____ _______ _____ __________
(600V)

BBK 12 138 7 i967, 8 rads (4 new galvanized, 4 original >2015

___ ____ ___ _____ @7)
BUC T2 7 i983, 6 rads, original carbon steel.

____

>2015

_____ ________ _____ __________
Painted, no rust, good shape

GFC T2 230 7 1966, 13 rads, original carbon steel.
________

>2015

_____ ________ _____ __________
Painted, minor rust, no blistering

________
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Table Al: Transformer Radiator Ranking Summary

LOC DESIG KV Rad Comments Target
Condition Year to

(1=LeaklO replace
= New) _____________________________ _____

HLI< 12 138 7 1980, 10 rads, original, minor rust a minor >2015

_____ __________
swelling

____________

WAV
________

T3 230 7 1967, 3 rads, minor rust, have been >2015
painted

___________

WAV
_______

T4
_____

230
_________

7 1966, 3 rads, minor rust and flaking, have >2015
been painted

_______

OPD GT1 69 7.5 1966, 3 rads welded, painted, in fair-good >2015
shape

____________

SVL
________

Gil
_____

69
__________

7.5 1975, 3 rads original, minor rust >2015
BDE Ti 230 7.5 1966, 20 rads, appears to have 8 new >2015

rads, all others appear to have been sand
blasted and painted

_______

CBC Ti 230 7.5 1972, 10 rads, original, painted and some >2015
minor rust on end 3, PAINTING REQUIRED
ON LOW SIDE JUNCTION BOX

HLK Ti 138 7.5 1980, 10 rads, original, minor rust >2015
LHR Ti 230 7.5 1968, 4 rads original have been painted, 4 >2015

have been removed from other end,
minor rust, TRANSFORMER RUSTY AND
NEEDS PAINT,

501< Ti 138 7.5 Good shape original, painted carbon steel >2OiS

BDE 112 230 7.5 1988, 3 rads original, very little rust, OIL >2015
LEAK ON TAP CHANGER

CBC T2 230 7.5 1972, 10 rads, original, painted and some >2015
minor rust on end 3, PAINTING REQUIRED
ON LOW SIDE JUNCTION BOX

BDE 14 230 7.5 1968, ii rads, original >2015
BDE T7 230 7.5 1977, 12 rads original, no significant rust >2015

EHW Ti 69 8 1993, 8 original rads painted galvanized, >2015
paint scaling no corrosion

OPD Ti 230 8 1967, 16 rads, one missing (should be 17) >2015
no visible rust, primer showing, painting
will extend life, original?
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Table Al: Transformer Radiator Ranking Summary

LOC DESIG KV Rad Comments Target
Condition Year to

(1 = Leak 10 replace
= New)

STB Ti 230 8
_____________________________
1977, 5 rads, original carbon steel.

_____

>2015

________ _____ __________
Painted, no rust, good shape

WAV Ti 230 8 1966, 3 rads, good shape, original, minor
_______

>2015

_______ _____ __________
rust, have been painted

MDR T2 8 i970, 6 rads original, carbon steel,
_______

>2015

_______ _____ __________
painted, good shape

STB T2 230 8 1976, 5 rads, original carbon steel.
_______

>2015

_____ ________ _____ __________
Painted, no rust, good shape

WAV T2 230 8 1973, 3 rads, minor rust, original, have
_______

>2015
been painted

HRD T3 230 8 1969, 5 rads (Forced oil coolers) made by
_______

>2015

_____ ________ _____
Unifin i992, good condition

HRD T5 230 8 i969, rads have been painted, original, >2015
good shape, maybe galvanized

BBK Ti 230 8.5 1967, 3 rads, original rads and have been >2015

_____ ________ _____ __________
painted

SSD Ti 230 8.5 1977, 5 rads have been painted with good
_______

>20i5

_____ ________ _____
shape

HLY T2 i38
__________

8.5 198i, 4 rads original, very little rust, good
_______

>2015

_____ ________ _____ __________
shape

HRD T9 13.8 8.5 1970, 8 rads, painted, good shape, no
_______

>2015

_____
visible rust. Belongs to plant

CBF Ti 9 1966, 16 rads, good shape, minor rust,
_______

>2015

____ ______
TRF TO BE REPLACED IN 2007

MDR Ti 230 9 1998, 6 rads original galvanized, good >20i5

________ ______ ___________
shape, no rust

BCX Ti 9 i993, Rads original, Painted Galvanize, >2015

________ ______ ___________
paint scaling no rust.

CBF T2 66 9 rebuilt 2002, 16 rads, original from 1966, >2015

_______ _____ _________
indoors, good shape

OPD T2 230 9 1986, 3 rads, real good shape, minor
______

>20i5
touch up paint required at a couple of

_____ ________ _____ __________
spots

MDR 13 230 9 1981, 9 rads, galvanized, good shape, no
________

>2015
rust

SSD T4 230 9 1976, 5 rads have been painted with good >2015

_____ _______ _____ __________
shape

HWD 15 66 9 1976, iO rads, painted galvanized, minor
_______

>2015
touch up on brackets and rads
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Table Al: Transformer Radiator Ranking Summary

LOC DE5IG KV Rad Comments Target
Condition Year to

(1=LeaklO replace
= New) ______________________________ ______

OPD T3 230 9 1977, ii rads, Good shape except for 1 >20 15
which has oil stains on the bottom, unsure
why, and some stain on the ground below,
all rads appear to have been replaced and
looks like they are painted galvanized

____________

HRD
_______

Ti
_____

230
__________

9.5 i976, 20 rads, all new painted galvanized >20i5

HWD 14 9.5 i992, i2 rads, painted galvanized, good >2015
shape, no rust, CARBON DRAIN PIPES
RUSTED AND SHOULD BE REPLACED

HRD UST1 9.5 i969, iO rads, new galvanized. Belongs to >20i5
plant.

_____

HRD
________

UST2
_____ __________

9.5 1969, iO rads, new galvanized. Belongs to
_______

>2015
plant.

____________

BWT
________

Ti
_____ __________

iO 1990, 3 rads, leaking, very rusted and >2015
weeping/sweating, all rads replaced 2006-
i2-06

HRD SSTi-2 i.5 i969, 8 rads, sweating with oil stains on >2015
the ground. 8 rads replaced in 2009

FHD Ti 66 1 Leaking rads identified in 2007. All rads >2015
replaced in 2008
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APPENDIX B

Transformer On Load Tap Changer Summary Ranking
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TASA Rank Action

1 Resample in 3 years

2 Resample in 3 years

3 Resample in 6 months and consider refurbishment

Resample immediately to confirm, plan refurbish tap changer if reanalysis gives a TASA Rank of

4or4

Table Bi: Tap Changer Ranking Summary 2010

Operation TJH2B Lab Test
Location Xfmr Mpufacturer Counter Ranking Number Retest Date Comment(s)

Hardwoods Ti GE 173307 3
February

Refurbish 2010
___________ _________ _________

2011
_____________________________ ________ ______________

Refurbish in 2010,
only GE Tap

Bottom T1A GE 183
February Changer not

Brook 2011 refurbished due to
known failures
with this type

Refurbish in 2010,
only GE Tap

Bottom
T1B GE 183

February Changer not
Brook 2011 refurbished due to

known failures

_________
with this type

_____________ ________ _______________ ___________ _________ _____________

Refurbish in
2010, only GE Tap

Bottom
TiC GE 183

February Changer not
Brook 2011 refurbished due to

known failures

______________ ________ ________________ ____________ __________ ______________
with this type

Sunny Side Ti-A GE 126316
________

April 2011
________________

SunnySide Ti-B GE 126316 2
_______

April2011
______________

Sunny Side Ti-C GE 126316 2 April 2011
_________________

Stoney Brook
Ti-

GE 280891 i-2--- .1

_________

July 2011
Center _____________ _______________________________

Stoney Brook
12-

_______________

GE 81216 July 2011
Center _________________________________

_____________ __________________

Stoney Brook
T2-

_______________

GE 81216 July 2011
Right _____________ _____________________________ ______________

February
Holyrood T10 ABB 40107 2

____________ ________ ______________ _______________________________ 2011
__________________
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Table Bi: Tap Changer Ranking Summary 2010

Operation TJH2B 1 Lab Test
Location Xfmr Manufacturer Counter RanJcing Number Retest Date Comment(s)

February
Bay D'Espoir T10 ABB (ASEA) 65429 2r___________ _________ _________

2011
__________________

February
Stoney Brook Ti-Left GE 280891 2

____________ __________ ______________________________ ________________
2011

______________________ ________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________ ___________________________________________
February

Stoney Brook 12-Left GE 81216 2
___________ _________ _________

2011
______________________________ ________

T3-
______________

February
Stephenvilie Reinhaussen 5745 2

Right _________
2011

______________________________ ______________ ___________ _________

February
Holyrood 16 # 1 ABB 13069 2

2011
__________________

February
Holyrood T6 #2 ABB 13069

________________
2011

__________________

February
Holyrood T6 #3 ABB 13069

2011
__________________

Bottom February Ranking changed
Brook

13 Reinhaussen 53988
2011 (1 to 2)

Hardwoods

________

T2

_______________

Reinhaussen 162744 March 2011

February
Duck Pond Ti ABB 2010

2011
__________________

Ti-
________________

February Ranking changed
Stoney Brook

Right
GE 280891

2011 from 2 to 1
____________ ______________

February
Deer Lake Ti Federal Pioneer

_______________________________ 2011
__________________

February
Doyles Ti Federal Pioneer 22796

_______________
2011

__________________

February
West Avalon Ti GE 73282

_______________
2011

______________________________ ________

February
Buchans Ti Reinhaussen 72505

2011
_______________________________ ________ ________________

February
Massey Drive Ti Reinhaussen 22629

2011
_________________________ _______________

February
Oxen Pond Ti Reinhaussen 10281

2011
_______________________________ ________ ________________

February
Bay D'Espoir T12 Federal Pioneer 41991

2011
_________________________

February
Massey Drive 12 GE 52667

2011
_____________________________ ________ _______________

February
Deer Lake T2 A Reinhaussen 35210 1

________ ________________ ________________________________ 2011
_______________________________

1

February
Deer Lake T2 B Rein haussen 35210 1

_____________ ________ ________________ ________________________________ 2011
__________ ________________________________
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Table Bi: Tap Changer Ranking Summary 2010

Operation TJH2B Lab Test
Location Xfmr Manufacturer Counter

f

Rarijcig Number Retest Date Comment(s)
- February

Deer Lake T2 C Reinhaussen 35210
2011

_______________________________ ________ _______________

February
Hardwoods T3 GE 43845

______________
2011

_____________________________ ________

February
Oxen Pond T3 Reinhaussen 146785

2011
_______________________________ ________

13-
_______________

February
Stephenville Reinhaussen 5745

Centre 2011
_______________________________ _______________

February
Stephenvilie T3-Left Reinhaussen 5745

2011
_____________________________ ________ ______________

I --.--.' I February
Hardwoods T4 Reinhaussen 17408 I 1 2011

February
Holyrood 17 # 1 ABB 9516 .

_______________________________ 2011
_________________

February
Holyrood T7#2 ABB 9516 T

___________ ________ _________
2011

_________________________ ______________

February
Holyrood 17 #3 ABB 9516 1

_________
2011

_________________

Massie Drive 13 Reinhaussen

___________ ________

59398 I -i-- 1 February 20 Refurbished 2007

February
Holyrood 18 Reinhaussen 18002 Refurbished 2008

______________ _______________________________ 2011
_________________

February
Holyrood 15 ASEA 94355 1 Refurbished 2008

___________ _________ _________
2011

_______________________________

February
Oxen Pond T2 ASEA 54961 1 2012 Refurbished 2009
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Transformer Furan Analysis Results Degree of Polymerization
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Color Code Activity Criteria

In Schedule to Replace within 3-5 years 400 DP

Annual Furan Analysis 400 > 649 DP
-_____________________

______________________
Continue with 4 yr Furan Analysis > 650 DP

(Note: Criteria Developed in 2008)

Table Cl: Transformer DP Ranking

Location Serial # Estimated DP

BAY D'ESPOIR- T7 288926 370-472

Corner Brook-T2 230814-B

426-518 ( Prior to 2002

Rewind)

Corner Brook-Ti 230815

429-512 (Prior to being

replaced in 2007)

Upper Salmon-Ti 289479 503-736

PRVTS-T1 T-60753 510-634

HRD-T2 61-00-69225 597779

BAY DESPOIR-T2 293267 647-652

H RD-Ti 303236 673-810

WAVTS-T2 288178 699-812

CAT ARM-Ti 6311669 721-755

WAVTS-T1 286101 739-872

HLK-T2 1-4228 770-80 1

HLK-Ti 1-4227 788-816

CAT ARM-T2 6311670 793

HUD-T2 284305 825

HVY-Ti 289067 840

QZT-T2 92-927 865

VAN-Ti A-3S-6397 867

Hudson Sub-NTL-T2 266877 924

Wabush Sub-Ti 292003 927
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Table Cl: Transformer DP Ranking

Location Serial # Estimated DP

Wabush Sub-T2 292004 937

HVY-T2 289068 977

Hudson Sub-NTL-T1 2112781 999

CBF-T2 230814 1000

Bartlett Sub-Ti A-3S-6270 >1000

Bartlett Sub-12 A-3S-6192 >1000

BAY D'ESPOIR- Ti 293266

-

>1000

BAY DESPOlR-T3 293456 >1000

BAY DESPOlR- T7 after 288926 >1000

BAY DESPOIR-T2 after 293267 >1000

BBK-T1 286625 >1000

BBK-T3 61-00-68607 >1000

BRT-spare 1707401001 >1000

BUCHANS-Ti 293315 >1000

HRD-13 287198 >1000

HRDTS- spare 287199

-

>1000

HRL-T1 291212 >1000

Hudson Sub-Ti A-3S-6352 >1000

HUD-Ti WC5408037 >1000

HVY-13 A32S0153 >1000

MDR-T1 18757-101-01 >1000

MDR-T2 287527 >1000

MDR-T3 A3S-5316 >1000

MRF-T1 1-60559 >1000

NIP-Ti 300499 >1000

NTP-12 2300500 >1000

NTS-13 G47521 >1000

NTS-T4 G5372 >1000

OPDIS-Ti N293314 >1000
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Table Cl: Transformer DP Ranking

Location Serial # Estimated DP

OPDTS-T2 289703 >1000

OPDTS-T3 A-3S-7857 >1000

QZT-T1 A-3S-6447 >1000

SSDTS-Ti 289147 >1000

SSDTS-T4 288838 >1000

STONEY BROOK-Ti 288894 >1000

STONEY BROOK-T2 288839 >1000

Upper Salmon-Ti after 289479 >1000

Wabush Sub-T3 1606551 >1000

Wabush Sub-T4 1606552 >1000

Wabush Sub-T5 2306740 >1000

WAVTS-13 286626 >1000

WAVTS-T4 286167 >1000

WAVTS-15 61-00-69167 >1000

WTS-T2 292004 >1000
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Transformer Priority Score and Ranking
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TRANSFORMER PRIORITY SCORE (TPS)

GSU Radial (CRITICAL) All Other - -
(Vital) (IMPORTANT)

onditlon Factor 10 j 9 8 J 7
WORST 10 iOO 90 80 :

9 90 81 72 63
8 80 72 :
7 70 63 Sb 49

____-
6 60 54 48 J 42

_______
5 50 45 40 35
4 40 36 32 28

BEST 3 30 27 24 21
2 20 18 16 14
1 10 9 1 8 7_

6 5 4 3 2 1
60 50 40 30 20 10
54 45 36 27 18 9
48 40 32 24 16 8
42 35 28 21 14 7
36 30 24 18 12 6
30 25 20 15 10 5

20 16 12 8 4
18 iS 12 9 6 3
12 10 8 6 4 2
6 J 5

-
4

-
3 2

-
1
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Table Dl: Transformer Priority Score Ranking

TRF.# Location

Lab
Analysis
Score(%)

Criticality
Score

Total
Score

T5 BDE 6.31 8.33 52.60
T2 HLK 6.23 8.33 51.95
T4 BDE 6.09 8.33 50.76
T6 BDE 5.74 8.33 47.8.
T7 BDE 4.96 9.00 44.6
Ti USL 4.95 8.67 428
13 HRD 4.36 9.67 42.1
T2 Sop 5.86 7.00 41.(
T3 BDE 4.84 8.33 40.3
Ti BUC 6.09 6.33 38.S
12 BDE 4.10 8.33 34.
Ti BDE 4.09 8.33 34.
UST-2 HRD 6.05 5.33 32
Ti BRI 5.97 5.33
T2 BBK 5.96 5.33

_______

31.
T7 HRD 7.94 4.00 31
Ti STB 5.95 5.33 31:
12 CBF 4.73 6.67 31.
Ti DLS 5.75 5.33 30.
UST-3 HRD 5.74 5.33 30.
SPARE1 HRD 3.18 9.33 29:
Ti OPO 7.30 4.00 29.1
Ti DLK 5.83 5.00 29.
Ti HLK 3.48 8.33 29.1
13 WAV 7.17 4.00 28.i
T4 WAV 7.09 4.00 28.3
T2 USL 4.03 7.00 28.1
Ti RHR 5.18 5.33 27.r
Ti BBK 6.90 4.00 27.
Ti BUR 5.12 5.33 271
13 SVG 4.99 5.33 26.f
T2 DLK 5.66 4.67 26.4
Ti SSD 6.58 4.00 26.
Ti WAV 6.57 4.00 26.
12 STB 6.08 4.00 24.
12 CBC 3.75 6.33 23.
T3 OPD 5.36 4.33 23.2
13 MDR 5.68 4.00 22.
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Table Dl: Transformer Priority Score Ranking

TRF.# Location

Lab
Analysis
Score(%)

Criticality
Score

Total
Score

T9 HRD 3.00 7.33 22.00
Ti PPD 4.04 5.33 21.54
12 WAV 5.30 4.00 21.19
T2 BRT 3.81 5.33 20.29
T6 HRD 5.06 4.00 20.26
T2 MDR 4.97 4.00 19.90
Ti HRD 2.01 9.67 19.46
T2 HLY 3.56 5.33 18.98
T5 WAV 4.38 4.33 18.97
T5 HRD 4.74 4.00 18.96
T10 BDE 4.64 4.00 18.55
Ti GBK 3.47 5.33 18.49
UST-1 HRD 3.38 5.33 18.01
110 HRD 4.43 4.00 17.71
14 SSD 4.38 4.00 17.51
Ti SDP 3.34 5.00 16.69
T2 HWD 4.17 4.00 16.68
T2 HRD 1.61 10.00 16.10
Ti MDR 3.65 4.33 15.81
14 HWD 3.87 4.00 15.48
Ti HUD 2.44 6.33 15.46
T3 HWD 3.78 4.00 15.12
T5 HWD 1.96 7.67 15.03
T3 BBK 3.70 4.00 14.81
Ti STA 2.95 5.00 14.74
Ti MBK 2.57 5.33 13.71
18 HRD 3.08 4.00 12.31
112 BDE 3.06 4.00 12.26
Ti SCV 2.23 5.33 11.91
Ti GFC 1.74 6.67 11.60
Ti BCV 2.09 5.33 11.15
Ti FHD 2.22 5.00 11.10
T2 OPD 2.71 4.00 10.86
Ti CBF 1.66 6.33 10.53
Iii BDE 1.94 5.33 10.32
Ti CAT 1.18 8.67 10.24
T2 GFC 1.51 6.67 10.04
Ti CHD 1.83 5.33 9.77
1]. RWC 2.09 4.33 9.06
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Table Dl: Transformer Priority Score Ranking

TRF.# Location

Lab
Analysis
Score(%)

Criticality
Score

Total
Score

Ti CBC 1.5i 6.00 904
T2 HBY i.58 5.33 8.45
T2 RWC 1.90 4.33 8.22
GT1 HWD 6.09 1.33 8.12
Ti DHR 1.44 5.33 7.69
Ti HWD 1.79 4.00 7.17
Ti EHW i.29 5.33 6.8
GT1 OPD 6.83 i.00 6.8
Ti GIB 1.i9 5.33 6.3
GT1 MDR 6.27 1.00 6.2
Ti FGO 4.70 1.33 6.2
GT1 WAV 6.18 1.00 5.1
Ti BHL 1.14 5.33 6,:
12 CAT 0.53 8.67 4.6
T3 HBY 2.91 1.33 3.8
GT1 SVG 3.18 1.00 3.
Ti HBY 0.45 5.33 2.1
Ti LHR 7.00 0.33 2.3
SST2 CAT 3.42 0.67 2.2
Ti PPT 0.66 3.00 1.9
SST-12 HRD 2.77 0.67 1.8
Ti PBN 0.32 5.33 1.7
5511. CAT 2.56 0.67 1.7
Ti JAM 2.48 0.67 1.6
GT1 BUC 4.62 0.33 1.5
SST PBN 1.99 0.67 1.3'
Ti CAM 3.88 0.33 1.2
SSi USL 1.51 0.67 1.0
SPARE BUC 0.94 0.33 0.3
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Rocky Harbor Terminal Station Upgrades

1 INTRODUCTION

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro's (Hydro's) Island Interconnected transmission network is a series of

transmission lines and terminal stations delivering electrical energy to retail, industrial and rural

residential customers. All the 230 kV and 138 kV terminal stations in the network were constructed

using steel structures to support the electrical equipment in the stations. Many of the 66 kV terminal

stations that were built in the 1960's and early 1970's used wood pole structures to support the

electrical equipment. The wood pole structures in these stations are showing deterioration and are at,

or beyond, the end of their useful life. The Rocky Harbour Terminal Station is one such 66 kV station

that contains deteriorated infrastructure. The condition of the structures in this station places the

station's reliability at risk. Figure 1 show a picture of the Rocky Harbour Terminal Station.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydra Page 1
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of:

• Removing one side of the terminal station fence to provide space for the mobile substation

which will be used to bypass the terminal station during the upgrade;

• Reinstalling the fence after the work is complete;

• Replacing the two reclosers;

• Adding three 66 kV power fuses on the high voltage side of the 3.0/4.0 MVA, 66/25-12.5 kV

power transformer;

• Replacing the wood pole structures with one steel 66 kV line 'take off structure and one 25 kV

steel box structure. The 'take off structure is used to terminate the incoming 66kV transmission

line to the station equipment. The 25kV box structure is used to support the line termination

equipment for the outgoing distribution feeders;

• Replacing all bus work, hardware and insulators;

• Constructing a new weatherproof cabinet for the protection and control equipment, and

replacing the protection and control equipment in this enclosure; and

• Upgrading terminal station and fence grounding systems.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 2
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

The Rocky Harbour Terminal Station is located approximately 70 kilometers northwest of Deer Lake in

the community of Rocky Harbour. Figure 2 shows a part of Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro's Island

Interconnected System that indicates the location of the terminal station. The Rocky Harbour Terminal

Station is served from a tap off the 66 kV transmission line TL-226. The terminal station contains one

3.0/4.0 MVA, 66/25-12.5 kV power transformer. The low side of the transformer connects to a set of

three single phase 7.2/ 12.5 kV, 200 Ampere voltage regulators. The voltage regulators regulate the

voltage levels on two 12.5 kV distribution feeders, Li and L2 which provide electrical power to a total of

1,100 customers in the communities of Rocky Harbour, Norris Point, Wild Cove and Neddie's Harbor.

There have been no upgrades or replacements of the poles, hardware and insulators since the station

was built. The poles require replacement within the next 2-3 years. The insulators are showing evidence

of cracking due to environmental aging and cement growth. The current carrying bus work and

disconnects are corroded and worn to the point that they can not be operated properly. The insulators

on the disconnects are deteriorated, due to cement growth, such that their mechanical strength is

weakened. Thus when the disconnects are operated, the insulators can fail. The grounding systems are

not up to the current Hydro standard, and do not provide the effective grounding necessary for personal

safety or proper operation of the protection systems. Because of the addition of the regulators after the

station was built, this part of the station is congested to the point where proper maintenance cannot be

done while maintaining the safe limits of approach required by the current work protection code.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 3
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Figure 2: Part of the Island Interconnected System showing Rocky Harbor Terminal Station

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

The Rocky Harbour Terminal Station was brought in service in the mid 1970's and is approximately 35

years old. All the equipment in the station is original except the transformer and the voltage regulators.

The voltage regulators were installed in 1993.

3.2 Major Work or Upgrades

There have been no major upgrades on this station since its construction.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The anticipated useful life of terminal station equipment is 30 years. This may vary depending on

environmental and service conditions.
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3.4 Maintenance History

The five year maintenance history for the Rocky Harbour Distribution system is shown in Table 1. The

specific maintenance cost history for the Rocky Harbour Terminal Station is contained in these statistics

and is not recorded separately.

Table 1: Five Year Maintenance History
Year

______

Preventive
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)
2009 37.7 91.8 129.5

2008 35.8 174.3 210.1

2007 46.3 71.7 118.0

2006 38.7 38.0 76.7

2005 2.0 21.9 23.9

3.5 Outage Statistics

Hydro tracks all distribution system outages using industry standard indexes, SAIFI and SAIDI

which are explained as follows:

SAIDI- indicates the System Average Interruption Duration Index for customers served per

year, or the average length of time a customer is without power in the respective

distribution system per year.

SAIFI - is the System Average Interruption Frequency Index per year which indicates the

average of sustained interruptions per customer served per year or the average number

of power outages a customer has experienced in the respective distribution system per

year.

Table 2 lists the five-year average for all distribution level related outages due to defective

equipment.
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Table 2: Outage Statistics

Five Year Averages (2005-2009)

Delivery Point

Affected

T-SAIFI

_________

__________

T-SAIDI

Rocky Harbour 2.60
__________

227.40

Northern Region 3.80 333.95

Hydro System 1.71 163.03

CEA (2003-2007) 0.86 127.92

The statistics indicate that the Rocky Harbour Terminal Station did not perform as well as the

overall Hydro System.

3.6 Industry Experience

The situation at the Rocky Harbour Terminal Station is similar to the experiences of other North

American utilities that have aging infrastructure.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

All maintenance work is performed by Hydro operations personnel.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

There are no specific vendor recommendations related to this project.

3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

The 12.5 kV reclosers and all the disconnect switches in the station are approximately 35 years old.

Spare parts and servicing are no longer available for this equipment. Parts and servicing are still

available for the transformer and the voltage regulators.
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3.10 Safety Performance

The condition of the overhead equipment such as insulators and bus bar supports has deteriorated to

the point that personnel are exposed to safety hazards from potentially falling equipment. Cement

growth problems on the insulators weaken their mechanical strength such that failure can occur due to

wind and ice loading or disconnect operation and create falling debris hazards for the workers.

In order for the protection systems to operate properly, the station grounding systems must be effective

and maintain a solid ground reference to the operating voltages. This is not the case on this station.

Therefore the protection systems can malfunction. This will create a safety hazard for workers as welt as

reliability shortcomings to the customers.

The wood poles are in the condition that they need to be replaced within the next 2-3 years. They are

unfit for personnel to climb so the maintenance work has to be done from a bucket truck.

The station area is insufficient for the free and clear maneuvering of this equipment in a safe and

effective manner. Thus in some situations, sufficient clearance does not exist and the maintenance can

not be done. This situation is particularly true for the regulator structure. The regulators configuration is

now congested so that the limits of approach required under the current work protection code can not

be met. Thus there is a safety hazard for the workers doing maintenance unless a total station outage is

obtained.

3.11 Environmental Performance

There are no specific environmental issues related to this project other than the disposal of equipment

being retired. This disposal will be executed according to the procedures contained in Hydro's

Environmental Management Systems.

3.12 Operating Regime

The Rocky Harbour Terminal Station is in continuous operation.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

The Rocky Harbour Terminal Station is one of Hydro's stations that has a substandard

grounding system that does not comply with Hydro's current Terminals Engineering Standard

T507-004-R2 or the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Standard 80-2000. In

its present condition there is a step/touch potential hazard to staff when working in the station.

Step/touch potentials occur during a system fault when inadequate station grounding permits

the occurrence of different voltage levels in close proximity, that is, within reaching or stepping

distance. When different voltage levels occur in close proximity, there is a risk of electrical

shock or electrocution should an individual touch a grounded piece of equipment or step from

one location to another. As well, the effectiveness of the grounding system in the substation is

a key element to the proper operation of the system protection and control equipment. This

creates a risk of equipment failure and therefore, lowers system reliability and increases

customer outages.

The condition of the wood poles and cross arms in the station creates a safety hazard. The

wood products are rotted to such a degree that the structures can no longer be climbed.

Maintenance work has to be performed using a bucket truck and since the station is congested,

the use of the truck inside the station creates hazardous working conditions.

The overhead disconnect switches have deteriorated insulators which break during switching

operations and cause porcelain and other disconnect parts to fall from overhead thereby

creating a safety hazard for employees.

The 12.5kv reclosers are beyond their service life. The unavailability of spare parts and servicing

for the reclosers create a risk to the reliability of providing service to customers.

The station, particularly where the voltage regulators are installed, is congested such that parts

of the power bus are difficult to access while maintaining the proper limits of approach to
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energized equipment. This, also, creates a safety hazard to employees.

4.1 Net Present Value

A net present value calculation is not required in this instance as there is no viable alternative

to upgrading the terminal station.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

This project will not affect the levelized cost of energy.

4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

A cost benefit analysis is not required for this project proposal as there are no quantifiable benefits.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no legislative or regulatory requirements associated with this project.

4.5 Historical Information

There are no costs for similar projects available to compare with this project.

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

Customer load growth does not affect this project.
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4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no energy efficiency benefits associated with the project.

4.8 Losses during Construction

There are no losses anticipated to occur during construction of this project as the mobile substation will

be used to maintain service to the customers during the course of the upgrade.

4.9 Status Quo

The status quo is not an acceptable alternative because the deteriorated and obsolete equipment poses

safety hazards to Hydro operations personnel and risks to the reliable delivery of service to customers.

4.10 Alternatives

There are no viable alternatives to this project. If the station does not undergo a complete upgrade

then the safety and reliability concerns will remain.
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5 CONCLUSION

The condition of the station structures, overhead equipment and grounding grid presents safety

hazards for employees. The condition of the reclosers and disconnect switches and the

unavailability of parts and servicing, along with the absence of proper protection for the power

transformer creates risks to the reliability of service to customers.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Budget Estimate

Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2012 Beyond Total

Material Supply 263.1 0.0 0.0 263.1

Labour 100.0 51.9 0.0 151.9

Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Contract Work 0.0 148.3 0.0 148.3

Other Direct Costs 34.0 36.3 0.0 70.3

0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 37.7 60.2 0.0 97.9

Contingency 0.0 63.4 0.0 63.4

TOTAL 434.8 360.1 0.0 794.9

5.2 Project Schedule

The anticipated project schedule is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4: Project Schedule

Activity Milestone

Initial Project Planning and Design Transmittal Development May 2011

Preparation of Equipment Tenders and Placement of Orders July 2011

Detailed Design Engineering July 2011

Equipment Deliveries December 2011

Substation Outside Civil Works May 2012

Substation Electrical Equipment Installations June 2012

Project In Service June 2012

Project Completion and Close Out July 2012
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1 INTRODUCTION

This project is the fourth year of a seven year project in which Hydro proposes to construct

approximately 200 transmission line equipment off-loading areas near secondary provincial

highways where Hydro accesses its transmission lines. The original concentration for this

project was along highways accessing the primary transmission lines of the island. Once

construction was completed on the first round of off-loading areas, the project scope was

expanded as similar problems were noted along highways accessing secondary lines along

the Northern Peninsula. This project was originally for a five year period for the

construction of 100 off-loading areas in the central region of Newfoundland. The scope of

this project was expanded to increase the total number of sites and to accelerate the rate at

which off-loading areas are constructed so that operations personnel on the Northern

Peninsula could sooner realize the benefits of the off-loading areas. This expanded scope

included additional sites in years three, four and five of the project and also extended the

project life by an additional two years to allow for the construction of additional off-loading

areas on the Northern Peninsula.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project involves constructing equipment off-loading areas near secondary provincial

highways at points where Hydro accesses its transmission lines. In 2011, 15 off-loading

areas are proposed to be constructed in the central region of Newfoundland and 20 off-

loading areas are proposed to be constructed along the Northern Peninsula Highway (Route

430). Issues of public and Hydro personnel safety have shown the need for designated areas

to be constructed rather than using the highway for off-loading equipment.
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

Hydro operates and maintains 56 transmission lines on the Island Interconnected System

which have a combined length of 3,473 kilometers. These transmission lines are constructed

of wood, steel or aluminum, or some combination thereof, and range in age from four to 45

years. Approximately 1,608 kilometers of these transmission lines are 230 kV lines used to

transmit electricity from the Bay d'Espoir Hydroelectric Generating Station through the

Island Interconnected System. There are also 1,231 kilometers of 138 kV and 634 kilometers

of 69 kV transmission lines on the island.

In order to provide reliable service to its customers, Hydro must be able to respond to

maintenance issues and emergencies in a safe and efficient manner. Heavy equipment

accessing transmission lines use government approved trails which originate along adjacent

highways.

Secondary highways in this province are constructed to a standard which allows narrow

shoulders and steep embankments. Crews must also contend with increasing levels of both

traffic and speed on secondary highways. Safety is further compromised in adverse weather

conditions with reduced visibility. Flag persons and signage are often required to divert

traffic or shut down traffic lanes altogether while off-loading equipment operations take

place in a portion of one of the traffic lanes. Crews also have difficulty negotiating steep

embankments while simultaneously attempting to stay clear of adjacent highway traffic and

avoid damaging existing highway shouldering.

Current off-loading procedures are often an inefficient use of time, equipment and

personnel. Once crews are finished their off-loading operations along secondary highways,

they often have to park their work vehicles at distances up to three kilometers away to

secure safe and legal parking. Crew members must then be shuttled back to the work area,

thereby causing delays in the execution of transmission line work. The steep embankment
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slopes in some areas also cause delays to crews as they are often unable to negotiate their

way down to trail level. Crews are forced to use alternate approved trails which are not

located adjacent to the work area. Alternate approved trails are used to access the

transmission lines and then the transmission line equipment is slowly traveled back along

the transmission line to access the work area.

This project is required to build 14 new off-loading areas along the Burin Peninsula

Highway, one new off-loading area on the Bay d'Espoir Highway and 20 new off-loading

areas along the Northern Peninsula Highway (Route 430) between Portland Creek and

Eddies Cove West. Specific locations of proposed off-loading areas for construction in 2011

are shown on the maps in Appendix A. The off-loading areas will allow Hydro work crews to

safely park away from existing traffic lanes and will facilitate transmission line equipment

access to approved trails. The construction of new off-loading areas will consist of grubbing,

excavating of unsuitable material, and supplying, placing and compacting of granular and

Class A backfill. Supply and installation of culverts and signage will also be required based

on site-specific conditions. A sketch of the off-loading ramp is provided in Appendix B.

The Department of Transportation and Works (DOTW) has approved Hydro's design of the

transmission line equipment off-loading areas. However, individual off-loading areas are

evaluated on a site by site basis and will be considered for secondary highways only.

Individual site approval from the DOTW is based on the available stopping sight distance

from both directions when approaching the off-loading area. Stopping sight distance is the

distance from the point where a vehicle is first able to spot the off-loading area to the off-

loading area itself. Only sites with adequate stopping sight distance in both directions will

be approved. In highway zones with a posted speed limit of 90 kilometers per hour, a

stopping sight distance of 300 meters will be maintained. Similarly, sites located in zones

with posted speed limits of 80, 70 and 60 kilometers per hour will maintain stopping sight

distances of 250, 200 and 160 meters respectively. Stopping sight distance is a function of

speed; to react at higher speeds the driver needs a greater stopping distance and must
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therefore see the off loading area from a greater distance. This provides safe highway

access for Hydro personnel and for any members of the public who use the ramps for an

unauthorized purpose. The DOTW stopping sight distance standard applied to Hydro's off

loading ramps is the same that is applied to any point of access to a highway.

Within the boundaries of Gros Morne National Park of Canada, jurisdiction for the

construction and maintenance of highway accesses falls within the responsibility of Parks

Canada. Hydro has presented this project to Parks Canada officials and they initially

approved in principle the design and construction of off-loading areas in the park saying

that off-loading areas will be evaluated and approved on a site by site basis in much the

same manner as the DOTW does outside of the park. In recent follow up correspondence

with Parks Canada, they have changed their position and have informed Hydro that they are

not interested in changing the footprint of development within the park's boundaries. To

facilitate further negotiation with Parks Canada, Hydro has changed the proposed schedule

moving construction in the park to the final year of the seven year plan.

Seven Year Strategy

2011 will be the fourth of seven years in which Hydro proposes to construct approximately

200 off-loading areas on the island portion of the province.

In 2008, the first year of the project, 25 off loading areas were constructed. Along the

Burgeo Highway between the Trans Canada Highway and the Burnt Pond Bridge, 11 were

constructed and along the Buchans Highway between the Trans Canada Highway and the

Buchans dump site, 14 were constructed.

In 2009, the second year of the project, 25 off loading areas were constructed along the

Burin Peninsula Highway between the Trans Canada Highway and Red Harbour. The number

of ramps constructed in 2009 was higher than the 20 sites proposed in Hydro's 2009 Capital

Budget Application because guardrails which were originally required by the DOTW were
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eliminated from the design and the DOTW changed culvert requirements from culverts at

all sites to culverts on an as needed basis.

In 2010, the third year of the project, 40 off-loading areas are planned to be constructed.

There are a total of 58 sites which are currently being considered for the construction of off-

loading areas along the Burgeo, Jackson's Arm and Northern Peninsula Highways. Twenty

two of these sites are existing highway accesses which do not require permits for upgrading.

The remaining 36 are new highway accesses and are currently in the permitting process.

Hydro does not expect all sites to pass the DOTW permitting process and not all sites

approved by the DOTW will necessarily be constructed.

Sites are selected on a priority basis, with the highest hazard areas addressed first.

Scheduling is optimized so that mobilization and construction are performed at least cost.

Table 1 displays the number and locations of ramps to be constructed.
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Table 1: Locations and Proposed Schedule for Off-Loading Areas

Highway 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Burin Peninsula 25 14 15

Bay d'Espoir

______

______

______

1

Buchans 14
______ ______ ______ ______ ______

Springdale
______

______ ______ ______ ______

1

Hampden
______

______ ______ ______

5
______ ______

Jackson's Arm
______ ______

15
______ ______

Howley 4

Burgeo
______

11
_____ _____

5
_____ ______ _____

Deer Lake-Portland Creek (excl park)
______

20
______ ______ ______ ______

Portland Creek - Eddies Cove West
______ ______ ______

20
______ ______ ______

Eddies Cove West - Flowers Cove
______ ______ ______ ______

20
______ ______

Flowers Cove - St. Anthony
______

______

______

______

______ ______ ______

20
______

Gros Morne National Park
______ ______

______ ______ ______ ______

20

Total Sites 25 25
______

40
______

35
______

30
______

35 20

As this project is for the new construction of off-loading ramps, the following items related

to the Existing System do not apply to this project:

• AgeofEquipment;

• Anticipated Useful life;

• Major Work/Upgrades;

• Maintenance History;

• Outage Statistics;

Industry Experience;

• Maintenance or Support Arrangements;

• Vendor Recommendations;

• Availability of Replacements Parts;

• Environmental Performance; and

• Operating Regime.
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3.1 Safety Performance

A roll over accident on Friday, October 12, 2007 on the Trans Canada Highway (TCH) near

the Hawke Hill access road is indicative of problems faced by Hydro work crews. A Go-Track

unit was being loaded onto a low bed trailer by backing the unit onto the trailer deck. While

the operator attempted to straighten the Go-Track with the trailer, the rear of the Go-Track

started sliding towards the ditch. The right track slid off the trailer to the road shoulder,

which gave way slightly and with its own weight, the machine toppled onto its right side

resting on the outriggers and boom in the ditch by the roadside. The operator remained in

the machine but there were no injuries. The deck was clear and dry at the time of the

incident. Direct and indirect costs to Hydro arising from this incident totaled $56,000.

Figures 1 and 2 show pictures of this incident.

Figure 1: Go-Track unit resting on damaged
outriggers and boom.

Figure 2: Low bed trailer parked close to the
edge of the ditch to maintain clearance to the
driving lane as Go-Track unit overhangs trailer
deck on both sides when loaded. Note the tilt
of the trailer and the shape of the tracks on the
Go-Track unit.
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This incident raises several issues. The shape of the D-Dent track used on the Go-Track

leaves very little metal in contact with the bed of the trailer and in fact acts much like a ski

when the vehicle is moving in the transverse direction. The width of the Go-Track is 3.05

meters. This dictates that the trailer must be parked as close to the edge of the shoulder's

embankment as possible to avoid highway traffic causing the trailer to be tilted significantly

in the direction of the ditch (see Figure 2). This creates a significant risk of injury to workers

and bystanders, as well as the possibility of environmental contamination. Safe loading

operations on narrow shoulders require traffic to be stopped in adjacent traffic lanes

including those on divided highways.

Shoulders on the TCH are designed to accommodate the full width of a typical parked

vehicle. Despite the higher standards to which the TCH is built, shoulder width is still

inadequate for the safe and efficient loading and unloading of transmission line equipment

which is wider than the typical vehicle traveling the TCH. The DOTW has to date rejected

Hydro's requests to build off loading ramps along the TCH.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

This project is justified on the requirement to provide safety to Hydro work crews and the

motoring public. This project will also provide efficient access to transmission lines by

transmission line equipment crews during responses to emergencies and for regular

maintenance. System reliability will also be improved in emergency situations.

Workplace safety and public safety are the predominant reasons for the construction of off-

loading ramps. Hydro is committed to ensuring that our customers, employees, and the

public are protected against the hazards of our facilities and operations. Transmission line

equipment off-loading areas will facilitate the safe loading and unloading of equipment

used to access government approved trails along secondary highways. The current

procedure for the off-loading of transmission line equipment constitutes a hazardous

operation with Hydro work crews working directly in active traffic lanes of highways with

increasing levels of both traffic and speed. Hydro work crews have difficulty negotiating

steep highway embankments while simultaneously attempting to stay out of adjacent

highway traffic lanes. Safety is particularly compromised during adverse weather conditions

such as fog, snow, rain, or sleet, which reduces visibility in high traffic areas. Construction of

the off-loading areas will increase the level of safety associated with off-loading operations

as the potential of vehicular incidents will be reduced, resulting in safer working conditions

for our employees and less danger for the motoring public.

Current off-loading operations are time consuming processes which affect the efficiency of

Hydro work crews during roadside off-loading and loading operations. When Hydro work

crews access transmission lines their vehicles are parked at safe and legal parking areas

which may not be close to the delivery points. During actual off-loading operations, partial

or complete closure of a highway lane may be required which involves the use of signage,

flag persons, or other precautionary measures, depending on the site-specific conditions.

Eliminating the requirement for closed lanes on public roads, especially on highways, will
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reduce the danger created for the public. Furthermore, in some cases approved trails are

currently inaccessible due to steep embankment slopes and delays are encountered when

alternate approved trails must be used to get to the transmission lines. The new ramps will

eliminate the need for lane closures and will facilitate easy access to approved trails for

transmission line equipment, resulting in increased functionality and improved efficiency to

Hydro work crews.

In addition to regular planned operations by maintenance crews, the off-loading ramps will

be used during unplanned outage situations. The installation of these sites will permit

faster mobilization and shorter response times during forced outage situations, thus

reducing customer outage time.

4.1 Net Present Value

A net present value calculation was not performed as there are no viable alternatives.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

The levelized cost of energy is a high level means to compare the costs of developing two or

more alternative generating sources. Therefore, the levelized cost of energy is not

applicable in this case.

4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

As there are no quantifiable benefits, a cost benefit analysis has not been performed.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

Transmission line equipment off loading ramps are subject to approval by the DOTW for
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most highways in the province and by Parks Canada for highways inside the two national

parks. The construction of the ramps must also meet with the approval of Hydro's internal

environmental department.

4.5 Historical Information

2011 will be the fourth year of a seven year program to construct transmission line

equipment off-loading areas on the island portion of the province. The approved budget for

2010 is $990,200. A total of 25 off loading areas were constructed on the Buchans and

Burgeo Highways in 2008 at a cost of $305,300. A total of 25 off loading areas were

constructed on the Burin Peninsula Highway in 2009 at a cost of $324,300. Table 2

provides historical information for transmission line equipment off-loading area

construction.

Table 2: Historical Information

Year

Capital
Budget
($000)

Actual
Expenditures

($000) Units

Cost per
unit

($000) Comments

2010 990.2
_____________

40
__________ ____________________

2009 497.9 324.3 25 13.0
____________________

2008 301.8 305.3 25 12.2
____________________

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

Customer load growth does not affect this project.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no energy efficiency benefits that can be attributed to the construction of

transmission line equipment off-loading areas.
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4.8 Losses during Construction

This project will have no effect on normal operations of generating facilities and will not

cause any interruptions or system outages. Therefore, there will be no losses during

construction.

4.9 Status Quo

If transmission line equipment off-loading areas are not constructed, the safety of both

Hydro work crews and the traveling public will continue to be at risk during off-loading and

loading operations in which heavy equipment is moved in active highway traffic lanes.

Furthermore, access to transmission lines by Hydro work crews will continue to be

impeded, decreasing productivity in the performance of maintenance and emergency

repairs.

4.10 Alternatives

There are no viable alternatives available to the construction of transmission line

equipment off-loading areas.
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5 CONCLUSION

Transmission line equipment off-loading areas are needed to improve the safety of both

Hydro work crews and the public. This project will allow Hydro's work crews to perform

transmission line work more efficiently by providing a dedicated area for off-loading

operations and parking. System reliability will also be improved in emergency situations as

response times for mobilization will be reduced. This project demonstrates Hydro's

continued commitment to employee and public safety.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Budget Estimate

Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2012 Beyond Total
Material Supply 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Labour 106.4 0.0 0.0 106.4
Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Contract Work 531.4 0.0 0.0 531.4
Other Direct Costs 24.1 0.0 0.0 24.1
0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 62.9 0.0 0.0 62.9
Contingency 66.2 0.0 0.0 66.2

TOTAL 791.0 0.0 0.0 791.0
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5.2 Project Schedule

Table 4 provides the anticipated project schedule.

Table 4: Project Schedule

Activity Milestone

Project Initiation February 2011

Design and Planning May 2011

Tendering July 2011

Construct Transmission Line Equipment Off Loading Ramps September 2011

Close Out and Documentation November 2011
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Great Northern Peninsula (GNP) is connected to the Island Interconnected System

through a 138 kV transmission line TL-239 and a 69 kV transmission line TL-226. Both lines

originate at the Deer Lake Terminal Station. Transmission line systems, in general, get

renamed when they terminate at a terminal station before continuing on to another

terminal station. The 69 kVtransmission system serving the GNP is composed of four

individual transmission lines, TL-226, TL-227, TL-262 and TL-221. The 138 kV transmission

system serving the GNP is composed of five individual transmission lines, TL-239, TL-259, TL-

241, TL-244 and TL-256. The St. Anthony Terminal Station is supplied by TL-256. The

terminal station has a 15/20/25 MVA, 138/69kv power transformer.

The six 69kV circuit breakers at the St. Anthony Terminal Station are SF6 breakers. Figure 1

shows a typical 69 kV SF6 circuit breaker in use on Hydro's transmission system.

Figure 1: Typical Westinghouse 69kV SF6 Breaker
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project is a two-year plan to replace two 69 kV SF5 circuit breakers, B1T1 and B1L57, at

the St. Anthony Airport Terminal Station. These two breakers will be replaced with new

69kv SF5 breakers.

The scope of work for this project includes the following:

• Purchase and delivery of the new breakers;

• Removal of the old breakers and installation of the new breakers;

• Reconnection of the protection and control equipment; and

• Commissioning of new breakers.

The replacement of breaker B1T1, scheduled for 2011, requires diesel generation at St.

Anthony Diesel Plant to maintain service to a total of 3,700 customers in the St. Anthony,

Roddickton, and Main Brook distribution systems while transmission line TL-256 is taken out

of service. It is expected that diesel generation will be required for approximately 2 weeks

during the off-peak load period.

The replacement of breaker B1L57, scheduled for 2012, does not require diesel generation

as power from the grid can be rerouted through a breaker bypass disconnect to the 930

customers on the Roddickton distribution system and the 260 customers on the Main Brook

distribution system. As no diesel generation is required, the costs for the 2012 portion of

the project are lower than the 2011 costs.
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

St. Anthony Airport Terminal Station is the major terminal station on the Great Northern

Peninsula. It is the termination point for the 138 kV transmission line TL-256 from Bear

Cove. The terminal station does not directly provide electrical power to customers but

supplies power to terminal stations at Main Brook and St. Anthony via 69 kV transmission

lines TL-257 and TL-261 respectively. Figure 2 shows a portion of the Island Interconnected

System where the St. Anthony Airport Terminal Station is located on the Great Northern

Peninsula.

Circuit breaker B1T1 at the St. Anthony Airport Terminal Station protects the 15/20/25 MVA

138/69 kV transformer and circuit breaker B1L57 protects the 69 kV transmission line TL-

257 that provides power to the Main Brook Terminal Station.

Both breakers are experiencing gas leaking problems and need to be replaced. Breakers

B1T1 and B1L57 are leaking SF6 gas and as a result have to be topped up with gas at varying

rates. Over the last five years breaker B1T1 had to be topped up a total of 37 times or an

average of once every two months. Breaker B1L57 was topped up a total of ten times over

the last five years, for an average top up period once every six months. When the gas

becomes low in the breaker, the breaker will fail to operate and therefore the reliability of

the system is compromised.
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Figure 2: GNP Portion of the Island Interconnected System

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

Circuit breakers B1T1 and B1L57 were manufactured in 1982 and 1983 respectively. Both

were originally put in service at the Plum Point Terminal Station in the year they were

manufactured. They were moved to their current location at the St. Anthony Airport

Terminal Station in 1996 when the Great Northern Peninsula (GNP) intertie was completed.

Both breakers will be 29 years old at the time of replacement.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

There have been no major upgrades since installation of these breakers.

3.3 Anticipated Useful Life

The normal service life of power circuit breakers is 30 years.
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3.4 Maintenance History

The five-year maintenance history for breaker B1T1 is shown in Table 1. The costs include

labour and SF5 gas. Fuel costs for diesel generation required for each time maintenance is

performed on breaker B1T1 are not reflected in Table 1. A typical gas refill would require

three hours of diesel generation. This amounts to fuel costs ranging from $22,050 to

$31,500 per year depending on the number of refills needed each year.

Table 1: Five-Year Maintenance History for B1T1

Year
Preventive

Maintenance
($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)________

2009 0.0 7.4 7.4
2008 0.0 5.4 5.4
2007 0.0 1.5 1.5
2006 0.3 0.5 0.8
2005 0.0 1.5 1.5

The five-year maintenance history for breaker B1L57 is shown in Table 2. The costs include

labour and SF5 gas.

Table 2: Five-Year Maintenance History for B1L57

Year

Preventive
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)
2009 0.0 0.1 0.1

2008 0.0 0.1 0.1

2007 0.0 2.8 2.8

2006 0.4 1.0 1.4

2005 0.0 0.1 0.1
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3.5 Outage Statistics

Table 3 lists the five-year average for the performance of 66/69kv SF6 circuit breakers. A

comparison is made between Hydro's last available five-year performance and the latest

CEA five-year average (2003 - 2007). The CEA statistics for 2008 are not yet available.

There have been no forced outages due to problems with these breakers over the past five

years.

Table 3: Outage Statistics Five-Year Average

___________________________________

Number of
Outages

Frequency
(per annum)1

Unavailability
(%)2

66/69 kV Breakers (2004 - 2008) 3 0.025 0.023

CEA 66/69kv Breakers (2003 - 2007) 5 0.010 0.008

(per annum) is the number of failures per year.
2 Unavailability is the percent of time per year the unit is unavailable.

3.6 Industry Experience

Hydro regularly consults with the other major Canadian utilities on utility operations and

maintenance matters. These consultations confirm that other utilities have experienced

similar problems with gas leakage in aging SF5 circuit breakers.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

All Operation and maintenance work is performed by Hydro personnel.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

The vendor (Westinghouse) recommends replacing or upgrading power circuit breakers

after 30 years of normal service life.
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3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

Replacement parts for the existing breakers are generally available.

3.10 Safety Performance

A safety hazard to personnel is created when the breaker, which is low on gas, could

explode if subjected to fault conditions.

3.11 Environmental Performance

There are no environmental issues related to this project.

3.12 Operating Regime

Both breakers are in continuous operation.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

This project is justified on the requirement to replace failing or deteriorated infrastructure

in order for Hydro to provide safe, least-cost, reliable electrical service. The SF6 gas leaks in

the 69 kV breakers, B1T1 and B1L57 cause them to be unreliable and unsafe. The leaks

cause a drop in the breaker's operating pressure which, if left unattended, will result in the

breaker failing to operate when required. A failure could lead to other equipment damage

because the protection normally afforded by the breakers is removed. This would result in a

reduced level of customer service and create safety hazards for personnel.

4.1 Net Present Value

A net present value calculation was not performed as there is no viable alternative.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

This project will not affect the levelized cost of energy because no new generation source is

being considered.

4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

A cost benefit analysis is not required for this project proposal because there are no

quantifiable financial benefits.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no legislative or regulatory requirements for this project.
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4.5 Historical Information

A similar project to replace a 69kV SF6 breaker at the Howley Terminal Station was

completed in 2009. It was budgeted at $198,500 and completed at $251,000.

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

Forecast customer load growth has no effect on this project.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There is no energy efficiency benefit associated with this project.

4.8 Losses During Construction

There are no losses during construction associated with this project.

4.9 Status Quo

The status quo is not an option because the current breakers have safety and reliability

issues. The breaker cannot be relied upon to operate in the event of a fault.

4.10 Alternatives

An alternative to replacement of the SF6 breakers is to complete an overhaul in order to fix

the leaks. This is impractical for two reasons. First, leaks are occurring in the pressurized gas

receiver tanks as well as the breaker seals. The cost of replacement parts exceeds the cost

of replacing the whole unit. Second, Hydro's experience with replacing parts has shown that

this provides only a temporary fix. The tank replacement in the Howley Terminal Station in

2007 lasted to 2009 when complete replacement of the breaker was required. The breakers
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are 29 years of age and at the end of their useful life, therefore, a complete replacement is

the preferred alternative.
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5 CONCLUSION

This project is necessary to address the reliability and safety concerns with the SF6 breakers

in the St. Anthony Airport Terminal Station. The breakers are leaking SF5 gas and cannot be

relied upon to operate when necessary. They are at the end of their useful life and need to

be replaced.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Budget Estimate

Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2012 Beyond Total

Material Supply 86.0 86.0 0.0 172.0

Labour 119.5 86.2 0.0 205.7

Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Contract Work 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other Direct Costs 218.1 30.2 0.0 248.3

0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 34.9 56.4 0.0 91.3

Contingency 31.3 31.3 0.0 62.6

TOTAL 489.8 290.1 0.0 779.9
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5.2 Project Schedule

The anticipated project schedule is shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Project Schedule

Activity Milestone

Project Start January 2011

Planning, Site Visit, and Equipment Tendering February 2011

Equipment Delivery B1T1 June 2011

Equipment Installation and Commissioning B1T1 July 2011

Equipment Delivery B1L57 July 2012

Equipment Installation and Commissioning B1L57 August 2012

Project In Service September 2012

Project Completion and Close Out October 2012

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 12
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1 INTRODUCTION

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (Hydro) operates a fleet of light-duty mobile equipment

comprised of approximately 120 snowmobiles, 70 all-terrain vehicles, 120 trailers,

10 forklifts and 10 miscellaneous attachments (for lawn mowers/backhoes/salt

spreaders/snow plows, etc).

The mobile equipment fleet is strategically distributed across our operating areas

throughout the Province and is utilized on a daily basis to support staff engaged in the

maintenance and repair of the electrical system.

The Transportation section of Hydro maintains a close liaison with other Canadian Utilities

through participation on the Canadian Utility Fleet Council and has established mobile

equipment replacement guidelines, which consider the age and operating conditions for the

equipment.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project proposes the replacement of 12 snowmobiles, 14 all-terrain vehicles, 22 light-

duty trailers, 9 heavy-duty trailers, and 1 forklift. See Appendix A, Tables Al and A2. The

mobile equipment will be replaced in accordance with the established replacement criteria

as follows:

• Snowmobiles/All-Terrain Vehicles: Transmission Line crews 3-5 years

• Snowmobiles/All-Terrain Vehicles: Other 5-7 years

• Light-Duty Trailers

• Heavy-Duty Trailers

6-8 years

12-15 years

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 2
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

As this project is for the replacement of light-duty mobile equipment, there is no relevant

information for the following:

• Outage Statistics;

• Safety Performance; and

• Operating Regime.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

Please see Appendix A for a detailed listing of the mobile equipment being replaced under

this proposal, which includes age at retirement and projected kilometers. Table Al provides

replacement criteria and age of retirement. Table A2 provides other pertinent data for the

same mobile equipment. Hydro does not track mileage on ATV's and snowmobiles.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

There have been no major upgrades since purchase.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The estimated service life for all-terrain vehicles, snowmobiles, trailers and attachments is

as follows:

Snowmobiles/All-Terrain Vehicles: Transmission Line crews 3-5 years

• Snowmobiles/All-Terrain Vehicles: Other 5-7 years

• Trailers: Light-Duty

• Trailers: Heavy-Duty

6-8 years

12-15 years
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3.4 Maintenance History

Hydro has not kept detailed maintenance records for this type of equipment. In the past,

Hydro used the vehicle maintenance and fuel cards from PHH Arval to pay for fuel and

maintenance on equipment. However, these cards did not provide detailed maintenance

records. In 2008, Hydro switched to a Corporate Visa card system for maintenance on the

equipment. The expenditures are now coded against specific units and this provides a more

accurate maintenance record and life cycle costs. In 2009, Hydro's total operating and

maintenance costs for light duty mobile equipment was $284,000 expended on 42 of the 58

units.

3.5 Industry Experience

Light-duty mobile equipment replacement scheduling varies depending on location,

exposure to harsh environmental conditions, and the severity of the service use for the

equipment.

3.6 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

The Hydro fleet of light-duty mobile equipment is maintained by external service garages.

3.7 Vendor Recommendations

There are no vendor recommendations in regards to this project.

3.8 Availability of Replacement Parts

Replacements parts are usually available for all of the equipment being replaced in this

proposal.
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3.9 Environmental Performance

The light duty mobile equipment must comply with the Canadian Environmental Protection

Act, Section 160, which applies to engines and vehicles of 2008 and later model years

emissions requirements.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

Hydro operates in many diverse locations across the province, and it is critical that Hydro

employees are provided with safe and reliable equipment in order to provide economical

and reliable electricity.

As this proposal provides for the normal replacement of mobile equipment in accordance

with established criteria, there is no relevant information related to:

• Levelized Cost of Energy;

• Forecast Customer Growth;

• Energy Efficiency Benefits; and

• Losses During Construction.

4.1 Net Present Value

A Net Present Value calculation was not performed in this instance as there is no viable

alternative to replacing light duty mobile equipment.

4.2 Cost Benefit Analysis

As this project relates to the replacement of mobile equipment, a cost benefit analysis has

not been performed.

4.3 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

Hydro complies with the emissions requirements stipulated in the following:

. Canadian Environmental Protection Act, Section 160; and

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 6
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. Marine Spark-Ignition Engine and Off-Road Recreational Vehicle Emission

Regulations.

4.4 Historical Information

Table 1 provides a history of light-duty mobile equipment purchases.

Table 1: Mobile Equipment Less than $5,000

Units Purchased
____________

Year

_________

All
Terrain
Vehicles Snowmobiles

______________

Trailers
________

Forklifts
________

Attachments
_____________

Budget
($000)

________

Actual
($000)

_______

2010 (F) 15 18 17 0 0 553.6

2009 15 26 14 1 0 561.2 529.9

2008 20 24 9 1 2 522.2 454.4

2007 15 19 0 0 0 241.0 243.5

2006 15 17 4 0 0 249.2 243.3

4.5 Status Quo

Failure to replace units in accordance with the replacement policy will lead to increasing

maintenance costs and less reliable vehicles. Our employees are expected to maintain the

electrical system 24 hours, 7 days a week, and require dependable and safe vehicles for

their work. As equipment ages, it experiences increasing downtime, which could negatively

affect response times for emergency outages or planned maintenance.

4.6 Alternatives

Purchase of this equipment is the only viable option.
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5. CONCLUSION

This project provides for the normal replacement of light-duty mobile equipment which is at

the end of its useful life and is no longer dependable. Purchase of this equipment is the

only viable option to support the maintenance of Hydro's assets.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Budget Estimate

Project Cost$ xl,000) 2011 2012 Beyond Total
Material Supply 660.0 0.0 0.0 660.0

Labour 3.5 0.0 0.0 3.5
Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Contract Work 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other Direct Costs 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 27.1 0.0 0.0 27.1

Contingency 66.4 0.0 0.0 66.4

TOTAL 757.0 0.0 0.0 757.0

5.2 Project Schedule

This project is scheduled to be completed by December 31, 2011.
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Table Al: List of Replacement Vehicles - Replacement Criteria and Maintenance Costs

Replacement Criteria Maintenance

Unit
2011 Mobile

Equipment Type
Age at

retirement REP1 Condition
Cost to date

($000)

V7019 AN 6.0 5 X 1.1

V7020 AN 6.0 5 X

______ __________

0.4

V7025 AN 6.1 7 --

______ __________

Damaged 8.7

V7051 AN 10.9 4 X
______

X 2.6

V7054 AN 5.5 5 X
______

X 3.2

V7055 AN 5.5 5 X
______

X 3.5

V7060 AN 5.5 5 X

______

0.2

V7085 AN 4.1 4 X
______ __________

1.5

V7086 AN 4.1 4 X

_____ __________

0.2

V7087 AN 4.1 4

______ __________

0.9

V7088 AN 4.1 4 X
_____ __________

0.5

V7090 AN 4.1 4 X
_____ __________

1.5

V7091 AN 4.1 4 X
_____ __________

0.9

V7807 AN 18.2 5 X
_____ __________

X 3.9

V9789 Forklift 21.2 20 X
_____

18.2

V8887 Heavy DutyTrailer 3.0 6 X
______ __________

2.2

V8888 Heavy DutyTrailer 3.2 6 X
_____

_____

_________

_________
4.1

V8708 Heavy Duty Trailer 31.2 12 X X 19.8

V8758 Heavy Duty Trailer 22.2 12 X
______

X 16.9

V8790 Heavy Duty Trailer 17.2 12 X
______

7.1

V8800 Heavy Duty Trailer 16.2 12 X
______ __________

11.7

V8826 Heavy DutyTrailer 12.6 12 X
______ __________

X 75.6

V8827 Heavy Duty Trailer 12.6 10 X
_____

X 36.6

V8834 Heavy Duty Trailer 12.2 12 X
______

X 27.2

V8724 Light-duty Trailer 1980 10
______

N/A V8724

V8685 Light-duty Trailer 15.6 6 X
______

1.0

V8788 Light-duty Trailer 17.2 6 X
_____

_____

__________

6.0

V8789 Light-duty Trailer 17.2 6 X
__________

4.3

V8795 Light-duty Trailer 17.6 10 X
_____ __________

0.6

V8801 Light-duty Trailer 15.2 12 X
______

______

__________

__________
5.1
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Replacement Criteria Maintenance

Unit
2011 Mobile

Equipment Type
Age at

retirement REP1 Condition
Cost to date

($000)

V8802 Light-duty Trailer 15.2 12 X
______ __________

3.7

V8828 Light-duty Trailer 12.6 6 X 6.1

V8829 Light-duty Trailer 12.6 6 X
______ ___________

2.4

V8830 Light-duty Trailer 11.8 6 X
______ __________

2.9

V8832 Light-duty Trailer 12.6 10 X
______

______

__________

___________
1.9

V8833 Light-duty Trailer 13.2 10 X 0.0

V8835 Light-duty Trailer 13.6 6 X
______

______

__________

__________
2.1

V8838 Light-duty Trailer 11.6 6 X 8.1

V8839 Light-duty Trailer 11.6 6 X
______ __________

2.6

V8840 Light-duty Trailer 11.6 6 X
______ __________

5.0

V8841 Light-duty Trailer 11.6 6 X
______

______

__________

__________
4.8

V8848 Light-duty Trailer 10.2 6 X 4.0

V8850 Light-duty Trailer 10.2 6 X
______

______

__________

__________
0.6

V8851 Light-duty Trailer 10.2 6 X 0.7

V8868 Light-duty Trailer 7.8 6 X
_______ ___________

16.8

V8869 Light-duty Trailer 7.0 6 X
_______ ___________

6.5

V8877 Light-duty Trailer 5.7 6 X
______

______

__________

__________
5.2

V7011 Snowmobile 5.6 5 X
______ __________

0.4

V7012 Snowmobile 5.6 5 X 0.7

V7013 Snowmobile 5.6 5 X
______

______

__________

__________
1.2

V7032 Snowmobile 5.4 5 X
______ __________

2.8

V7035 Snowmobile 5.4 5 X
__________

2.1

V7036 Snowmobile 5.4 4 X
______

______ __________
1.6

V7038 Snowmobile 5.4 4 X
______ __________

1.0

V7040 Snowmobile 5.4 5 X
______ __________

0.9

V7042 Snowmobile 5.4 4 X
__________

1.7

V7046 Snowmobile 5.4 4 X
______

_____ __________
0.4

V7639 Snowmobile 7.1 5 X
______ __________

0.6

V7655 Snowmobile 7.1 5 X
______ __________

0.6

1 REP is an abbreviation for the replacement age criteria of light duty mobile equipment
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Table A2: List of Replacement Vehicles - Condition, Users and Purchase price

Unit Type
Model
Year

Expected
Life

Condition of
.

Equipment
Notes / Users

Purchase
Price

(29$)

V7019 AN 2004 5 Body Dyke Inspections $8,100
V7020 AN 2004 5 Frame Dyke Inspections $8,100
V7025 AN 2005 7 Engine bad Other $12,000
V7051 AN 2006 4 Old Dyke Inspections $8,100

V7054 AN 2006 5 Major repairs
Transmission

Crew $8,100

V7055 AN 2006 5 Major repairs
Transmission

Crew $8,100
V7060 AN 2006 5 Suspension Dyke Inspections $8,100

V7085 AN 2007 4 Transmission
Transmission

Crew $8,100

V7086 AN 2007 4 Suspension
Transmission

Crew $8,100

V7087 AN 2007 4 Steering, brakes
Transmission

Crew $8,100

V7088 AN 2007 4 Exhaust, engine
Transmission

Crew $8,100

V7090 AN 2007 4 Unreliable
Transmission

Crew $8,100

V7091 AN 2007 4 Frame bad
Transmission

Crew $8,100
V7807 AN 1993 5 Old Distribution Crew $10,000
V9789 Forklift 1990 20 N/A

V8887 HD Tn 1980 6
______________ _______________

Bought Used N/A

V8888 HDTrI 1980 6
______________

____________
Bought Used N/A

V8708 HDTrI 1983 12
_____________

N/A

V8758 HDTrI 1989 12

______________

N/A

V8790 HDTrI 1994 12

_____________ ______________

N/A

V8800 HDTrI 1995 12

____________ _____________

N/A

V8826 HDTrI 1999 12

____________ _____________

N/A

V8827 HDTnI 1999 10

_____________ ______________

N/A

V8834 HDTrI 1999 12

_____________ ______________

N/A

V8685 LDTrI 1996 6

_____________ ______________

N/A
____________ _____________

V8788 LDTrI 1994 6 N/A

V8789 LDTrI 1994 6

____________

_____________

_____________

______________
N/A
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Unit Type
Model
Year

Expected
Life

Condition of
Equipment

Notes / Users
Purchase

Price
(2009$)

V8795 LDTrI 1994 10
_____________ ______________ N/A

V8801 LDTrI 1996 12
_____________ ______________ N/A

V8802 LDTrI 1996 12
____________ _____________

N/A

V8828 LDTrI 1999 6
_____________ ______________

N/A

V8829 LDTrI 1999 6
____________ _____________

N/A

V8830 LD TrI 1999 6
_______________ ________________ N/A

V8832 LDTrI 1999 10
______________

N/A

V8833 LDTrI 1997 10

_____________

______________
N/A

V8835 LDTrI 1998 6

_____________

_____________ ______________
N/A

V8838 LDTrI 1999 6
____________ _____________

N/A

V8839 LDTrI 1999 6
_____________ ______________

N/A

V8840 LDTrI 1999 6
_____________ ______________

N/A

V8841 LDTrI 1999 6
_____________ ______________

N/A

V8848 LDTrI 2001 6
___________ ____________

N/A

V8850 LDTrI 2001 6 N/A

V8851 LDTrI 2001 6

____________

_____________

_____________

______________
N/A

V8868 LDTrI 2003 6
____________ _____________

N/A

V8869 LDTrI 2004 6
____________ _____________

N/A

V8877 LDTrI 2005 6
____________ _____________

N/A
V7011 Snowmobile 2006 5 Engine bad Other $7,500
V7012 Snowmobile 2006 5 Engine bad Other $7,500
V7013 Snowmobile 2006 5 Suspension Other $7,500
V7032 Snowmobile 2006 5 Frame bad Distribution Crew $7,500
V7035 Snowmobile 2006 5 Frame bad Distribution Crew $7,500

V7036 Snowmobile 2006 4 Suspension
Transmission

Crew $7,500
V7038 Snowmobile 2006 4 Engine bad Other $7,500

V7040 Snowmobile 2006 5 Engine bad
Transmission

Crew $7,500
V7042 Snowmobile 2006 4 Unreliable Other $7,500
V7046 Snowmobile 2006 4 Unreliable Other $7,500
V7639 Snowmobile 2005 5 Old Distribution Crew $7,500
V7655 Snowmobile 2005 5 Old Distribution Crew $7,500
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Hydro sells used equipment at public auction and the selling price varies depending on

buyer demand and condition of equipment. Typically the average bid price for ATV's and

snowmobiles is $1,500 and $1,000 respectively.
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Replace Circuit Breaker B1L21, Structures and Disconnects Hawke's Bay Terminal Station
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Replace Circuit Breaker B1L21, Structures and Disconnects at Hawke's Bay Terminal Station

1 INTRODUCTION

The Great Northern Peninsula (GNP) is connected to the Island Interconnected System

through a 138 kV transmission line TL-239 and a 69 kV transmission line TL-226. Both lines

originate at the Deer Lake Terminal Station. Transmission line systems, in general, get

renamed when they terminate at a terminal station before continuing on to another

terminal station. The 69 kVtransmission system serving the GNP is composed of four

individual transmission lines, TL-226, TL-227, TL-262 and TL-221.

The Hawke's Bay Terminal Station is supplied by transmission line TL-221 which originates

at the Peters Barren Terminal Station. TL-221 is approximately 53 kilometers in length.

The 69 kV oil filled circuit breaker, B1L21 is the main protection device at the termination of

TL-221 in the Hawke's Bay Terminal Station. Figure 1 is a picture of the 69 kV oil filled circuit

breaker.

Figure 1: 69 kV Oil Filled Circuit Breaker at the Hawke's Bay Terminal Station
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Replace Circuit Breaker B1L21, Structures and Disconnects at Hawke's Bay Terminal Station

2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project is required to replace the 69 kV oil filled circuit breaker B1L21 and its auxiliary
equipment at the Hawke's Bay Terminal Station. The existing 69 kV oil filled circuit breaker
will be replaced with a new sulfur hexachloride (SF6) gas insulated breaker. The auxiliary
equipment to be replaced includes:

• three isolating disconnect switches;
• a high speed ground switch; and
• the wood pole structure on which the disconnect switches are mounted.

There are also two capacitive voltage transformers mounted on the wood pole structure.
They are used for protection and control of the transmission system and will be remounted
on the new wood pole structure.

There is sufficient space in the station to construct the new wood pole structure and install
the circuit breaker and disconnect switches without immediately dismantling the existing
equipment. This will minimize power outages to customers. Upon completion of this work,
the termination of transmission line TL-221 will be relocated to the new wood pole
structure and connected to the new circuit breaker. During the relocation of the line
termination, diesel generation will be required to provide service to customers.
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Replace Circuit Breaker B1L21, Structures and Disconnects at Hawke's Bay Terminal Station

3 EXISTING SYSTEM

The Hawke's Bay Terminal Station was built in 1970 to provide electrical power to

approximately 1,300 customers in the communities of Hawke's Bay, Port Saunders, Port aux

Choix, Eddie's Cove West and River of Ponds. The terminal station has a 69/25-12.5 kV 5/6

MVA transformer and a 69/25-12.5 kV 2.5/3.3 MVA transformer. The transformers step the

voltage down to 12.5kV for distribution to customers. The terminal station also consists of

various other equipment including circuit breakers, disconnect switches, current

transformer and potential transformers. The existing 69 kV circuit breaker has had several

minor leaks in recent years and the circuit breaker's isolating disconnect switches have been

experiencing jamming problems. The wood pole support structure where these isolating

disconnect switches are mounted has also deteriorated and as a result has become unstable

and warped which is a contributing factor to the jamming of the switches.

At the Hawke's Bay Terminal Station there are also two 3 MW diesel generating units used

for voltage support on the transmission system and for emergency power when there is a

transmission system outage. Figure 2 shows part of the Interconnected Island System

including Hawke's Bay.
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Figure 2: GNP Portion of the Island Interconnected System
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3.1 Age of Equipment or System

The circuit breaker, disconnect switches, ground switch and wood pole support structure

were installed in 1970 as part of the original station construction.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

There have been no major upgrades to the circuit breakers, structures and disconnects.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The anticipated useful life of the circuit breaker, disconnect switches and wood pole
structure is 30 years.

3.4 Maintenance History

The five-year maintenance history for the circuit breaker, disconnect switches and ground
switch is shown in Tables 1 and 2. The corrective maintenance includes PCB testing and
repair, replacement and upgrades of equipment accessories. The preventive maintenance
includes regular preventive maintenance checks, oil sampling and dissolved gas analysis
testing.

Table 1: Five-Year Maintenance History For Circuit Breaker B1L21

Year

Preventive
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)

2009 0.0 0.5 0.5

2008 0.1 0.0 0.1

2007 0.0 0.4 0.4

2006 0.0 0.6 0.6

2005 0.5 7.3 7.8
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Replace Circuit Breaker B1L21, Structures and Disconnects at Hawke's Bay Terminal Station

Table 2: Five-Year Maintenance History

For Disconnects B1121-1. B1L21-2. B1L21-BP and Ground Switch 121G

Year

Preventive
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)

2009 0.0 1.3 1.3

2008 0.0 0.2 0.2

2007 0.0 0.0 0.0

2006 0.0 0.0 0.0

2005 0.3 0.0 0.3

3.5 Outage Statistics

Terminal equipment outages statistics are provided in two tables. Table 3 lists the

performance of Hydro's 66 kV circuit breakers versus the CEA latest five years (2003 to

2007). Table 4 details the performance of the Hawke's Bay Delivery Point.

Table 3: Hydro's 66 kV Circuit Breaker Performance
Versus CEA latest five "ears

Number of

Outages

Frequency

(per a)

Unavailability

________________________________________________
66 kV Breakers (2004-2008) 3 0.025 0.023

CEA 66 kV Breakers (2003-2007) 5 0.010 0.008
Frequency (per a) is the number of failures per year.
Unavailability is the percent of time per year the unit is available.

Table 4: Performance of the Hawke's Bay Delivery Point
Five Year Averages (2005-2009) Forced Outages Only

Delivery Point Affected T-SAIFI T-SAIDI

Hawke's Bay 5.40 102.00

Northern Region 2.63 100.50

Hydro System 1.01 59.07

CEA (2003-2007) 0.74 130.71
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3.6 Industry Experience

Hydro's communication with other major Canadian utilities concerning utility operating and
maintenance issues confirm that Hydro's experiences with oil filled breakers of this vintage
is similar to that of the other Canadian utilities.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

Operation and maintenance work is performed by Hydro Operations personnel.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

The manufacturer, Canadian General Electric recommends replacing the equipment when it
reaches the end of its useful service life of 30 years.

3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

Replacement parts for the oil filled breaker and disconnects are no longer available from
the manufacturer.

3.10 Safety Performance

The disconnect switches have been experiencing jamming problems which make them
unable to operate. An inoperable disconnect switch creates a safety hazard for personnel
because malfunctioning parts can break off and fall onto the workers below. A worker may
suffer an injury as a result of broken pieces from disconnect switches falling from above.

Due to age and deterioration beyond repair the wood pole support structure is unstable
and at risk of falling down which would cause equipment damage and expose workers to
live conductors.
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Figure 3: Wood Pole Structure at the Hawke's Bay Terminal Station

3.11 Environmental Performance

There are no environmental issues related to normal operation of oil filled circuit breakers
and disconnect switches but leaks from the oil filled breaker is an environmental concern.
Oil from a leaking circuit breaker seeps into the earth and therefore must be cleaned up.

3.12 Operating Regime

The equipment is in full time continuous operation.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

This project is justified on the requirement to replace failing or deteriorated equipment in
order for Hydro to provide safe, least-cost and reliable electrical service.

The 69 kV oil filled circuit breaker B1L21 in the Hawke's Bay Terminal Station has
experienced several minor leaks in recent years and is beyond its useful service life. As the
circuit breaker ages, it is at increased risk for more oil leaks, outages or even complete
failure which negatively impacts the reliability of electrical service. Replacement of the
circuit breaker will reduce the risk of failures and ensure reliable system operation.

The three breaker isolating disconnect switches are inoperable due to jamming problems
and are beyond their useful service life. Reliable and secure operation of the disconnect
switches is essential to a safe work environment and for reliable and secure system
operation. An inoperable disconnect switch does not allow isolation of the circuit breaker
making it difficult, if not impossible, for maintenance work. A safety hazard also exists
because malfunctioning parts can break off and fall onto the workers below. The
disconnect switches must be replaced in order to maintain a safe and reliable operating
condition.

The wood pole support structure has deteriorated beyond repair and is at risk of failure.
Failure of the wood pole structure could result in injury to workers, damage of equipment
and interruption of service to the customers. Replacement of the wood pole support
structure is required in order to eliminate safety hazards and the risk of interruption to
system operation.

4.1 Net Present Value

A net present value calculation was not performed as there is no viable alternative to
replacing the circuit breaker, disconnect switches and structure.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

This project does not affect the levelized cost of energy as it does not involve any new
source of generation.
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4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

A cost benefit analysis is not applicable to this project as there are no quantifiable benefits.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no legislative or regulatory requirements for this project.

4.5 Historical Information

Similar projects for the replacement of switches and circuit breakers at Hydro's terminal
stations are shown in Table 6. These projects did not require diesel generation to minimize
customer outages.
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Table 6: Historical Information

Capital Actual Cost per
Year Budget Expenditures Units unit Comments

_______ ($000) ($000)
_____ ($000)

2010F 198.8 N/A 5 39.8
_______________________________
Replacement of disconnect switches
at English Harbour West, Conne
River and Corner Brook Frequency

_______ ___________ ______________ _____
Converter

2009 198.5 251.0 1
________

251.0 Replacement of 69 kV circuit

_______ ___________ _______________
breaker at Howley

2008 367.6 568.4
______

16
_________

35.5 Replacement of disconnect switches

_______ ___________ _______________ _____ ________
at Cow Head and Daniel's Harbour

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

Forecast customer load growth has no effect on this project.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no energy efficiency benefits associated with this project.

4.8 Losses during Construction

There will be no production or revenue losses resulting from this project.

4.9 Status Quo

The status quo is not an option. The breaker, disconnect switches and support structure
must be replaced since continuous operation with the existing equipment presents
unacceptable safety and reliability issues.

4.10 Alternatives

There are no viable alternatives to this project.
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5 CONCLUSION

This project is necessary to address the safety and reliability issues related to the
deteriorated condition of the circuit breaker, disconnect switches and the supporting wood
pole structures.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 7.

Project Cost:($ xl,000)
Material Supply
Labour
Consultant
Contract Work
Other Direct Costs
0/H, AFUDC & Escln.
Contingency

TOTAL

5.2 Project Schedule

Table 7: Budget Estimate
2011 2012 Beyond Total

139.0 0.0 0.0 139.0
151.6 0.0 0.0 151.6

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
10.0 0.0 0.0 10.0

273.4 0.0 0.0 273.4
56.0 0.0 0.0 56.0
57.4 0.0 0.0 57.4

687.4 0.0 0.0 687.4

The anticipated project schedule is shown in Table 8.

Table 8: Proiect Schedule
Activity Milestone

Project Initiation, Design & Equipment Ordering June 2011

Project Safety Plan June 2011
Field Construction/Installations October 2011
Operations Installations October 2011
Commissioning November 2011
Project In Service November 2011
Project Completion and Close Out December 2011
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1 INTRODUCTION

Bay d'Espoir Generating Station is Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro's (Hydro's) largest

hydroelectric generating station serving the Island Interconnected System, with seven

generating units producing a total capacity of 604 MW. Bay d'Espoir represents

approximately forty percent of Hydro's total Island Interconnected System generating

capacity. The power generated at Bay d'Espoir is transmitted to the Island Interconnected

System via Bay d'Espoir Terminal Station 1 (Bay d'Espoir).

Circuit breakers play an integral role in the operation of the Island Interconnected System.

The circuit breakers provide fault protection to transmission lines and transformers. They

also provide isolation for the safe execution of work on the same equipment. On the Island

Interconnected System there are 66 air blast circuit breakers, 13 of which are installed at

Bay d'Espoir. There are no plans to replace the 13 230 kV air blast circuit breakers located

at Bay d'Espoir Terminal Station. These breakers are in good working condition and with

overhauls, are expected to last an additional 20 years. These circuit breakers require

compressed air to open and close as well as to extinguish the arc generated by the circuit

breaker operation. To ensure the reliable and optimal operation of these circuit breakers,

high quality compressed air is required.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Bay d'Espoir compressed air project is required to replace the existing terminal station

compressed air distribution system in order to improve the quality of the air supplied to the

air blast circuit breakers.

This project will replace the existing copper, brazed joint air distribution system with

stainless steel piping and welded joints. The supply lines from the plant will be replaced

along with all compressed air lines within the terminal station yard. The compressed air

header enclosure, shown in Figure 1, is the termination point of the supply line from the

plant. Inside the enclosure is a piping arrangement called the header from which

compressed air is distributed to the circuit breakers. The structure also contains

instrumentation such as pressure reducing valves. The enclosure is in disrepair and does

not provide sufficient space to construct a new piping system while keeping the existing

piping system in service. Therefore, a new enclosure will be constructed in the terminal

station yard to house the new header piping and instrumentation for the new compressed

air system.

Figure 1: Bay d'Espoir compressed air header enclosure and three compressed air tanks
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

To ensure the reliable and optimal operation of these circuit breakers, high quality

compressed air is required. The compressed air must be free of moisture and residue for

proper circuit breaker operation. At Bay d'Espoir, this is provided by a high pressure

compressed air system located in the Bay d'Espoir Generating Station which is maintained

and operated by Hydro personnel. Ambient air is compressed to a pressure of 2.48

megapascals (MPa). Upon leaving a compressor, air is filtered and moisture is removed by

an air dryer. The existing compressed air system includes two air dryers (one primary and

one backup), which dry air to a target dew point temperature of -40 Celsius. This dew point

temperature has historically been Hydro's standard. From the air dryer, the compressed air

flows through distribution piping to supply four receiver tanks. One receiver tank is located

in the power house to operate governors, devices that control the speed of the generators,

and the 13.8 kilovolt (kV) switchgear. Three more receiver tanks are located in the Bay

d'Espoir terminal station. When needed, compressed air flows from the air dryer through

two copper tubes to the receiver tanks in the terminal station yard, approximately 100

metres away. When air is consumed by any of the breakers, replacement air is provided by

these receiver tanks through two pressure reducing valves which reduce air pressure to 1.6

MPa, the operating pressure required for the circuit breakers. One of the two copper tubes

is unable to serve the terminal station and is presently isolated due to high air losses

because of leaks. Leaks in compressed air piping cause air compressors and air dryers to

operate more frequently and for longer periods which result in increased wear on the

equipment, and increased operating and maintenance costs.

High quality compressed air is free of residue and moisture. The water content of

compressed air is expressed as the dew point temperature, i.e. the temperature at which

water vapour starts to condense into liquid water, or form ice when the temperature is

below zero degrees Celsius, for a given volume of air at a constant pressure. The

compressed air supplied to air blast breakers is required to have a very low dew point
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temperature. Hydro has historically accepted -40 Celsius due to standards in equipment

design, however, lower dewpoints are being used by other utilities for the same application.

-50 degrees Celsius is now the adopted standard for all of Hydro's air blast circuit breakers

and is consistent with other utilities' standards and manufacturers' recommendations. If

the dew point temperature of the compressed air exceeds ambient temperatures,

condensation or frost will form in the system. Frost may restrict air flow or block air lines

completely. When frost melts, liquid water can cause corrosion on internal surfaces and

short circuiting. Figure 2 shows internal corrosion on a high voltage breaker's receiver

tank. In a dry air system, this tank should appear as new with no corrosion. This can also

result in catastrophic, explosive failure of a circuit breaker potentially resulting in injury to

any personnel in the area and damage to other equipment. Hydro has experienced two

circuit breaker failures which have been attributed to moisture contamination. One

occurred at the Stony Brook Terminal Station in 1992 and the other at the Hardwoods

Terminal Station in 2002. Figures 3 and 4 show the damage done at the Hardwoods

Terminal Station. Fortunately, those incidents did not result in any personal injury. Repairs

have been made at those sites to fix leaks in the compressed air systems.

I

4._
;'

-

/

__ .

Figure 2: Corroded Air Blast Circuit Breaker from Hardwoods Terminal Station
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Figure 3: Breaker B1L36 Failure Due to Moisture Ingress at the Hardwoods Terminal Station.

Figure 4: Failure of Phase B (middle phase) Breaker B1136 at Hardwoods Terminal Station

It is possible for moisture to enter the existing system downstream of the dryer through

leaks in the tubing. The consequence of these leaks is that the dew point temperature at

the point of use (the circuit breakers) can be higher than at the compressed air source. The

piping joints of the terminal station compressed air system have deteriorated allowing leaks

to develop. In addition, frost heave has displaced trenches and tubing runs, putting stress

on the tubing and joints, which increases the incidence of joint failure and additional leaks.

With these mechanisms for ingress of moisture into the compressed air system, the ability

to maintain the target dew point has been compromised. A leak free compressed air

system should show consistent dew point temperatures throughout the year. Dew point

records for 2009 show a trend for higher dew points during the summer months when
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humidity is higher. This is an indicator of moisture ingress through leaks in the piping

system. Between April 2009 and August 2009, dew points have regularly exceeded -40

Celsius, and have exceeded -35 Celsius on three occasions with a maximum of-31 Celsius

recorded. The sources of moisture ingress will be eliminated by replacing the copper tube

with stainless steel pipe and welded connections. Stainless steel pipe is stronger, more

durable and more corrosion resistant than the existing copper tube and welded joints are

stronger than brazed joints.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

The Bay d'Espoir Terminal Station air distribution system was constructed in 1968, however,

the power house compressors and air dryers have been replaced since that time. One

compressor was replaced in 1997 and the other compressor was replaced in 2001. The

main air dryer was replaced in 1993 and the back up air dryer was replaced in 2008.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

There have been no major upgrades to the terminal station air distribution system since

construction. The power house compressors and air dryers have been replaced in recent

years as detailed in Section 3.1.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

Compressed air systems are depreciated over 40 years.

3.4 Maintenance History

There is no detailed maintenance history available for this asset as Hydro does not maintain

records for these components.
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3.5 Outage Statistics

There have been no forced outages attributed to problems or failures with the compressed

air distribution system.

3.6 Industry Experience

Hydro participates in a discussion forum managed by Doble Engineering, a company that

aids clients in the electric power industry to improve operations and optimize system

performance. Utilizing this forum, Hydro posted a questionnaire to other utilities regarding

moisture problems for air blast circuit breakers. One respondent to the questionnaire,

Manitoba Hydro, addressed air quality issues at their terminal stations by replacing hose

and copper piping with stainless steel pipe and welded connections. This immediately

corrected moisture problems and improved the dew point temperature from -20 degrees

Celsius to -80 degrees Celsius.

The current standard for Hydro Quebec is -80 degrees Celsius at atmospheric pressure

which corresponds to approximately -62 degrees Celsius at the 1.6 MPa operating pressure

in Bay d'Espoir.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

Bay d'Espoir is maintained by Hydro personnel.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

Recommendations vary by source. Air blast circuit breakers are no longer manufactured

and so there is no longer active development or refinement of the requirements of these

breakers. ABB, the manufacturer, has made sometimes conflicting recommendations that

vary from moisture removal by high pressure compression, to one recommendation of -45
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Celsius. Atelier AHR, a manufacturer of replacement parts for the air blast circuit breakers,

recommends an atmospheric dew point temperature of -80 degrees Celsius as used by

Hydro-Quebec. Veronics Instruments, a supplier of dew point monitoring equipment

recommends stainless steel piping for best air quality.

3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

Replacement parts are readily available for all components of the compressed air system.

3.10 Safety Performance

There is risk of catastrophic failure of a circuit breaker if the dew point temperature rises

above minimum seasonal temperatures, allowing condensation to form inside breakers. A

breaker failure could result in metal and sharp ceramic debris being thrown from the circuit

breaker during an explosive failure which poses a serious risk to personnel in the area at the

time of failure. Hydro has experienced two such failures at other terminal stations.

Fortunately, there were no injuries as a result of these failures. Adequate control and

monitoring of the dew point temperature will reduce this risk.

3.11 Environmental Performance

There are no environmental concerns with the compressed air system.

3.12 Operating Regime

This compressed air system operates continuously.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

This project is justified on the requirement to replace deteriorated infrastructure in order

for Hydro to provide safe and reliable electrical service.

The compressed air distribution system is approximately 42 years old. Leaks have become

common in the brazed joints and compromise compressed air quality. Replacement is

required to restore the integrity of the system.

The compressed air header enclosure is in disrepair and there is insufficient space within

the enclosure to construct a new piping system while maintaining compressed air service to

the terminal station with the old piping system. There is also insufficient clearance between

electrical equipment and piping inside the enclosure to perform modification,

replacements, or repairs to either electrical wiring or piping in close proximity to the

electrical equipment. As a result, it is recommended to construct a new enclosure with

sufficient separation between mechanical and electrical equipment to allow future

replacement or repairs as needed and transfer service to the new system upon completion.

4.1 Net Present Value

A Net Present Value calculation was not performed as there are no viable alternatives.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

Levelized cost of energy is not applicable as there is no new generation source considered.

4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

A cost benefit analysis is not applicable for this project as there are no quantifiable benefits.
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4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no legislative or regulatory requirements for this project.

4.5 Historical Information

Hydro received approval, under Board Order No. P.U. 1 (2010), to replace the Holyrood

Terminal Station compressed air system in 2010/2011. The budget cost estimate of the

project is $496,000.

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

This project is not impacted by forecast customer growth.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

It is expected that energy efficiency benefits will be realized through reduced operating

hours on the power station compressors. Leaks in the compressed air system result in a

pressure drop in the system. This causes the compressors to operate more often in order to

re-pressurize the system. Implementation of this project will reduce compressed air leaks

and result in lower compressor operating hours. However, the leakage rate has not been

measured; therefore, the benefits can not be quantified.

4.8 Losses during Construction

There will be no losses during construction.

4.9 Status Quo

If the status quo is maintained, the integrity and reliability of the compressed air system
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and thus the circuit breakers and ultimately the Island Interconnected System will continue

to be compromised and the safety risk will remain high.

4.10 Alternatives

There is no viable alternative to replacement of the compressed air distribution system.

As an alternative to replacing the supply line from the powerhouse to the enclosure in the

Bay d'Espoir Terminal Station, Hydro considered construction of a new terminal station

compressed air supply independent of the existing one in the powerhouse. This alternative

would be brought up to the same functional design standard as the replacement option.

However, the cost estimate for new construction exceeds the cost estimate of the

replacement of the existing system by $106,500 which is 16.4 percent higher. The

operating and maintenance cost of this alternative is estimated to be the same or

marginally higher than the proposed new installations.
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5 CONCLUSION

Replacement of the copper piping with stainless steel piping will eliminate air leaks and

reduce the probability of piping failure. This will eliminate moisture ingress in the

compressed air distribution piping and reduce compressor run time. It will also ensure that

consistently dry air is provided to the air blast circuit breakers for optimal, safe operation.

This will improve the reliability and safety of the Bay d'Espoir Terminal Station by reducing

the probability of moisture related breaker failure.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this proje,ct is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Budget Estimate

Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2012 Beyond Total

Material Supply 11.5 0.0 0.0 11.5

Labour 28.0 105.4 0.0 133.4

Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Contract Work 33.0 318.3 0.0 351.3
Other Direct Costs 4.5 33.2 0.0 37.7
0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 6.9 53.3 0.0 60.2
Contingency 0.0 53.4 0.0 53.4

TOTAL 83.9 563.6 0.0 647.5
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5.2 Project Schedule

The project schedule is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Project Schedule

Activity Milestone

Project Initiation March 2011

New enclosure construction July 2011

Engineering and Design of Piping System December 2011

Tender for Piping System May 2012

Piping Installation Complete July 2012

Project Closeout August 2012
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1 INTRODUCTION

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (Hydro) owns and operates 54 terminal stations in the

Island Interconnected System. A critical element in a terminal station is the circuit breaker.

The circuit breakers protect the transformers and transmission lines from overloading. They

operate automatically in the same way as circuit breakers or fuses operate to protect the

circuits in a normal household electrical system. The circuit breaker senses excessive

current and uses a compressed spring arrangement to open the breaker contacts and cut

off the power flow to the circuit. This protects the electrical equipment from damage

caused by high currents that occur during an electrical fault. The circuit breakers that

operate at 230 kV interrupt currents up to 4,000 Amperes.

In the Island Interconnected System, Hydro owns and operates 78 - 230kV circuit breakers

of which 53 are air blast circuit breakers. Figure 1 shows a picture of a typical 230 kV air

blast circuit breaker in use on the Island Interconnected System.

When the Island Interconnected System was originally constructed, the standard

technology for circuit breaker design was air blast technology. As the electrical utility

industry developed, advances in circuit breaker technology changed from air blast

technology to Sulphur Hexafloride (SF5) technology. The main difference in the two

technologies is that air blast circuit breakers use a compressed air system to operate

whereas SF5 circuit breakers use an inert gas. An inert gas is a chemically stable gas that can

be used to extinguish electrical arcing at high temperatures.

Since the mid 1980's, SF6 gas technology has been used. The SF6 gas is contained inside the

sealed chamber of the breaker. This inert gas extinguishes the arc across the breaker

contacts when the circuit is being interrupted. The advancement to SF5 gas means that

breakers can be self contained and do not need a centralized compressed air supply to

operate as required by air blast breakers. Also, SF5 circuit breakers have the ability to
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interrupt larger currents and withstand higher voltages than the air blast circuit breakers.

The utility industry is switching to SF5 technology. The 230 kV circuit breakers that required

replacement on the Hydro system over the last twenty years have been replaced by SF6 gas

breakers.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project consists of the replacement of the existing 230 kV air blast circuit breaker

L03L06 at the Sunnyside Terminal Station with a new 230 kV SF6 circuit breaker. The scope

of the work involves the following:

• Removal and retirement of the existing breaker

• Purchase and installation of a new breaker

• Supervision of the factory acceptance test of the new breaker

• Construction of a new foundation for the circuit breaker structure

• Installation of new protection equipment and control cables

• Commissioning of the new breaker.
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

The Sunnyside Terminal Station (Sunnyside) is located just off the Trans Canada Highway

near the junction to the community of Sunnyside. The terminal station is approximately 20

kilometers east of Clarenville. Sunnyside is one of Hydro's major terminal stations. It is the

termination point for the 230 kV transmission lines TL-202 and TL-206 from Bay d'Espoir. It

is the focal point for transmission of power to the Avalon Peninsula. The 230 kV

transmission line TL-203 originates at Sunnyside and transmits power to the Western

Avalon Terminal Station. Also, the 230 kV transmission line TL-207 transmits power from

Sunnyside to the Come By Chance oil refinery. Electrical power to the Burin Peninsula is

supplied from the Sunnyside Terminal Station via 138 kV transmission lines TL-212 and TL-

219. Also, Sunnyside supplies power to Clarenville and surrounding area via Newfoundland

Power's transmission system. Figure 1 shows part of the Island Interconnected System and

indicates the location of Sunnyside.

•... P MILTON
CLARENVILLE!

NW CHELSEA

TL202 •1 €
UNNYSI DE

Figure 2: Portion of the Island Interconnected System showing Sunnyside

At Sunnyside, there are five 230 kV air blast circuit breakers. L03L06 is a 230 kV circuit

breaker used as part of the protection scheme at the terminal station for transmission lines
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TL-203 and TL-206. This breaker has deteriorated and requires replacement in order for

Sunnyside to continue its vital role as part of the Island Interconnected System. Figure 3

shows some of the deterioration of L03L06.

•1
Figure 3: Corrosion on Breaker 103106 at Sunnyside

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

Circuit breaker L03L06 was manufactured by Brown Boveri and was installed in 1966. It is 44

years old.
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3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

An overhaul of this breaker was done in 2000 at a cost of $115,800. A complete re-

lubrication was done on the breaker in 2007 at a cost of $19,500.

3.3 Anticipated Useful Life

The anticipated useful life of a power circuit breaker is 30 years.

3.4 Maintenance History

The maintenance history for Breaker L03L06 is shown in the following Table 1.

Table 1: Maintenance History

Year

Preventive
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($ 000)

2009 0.0 0.0 0.0

2008 0.0 0.0 0.0

2007 0.0 4.7 4.7

2006 0.0 0.0 0.0

2005 0.0 0.0 0.0

3.5 Outage Statistics

Table 2 below lists the previous 5 year average for the performance of 230 kV Air Blast

Breaker. A comparison is made between Hydro's last 5 year performance to the latest CEA

five year average (2003-2007).

There has been one forced outage of the Sunnyside L0306 circuit breaker in the last 15

years. There have been 25 forced outages due to problems with the air blast breakers over
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the last 15 years, throughout the Hydro system.

Table 2: Outage Statistics
Number of Forced Frequency Unavailability

Outages (per a) (percent) 2
________________________

230 kV Air-Blast Breakers
(2004-2008)

8
__________________

0.030
_______________

0.002
______________

CEA 230 kV Air-Blast
Breakers (2003-2007)

269 0.100
_______________

0.074
_______________ __________________

1 Frequency (per a) is the number of failures per year.
2 Unavailability is the percent of time per year the unit is unavailable.

3.6 Industry Experience

Through consultations with other Canadian utilities, Hydro has confirmed that the 230 kV

air blast circuit breakers of other utilities present similar operational problems as those on

the Hydro system. Such problems are corrosion, leaking seals, porcelain failures,

malfunctioning valves and unreliable controls. These operational problems begin to occur

when the breakers have reached between 20 and 30 years of service.

In addition, Hydro consulted with the manufacturer, Asea Brown Boveri who confirmed the

existence of the above mentioned problems are typical among utilities using these

breakers. Other utilities are either replacing or upgrading the air blast circuit breakers.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

Normal operation and maintenance work is performed by Hydro Operations personnel.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

The vendor, Asea Brown Boveri, recommends replacing the breaker because of the

condition of the tank. If the tank was in a better condition the breaker could be upgraded.
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3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

Replacement parts for the existing breaker are generally readily available.

3.10 Safety Performance

Regular maintenance inspections of the circuit breaker indicate that the compressed air

tanks no longer meet current safety codes. The minimum tank wall thickness for this type of

breaker under ASME Section VIII Division 1, UG-27 is 3.84 mm. The minimum measured

thickness of the tank wall is 2.94 mm.

3.11 Environmental Performance

There are no specific environmental issues regarding the air blast breakers.

3.12 Operating Regime

Circuit breaker L03L06 is in continuous operation.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

This project is justified on the requirement to replace failing or deteriorated infrastructure

in order for Hydro to provide safe, reliable electrical service. Because of corrosion, the tank

walls for circuit breaker L03L06 are not up to industry standards. This creates the risk of a

tank rupture which is a major safety and reliability concern. Also, the circuit breaker is 44

years old and beyond its anticipated useful life of 30 years. The only practical option is to

replace the breaker.

4.1 Net Present Value

A net present value calculation was not required for this project as there is only one viable

alternative.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

This project does not affect the levelized cost of energy because it does not involve any new

sources of generation.

4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

A cost benefit analysis is not required because there are no quantifiable benefits.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no legislative and regulatory requirements for this project.
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4.5 Historical Information

Hydro has not replaced any 230 kV circuit breakers within the past five years.

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

The forecast customer load growth has no affect on this project.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no energy efficiency benefits associated with this project.

4.8 Losses during Construction

There are no losses during construction associated with this project.

4.9 Status Quo

The status quo is not an option because the circuit breaker has safety and reliability

problems.

4.10 Alternatives

A repair of the corroded sections on the compressed air tank was considered. This was not

possible because the existing tanks are glass lined and any attempt to weld them would

damage the lining and further damage the breaker. As well, any attempt to repair the tanks

would require a complete disassembly and reassembly of the breaker. The labour and

materials costs for this option, plus the outage time required for the work, is expected to
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exceed the costs for a replacement by approximately $200,000. Because the major

deficiency is in the tanks, it is not cost effective to try to repair the breaker. The most

effective means to correct the problem is to completely replace the breaker.

Hydro's air blast breaker upgrade program which has been ongoing for the last five years

involves upgrade of the interrupters, resistors and capacitors. This type of upgrade is

possible only if the breaker tank is in good condition. If the breaker tanks are damaged or

corroded then the upgrade option is not practical or feasible. Thus, there are no viable

alternatives to correcting the problem described in this proposal other than to replace the

breaker completely.
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5 CONCLUSION

This project is necessary to address the reliability and safety concerns identified on Breaker

L03L06 in the Sunnyside Terminal Station. Maintenance inspections have shown that the

compressed air tank on the breaker is corroded and the tank walls no longer meet industry

standards. Because of the corrosion there is a risk of the tank rupturing and causing a safety

hazard. Repair of the breaker is not practical or feasible. The only viable alternative is a

complete replacement of the breaker.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 3.

Project Cost:($ xl,000)

Material Supply

Labour

Consultant

Contract Work

Other Direct Costs

0/H, AFUDC & Escln.

Contingency

Table 3: Budget Estimate
2011 2012 Beyond Total

0.0 225.0 0.0 225.0

32.8 165.6 0.0 198.4

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

5.0 55.0 0.0 60.0

0.0 30.5 0.0 30.5

3.5 62.6 0.0 66.1

0.0 51.4 0.0 51.4

TOTAL 41.3 590.1 0.0 631.4
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5.2 Project Schedule

The project schedule is shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Project Schedule
Activity Milestone

Project Start April 2011

Initial Planning and Equipment Tendering August 2011

Equipment Delivery May 2012

Equipment Installation July 2012

Commissioning July 2012

Project In Service August 2012

Project Completion and Close Out December 2012
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1 INTRODUCTION

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (Hydro) provides electrical service to 31 geographic

areas that are connected to the Island Interconnected System and to 20 isolated areas

served by diesel generation. In 2003-2004 Hydro initiated a pilot program for automated

customer meter reading in St. Brendan's. This pilot program proved successful and Hydro

has extended the program to other service areas.

To date, Hydro has implemented Automated Meter Reading (AMR) in Bay D'Espoir, Conne

River, Cow Head, Daniel's Harbour, Gaultois, Hawke's Bay, Parsons Pond, St. Anthony and

St. Brendan's. The implementation of AMR in Change Islands and Fogo will be completed in

2010.

An Automated Meter Reading system provides the capability to report a customer's power

usage without requiring a meter reader to visit the meter location to record the reading.

Each customer's meter contains a transmitter that reports the meter reading. These

readings are recorded by a collector located at a local substation and forwarded to a server

in St. John's. The meter readings are transmitted from each meter to the local collector over

the distribution power lines using power line carrier communications.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project is required to implement Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) in Hydro's customer

service areas of Labrador City and Port au Choix. This project is a continuation in the

deployment of AMR approved in Hydro's 2007, 2008 and 2009 Capital Budget Applications.

In Labrador City, the AMR functionality is being implemented for 1,000 customers, which is

approximately 20 percent of the service area. The work includes: (i) the replacement of

existing customer meters with AMR equipped meters, (ii) the installation of data collectors

in the new Quartzite Substation being constructed in Labrador City as part of the

distribution system upgrade project, (iii) communications to the AMR server located at

Hydro's corporate headquarters in St. John's, and (iv) configuring computer systems in St.

John's to handle the AMR meter readings and billing for customers in Labrador City.

In Port au Choix, the AMR functionality is being deployed to all customers in the service

area (approximately 570 customers). The work includes: (i) the replacement of existing

customer meters with AMR equipped meters, and (ii) configuring the AMR server to include

customers in Port au Choix. The existing data collectors used in the implementation of AMR

for Hawke's Bay can be utilized for the Port au Choix deployment.
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

The current meter reading system used in the Labrador City and Port au Choix service areas

is the Radix System. This system involves the following process for reading meters:

. Meter Route information is transferred from the Customer Information/Billing System

to the Radix System and then loaded into a handheld device in the local area;

. A Meter Reader visits each customer's meter and manually enters the meter reading

into the handheld device;

. After the meter readings have been taken, the handheld device is connected to a local

computer and the readings are transferred to the Radix System; and

. The meter readings are transferred from the Radix System to the Customer

Information/Billing System at head office in St. John's.

The AMR system being deployed is Landis + Gyr's' TS1 System. The TS1 System is a one-way

power line carrier based communications system where data is transferred from a

customer's meter to a data collector located in a terminal station using the existing

distribution lines to carry the meter data signals. Communications to a customer's meter is

not supported with this system.

Under previously approved capital projects for 2007 and 2008, AMR has been implemented

in the customer services areas of Bay D'Espoir, Conne River, Cow Head, Daniel's Harbour,

Gaultois, Hawke's Bay (excluding Port au Choix), Parsons Pond and St. Anthony, as well as a

pilot project conducted in St. Brendan's in 2003-2004.

Under the 2009 approved capital projects, AMR is being deployed in Fogo and Change

Islands and will become operational in these areas in 2010.

1 Landis + Gyr is a supplier of electricity metering including advanced or "smart metering

systems".
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3.1 Age of Equipment or System

The existing Radix system was implemented for all of Hydro's service areas in 1999 and

includes approximately 30 handheld devices used by meter readers to record meter

readings.

Deployment of the AMR System began in 2007 with the first installations in the Bay d'Espoir

service area brought in-service in 2008.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

Tables 1 and 2 show the upgrades to the Radix System and AMR System respectively.

Table 1: Radix System

Year Major Work/Upgrade Comments

Devices worn out from use.
2005 Replace hand held devices

Cost/Unit=$2,800.

Table 2: AMR System

Year Major Work/Upgrade Comments

2009 Deployment to Change Islands and Fogo. Installation is in-progress.

Deployment to Cow Head, Daniel's
2008 Installation completed.

Harbour, Hawke's Bay and Parson's Pond.

Deployment in Bay D'Espoir, Conne River,
2007 Initial installation of the AMR System.

Gaultois and St. Anthony.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The handheld units for the Radix system have an anticipated service life of five years.

Hand held units are not used with the AMR System.
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3.4 Maintenance History

The five-year maintenance history for the entire Radix System is shown in the Table 3.

Table 3: Maintenance History

Year

Preventive
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($000)
2009 0.0 6.7 6.7

2008 12.5 4.8 17.3

2007 12.5 7.4 19.9

2006 0.0 0.3 0.3

2005 0.0 67.1 67.1

There is no maintenance history for the AMR System as the first service areas only became

operational in 2008 and no maintenance costs have been incurred. The corrective

maintenance costs in 2005 include the replacement of the Radix system hand held devices

as mentioned in Table 1.

3.5 Outage Statistics

There are no outages of the existing AMR system.

3.6 Industry Experience

The TS1 System is Landis + Gyr's power-line carrier product line which was introduced in

1995. There are currently over 400 utility customers using TS1 Systems and over four

million endpoints deployed.
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3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

Hydro has a maintenance agreement in place with Radix Micro Devices for the Radix

System. The cost of the agreement is $12,461 annually and this covers software support,

maintenance and repair services on equipment.

Hydro has a maintenance agreement in place with Landis + Gyr for the AMR System. The

annual cost of the support agreement for 2010 is $9,047. The maintenance agreement

includes software and hardware support, software updates from Landis + Gyr and full

replacement of any defective modules integrated into the meters to provide AMR

functionality.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

Landis + Gyr's estimated life expectancy for the data collectors used in the AMR system,

which are located in terminal stations to capture meter readings, is 15 years. This time

period is used for completing the cost-benefit analysis (see Section 4.3).

For the Radix system, Radix's expectations are that the handheld models average about 18

months or 500 charges on a set of batteries before requiring return to the factory for

replacement. The devices are supported for a period of 7 to 9 years.

3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

For the Radix System, replacement handheld devices are purchased from Radix Micro

Devices when the units are no longer functional.

For the AMR System, Landis + Gyr states that the modules integrated into meters to provide

AMR functionality are returned for full replacement under the support agreement. If in

future, a product is discontinued by Landis + Gyr, then Landis + Gyr offers product
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support/replacement for a minimum period of 18 months.

3.10 Safety Performance

There are no safety issues related to meter reading devices.

3.11 Environmental Performance

There are no environmental issues associated with this project.

3.12 Operating Regime

Meters are in continuous operation.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

This project is justified on the results from a cost-benefit analysis which shows that the new

AMR system has economic benefit over the existing system through a reduction in

controllable costs.

The new system also provides improvements in customer service through the following:

• Meter reading errors will be reduced or eliminated;

• Estimated readings will be reduced or eliminated;

• More detailed energy usage information will be available to help customers track

consumption patterns; and

. More flexible billing options will be available to customers such as consolidated bills

and customer selected billing dates.

In addition to the above, implementation of AMR will enhance safety by reducing employee

risk exposure and will provide a benefit to the environment as a result of less vehicle usage.

4.1 Net Present Value

See Section 4.3 for discussion of the cost-benefit analysis.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

This project will have no effect on the levelized cost of electricity as it does not involve

comparison of costs of new generation sources.

4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

For Labrador City, the cumulative present worth analysis of AMR and the current system

has a positive net present value starting in 2020 (9 years) and total savings of $120,695 by
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2025 as shown in Tables 4 and 5. The savings result primarily from the reduction in labour

costs in not requiring meter readers to visit each customer's meter and read their meter.

Table 4: Cumulative Net Present Value Comparison - Labrador City

Install Automated Meter Reading - Labrador City
Alternative Comparison

Cumulative Net Present Value
To The Year

2025

Cumulative CPW Difference between
Alternatives Net Present Alternative and the

Value (CPW) Least Cost Alternative

Install Automated Meter Reading 292,844 0
Current Radix System 413,539 120,695

Table 5: Cumulative Net Present Value Comparison Graphs - Labrador City

0.5
C
0

0.4
'3

0.4

0.3

0.3

> 0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

Alternative Comparison
Cumulative Net Present Value

Install Automated Meter Reading - Labrador City
_________

S

/

2010 2011 2012

-.-AMuabaty
- -

-.-Radøc - - -

I
2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 202320242025

291,69 291, 292,00 292.14292,21292,40 292,521292,63292,74 292,B4 - - -

268,22ø6,13 321,4634s,14:37o,1a392,se413.Fz - :
Year

For Port au Choix, the cumulative present worth analysis of AMR and the current system

has a positive net present value starting in 2017 (6 years) and total savings of $169,767 by
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--

2025 as shown in Tables 6 and 7. The savings result primarily from the reduction in labour

costs in not requiring meter readers to visit each customer's meter and read their meter.

Table 6: Cumulative Net Present Value Comparison - Port au Choix

Install Automated Meter Reading - Port au Choix
Alternative Comparison

Cumulative Net Present Value
To The Year

2025

Cumulative CPW Difference between
Alternatives Net Present Alternatfve and the

Value (CPW) Least Cost Alternative

Install Automated Meter Reading 246,525 0
Current Radix System 416,292 169,767

Alt. #3 Description - Summary Table
Alt. #4 Description - Summary Table

Table 7: Cumulative Net Present Value Comparison Graphs - Port au Choix

Alternative Comparison
Cumulative Net Present Value

Install Automated Meter Reading - Port au Choix
0.5 -- _________________ ------ -

C
0

O.4
a,

2010 2011 2012 2O1 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

-.-AMRFkntauCODC 184,81 19t2

-.-Radx 39912 77,17 113,47. 147, 180, 212,7 2427 27o,72981a323.6d3484372,5g3g51416.2 - - .1....: - - - -

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no legislative or regulatory requirements for this project to be initiated.
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4.5 Historical Information

This is a recurring project started in 2007. Historical information is included in Table 8.

Table 8: Historical Information

Capital Actual Cost per
Budget Expenditures unit

ear
($000) ($000) Units ($000) Comments

2009 490.5 230.9 1737 0.28 In progress.

2008 606.0 598.0 1775 0.34 Completed.

2007 1,275.8 1,290.5 4129 0.31 Completed.

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

Customer load growth does not affect this project.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no direct energy efficiency benefits that can be attributed to implementation of

AMR. However, the capability to provide more detailed energy usage statistics enables

customers to track consumption patterns. This helps promote energy efficiency.

4.8 Losses during Construction

There is no construction involved in the implementation of the AMR system.

4.9 Status Quo

As described in the cost-benefit analysis, the economic benefit from the new AMR system
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results primarily from labour savings. If the Radix system is kept in-service, meter readers

will still be required and, therefore, operating costs will be higher. In addition, the difficulty

of getting relief meter readers will result in more estimated meter readings.

4.10 Alternatives

Two alternatives were considered:

Alternative 1: Maintain the existing Radix system; and

Alternative 2: Deploy Landis + Gyr's TS1 AMR System. This is a one-way power line

carrier communications AMR system in which a customer's meter sends information

to a local data collector over the distribution lines.

Alternative 1 is labour intensive and meter reading costs will continue to increase over time.

Alternative 2 has been selected by Hydro for the following reasons.

o The cost-benefit analysis shows that this alternative results in lower meter reading costs

and a savings to Hydro. For Labrador City, the payback period is nine years with net

savings of approximately $120,700 in 15 years. For Port au Choix, the payback period is

six years with a net savings of approximately $169,800 in 15 years.

o Incorrect and estimated meter readings are eliminated.

o There is a future opportunity for Hydro's customers to have available more detailed

energy usage statistics.
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5 CONCLUSION

Implementation of Landis + Gyr's TS1 AMR System is the chosen alternative as determined

from a cost benefit analysis.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Tables 9 and 10.

Table 9: Budget Estimate for Labrador City

Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2012 Beyond Total

Material Supply 167.3 0.0 0.0 167.3

Labour 82.0 18.0 0.0 100.0

Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Contract Work 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other Direct Costs 9.9 0.0 0.0 9.9

0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 33.0 12.6 0.0 45.6

Contingency 0.0 27.7 0.0 27.7

TOTAL 292.2 58.3 0.0 350.5

Table 10: Budget Estimate for Port au Choix.

Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2012 Beyond Total

Material Supply 81.5 0.0 0.0 81.5

Labour 54.0 8.0 0.0 62.0

Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Contract Work 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other Direct Costs 5.5 0.0 0.0 5.5

0/H, AFUDC & Esctn. 18.0 6.5 0.0 24.5

Contingency 0.0 14.9 0.0 14.9

TOTAL 159.0 29.4 0.0 188.4
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5.2 Project Schedule

The anticipated project schedule is shown in Table 11.

Table 11: Project Schedule

Activity Milestone

Approval of Design Transmittal March 2011

Meters Tendered April 2011

Terminal Station Equipment Ordered April 2011

Terminal Station Equipment Received June 2011

Meters Received June 2011

Terminal Station Equipment Installation Complete September 2011

Meter Installation Complete February 2012

In-service March 2012

Project Completion and Closeout April 2012
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1 INTRODUCTION

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (Hydro) operates a fleet of vehicles comprised of

approximately 200 light-duty vehicles (cars, pick-ups and vans) and 65 heavy-duty trucks

(aerial devices, material handlers and boom trucks).

The vehicle fleet is strategically distributed across Hydro's operating areas throughout the

Province and is utilized on a daily basis to support staff engaged in the maintenance and

repair of the electrical system.

The Transportation section of Hydro maintains a close liaison with other Canadian Utilities

through participation on the Canadian Utility Fleet Council and has established vehicle

replacement guidelines, which consider the operating regime for the vehicles, as well as

average replacement criteria used by other Canadian Utilities.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project proposes the replacement of 25 light-duty vehicles and five heavy-duty vehicles

in accordance with the established replacement criteria for vehicle age and kilometers

(kms) as follows:

Light-duty vehicles

Heavy-duty vehicles

Class 4, 5 and 6

Class 7 and 8

5-7 years or 150,000 kms

6-8 years or 200,000 kms

6-8 years or 250,000 kms

All vehicles that meet the entire criteria are being replaced. However, seven light duty

vehicles and seven heavy duty vehicles that were earlier considered for replacement are

retained because they do not meet the mileage criteria.
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

As this project is for the replacement of vehicles and aerial devices there is no relevant

information related to the following:

• Outage Statistics;

• Safety Performance; and

• Operating Regime.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

Please see Appendix A for a detailed listing of the vehicles being replaced under this

proposal, which includes the age at retirement and projected kilometers.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

There have been no major upgrades since purchase.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

The anticipated useful life for light-duty vehicles is six years and for heavy-duty vehicles it is

eight years.

3.4 Maintenance History

Please see Appendix A for the life to date maintenance costs for vehicles being replaced

under this proposal.
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3.5 Industry Experience

Vehicle replacement criteria across the Canadian Utility Industry varies dependant on

location, exposure to harsh environmental conditions and the severity of the service hours

for the vehicle. While some variances exist, it is generally the case that vehicles are replaced

in accordance with the replacement criteria utilized by Hydro (see Section 2).

Hydro's Transportation section maintains a database of the vehicle fleet which tracks

individual unit history including acquisition date, kilometers and maintenance history. The

Fleet Specialist updates this information on an ongoing basis and uses current data to

determine annual vehicle replacements.

Prior to the preparation of the capital budget proposal, a review of the latest version of the

database is performed to select the units which meet the replacement criteria for age or

kilometers, and to verify those which should be included in the capital budget proposal

based on their maintenance history or ongoing maintenance issues.

3.6 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

The Hydro fleet of vehicles is primarily maintained by external service garages. In-house

mechanical maintenance personnel are used to maintain the specialized utility equipment

such as our aerial devices, booms and heavy off-road tracked equipment.

3.7 Vendor Recommendations

There are no vendor recommendations in regards to this project.
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3.8 Availability of Replacement Parts

Replacements parts are usually available for all of the vehicles being replaced in this

proposal.

3.9 Environmental Performance

Hydro ensures that the operation of its motorized vehicles is in compliance with the NLR

39/04 Air Pollution Control Regulations, Section 16 Motorized vehicles and has an emission

limit not in excess of the standards prescribed in the regulations. The regulations state

NLR 39/04 Air Pollution Control Regulations:

Motorized Vehicles

16. (1) A person shall not operate or permit the operation of a light duty motorized
vehicle having an emission in excess of the standards prescribed in Schedule F.

(2) The opacity of a visible emission from a diesel fuelled heavy duty motorized
vehicle, as determined by procedure SAE J1667 entitled Snap Acceleration
Smoke Test Procedure for Heavy-Duty Diesel Vehicles, shall not exceed:

(a) 40 percent for 1991 model vehicles and newer; and

(b) 55 percent for 1990 model vehicles and older.

(3) For the purpose of ensuring that the standards prescribed in Schedule F and
subsection (2) are met, according to paragraph 111(1)(p) of the Act, the minister
may, by regulation, establish an emission inspection and maintenance program
as a means of reducing exhaust and evaporative air contaminants.

A fuel consumption analysis is completed on all light-duty vehicles that have a fuel

consumption rating to ensure that Hydro purchases fuel efficient vehicles. The fuel cost is

calculated on a 55 percent Hwy / 45 percent city fuel rating for 75,000 kilometers. The total

cost is factored into the upfront cost of the vehicle and the tender is awarded to the lowest

total cost bid.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

Hydro operates in many diverse locations across the province, and it is critical to the

provision of economical and reliable electricity that employees are provided with safe and

reliable vehicles.

As this proposal provides for the normal replacement of on-road vehicles in accordance

with established criteria, there is no relevant information related to the following:

. Levelized Cost of Energy;

. Forecast Customer Growth; and

. Losses during Construction.

4.1 Net Present Value

A net present value calculation was not performed in this instance as there is no viable

alternative to replacing vehicles and aerial devices.

4.2 Cost Benefit Analysis

The light-duty vehicles are subjected to a lease or purchase cost/benefit analysis during the

tender process to determine the least cost alternative. The cost benefit analysis is most

accurate if done in the year of replacement, as this allows us to factor in current year fleet

incentives offered by the manufacturers. This proposal provides the funding to purchase the

required vehicles. Should the subsequent cost/benefit analysis dictate, then costs will be

adjusted to reflect the lease option.
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4.3 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

Hydro complies with requirements stipulated in the following:

Occupational and Health Safety Regulations

. Canadian Motor Vehicle Safety Standards

. Environmental Protection Act

. Air Pollution Control Regulations

4.4 Historical Information

Table 1 provides the purchase history for vehicle and aerial device purchases.

Table 1: Vehicle and Aerial Device Purchases

Vehicle and Aerial Device Purchases 2006 - 2010

Year Units Purchased Budget Actuals

Vehicles Aerial Devices ($000) ($000)_______________

2010 (F) 45 7 2,156
_________

2009 33 6 2,156 2,044

2008 33 5 1,826 1,557

2007 23 9 2,686 2,218

2006 27 4 1,732 1,571

4.5 Energy Efficiency Benefits

A fuel consumption analysis is completed on all light-duty vehicles that have a fuel

consumption rating to ensure that Hydro purchases fuel efficient vehicles. The fuel cost is

calculated on a 55 percent Hwy / 45 percent city fuel rating for 75,000 kms. The total cost is

factored into the upfront cost of the vehicle and the tender is awarded to the lowest total

Cost bid.
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4.6 Status Quo

Failure to replace units in accordance with the replacement policy will lead to increasing

maintenance costs and less reliable vehicles. Hydro employees maintain the electrical

system 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and require dependable and safe vehicles for their

work. As vehicles age, they experience increasing downtime, which could negatively affect

response times for emergency outages or planned maintenance.

4.7 Alternatives

Replacement of these vehicles and aerial devices is the only viable option.
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5 CONCLUSION

This project provides for the normal replacement of light-duty and heavy-duty vehicles

which are at the end of their useful lives and are no longer dependable.

5.1 Budget Estimate

Table 2: Budget Estimate

Project Cost:

($xl,000) 2011 2012 Beyond Total

Material Supply 2,253.7 605.4 0.0 2,859.1

Labour 4.4 1.0 0.0 5.4

Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Contract Work 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other Direct Costs 9.0 3.0 0.0 12.0

0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 83.4 29.5 0.0 112.9

Contingency 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

TOTAL 2,350.5 638.9 0.0 2,989.4

5.2 Project Schedule

The project is scheduled to be completed by March 2012.
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APPENDIX A

Replace Vehicles and Aerial Devices
Hydro System 2011
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Unit Vehicle Type
Age at

Retirement

Projected kms
@ July of

Replacement
Criteria

Maint
Life-to-Date

Retirement Year
_____________

-

<

-

.

___________

Condition
$

_________________

V1060
___________

Car
__________

7.0 174038 X X
____________

8,916

V1276 Car 6.6 155906 X X
____________

7,975

V1279 Mini Van 6.2 173543 X X
___________

11,235

V1288 Car 6.1 130870 X Body 7,467

V1297 Car 5.1 189413 X X
____________

5,877

V1298 Car 4.7 188397 X X
____________

11,099

V2125 Pick Up 8.7 67935 X
-

Engine Hours 8,347

V2148 Pick Up 8.1 87880 X Engine Hours 11,320

V2152 Pick Up 8.1 92705 X
-

-
Engine Hours 9,112

V2168 Pick Up 7.0 160647 X X
____________

13,475

V2171 Pick Up 7.0 154211 X X Body 15,516

V2174 Pick Up 7.0 227836 X X
____________

9,936

V2178 Pick Up 7.1 201522 X X
____________

28,654

V2179 Pick Up 7.0 124824 x
-

Design Issues 9,130

V2581 Van 6.1 153496 X X
____________

9,423

V2586 Pick Up 5.1 206832 X X
____________

12,127

V2587 Pick Up 5.1 155737 X X
____________

10,588

V2590 Van 4.6 188631 X
____________

6,262

V2591 Pick Up 4.8 204785
-

-
X

____________
10,447

V2592 Pick Up 4.9 176497
-

X
____________

16,021

V2597 Pick Up 5.1 191345 X X
____________

22,433

V2598 Pick Up 5.2 157135 X X
____________

7,684

V2599 Pick Up 5.0 164320 X X
____________

12,341

V2600 Pick Up 5.0 123863
- -

Reliability due
to electrical
issues 29,185

V2604 Pick Up 5.1 177613 X X
____________

10,329

V3250 MD Truck 8.7 195608 X X
___________

27,873

V4460 Boom Truck 11.6 163175 X
-

Maint. Costs 120,061

V4488
Material
Handler 7.2 237492 X X Maint. Costs 101,591

V4489 Aerial Device 8.1 213213 X X Maint. Costs 78,845

V4493
Material
Handler 7.0 273095 X X Maint. Costs 90,580
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Stationary Battery and Charger Replacement Program

1 INTRODUCTION

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro's (Hydro's) Stationary Battery Replacement Program

(the Program) is an ongoing program to replace stationary battery systems which are

required for equipment located in generating and terminal stations and at

telecommunications sites throughout Hydro's operating area.

Hydro has 39 generation sites including hydraulic, thermal and diesel, 54 high-voltage (66

kV and above) terminal stations and 14 telecommunications microwave sites. Stationary

batteries are located in all of these sites, and are used to provide power to

telecommunications, protection and control, and switching equipment during times of AC

power loss, enabling Hydro to continue operating the stations, either locally or by remote

control from the Energy Control Centre (ECC).

Two types of stationary batteries are in use today. The flooded-cell battery shown in Figure

1 is the most common type. It consists of a series of individual cells connected together to

supply the required voltage, either 48V or 125V DC, depending on the application. Each cell

has rectangular plates of lead-calcium alloy bathed in a sulfuric acid electrolyte. The battery

is large, heavy, and unwieldy; however, it has the advantage of high reliability and a typical

service life of 18-20 years. If an individual cell fails, the battery continues to operate,

although at diminished capacity. This type of battery has three disadvantages: Flooded-cell

batteries emit small amounts of hydrogen gas during charging, and therefore require

battery room ventilation; the battery requires regular maintenance to ensure the battery

electrolyte does not deplete during operation; and a jar container may fail causing

potentially dangerous spills of sulfuric acid.
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In an effort to develop a smaller battery with less maintenance and less exposure to

dangerous chemicals, manufacturers introduced a new type of battery, known as Valve

Regulated Lead Acid (VRLA) or "maintenance-free", shown in Figure 2. These batteries hold

the electrolyte suspended in a gel or paste and utilize a sealed container which reduces the

chance of spill and prevents hydrogen escaping to the atmosphere. Unfortunately, once in

operation they soon demonstrated several significant disadvantages. In practice, VRLA

batteries have only seven to ten years of service life, which is approximately half of the

flooded-cell battery service life. The batteries can experience a condition known as

"thermal runaway" which is overheating that could lead to an explosion. As well, when a

cell fails, it fails with an open circuit, meaning that the failure of one cell can cause the

whole bank to fail. For these reasons, many users are moving back to flooded-cell batteries.

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Page 2
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•11

Figure 2- VRLA battery (Hinds Lake)

There are two applications for stationary batteries - telecommunications and station

service. The voltage of telecommunications batteries is usually 48V DC. These batteries

typically have higher standby capacity (in terms of hours the battery can supply the load)

than is required for station service batteries for two reasons. First, they often carry

telecommunications for not only the site itself, but other sites as well, so they have a higher

standby time requirement. Second, the station service equipment operates intermittently,

whereas the telecommunications equipment draws power continuously. Station service

batteries operate protection, control and switching equipment in the station, and are

typically 125V DC.

Because they operate at a different voltage and on direct rather than alternating current,

batteries are equipped with a charging system or charger. The charger converts AC to DC

for the battery and attached equipment. Chargers normally last longer than the batteries

and, therefore, are not always replaced when the batteries are replaced.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The batteries and chargers being replaced under the Program for 2011 are both VRLA and

flooded-cells, and are shown in Table 1. The chargers being replaced are shown in Table 2.

Table 1: 2011 Battery Replacements
Location Type Voltage Install Date Manufacturer

Berry Hill (BHL) -TRO Flooded 48V 1990 C&D
Roddickton (RDK) Flooded 125V 1988 Excide
Happy Valley (HVY) Flooded 125V 1991 C&D
Bear Cove (BCV) VRLA 125V 1995 C&D
St. Anthony Airport (STA) VRLA 125V 1996 C&D
St. Anthony Diesel Plant (SDT) VRLA 125V 1996 C&D
Cow Head (CHD) VRLA 125V 1998 C&D
Daniel's Harbour (DHR) VRLA 125V 1999 C&D
Lake Melville (LMR) VRLA 48V 2001 C&D
Natuashish (NTD B1) VRLA 125V 1990 Exide
Wabush Townsite (WBS) VRLA 125V 1990 ACDelco

Table 2: 2011 Charger Replacements

Location
Battery
Voltage Capacity

Install
Date Manufacturer

Wiltondale TS (WDL) 48V 6A 1970 Powertronic
Hawke's Bay (HBD) 125V 20A 1970 Lamarche
Holyrood (HRP C5 Unit 3) 125V 125A 1978 CTS of Canada
Holyrood (HRP C6 Unit 3) 125V 125A 1978 CTS of Canada
Hawke's Bay (HBY Cl) 48V SOA 1980 Argus
Hawke's Bay (HBY C2) 48V 50A 1980 Argus
Berry Hill (BHL TRO) 48V 35A 1982 Saft Nife Corp.
Grandy Brook 48V 50A 1982 Argus
Cartwright (CTW Cl) 125V 1OA 1987 Cigentic
Cartwright (CTW C2) 125V 1OA 1987 Cigentic
Cartwright (CTW C3) 125V 1OA 1987 Cigentic
Buchans (BUC Cl) 125V 30A 1990 Saft Nife
Buchans (BUC C2) 125V 30A 1990 Saft Nife
Buchans(BUCC1) 48V 50A 1990 Argus
Buchans (BUC C2) 48V 50A 1990 Argus
Buchans (BUC C3) 48V 50A 1990 Argus
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The batteries and chargers being replaced under the Program for the years 2011 - 2015,

inclusive, are shown in Appendix A - Five Year Battery Replacement Schedule. This plan is

subject to modification if conditions warrant the early replacement of a system, or if a

system is showing deterioration different from originally expected.
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

The battery banks throughout Hydro's system are inspected regularly, depending on age

and condition, to determine if there is a need for replacement.

Batteries are typically inspected annually and tested as required. More frequent monitoring

and testing may be performed if deterioration is noticed.

Flooded-cell and VRLA batteries have an average life of 18 to 20 years and seven to ten

years, respectively. Replacement is based on a combination of age and condition. As

batteries age, they rapidly deteriorate and will no longer provide sufficient power in the

event of an outage.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

The original installation dates shown in Tables 1 and 2 convey the ages of the various

battery banks and chargers being replaced.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

There has been no major work or upgrades on any of the batteries or chargers being

replaced under this project.

3.3 Anticipated Useful Life

Flooded-cell batteries have a typical service life of 18 to 20 years. VRLA batteries have a

typical service life of seven to ten years.

For calculating depreciation expense all battery banks and chargers are assumed to have an

economic life of 15 years.
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3.4 Maintenance History

Battery maintenance varies with the age, location and type of battery. Generally speaking,

if batteries are in a location where they are being observed regularly, such as a staffed

generating station, they may not be tested as regularly as those in locations that are not

visited frequently. Visual observation of batteries can offer information regarding their

condition.

Regular maintenance included visual inspection, measurement of cell voltage,

measurement of electrolyte specific gravity, and replacement of evaporated electrolyte

with distilled water.

Conductance testing is a recent testing method and this type of testing is intended to

supplement traditional capacity testing, which is the most accurate test of a battery's

condition. In a capacity test, the battery is removed from service and connected to a load

that is designed to discharge the battery over eight hours. This test of the so-called eight

hour rate assesses the actual capacity of the battery. The battery cells are observed during

the test for rapid loss of voltage to determine if they have deteriorated. The battery is

deemed to have failed the test if it demonstrates less than 80 percent of rated capacity'.

Because the capacity test takes a significant amount of time and requires a disruption of

service, it is difficult to conduct regularly. A suitable proxy for discharge testing is

conductance testing, during which the conductance or ability of the batterys individual cells

to conduct current is measured. Hydro personnel periodically test batteries using a

conductance tester. By comparing results overtime, deterioration of the battery can be

tracked. Ideally, batteries are tested shortly after installation and this baseline is used to

track changes in the battery's condition. However, many batteries currently being replaced

1 Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Standard 450-1995, "IEEE Recommended Practice for
Maintenance, Testing and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for Stationary Applications, Section 7.
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have been in service longer than Hydro has been testing batteries, so baseline test results

are not available. As well, some manufacturers publish reference values that are useful for

comparing test results; however these results are not available for all batteries. As a result,

some judgment must be used.

Chargers are not generally tested. They are replaced as they reach the end of their useful

lives or when maintenance becomes an issue.

The batteries being replaced do not have available test results. Replacement is based on

age and operating experience.

3.5 Outage Statistics

Battery chargers are typically installed in a redundant configuration, in order to minimize

outages. Batteries that fail must be replaced immediately. There are no recorded outages

for any of the equipment being replaced under this program.

3.6 Industry Experience

Battery life is highly variable and can depend on many factors. High temperature, slightly

elevated charging voltage, and the number, duration and depth of discharges can all affect

the service life of a battery. Industry users have experienced battery life for VRLA batteries

of as little as 24 months2 and as long as 25 years for flooded cell batteries that are rarely

used and maintained under ideal conditions3. Hydro has had to replace batteries with as

little as five years of use and has kept batteries in service for well over 20 years in some

2 "Eliminate VRLA Battery Failures in Telecom Outside Plants and Maximize In-Service Life", B. Williams,
Battcon 2000 Proceedings, 2000.

"Myths and Misconceptions: Exploring the Myths of Battery Life, a User's Perspective", M.S. Clark, Battcon
2006 Proceedings, 2006.
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cases. Testing and monitoring of batteries is critical to ensuring that they are available

when required.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

Most batteries and chargers are maintained by Hydro personnel. Depending on the

location, the battery may be inspected and/or tested bi-annually or annually. The exception

is uninterruptible power source (UPS) backup batteries at Hydro Place and Holyrood.

Because of the specialized application, these batteries are maintained by the manufacturer.

Annual inspection and maintenance is performed on these batteries.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

Most vendors refer to the standards published by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers (IEEE) for battery testing and replacement.

3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

Many, although not all, battery manufacturers have relatively consistent product lines and

replacement of individual cells is available for batteries. When a cell fails prematurely, it is

normal to replace it and keep the remainder of the string. However, when the battery

reaches the end of its useful life, replacement of individual cells is not recommended. At

this point, more frequent inspection, as well as the overhead costs associated with ordering

and installing individual cells and the likelihood that multiple cell replacements will be

required at different points in time, will offset any cost saving associated with extending the

life of the battery for what will likely be only a few years.
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3.10 Safety Performance

Aging batteries can on occasion present a safety hazard since cells are more likely to

rupture, especially if plate distortion is present. This phenomenon is often observed in

aging batteries but rupture is not common. As well, aging cells occasionally develop cracks

which may leak. Hydro personnel are equipped with personal protective equipment and

spill remediation kits should electrolyte spillage occur.

3.11 Environmental Performance

Because of the presence of sulfuric acid and lead, precautions must be taken in the handling

and disposal of batteries. Transportation of Dangerous Goods (TDG) regulations apply to

the transport of batteries. Training is provided to Hydro personnel and contractors to

ensure that the risk to the environment is minimized.

3.12 Operating Regime

Battery banks and chargers are stand-by equipment and are used to provide power to

telecommunications, protection and control, and switching equipment during times of AC

power loss, enabling Hydro to still operate terminal stations and microwave sites, either

locally or by remote control from the Energy Control Centre. These systems are the last line

of defense during power outages, and therefore high reliability and sufficient backup time

must be provided. These systems must be available 24 hours per day, every day.

Replacement after failure is unacceptable, since a power outage at the station will prolong

customer outages.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

Flooded-cell batteries have an average service life of 18-20 years. VRLA batteries have an

average service life of seven to ten years. Replacement is based on a combination of age

and condition. As batteries age, they rapidly deteriorate and will no longer provide

sufficient power in the event of an outage. IEEE Standards 450 and 1188 recommend

replacement of a battery at the earliest possible opportunity if the capacity has fallen to 80

percent or less of its rated capacity.

Based on age alone, the batteries being replaced have either reached or are nearing the end

of their useful lives. Testing of the batteries demonstrates the need for timely replacement.

Hydro's Battery Replacement Program ensures that batteries are replaced before they fail.

Batteries are key components of the infrastructure that is required to support the reliable

operation of the power grid. Hydro's battery replacement program ensures that battery life

is maximized while at the same time ensuring that reliable operation is maintained.

4.1 Net Present Value

A net present value calculation was not performed since there are no viable alternatives to

replacing batteries and charges.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

As the batteries and chargers are not related to generating units, the levelized cost of

energy is not applicable.
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4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

As there are no quantifiable benefits, a cost benefit analysis has not been performed.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

IEEE Standards 450 and 1188 recommend replacement of a battery at the earliest possible

opportunity if the capacity has fallen to 80 percent of its rated capacity. Note that these are

neither legislative nor regulatory requirements, but are industry accepted standards.

4.5 Historical Information

Historical information for the Stationary Battery and Charger Replacement Program is

shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Five-Year Battery Chargers Capital Budget and Expenditures History

Year
Capital

Budget ($000)

Actual
Expenditures

($000)

Battery
Bank
Units

Cost per
Bank Unit

($000)
Charger

Units
Cost per Charger

Unit ($000)

2010F 716.8
____________

11 16

2009 728.6 776.0 10
__________

43.7 12
________________

24.3

2008 430.4 473.4 8 43.7 4 30.9

2007 628.3 416.2 7 49.5 5 13.9

2006 564.9 585.1 14 34.9 11 8.8

The difference in unit costs from year-to-year results from the various sizes of units that are

required for each site.

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

Batteries and chargers are not impacted by forecast customer growth.
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4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no projected energy efficiency benefits related to the replacement of batteries

and chargers.

4.8 Losses during Construction

Installation of batteries and chargers will not require customer outages. When a battery is

being replaced, a temporary battery bank is used to provide backup in case there is an AC

power outage. When chargers are being replaced, a temporary charger is used. In either

case, customers are not affected.

4.9 Status Quo

Prolonged power outages would result from terminal stations and microwave sites being

without backup power when AC power is unavailable from battery banks.

4.10 Alternatives

Acceptable alternatives to stationary batteries do not exist. Stationary batteries are a

critical component of, and are integral to, the design of station control and

telecommunications equipment.

Since VRLA batteries have half the service life, a higher installed cost and the same

operating and maintenance costs as flooded cell batteries, when replacing VRLA batteries,

flooded cell batteries are the least cost alternative. Space limitations sometimes dictate

that VRLA batteries must be used.
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5 CONCLUSION

Stationary batteries are a critical component of the equipment required to control the

power grid. In order to ensure that the grid can be controlled during times of disruption,

Hydro will replace aging batteries and chargers on a continual basis to ensure that reliability

of the overall system is maintained.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The estimate for 2011 is higher than 2010, owing to an increase in the number of systems

being replaced, and due to an increase in material and contract costs. The 2011 estimate is

shown in Table 5.

Project Cost: ($ xl,000)
Material Supply
Labour
Consultant
Contract Work
Other Direct Costs
0/H, AFUDC & Escln.

-
Contingency

Table 5: Budget Estimate
2011 2012 Beyond Total
337.7 0.0 0.0 337.7
297.8 0.0 0.0 297.8

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
92.5 0.0 0.0 92.5
62.5 0.0 0.0 62.5

109.0 0.0 0.0 109.0
79.0 0.0 0.0 79.0

TOTAL 978.4 0.0 0.0 978.4

5.2 Project Schedule

The anticipated project schedule is summarized in Table 6.
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Table 6: Project Schedule
Activity Milestone

Project Initiation January 2011
Design Complete April 2011
Commissioning Complete October 2011
Project Closed November 2011

5.3 Future Plans

Work to be proposed in future years for replacement of batteries and chargers is described

in Appendix A - Five Year Battery Replacement Schedule. This plan is subject to

modification if conditions warrant the early replacement of a system, or if a system is

showing deterioration different from originally expected.
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APPENDIX A

Five Year Battery Replacement Schedule
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2011 Battery Replacements

Location

__________________________

Voltage

(V)

Type

________

Install Date

_________

Manufacturer

__________

Berry Hill (BHL TRO) 48 Flooded 1990 C&D

Roddickton (RDK) 125 Flooded 1988 Exide

Happy Valley (HVY) 125 Flooded 1991 C&D

Bear Cove (BCV) 125 VRLA 1995 C&D

St. Anthony Airport (STA) 125 VRLA 1996 C&D

St. Anthony Diesel T.S. (SDT) 125 VRLA 1996 C&D

Cow Head (CHD) 125 VRLA 1998 C&D

Daniels Harbor (DHR) 125 VRLA 1999 C&D

Lake Melville (LMR) 48 VRLA 2001 C&D

Natuashish (NTD B1) 125 VRLA 1990 Exide

Wabush Townsite Substation (WBS) 125 VRLA 1990 ACDelco

2011 Charger Replacements

Location Bank Voltage

(V)

Capacity (A)

__________

Install Date

_________

Manufacturer

_______________________________

Wiltondale T.S. (WDL) 48 6 1970 Powertronic

Hawke's Bay (HBD) 125 20 1970 Lamarche

Holyrood(HRPC5Unit3) 125 125 1978 CTSof Canada

Holyrood(HRPC6Unit3) 125 125 1978 CTSof Canada

Hawke's Bay (HBY Cl) 48 50 1980 Argus

Hawke's Bay (HBY C2) 48 50 1980 Argus

Berry Hill (BHLTRO) 48 35 1982 Saft Nife Corp.

Grandy Brook 48 50 1982 Argus

Cartwright (CTW Cl) 125 10 1987 Cigentic

Cartwright (CTW C2) 125 10 1987 Cigentic

Cartwright (CTW C3) 125 10 1987 Cigentic

Buchans (BUC Cl) 125 30 1990 Saft Nife

Buchans (BUC C2) 125 30 1990 Saft Nife

Buchans (BUC Cl) 48 50 1990 Argus

Buchans (BUC C2) 48 50 1990 Argus

Buchans (BUC C3) 48 50 1990 Argus
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2012 Battery Replacements
Location Voltage (V) Type Install Date Manufacturer

Bay D'Espoir (BDE PH2) 125 Flooded 1992 Exide

Happy Valley (HVG BB1) 24 Flooded 1992 Alcad Ltd.

Happy Valley (HVG BB2) 24 Flooded 1992 Alcad Ltd.

Happy Valley (HVG BB3) 125 Flooded 1992 Alcad Ltd.

2012 Charger Replacements
Location Bank Voltage (V) Capacity (A) Install Date Manufacturer

Bottom Waters (BWT) 125 10 1990 Saft Nife

Sandy Brook Hill (SBH Cl) 48 50 1990 Argus

Sandy Brook Hill (SBH C2) 48 50 1990 Argus

Sandy Brook Hill (SBH C3) 48 50 1990 Argus

Sandy Brook Hill (SBH C4) 48 50 1990 Argus

Sunnyside (SSD CA) 48 50 1990 Argus

Sunnyside (SSD CB) 48 50 1990 Argus

Sunnyside (SSD CC) 48 50 1990 Argus

Sunnyside (SSD CD) 48 50 1990 Argus

Western Avalon (WAV CA) 48 50 1990 Argus

Western Avalon (WAV CB) 48 50 1990 Argus

Western Avalon (WAV CC) 48 50 1990 Argus

Western Avalon (WAV CD) 48 50 1990 Argus

Bottom Brook (BBK) 125 12 1991 Saft Nife

Doyles (DLS) 125 12 1991 Saft Nife

Happy Valley (HVY Cl) 125 50 1991 C&D

Happy Valley (HVY C2) 125 50 1991 C&D
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2013 Battery Replacements

Location Voltage Type Install Date Manufacturer

Hawke's Bay (HBD G1) 125 VRLA 2003 C&D

St. Anthony (SDP BB1) 125 VRLA 2003 C&D

St. Anthony (SDP BB2) 125 VRLA 2003 C&D

South Brook (50K) 125 Unknown 2003 Unknown

2013 Charger Replacements
Location Bank Voltage (V) Capacity (A) Install Date Manufacturer

Springdale (SPL Cl) 125 30 1992 Saft Nife

Springdale (SPL C2) 125 30 1992 Saft Nife

Happy Valley (HVG Cl) 125 100 1992 C-Can Power

Happy Valley (HVG C2) 125 100 1992 C-Can Power

Happy Valley (HVG C3) 125 100 1992 C-Can Power

Indian River (IRV Cl) 48 40 1992 Staticon

Indian River (IRV C2) 48 40 1992 Staticon

Happy Valley N.D.P (HVD) 125 Unknown Unknown Unknown

Natuashish (NTD Cl) 125 Unknown Unknown Unknown

Wabush Substation (WBS) 125 5 Unknown Cigentic

2014 Battery Replacements
___________ _____________

Location Voltage (V) Type Install Date Manufacturer

N/A
__________ ___________

2014 Charger Replacements
Location Bank Voltage (V) Capacity (A) Install Date Manufacturer

Bishop Falls Office (BFO) 48 Unknown Unknown Unknown

Cow Head (CHD) 48 50 Unknown Argus

Daniel's Harbor (DHR) 48 50 Unknown Argus

St. Anthony Airp. (STA Cl) 48 50 Unknown Argus

St. Anthony Airp. (STA C2) 48 50 Unknown Argus
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2015 Battery Replacements
Location Voltage (V) Type Install Date Manufacturer

Plum Point (PPT) 125 Flooded 1995 C&D

Holyrood Plant Backup Gen. (HRD) 125 Flooded 1995 C&D

Cat Arm (CAT BB2) 125 Flooded 1996 C&D

Cat Arm (CAT BB1) 125 Flooded 2000 Son nenshein

Hardwoods (HWG) 125 VRLA 2005 C&D

Hawke's Bay (HBD G2) 125 VRLA 2005 C&D

2015 Charger Replacements
Location Bank Voltage (V) Capacity (A) Install Date Manufacturer

Bear Cove (BCV CA) 125 30 1995 Saft Nife Corp.

Bear Cove (BCV CB) 125 30 1995 Saft Nife Corp.

Bear Cove (BCV Cl) 48 50 1995 Argus

Bear Cove (BCV C2) 48 50 1995 Argus

Holyrood Plant Backup Gen. 125 30 1995 Saft Nife Corp
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Replace MDR 6000 Microwave Radio (West)

1 INTRODUCTION

The scope of this project includes the replacement of obsolete Alcatel MDR-6000

microwave radio equipment. This equipment is used to support the operation of

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro's generating and terminal stations by providing high

speed communications for teleprotection, Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

(SCADA), voice and administrative data.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This project will replace the low capacity microwave radio equipment installed in 1999 that

has reached the end of its useful life. These radio links serve to connect remote terminal

and generating stations to the main high capacity microwave radio system connecting the

Energy Control Centre in St. John's to the Bay d'Espoir Hydro Generating Station. The

Corporate locations serviced by these links include the Hinds Lake, Granite Canal, and Upper

Salmon hydroelectric generating stations, and the terminal stations at Deer Lake and

Buchans.
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM

This project is required to replace five links of existing obsolete microwave radio equipment

for the Western portion of Hydro's communications system. These links are:

1. Sandy Brook Hill (SBH) to Mary March Hill (MM H)

2. Mary March Hill (MMH) to Blue Grass Hill (BGH)

3. Blue Grass Hill (BGH) to Deer Lake Terminal Station (DLK)

4. Mary March Hill (MMH) to Buchans Terminal Station (BUC)

5. Bay D'Espoir Hill (BDH) to Godaleich Hill (GDH)

Each link consists of an Alcatel MDR-6000 16 DS1 radio at site for a total often radios

proposed to be replaced. These radios carry the critical communications traffic necessary

for the operation and support of the power grid including high speed teleprotection,

remote control Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), voice and administrative

data. These links form an extension to the higher speed microwave chain across the Island

used for control of the Island Interconnected System and are integral to the safe and

efficient operation of the system. Teleprotection is a high speed (3 milliseconds between

the sending and receiving of a signal), automatic function used to isolate specific

transmission lines in the case of line or equipment failure to prevent the collapse of the

grid. SCADA is used for monitoring and Automatic Generation Control (AGC) and manual

operation of the power system from the Energy Control Center (ECC) in Hydro Place in St.

John's.

These high speed communication links also provide the communications path to other

lower speed communications using power line carrier for links requiring less bandwidth.

The microwave system provides the communications backbone.

Only the radios for these links are proposed for replacement. The site buildings, power

systems, towers, antennas and waveguide are not being replaced at this time. Figure 1 is a
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map of Hydro's telecommunication network and shows the location of the five links to be

replaced in relation to the complete telecommunications network.

In order to extend the life of the MDR-6000, Hydro is currently replacing the MDR-6000 link

between Hind's Lake Hydroelectric Generating Station and Blue Grass Hill microwave site, in

a project approved by Board Order No. P.U. 36 (2008). It is Hydro's intention to use the

parts from the equipment removed under this project as spares for its remaining MDR-6000

equipment. As well, in August of 2009, modules in the Godaleich Hill-Upper Salmon link of

MDR-6000 radio failed and were no longer repairable due to the unavailability of necessary

components. There were also no remaining working spare modules in inventory. Hydro

applied for permission to replace this link as an unbudgeted capital project, which was

approved by Board Order No. P.U. 40 (2009).
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Telecommunication Network

Figure 1: Hydro's Telecommunication Network
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3.1 Age of Equipment or System

The Alcatel MDR-6000 microwave radio equipment was installed in 1999.

3.2 Major Work and/or Upgrades

There have been no major upgrades to this equipment since installation.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

Microwave radio equipment is depreciated over 10 years. This equipment has been

discontinued by the manufacturer, Alcatel-Lucent since 2002.

3.4 Maintenance History

The five-year maintenance history for the microwave radio system is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Five-Year Maintenance History

Year

________

Preventive
Maintenance

($000)

Corrective
Maintenance

($000)

Total
Maintenance

($ 000)

2005 5.2 14.6 19.8

2006 7.0 36.7 43.7

2007 4.1 12.8 16.9

2008 2.2 27.4 29.6

2009 3.7 21.0 24.7

3.5 Outage Statistics

Because of the redundant design of the equipment, module failures do not cause total

system outages. The MDR-6000 is designed with redundancy in order to achieve the
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reliability required for power system protection. Therefore, failure of one module will not

necessarily cause the complete system to fail. However, modules must be replaced when

failure occurs in order to maintain the integrity of the system.

3.6 Industry Experience

Other users of MDR-6000 radio are facing similar issues regarding availability of spare parts.

Hydro has been approached by several vendors interested in purchasing any parts that are

available. In 2009, the manufacturer approached Hydro on behalf of a large United States

telecommunications carrier that was interested in purchasing all of Hydro's MDR-6000

radios in order to extend the life of its own network.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

The MDR-6000 is supported by the manufacturer on a "best effort" basis only. The

manufacturer will repair modules if the spare components can be attained. In the past

couple of years, defective modules have been irreparable owing to the unavailability of

required electronic components.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

The manufacturer recommends replacement of the MDR-6000 because of the unavailability

of spare parts.

3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

Replacement parts are not available from the manufacturer. Some used components may

be available from third party equipment resellers. These are not adequate in Hydro's

system because of its criticality to the operation of the power system.
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3.10 Safety Performance

There are no safety performance issues associated with this project.

3.11 Environmental Performance

There are no environmental performance issues associated with this project.

3.12 Operating Regime

The equipment is required to operate continuously.
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4 JUSTIFICATION

This project is justified on the requirement to replace failing infrastructure in order for

Hydro to provide safe, least-cost, reliable electrical service. The microwave radio

equipment being replaced has exceeded its useful life and must be replaced.

Hydro will still have MDR-6000 radio in service at four other terminal stations and two

generating stations after this project is complete. Hydro will use the equipment removed as

part of this project as spare parts to extend the life of the remaining MDR-6000.

4.1 Net Present Value

A net present value calculation was not performed as there is no viable alternative to

replacing the MDR 6000 radio.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

This project has no effect on the levelized cost of energy since no new generation source is

being considered.

4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

As there are no quantifiable benefits, a cost benefit analysis was not performed.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no legislative or regulatory requirements for this project.
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4.5 Historical Information

This is not a recurring project so historical information is not applicable to this project.

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

This project has no effect on customer growth.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

There are no energy efficiency benefits associated with this project.

4.8 Losses during Construction

There are no anticipated losses during construction.

4.9 Status Quo

The status quo is unacceptable. Microwave radio is an essential part of the control of the

Island Interconnected System that allows Hydro to remotely operate its generation and

transmission facilities. This equipment must be replaced before it fails and cannot be

repaired.

4.10 Alternatives

In this instance, no viable alternatives exist. In some instances, fibre optics cable is a cost-

effective alternative to microwave radio. For instance, the microwave radio between Blue

Grass Hill and Hind's Lake Generating Station is being replaced in 2010 with fibre optics

because of the short length of the link (approximately 14 km), combined with the need to

upgrade the Hinds Lake Passive Repeater site. Fibre optic cable installation is the least cost
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alternative for that scope of work. Fibre optic cable is not considered for the replacement

of the MDR 6000 microwave radio equipment since the distances between sites are long

enough that it is not cost effective, and existing microwave tower infrastructure greatly

reduces the cost of microwave radio compared to fibre optics.
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5 CONCLUSION

Hydro has strived to ensure that it has obtained the maximum possible life from its MDR

6000 microwave radio equipment while at the same time maintaining high availability of

the telecommunication network. This equipment must be replaced before failures render it

unusable.

5.1 Budget Estimate

The budget estimate for this project is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Budget Estimate

Project Cost:($ xl,000) 2011 2012 Beyond Total

Material Supply 0.0 15.0 0.0 15.0

Labour 36.8 83.2 0.0 119.9

Consultant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Contract Work 23.6 399.1 0.0 422.7
Other Direct Costs 3.6 39.0 0.0 42.7
0/H, AFUDC & Escln. 8.0 87.0 0.0 95.0
Contingency 0.0 60.0 0.0 60.0

TOTAL 72.0 683.3 0.0 755.3
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5.2 Project Schedule

The anticipated project schedule is shown in the Table 3.

Table 3: Project Schedule

Activity Milestone

Project Commencement February 2011

Design Complete July 2011

Procurement Complete March 2012

Installation Commencement April 2012

Installation Complete August 2012

Project Complete October 2012
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1 INTRODUCTION

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro's (Hydro's) Network Upgrade Program is required to

upgrade networking devices and infrastructure in Hydro's three data networks: the

Administrative network, the Energy Management System (EMS) network and the Supervisory

Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) network.

With respect to the Administrative network, this Program is required to ensure that

employees at various Hydro sites have sufficient and reliable access to enterprise

applications and data on the corporate network. For the EMS network, this Program is

required to ensure that EMS applications have sufficient and reliable access to the SCADA

network. Finally, for the SCADA network, this Program is required to ensure that operational

data is reliably accessible to the EMS network. These requirements are accomplished through

the timely upgrade of networking devices and networking infrastructure meeting the criteria

outlined in Section 2.

1.1 Administrative Network Overview

Hydro's Administrative network provides the means for enterprise communications and

delivery of enterprise applications throughout the company. The majority of Hydro's

enterprise applications and resources, including Lotus Notes, File Servers, Printers, J.D.

Edwards, and Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS) information, are

hosted at Hydro Place and delivered to users throughout the company via the Administrative

network. In addition, the Administrative network provides remote access to various

operational devices located throughout the Province for the purpose of remote monitoring

of telecommunications and other infrastructure.

From a networking perspective, each Hydro office resides on its own Local Area Network
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(LAN). A LAN is a group of computers in the same vicinity, such as area offices. Each remote

LAN is connected back to corporate headquarters at Hydro Place via Wide Area Network

(WAN) circuits. A WAN is a network which connects a company's geographically diverse LAN5

together. WAN circuits may be of various technologies and speeds depending on availability

and cost.

The administrative network also extends to many operational sites such as generating plants,

diesel plants, terminal stations and line depots using various broadband services. As a result,

these remote sites are provided with their own LAN, which is connected back to Hydro Place,

most commonly via site-to- site Virtual Private Network (VPN) technology over the public

internet. A VPN establishes a secure, encrypted tunnel between trusted networks over an

insecure network such as the public internet.

1.2 EMS Network Overview

The primary EMS network is located at Hydro Place and provides the communications

necessary for the Energy Control Center (ECC) to remotely control and collect operational

data pertaining to Hydro's electric system. This operational data resides on the SCADA

network (see Section 1.3 below). It is segregated from the administrative network and it

contains applications which reach into the SCADA network to collect vital operational data as

well as make operational changes. For disaster recovery purposes a secondary/backup EMS

network, known as the Backup Control Center (BCC), is located in Holyrood. It is similarly

segregated from the administrative network and has been put in place to take control of the

Island Interconnected System in the case that the primary EMS is unavailable.

1.3 SCADA Network Overview

Hydro's SCADA network is another segregated network which extends across more than 59
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sites throughout the Province. The SCADA network enables ECC operators to remotely

control and monitor operational devices on the Island Interconnected System.

1.4 Networking Devices Overview

Hydro's Administrative, EMS and SCADA networks rely on the following types of networking

devices:

Switches - devices which forward traffic within a network. More sophisticated switches may

also forward traffic from one network to another.

Routers - devices which forward network traffic from one network to another. For example,

Hydro uses routers to direct user traffic to and from the internet as well as between Hydro

sites over WAN circuits. Routers have special interfaces for the different WAN circuit types.

Firewalls - devices which filter incoming and outgoing network traffic to protect Hydro's

network resources from unauthorized access.

Other specialized network appliances - various devices which aid in the efficient and secure

operation of Hydro's network resources.

1.5 Basis of Design

The design principles/constraints for Hydro's three network types are outlined below.

1.5.1 Administrative Network Design

Hydro's core administrative network is designed according to the hierarchical model. In

this model, there are generally three layers of network devices: core, distribution and
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access. The first layer is the core. This is the layer in which high speed forwarding of

network traffic occurs. It is the central aggregation point in the network and is

primarily designed for high speed and highly redundant packet forwarding between

distribution layer devices.

The distribution layer is the layer at which traffic policies, such as routing and quality of

services as well as security policies such as filtering are applied. Distribution layer

devices are also used to manage WAN connections to area offices.

At Hydro, as in many small to medium sized organizations, the core and distribution

layers are collapsed into a single device known as the core switch. For example,

Hydro's core switch is used to direct traffic from the Hydro Place server LAN, where the

majority of the network resources such as file servers and enterprise applications

reside, to Hydro Place employees as well as various remote LAN5 located in area offices

and other Hydro sites across the Province.

The final layer is the access layer. This is the layer at which the users' desktops/laptops

are connected, as well as other devices with network interfaces such as printers and

thin clients in the meeting rooms. These are generally the least complex devices in a

network and their role is to enable the "last mile" of user access to the network. In

Hydro's access layer, each floor in the building has a number of switches, generally

with 24 ports per switch for cabling aesthetics, to accommodate these devices.

Hydro designs its administrative and EMS networks with appropriate redundancy in

mind. That is, whenever possible, the design strives to ensure that there are no single

points of failure in the network topology. Some examples of redundancy in Hydro's

network design are as follows:

The core switch is composed of a redundant processing unit, redundant fibre

cards for connection to the access switches and redundant power supplies and

cooling fans.

On each floor at Hydro place, access switches are configured in a stack, with two

different paths to two different fibre cards in the core switch. Only one path is
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active at a time so that in case of failure of one of the paths, the other path is

activated to carry the traffic.

. Critical servers are duplicated, with each server connected to a different access

switch.

• Two internet firewalls, from two different vendors, are used in series.

1.5.2 EMS Network Design

Open Systems International (OSI) is the architect of the EMS system. OSI's Monarch

platform is used to remotely monitor and control the operational devices on the

SCADA network. Hydro's EMS network was designed with consideration to the

Monarch platform. OSI should be consulted before any architectural changes to the

EMS network in order to ensure that the design is consistent with the Monarch

platform.

In many jurisdictions, regulatory requirements dictate that a cyber security perimeter

must be maintained around devices on the SCADA network. This is to prevent

unauthorized access to the devices which operate the electric grid. Unauthorized

access may result in damage to these devices, interruption of electric service as well as

severe safety issues. Although not currently held accountable to such regulations,

Hydro recognizes the importance of preventing unauthorized access to devices on the

electric grid via the Administrative network and thus potentially via the public internet.

For this reason, security technology is used to segregate the EMS network from the

Administrative network. There is no free flow of information into or out of the EMS

network - only pre-determined access by pre-determined servers is permitted.

Security technology (i.e. firewalls, specialized appliances) must be used to monitor the

information flow into and out of the EMS network and proactively detect any

attempted access violations.

1.5.3 SCADA Network Design

Due to the real-time criticality pertaining to control of the electric grid, the SCADA

network is designed for high reliability. In order to achieve this, the following guiding
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principles are used:

• All SCADA traffic must have dedicated bandwidth with maximum reliability;

• SCADA traffic must reach the EMS without significant network latency, latency

refers to the time it takes for a remote control command from the ECC to reach

the target operational device; and

• SCADA traffic must have diverse paths back to the ECC.

In addition, as noted above, the security of the SCADA network is vital to the correct

operation of the electric grid. Network access is only permitted via the EMS and BCC

networks and only as pre-defined in the security technologies in place between the

EMS and SCADA networks.
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2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Network Upgrade Program is required to upgrade networking devices and network

infrastructure in the Administrative, EMS and SCADA networks. Key drivers include device

and infrastructure obsolescence, network performance concerns, network

availability/reliability concerns, increasing headcount and evolving enterprise application

requirements.

Obsolescence in this regard means that the vendor no longer sells or supports the device.

The use of obsolete networking devices puts an organization at risk on a number of fronts:

. technical support for operational issues is no longer available from the vendor;

replacement parts/devices can no longer be purchased from the vendor;

. software updates, including bug fixes and security patches are no longer available;

and

• older devices often cannot support the speeds and features required for new

applications.

See Appendix A for a listing of obsolescence dates for networking devices on Hydro's

Administrative, EMS and SCADA networks.

2.1 Upgrade Criteria - EMS and SCADA Networks

Since the EMS and SCADA networks are responsible for the real-time control and monitoring

of the Island Interconnected System, their reliability and security is critical. For this reason, it

is necessary to have technical support, replacement parts and security updates available for

the lifetime of all network devices on these networks. Thus, devices on these networks must

be replaced at or before obsolescence.
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2.2 Upgrade Criteria - Administrative Network

On the administrative network, critical routers, firewalls, switches and specialized appliances

must be replaced at or before obsolescence:

Critical firewalls are those that reside on the core network as opposed to the network

extension site.

All routers are considered critical. On the administrative network, internet routers are critical

as they are the first line of defense against the insecure public internet. As well, WAN routers

are critical in that their failure or compromise would impact entire area offices.

The core switch is considered critical in that it serves all Hydro employees across the

Province.

Critical appliances are those which serve in a security role.

Although spares are kept for many critical devices, the use of spares (a sparing strategy) to

extend the device life beyond obsolescence is not appropriate for critical devices. That is, a

sparing strategy does not address the security vulnerabilities inherent with a device for which

the vendor no longer provides software, operating system and security updates. A network

outage due to either a device failure, software bug or security issue could significantly impact

productivity and potentially expose sensitive corporate information in the latter case.

All other devices, notably access layer switches, should employ a sparing strategy to extend

the life of these devices as long as a sufficient number of spares are onsite and/or readily

available from resellers. The greatest concern with this strategy lies in the lack of security

updates for obsolete devices. Thus, this strategy is only considered appropriate for those

devices which either pose a minimal security risk, or are well protected by multiple layers of

upstream security. Another concern with this strategy is that aging devices may fall behind

evolving performance demands and feature requirements as enterprise applications evolve

and the number of workers increases. These factors may trigger device upgrades and must
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be considered on a case by case basis. See Appendix C for a listing of Hydro's networking

device spares.

3 EXISTING SYSTEM

The Administrative network is by far the largest of Hydro's networks. The current

Administrative network is based on Ethernet and Transmission Control Protocol/Internet

Protocol (TCP/IP) protocols and delivers speeds of up to 100 Megabits per second (Mbps) to the

user's desktop. This network was installed in 2001 as part of the LAN Upgrade project. Prior to

this, a four Mbps Token Ring' service was in place.

The 2001 LAN Upgrade project installed CAT 5e Ethernet cables from the access switches to the

user's desktops. Fibre optic cables were installed to connect the access switches back to the

core switch. The CAT 5e cables are theoretically capable of speeds up to one Gigabit per second

(Gbps) while the fibre optic cable is theoretically capable of speeds up to ten Gbps. The speeds

actually realized depend on the type of switches used as well as the physical condition of the

cables. Redundancy is designed into the network via multiple paths from access switches to the

core switch as well as redundant core switches.

The current EMS network is also based on Ethernet and TCP/IP protocols. The EMS network was

installed in 2005 as a component of the acquisition of the Monarch EMS system. This network

replaced the Ethernet that had been implemented to connect the Harris EMS to the corporate

Token Ring.

The EMS network supports a number of servers and desktops running Energy Management

applications including:

• Automatic Generation Control (AGC);

• Data Acquisition and Control (DAC); and

'Token Ring is a LAN technology which was popular before Ethernet. It lost popularity in the 90's due to the higher

speeds and lower costs of Ethernet technologies.
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• P1 Historian.

Through the EMS network, these applications reach into the SCADA network to collect/receive

information from operational devices and execute discrete and setpoint controls on operational

devices. Operational data is monitored in real-time in the ECC and historical data is made

available to users on the Administrative network via the Information Storage and Retrieval

(IS&R) system.

The current SCADA network was installed in 2004. This is a TCP/IP network which replaced the

previous Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM) network. The SCADA network communicates with

the ECC over Hydro's microwave communications backbone. This network is deployed in a

"collapsed ring" formation. This means that redundancy is provided in the case of failure of a

single link in the ring but the failure of two links may cause the loss of communications

between the ECC/BCC and one or more SCADA sites.

3.1 Age of Equipment or System

Please see attached Appendix B for a listing of the age of the assets being replaced under the

Network Upgrade Program.

3.2 Major Work/or Upgrades

The following upgrades are typical of the types of work carried out on Hydro's Administrative

and EMS networks. These upgrades are made either through annual network upgrade

projects or as required to address hardware failure or software vulnerabilities or deficiencies:

• Software upgrades and security patches;

• Addition of modules to modular devices;

• Replacement of obsolete devices;

• Replacement of failed power supplies, fans;

• Network extensions to remote sites (Administrative network only); and

• Addition of wireless LAN to various sites (Administrative network only).
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The SCADA network has not been upgraded since it was installed in 2004.

3.3 Anticipated Useful life

Cisco switches, routers and firewalls have an estimated service life of five years.

3.4 Maintenance History

The Network Services (NWS) department is responsible for the maintenance of Hydro's

switches and routers. The EMS group is responsible for the switches and routers on the EMS

network, while the Information Services (IS) department is responsible for the maintenance

of Hydro's firewalls. In addition, each of these groups is responsible for specialized network

appliances as appropriate to their skill sets.

Maintenance performed on Administrative and EMS networking devices is as follows:

software updates, including new functionality, bug fixes and security patches; and

changes to the configurations of devices due to the addition, removal and movement of

users and Information Services (IS) infrastructure.

The NWS department uses the CiscoWorks LAN Management Suite (LMS) software package

for inventory management, remote fault monitoring as well as change and configuration

management of Cisco switches, routers and wireless devices. Two instances of CiscoWorks

are used - one for the Administrative Network and one for the SCADA network.

The EMS group uses P1 IT Monitor system to monitor the status of devices on the EMS

network. In addition, the EMS group uses the TripWire utility to monitor the configurations

of EMS devices in order to detect any unauthorized change and collects all device system logs

in the Trigeo database.
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Any changes to Hydro's firewalls as well as any network devices on the EMS network must

follow the IS department's change management process.

3.5 Outage Statistics

The administrative network is separate from the systems that contribute to the generation,

transmission or distribution of power. As such, there are no applicable outages statistics.

The EMS and SCADA networks play an integral role in the generation, transmission and

distribution of power. However, failure of networking devices on the EMS and SCADA

networks cannot cause an outage. The inability for EMS to communicate with devices on the

SCADA network could potentially extend the duration of an outage due to the loss of remote

control capabilities. The worst case scenario would be the failure of a network protection

device that permitted unauthorized access to the EMS control interface by a hostile user who

then executes a control to an operational device that results in an outage.

The Monarch EMS network has operated at 100 percent availability since it was

commissioned.

3.6 Industry Experience

Cisco provides six months' notice of upcoming product end of sale. Access to Cisco's

Technical Assistance Center (TAC), provided through Hydro's SMARTnet service agreement,

will continue for five years from the end of sale date for hardware and operating system

software issues. For application software issues, TAC support is available for three years from

the end of sale date. Furthermore, spares or replacement parts for hardware will be available

for five years from the end-of-sale date.
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At the time of the product end of sale announcement, Cisco recommends a migration path

for replacement of obsolete devices. In most cases, the recommended replacement product

provides equivalent functionality to the obsolete device in addition to new features and

increased speed.

A report prepared by an outside consultant recommended that an enterprise of Hydro's size

should not be based on obsolete technology2. The consultant's report recommends that

equipment be replaced once it reaches end of life/obsolescence.

3.7 Maintenance or Support Arrangements

The majority of the networking devices in Hydro's administrative and EMS networks are Cisco

devices. The maintenance of network devices is performed using internal resources. Routine

maintenance is noted above and includes software and configuration updates.

Each year, Hydro tenders the Cisco SMARTnet service contract. Under this contract, Hydro

pays a fee for each device covered. The cost per device is approximately ten percent of the

purchase price. At Hydro, routers, firewalls, the core switch and specialized network

appliances are covered by the Cisco SMARTnet service agreement. This service includes

around-the-clock technical support, next business day replacement parts and operating

system updates. This support is offered until product end of life/obsolescence.

Most recently, Hydro has elected to forego the SMARTnet service contract for access

switches. This is primarily due to the large number of access switches and the fact that a free

warranty is provided with the purchase of the switch. The length and details of the warranty

2 Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Infrastructure Review and Proposed Design; Hewlett-Packard Canada, April

22, 2010
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differs by device. In most cases, software updates are available for free on the Cisco website

for the lifetime of the switch. During the term of the warranty, Cisco will replace a failed

switch, however the lead time for replacement is not guaranteed. Hydro purchases spare

switches in order to ensure timely resolution to individual switch failures.

3.8 Vendor Recommendations

As information technology and user needs advance, vendors continue to add new capabilities

to existing devices, either through software updates or hardware updates (i.e. new modules).

When a given platform no longer meets the needs of evolving technology, new devices are

introduced. In many cases, the capabilities of these new devices are backward compatible

with older devices but also include enhancements and new capabilities that are not available

on older devices.

When Cisco announces the end of sale for a product, they also provide a recommended

migration path to a newer model which provides equivalent and better functionality. Cisco

offers a trade-in program whereby retired devices may be returned for credit toward

replacement devices.

3.9 Availability of Replacement Parts

As stated above, under the Cisco SMARTnet service agreement, as well as the lifetime

warranty for switches, Cisco will provide spares or replacement parts for hardware for five

years from the end-of-sale date. In the absence of either a SMARTnet service agreement or a

lifetime warranty, replacement parts cannot be purchased from Cisco after the product end-

of-sale date. At the time of the end-of-sale announcement, Cisco usually provides

recommendations for replacement models with equivalent and better functionality.
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3.10 Safety Performance

There are no direct safety performance issues related to the networking devices. The safety

implications are related to the failure of the networking devices:

. the failure of the Administrative network may lead to a situation where field staff may

not be able to gain timely access to WHMIS information;

. the failure of the Administrative network may lead to the inability to detect fault

conditions in operational devices through the TSM8000 network management system;

and

. the failure of the EMS or SCADA networks may lead to the inability to remotely control

the Island Interconnected System in a timely manner.

The result is a reduction in the reaction time to fault conditions since field staff must be

deployed to the site in order to make changes to operational devices. A failure of the EMS

network would also potentially impede the safe operation of the Nalcor work protection

code which is vital to creating a safe work zone for the maintenance of high voltage

equipment.

3.11 Environmental Performance

There are no environmental aspects related to Hydro's Administrative, EMS or SCADA

networks.

3.12 Operating Regime

The Administrative, EMS and SCADA networks are expected to operate continuously. Due to

the real-time operational nature of the EMS network, the BCC network is designed to

facilitate the resumption of control of the electric system within one hour of loss of the
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primary EMS network. Due to the same real-time operational nature of the SCADA network,

a backup leased line is provided between the East Cost and West Coast microwave

communications backhaul in order to mitigate the loss of a single link in the SCADA collapsed

ring formation.

4 JUSTIFICATION

The Network Upgrade Program is required in order to ensure the reliability and "fitness for

use" of Hydro's Administrative, EMS, BCC and SCADA networks. Critical networking

components must be replaced at or before obsolescence since vendor support, replacement

parts and security updates are not available for obsolete devices. Networking devices and

infrastructure must often be upgraded or replaced in order to support the evolving needs of

the organization such as increasing headcount. While a planned upgrade program will be

prepared for each year, the plan will be adaptive to changing circumstances. That is, Hydro

will actually upgrade the more critical devices based on the conditions in place at the time of

replacement. Some substitutions of a device for a planned substitution can be expected.

4.1 Net Present Value

Where alternatives are available, net present value calculations will be made to ensure the

chosen alternative is least cost.

4.2 Levelized Cost of Energy

The capital expenditures for this Program will not affect the levelized cost of energy for the

system.
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4.3 Cost Benefit Analysis

Although the program is required to ensure the reliability of Hydro's Administrative, EMS and

SCADA networks, where quantifiable benefits are identifiable, a cost benefit analysis will be

prepared.

4.4 Legislative or Regulatory Requirements

There are no legislative or regulatory requirements to justify this project.

4.5 Historical Information

Please see the current year's Project Proposal Summary for historical information.

4.6 Forecast Customer Growth

Hydra's Administrative, EMS and SCADA networks are not impacted by forecast utility

customer growth.

4.7 Energy Efficiency Benefits

Modest energy efficiency benefits will be realized in that newer networking devices are more

energy efficient than previous generation devices. In addition, a reliable network allows

Hydra to operate its available Transmission and Generation facilities in a more efficient

manner. These benefits are not usually quantifiable.
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4.8 Losses during Construction

Instaflation of the administrative network upgrade will not require customer outages.

However, large scale upgrade of the EMS network must be carefully orchestrated in order to

prevent the possibility of an EMS network outage, which may impact electric System

operation. Upgrade of key components of the EMS will require consultation with Open

Systems International (OSI)-the architects of the EMS. Consultation with 051 will ensure

that the upgraded EMS system is compatible with the electric system control applications

provided by 051. Once 051 has approved the network upgrade design, it will initially be

deployed on the BCC network, followed by the primary EMS network.

4.9 Status Quo

The status quo is not an option. Reliance on obsolete devices in critical areas of the network

increases the risks of extended network outages, security breaches and incompatibility with

emerging network, security and enterprise application technologies. In addition, network

upgrades to accommodate an increasing workforce are a normal part of an organization's

growth process.

Since the EMS and SCADA networks are responsible for the real-time control of the electric

system, their availability is critical. Thus, it is necessary to have technical support and

replacement parts available for the lifetime of the network devices. In order to achieve this,

network devices must be changed out before they reach obsolescence.

4.10 Alternatives

There is no viable alternative to the timely upgrade of Hydro's Administrative, EMS and

SCADA networks. Upgrade is required to ensure the reliability of these networks.
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5 CONCLUSION

The Network Upgrade Program is necessary to ensure the reliability and "fitness for use" of

Hydro's Administrative, EMS and SCADA networks. Due to the real-time nature of the EMS

and SCADA networks, devices must be replaced before obsolescence to ensure vendor

support and up to date security. Many of the devices on the Administrative network are also

critical in that large numbers of employees rely on these devices in order to do their day-to-

day work. An extended Administrative network outage due to either device failure or security

compromise would significantly impact productivity of a large number of users and

potentially expose sensitive corporate information in the latter case.

5.1 Budget Estimate

Please see the current year's Project Proposal Summary for the budget estimate.

5.2 Project Schedule

Please see the current year's Project Proposal Summary for the project schedule.
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Device End of Support Sample Locations
2620 Router April 26, 2008 Stoney Brook

2620XM Router March 25, 2012 EMS

2621XM Router March 25, 2012 EMS

2924M XL Switch April 9, 2009 Some terminal stations, FMH

2924XL Switch

____________________________

November 1, 2006 Some ATM sites, Bishop's

Falls, Bay D'Espoir
2950-24 Switch

___________________________

____________________________
Oct 20, 2013

___________________________

Various network extension

sites (line depots, diesel

plants) some ATM sites,

Bishop's Falls, Holyrood
2950G-24-EI-DC Switch

_______________________________

July 31, 2015

______________________________

Bay D'Espoir plant, Buchans

TS, Upper Salmon plant,

Hind's Lake plant, some

microwave sites
3524-XL Switch July 27, 2007 Bishop's Falls

3524 PWR XL Switch

_____________________________

August 12, 2008 Holyrood, Deer Lake, Hydro

Place, Bishop's Falls
3508GXL Switch

_____________________________
Sept 17, 2010 Holyrood

3548XL Switch July 17, 2007 Bishop's Falls, Bay D'Espoir

3550-24PWR-SMI Switch May 2, 2011 Hydro Place

3560-24P5-S Switch July 31, 2015 Holyrood

4506 Switch Chassis July 20, 2015 EMS, BCC

4506 Switch Supervisor

Engine Line Card

July 15, 2015 EMS, BCC

6513 Switch Supervisor

Engine

Nov 12, 2012 Hydro Place

6513 Switch Software Dec 31, 2010 Hydro Place

6513 Switch Fabric Module Feb 28, 2010 Hydro Place

6513 Switch WAN Module Aug 25, 2012 Hydro Place
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6513 Switch Network

Analysis Module

July 27, 2007 Hydro Place

6513 Switch Power Supply Jan 15, 2011 Hydro Place

7206 Router Jan 27, 2007 Hydro Place

P1X515 Firewall May 24, 2007 Hydro Place

P1X525 Firewall July 27, 2013

P1X506 Firewall

__________________________________

May 24, 2007 Holyrood, Network Extension

sites
PIX5O6E Firewall

__________________________________

__________________________________
July 27, 2013

__________________________________

Holyrood, Network Extension

sites
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Administrative Network Upgrade - 2011

Location Current Device Date Acquired End of Life

Hydro Place 6513 Cisco Switch 2001/01/18 2010-2012

Hydro Place 7206 Cisco Router 2001/01/10 2007

Hydro Place

____________________________

Packeteer

PacketShaper 6500

2005/10/03

________________

2008

___________

Hydro Place

____________________________

CiscoWorks

LAN Management

Suite v 2.6

2005/05/02

________________

2011

___________

Hydro Place 3524 PWR XL Cisco Switch 2001/01/18 2008

Hydro Place 3560G-24T5 Cisco Switch n/a

Hydro Place 3550-24 PWR Cisco Switch
________________

2001/01/18 2011

Hydro Place 3524 PWR XL Cisco Switch 2001/01/18 2008

Hydro Place 3550-24 PWR Cisco Switch 2004/08/27 2011

Hydro Place 3560G-24T5 Cisco Switch 2005/07/07 n/a

Hydro Place 3560G-24T5 Cisco Switch 2005/07/07 n/a

Hydro Place 3560G-24P5 Cisco Switch 2006/09/11 n/a

EMS Network Upgrade - 2011 - None projected at this time
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Administrative Network Upgrade - 2012

Location Current Device Date Acquired End of Life

Stoney Brook 2620 Cisco Router 2008

Bear's Cove 262OXMCisco Router
________________

2004/10/25 2012

Shoal Harbour Hill (Repeater) 2620XM Cisco Router 20003/10/11 2012

Notre Dame Hill (Repeater) 2620XM Cisco Router 2003/11/20 2012

Square Pond Hill (Repeater) 2620XM Cisco Router 2003/11/20 2012

EMS/SCADA Network Upgrade - 2012

Location Current Device Date Acquired End of Life

Hydro Place 2620XM Cisco Router 2005/01/01 2012

Hydro Place 2620XM Cisco Router 2005/08/09 2012

Hydro Place 2620XM Cisco Router 2005/08/09 2012

Hydro Place 2620XM Cisco Router 2005/08/09 2012

Hydro Place 2620XM Cisco Router 2005/08/09 2012

Hydro Place 2620XM Cisco Router 2005/08/09 2012

Hydro Place 2621XM Cisco Router 2005/08/12 2012

Holyrood (BCC) 2620XM Cisco Router 2005/08/09 2012

Holyrood (BCC) 2620XM Cisco Router 2005/08/09 2012

Holyrood (BCC) 2620XM Cisco Router 2005/08/09 2012

CBC TS (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

HRD PLANT (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

HWD TS (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

BFO (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

GCH TS (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

OPD TS (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

SSD TS (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

STB T5 (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

USL PLANT (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

WAV TS (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

HYP (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

HYP (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

DLK OFFICE (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012
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GPH (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

BUC TS (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

HLK PLANT (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

PPT TS (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

BFO OFFICE (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

GCL (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

Deer Lake TS (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

GDH (Scada) 2620XM DC Cisco Router 2004/10/25 2012

Administrative Network Upgrade - 2013

Location Current Device Date Acquired End of Life

Hydro Place Juniper Netscreen 208

Firewall

2005/01/02 2013

_______________________________
Holyrood Cisco PIX 506E Cisco Firewall

_________________

2004/09/24
____________

2013

Holyrood Cisco PIX 506E Cisco Firewall 2003/09/24 2013

Hydro Place Cisco PIX 506E Cisco Firewall 2004/11/08 2013

EMS Network Upgrade - 2013

Location Current Device Date Acquired End of Life

Hydro Place (EMS Level 2) 2950-24 Cisco Switch 2006/12/01 2013

Hydro Place (Test FW) PIX 506E Cisco Firewall 2006/04/03 2013

EMS Computer Room (NLH-

CFLCo ICCP Network)

PIX 506E Cisco Firewall

_______________________

2005/01/01

____________

2013

__________

EMS Computer Room (NLH-

CFLC0 ICCP Network)

PIX 506E Cisco Firewall

________________________

2005/01/01

_____________

2013

___________

EMS Computer Room PIX 525 Cisco Firewall 2005/08/09 2013

EMS Computer Room P1X525 Cisco Firewall 2005/08/09 2013

Holyrood (BCC) P1X525 Cisco Firewall 2005/08/09 2013

Hydro Place 2950-24 Cisco Switch 2005/08/09 2013

Hydro Place 2950-24 Cisco Switch 2005/08/09 2013
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Administrative Network Upgrade - 2014 - None projected at this time

EMS Network Upgrade - 2014 - None projected at this time

Administrative Network Upgrade - 2015

Location Current Device Date Acquired End of Life

Hydro Place Cisco Secure Access Control Server (CSACSE-

1113-K9)

2007/05/11

______________

2015

___________

EMS Network Upgrade - 2015

Location Current Device Date Acquired End of Life

Hydro Place 4506 Cisco Switch 2005/08/09 2015

Hydro Place 4506 Cisco Switch 2005/08/09 2015

Holyrood

(BCC)

4506 Cisco Switch

______________________________________

2005/08/09

_____________

2015

__________
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APPENDIX C

Critical Spares
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Note: Locations are identified as follows:

BFO - Bishop's Falls Office DLO - Deer Lake Office

STJ - St. John's Office

Device Location

Cisco 1131 Wireless Access Point STJ

Cisco 1131 Wireless Access Point STJ

Cisco 1131 Wireless Access Point STJ

Cisco 1131 Wireless Access Point STJ

Cisco 1131 Wireless Access Point STJ

Cisco 1131 Wireless Access Point STJ

Cisco 1310 Wireless Bridge Kit (Integrated Antenna) STJ

Cisco 1310 Wireless Bridge Kit (Integrated Antenna) STJ

Cisco 1310 Wireless Bridge Kit (Integrated Antenna) STJ

Cisco 1310 Wireless Bridge Kit (Integrated Antenna) STJ

Cisco 1310 Wireless Bridge Kit (Integrated Antenna) STJ

Cisco 2620XM DC Router BFO

Cisco 2620XM DC Router STJ

2620XM DC Router DLO

Cisco 2621XM DC Router STJ

Cisco 2811 Router STJ

Cisco 2811 Router STJ

Cisco 2811 Router STJ

Cisco 2811 Router STJ

Cisco 2811 Router BFO

Cisco 2821 Router STJ

Cisco 2950 Switch STJ

Cisco 2950 Switch STJ

Cisco 2950 Switch STJ

Cisco 2950 Switch STJ

Cisco 2950 Switch BFO

Cisco 2955 Switch __________________________
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Device Location
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Executive Summary

This report provides an overview of the Island Interconnected System (System)

generation capability, the proposed timing of the next requirement for additional generation

supply, the resources available to meet that requirement, and identifies any issues that need to

be considered to ensure that a decision on the preferred source can be made through an

orderly and cost-effective process.

The Province's 2007 Energy Plan outlines specific measures to address environmental

concerns related to the Holyrood Thermal Generating Station (HTGS). The long-term plan

proposed in the Energy Plan is to replace the energy provided by the HTGS with electricity from

the Lower Churchill development through a High Voltage Direct Current (HVdc) transmission

link from Labrador to the island. In the event the Lower Churchill Project does not proceed,

scrubbers and precipitators are to be installed at the HTGS. This requires Newfoundland and

Labrador Hydro (Hydro) to maintain two preliminary generation expansion plans; one for the

HVdc link and one for the Isolated Island scenario. Under both scenarios based on an

examination of the System's existing plus committed capability, in light of the 2010 Planning

Load Forecast (PLF) and the generation planning criteria, capacity (Loss of Load Hours (LOLH))

deficits start in 2015. There are no energy deficits in either case until post-2019.

In order to protect the in-service date for the Island Pond hydroelectric development

alternative, which has been identified as the preferred next source of generation from Hydro's

portfolio, under an Isolated Island scenario, the addition of a Request for Proposal (RFP)

process necessitates a decision to proceed in late 2010 to meet an in-service date of fall 2015.

This is due to the need to complete the RFP evaluation and subsequent Newfoundland and

Labrador Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities (Board) review and have a final decision by

spring 2012.
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It should be noted that while Hydro is closely monitoring potential emissions reductions

regulations, the analysis presented does not model potential costs or credits under an

environmental mitigation strategy such as a cap-and-trade system.

From a system planning point of view, the key issues for Hydro to deal with in the near

term are:

• HVdc Transmission Link - Hydro must be prepared for events that may delay the proposed

Lower Churchill Project or if the project is not sanctioned;

• HTGS End-of-Life - Hydro must determine what is required to ensure the HTGS can be

operated reliably under both a HVdc link future and an Isolated Island future. For the latter

case, other future generation sources should be considered;

• Government Emissions Reductions Initiatives - Hydro must remain vigilant in considering

the impact that Government emissions reductions initiatives could have on production

costing and future generation planning studies;

• Environmental impact considerations - Hydro must begin to consider the potential impact

of delays in project scheduling for all new generation sources due to increased

environmental assessments in the form of Environmental Impact Studies;

• Fuel displacement - Hydro must continue to pursue and develop projects and incorporate

energy conservation activities that are technically and economically feasible to displace fuel

at the HTGS;

• Industrial expansion and contraction - Hydro must continue to assess, as updated

information is provided, the impacts of industrial activity both positive and negative on the

System's capacity and firm energy balance;

• Resource Inventory - Hydro must ensure that it maintains a current inventory of resource

options with sufficient study as to provide confidence in overall project concept, costs and

schedules.

• Demand reduction initiatives through demand management programs and rate design

considerations
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1.0 Introduction

This report provides an overview of the Island Interconnected System (System)

generation capability, the timing of the next requirement for additional generation supply, the

resources available to meet that requirement, and identifies any issues that need to be

considered to ensure that a decision on the preferred source can be made through an orderly

process.

In September 2007, the Provincial Government released its Energy Plan. The Energy Plan

directed Hydro to evaluate two options to deal with environmental concerns at the Holyrood

Thermal Generating Station (HTGS). Option A was to replace HTGS produced electricity with

electricity from the Lower Churchill River development via a High Voltage Direct Current (HVdc)

transmission link to the Island. Option B was to install scrubbers and electrostatic precipitators

to control emissions at the HTGS and maximize the use of wind, small hydro and energy

efficiency programs to reduce the reliance on HTGS produced electricity. These two options

require significantly different strategies to effectively implement and require the development

of two separate, preliminary, generation expansion plans to manage the near-term until a

decision is made on which option will be pursued for future development.

This report addresses the timing of the next requirement, in light of the most recent

load forecast, for additional generation supply under both options and the resources available

to meet that requirement. The report also identifies any issues that need to be addressed to

ensure that a decision on the preferred source can be made through an orderly and cost-

effective process.
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2.0 Load Forecast

This review utilizes the 2010 Planning Load Forecast (PLF) as prepared by the Market

Analysis section of Hydro's System Planning Department during the winter of 2009/2010. Long-

term load forecasts for the Province are derived using Hydro's own electricity demand models

and are driven by corresponding Provincial economic forecasts that are regularly prepared for

Hydro by the Department of Finance, Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. Some key

assumptions respecting existing and incremental economic activity impacting electricity

demand and supply futures are:

Single Island newsprint operation at Corner Brook and single Island oil refining

operation at Come by Chance;

. Vale Inco NL nickel processing facility at Long Harbour with initial connection in late

2011 and commercial production occurring across the 2013' to 2014 period;

• Teck Resources Limited mining operations at Duck Pond continuing through 20132; and

Development of the Hebron oil field.

Growth rate summaries of the salient high-level economic indicators for the province as

forecast by the provincial Department of Finance are presented in Table 2-1.

1 Amended 2002 Development Agreement, Vale Inco and the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
2 Teck Cominco 2007 Annual Report.
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Table 2-1

Provincial Economic Indicators - 2010 PLE

2009-2014 2009-2019 2009-2029

Adjusted Real GDP at Market Prices*
(% Per Year)

1.5% 1.0% 0.9%

Real Disposable Income
(% Per Year) 1.5% 1.0% 0.9%

Average Housing Starts
(Number Per Year)

2575 2400 2135

End of Period Population ('000s) 515 510 507

*Adjusted GDP excludes income that will be earned by the non-resident owners of Provincial resource
developments to better reflect growth in economic activity that generates income for local residents.

Hydro is responsible for the generation planning for the System and that includes the

power and energy supplied by Hydro's customer-owned-generation resources in addition to

Hydro's bulk and retail electricity supply, including power purchases. The projected electricity

growth rates for the System are presented in Table 2-2.

An important source of load growth for the utility sector on the Island continues to be

the unwavering preference for electric water heating systems along with a majority preference

for electric space heating across residential and commercial customers. For Hydro's existing

industrial customers, single newsprint mill and oil refinery operations are maintained with the

Teck Resources mine expected to operate through 2013. The Vale Inco NL nickel processing

facility is scheduled to be provided a transmission connection in late 2011 with commercial

production expected in the 2013 to 2014 time frame.
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Table 2-2

Electricity Load Growth Summary - 2010 PLF

2009-2014 2009-2019 2009-2029

Utility' 1.8% 1.2% 1.2%

Industrial2 7.1% 3.8% 1.9%

Total 2.7% 1.7% 1.3%

1. Utility load is the summation of Newfoundland Power and Hydro Rural.
2. AbitibiBowater ceased production of newsprint at its Grand Falls mill in February 2009. Industrial

load post 2009 is the summation of Corner Brook Pulp and Paper, North Atlantic Refining, Teck
Resources and Vale Inco NL

Table 2-3 provides a summary of the 2010 PLF electric power and energy requirements

for the System for the period 2010 to 2019. Similar long-term load projections are prepared for

the Labrador Interconnected System and for Hydro's Isolated Diesel Systems to derive a

Provincial electricity load forecast. Appendix A contains the longer term PLF that was used to

complete the generation expansion analysis.
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Table 2-3
Electricity Load Summary - 2010 Island PIF

__________

Utility' Industriat' Total System'
Maximum
Demand
(MW)

Firm
Energy
(GWh)

Maximum
Demand

(MW)

Firm
Energy
(GWh)

Maximum
Demand
(MW)

Firm
Energy
(GWh)

________

2010 1,342 6,115 190 1,278 1,519 7,585

2011 1,360 6,244 195 1,271 1,538 7,709

2012 1,385 6,292 228 1,362 1,571 7,849

2013 1,400 6,410 276 1,604 1,601 8,211

2014 1,423 6,496 269 1,789 1,666 8,485

2015 1,440 6,551 269 1,853 1,683 8,606

2016 1,452 6,567 269 1,853 1,695 8,623

2017 1,461 6,601 269 1,853 1,704 8,663

2018 1,471 6,670 269 1,853 1,714 8,732

2019 1,486 6,739 269 1,853 1,729 8,803
Note: 1. Utility and Industrial demands are non-coincident peak demands.

2. Total System is the total Island Interconnected System and includes losses. Demands are
coincident peak demands.
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3.0 System Capability

Hydro is the primary supplier of system capability to the Island Interconnected System,

accounting for 78 percent of its net capacity and 78 percent of its firm energy. Capability is also

supplied by customer generation from Newfoundland Power Inc., and Corner Brook Pulp and

Paper Limited (Kruger Inc.) Hydro also has contracts with two Non-Utility Generators (NUG5) for

the supply of power and energy as well as contracts with two wind power projects that became

operational in late 2008 and early 2009. Hydro also receives energy from the expropriated

assets at Star Lake and on the Exploits River.

Hydroelectric generation accounts for 64 percent of the System's existing net capacity

and firm energy capability. The remaining net capacity comes from wind farms and thermal

resources. The thermal resources are made up of conventional steam, combustion turbine and

diesel generation plants. Of the existing thermal capacity, approximately 71 percent is located

at the HTGS and is fired using 0.7 percent sulphur No. 6 fuel oil. The remaining capacity is

located at sites throughout the Island. A complete breakdown of the System's existing

capability is provided in Table 3-1.
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Table 3-1

Island Interconnected System Capability - As of June 2010

Net Energy IGWhJ
iCapac ty

* - non-dispatchable (see Section 9.1) [MwJ Firm Average

Newfoundland & Labrador Hydro
Bay d'Espoir 592.0 2,272 2,629
Upper Salmon 84.0 492 561
Hinds Lake 75.0 290 343
Cat Arm 127.0 678 710
Granite Canal 40.0 191 223
Paradise River 8.0 33 37
Snook's, Venam's & Roddickton Mini Hydros 1.3 5 7

Total Hydraulic 927.3 3,961 4,510

Holyrood 465.5 2,996 2,996
Combustion Turbine 110.0 - -

Hawke's Bay & St. Anthony Diesel 14.7
Total Thermal 590.2 2,996 2,996

Total NI Hydro 1.517.5 LQ

Newfoundland Power Inc.
Hydraulic* 96.6 324 428
Combustion Turbine 36.5 - -

Diesel 7.0 - -

Total 140.1 324 428

Corner Brook Pulp and Paper Ltd.
Hydraulic* 121.4 793 879

Star Lake and Exploits Generation
Hydraulic* 105.8 634 761

Non-Utility Generators
Corner Brook Cogen* 15.0 65 65
Rattle Brook* 4.0 13 16
St. Lawrence Wind* 27.0 92 104
Fermeuse Wind* 27.0 75 84

Total 73.0 245 269

Total Island Interconnected System 1.957.8
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4.0 Planning Criteria

Hydro has established criteria related to the appropriate reliability, at the generation

level, for the System that sets the timing of generation source additions. These criteria set the

minimum level of reserve capacity and energy installed in the System to ensure an adequate

supply for firm demand; however, short-term deficiencies can be tolerated if the deficiencies

are of minimal incremental risk. As a general rule to guide Hydro's planning activities the

following have been adopted:

Capacity: The Island Interconnected System should have sufficient generating capacity

to satisfy a Loss of Load Hours (LOLH) expectation target of not more that 2.8

hours per year3.

Energy: The Island Interconnected System should have sufficient generating

capability to supply all of its firm energy requirements with firm system

capability4.

5.0 Identification of Need

Table 5-1 presents an examination of the HVdc link and Isolated Island load forecasts

compared to the planning criteria. It does not incorporate Hydro's preliminary expansion plan

to show uncommitted generation additions. In 2006, firm system capability was updated to

reflect a 115 GWh increase in Hydro's hydroelectric-plant capability. This change was the result

of a hydrology adjustment and the use of an integrated system model which determines a more

LOLH is a statistical assessment of the risk that the System will not be capable of serving the System's firm load
for all hours of the year. For Hydro, an LOLH expectation target of not more than 2.8 hours per year represents the
inability to serve all firm load for no more than 2.8 hours in a given year.
"Firm capability for the hydroelectric resources is the firm energy capability of those resources under the most
adverse three-year sequence of reservoir inflows occurring within the historical record. Firm capability for the
thermal resources (HTGS) is based on energy capability adjusted for maintenance and forced outages.
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realistic firm system capability. Previously, firm system capability was calculated using the

summation of individual firm values provided by the design consultants of each facility.

Table 5-1 illustrates when supply capacity and firm capability will be outpaced by

forecasted electricity demand under the two different expansion scenarios being considered.

The table shows that under both the HVdc link and Isolated Island scenarios, capacity (LOLH)

deficits (LOLH exceeding 2.8 hours per year) start in 2015 but that there are no energy deficits

in either case until post-2019. Since the closure of the pulp and paper mills in Stephenville and

Grand Falls, capacity deficits now precede energy deficits indicating that the system is now

capacity, rather than energy, constrained.

It should be noted that the capacity deficits trigger the need for the next generation

source by 2015 under the current planning criteria. Under the expansion scenario ultimately

pursued, this need may be met by different sources as explained in the Preliminary Generation

Expansion Analysis section (Section 7).

9
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Table 5-1 - Load Forecast Compared to Planning Criteria

10

Island Load Forecast Existing System
10 LH

(hr/year) (limit: 2.8) Energy Balance (GWh)

Year

________

Maximum
Demand

(MW)
Firm Energy

(GWh)

Installed Net
Capacity

(MW)

Firm
Capability

{GWh) HVdc Link
I5olated
Island HVdc Link

Isolated
Island

2010 1,519 7,585 1,958 8,953 0.15 0.15 1,368 1,368

2011 1,538 7,709 1,958 8,953 0.22 0.22 1,244 1,244

2012 1,571 7,849 1,958 8,953 0.41 0.41 1,104 1,104

2013 1,601 8,211 1,958 8,953 0.84 0.84 742 742

2014 1,666 8,485 1,958 8,953 2.52 2.52 468 468

2015 1,683 8,606 1,958 8,953 3.41 3.41 347 347

2016 1,695 8,623 1,958 8,953 3.91 3.91 330 330

2017 1,704 8,663 1,958 8,953 4.55 4.55 290 290

2018 1,714 8,732 1,958 8,953 5.38 5.38 221 221

2019 1,729 8,803 1,958 8,953 6.70 6.70 150 150
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--

_______________________________

Figure 5-1 presents a graphical representation of historical and forecasted load and

system capability for the HVdc link and Isolated Island scenarios. It is a visual representation of

the energy balance shown in Table 5-1.

Figure 5-1
Island Interconnected System Capability vs. Load Forecast
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6.0 Near-Term Resource Options

This section presents a summary of identified near-term generation expansion options.

It represents Hydro's current portfolio of alternatives that may be considered to fulfill future

generation expansion requirements. Included is a brief project description as well as discussion

surrounding project schedules; the basis for capital cost estimates; issues of bringing an

alternative into service; and other issues related to generation expansion analysis.
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6.1 Island Pond

12

Island Pond is a proposed 36 MW hydroelectric project located on the North Salmon

River, within the watershed of the existing Bay d'Espoir development. The project would

utilize approximately 25 metres of net head between the existing Meelpaeg Reservoir and

Crooked Lake to produce an annual firm and average energy capability of 172 GWh and

186 GWh, respectively.

The development would include the construction of a three kilometre diversion

canal between Meelpaeg Reservoir and Island Pond, which would raise the water level in

Island Pond to that of the Meelpaeg Reservoir. Also, approximately 3.4 kilometres of

channel improvements would be constructed in the area. At the south end of Island Pond, a

750 metre long forebay would pass water to the 23 metre high earth dam, and then onto

the intake and powerhouse finally discharging it into Crooked Lake via a 550 metre long

tailrace. The electricity would be produced by one 36 MW Kaplan turbine and generator

assembly.

The facility would be connected to TL263, a nearby 230 kV transmission line

connecting the Granite Canal Generating Station with the Upper Salmon Generating Station.

Schedule and Cost Estimate Basis

To ensure that Hydro is in a position to properly evaluate Island Pond, an outside

consultant was commissioned to prepare a final-feasibility level study and estimate. The

final report, Studies for Island Pond Hydroelectric Project, was presented to Hydro in

December 2006. The report prepared a construction ready update report including an

updated capital cost estimate and construction schedule. In the absence of any further work

beyond what was identified, the overall schedule is estimated to be approximately 42

months from the project release date to the in-service date.
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6.2 Portland Creek

Portland Creek is a proposed 23 MW hydroelectric project located on Main Port

Brook, near Daniel's Harbour, on the Northern Peninsula. The project would utilize

approximately 395 metres of net head between the head pond and outlet of Main Port

Brook to produce an annual firm and average energy capability of 99 GWh and 142 GWh,

respectively.

The project would require: a 320 metre long diversion canal; three concrete dams; a

2,900 metre penstock; a 27 kilometre 66 kV transmission line from the project site to

Peter's Barren Terminal Station; and the construction of access roads. The electricity would

be produced by two 11.5 MW Pelton turbine and generator assemblies.

Schedule and Cost Estimate Basis

The current schedule and capita' cost estimate for Portland Creek is based on a

January 2007 feasibility study, Feasibility Study for: Portland Creek Hydroelectric Project,

prepared for Hydro by outside consultants. The proposed construction schedule indicates a

construction period of 32 months from the project release date to the in-service date. The

main activities that dictate the schedule are the construction of access roads and the

procurement of the turbine and generator units.

6.3 Round Pond

Round Pond is a proposed 18 MW hydroelectric project located within the

watershed of the existing Bay d'Espoir development. The project would utilize the available

net head between the existing Godaleich Pond and Long Pond Reservoir to produce an

annual firm and average energy capability of 108 GWh and 139 GWh, respectively.
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Schedule and Cost Estimate Basis

The current schedule and capital cost estimate for Round Pond is based on the 1988

feasibility study, Round Pond Hydroelectric Development, prepared for Hydro by outside

consultants, and the associated 1989 Summary Report based on the same. In the absence of

any further work beyond what was identified in this study, the overall program for the

Round Pond development is estimated to be completed in 33 months, including detailed

engineering design. The period for site works includes two winter seasons during which

construction activities can be expected to be curtailed. Work on transmission line,

telecontrol and terminal equipment would be incorporated in this schedule.

6.4 Wind Generation Projects

The Island of Newfoundland has a world-class wind resource with many sites

exhibiting excellent potential for wind-power development. Despite this, there are a

number of operational constraints that limit the amount of additional non-dispatchable

generation that can be accepted into the System. In January 2007, Hydro signed its first

power purchase agreement (PPA) for 27 MW of wind power located at St. Lawrence and in

December 2007 it signed a second PPA for another 27 MW of wind power located at

Fermeuse. Both of these projects are currently generating power into the Island grid.

Pending further review and eventual operating experience and with the loss of the load

associated with the shutdown of the Grand Falls Pulp and Paper Mill in late 2008, it was

decided to postpone a RFP for a third wind farm, as the potential for spill, due to the

additional non-dispatchable generation, makes the project economically unattractive (see

Section 9.1 Intermittent and Non-Dispatchable Resources).

Any future wind farm would potentially consist of a number of interconnected wind

turbines, each ranging in size from 1.8 to 3.0 MW (or larger, as the technology becomes
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available), tied to a single delivery point on the System's transmission network. For

example, a nominal 25 MW wind farm could consist of eight turbines and, depending on the

location's wind resource, produce an estimated annual firm and average energy capability

of approximately 70 and 110 GWh, respectively.

Hydro would not develop wind-based projects strictly to address capacity deficits

due to the inability to selectively dispatch turbines during periods of high demand.

However, these projects do carry some inherent capacity value based on their positive

influence on the LOLH calculation and could possibly defer the need for other new

generation sources.

Schedule and Cost Estimate Basis

Wind projects typically require at least six to eight months of site-specific

environmental monitoring to adequately define the resource. Project development,

environmental review and feasibility studies for attractive sites are typically initiated

concurrent with the resource study and are finalized shortly after completing the resource

assessment. The final design and construction for a wind farm could be completed over an

additional 12 to 18 months. The overall project schedule is approximately 30 months from

the project release date to the in-service date. Additional time may be required, depending

on market conditions, to secure turbine delivery.

6.5 Combined Cycle Plant

The combined cycle facility, also known as a combined-cycle combustion turbine

(CCCT) facility, consists of a combustion turbine fired on light oil (in the absence of natural

gas), a heat recovery steam generator, and a steam turbine generator.
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Two alternative sites are being considered and estimates have been prepared based

on two different power ratings at each site. One alternative calls for a proposed combined-

cycle plant to be located at the existing HTGS to take advantage of the operational and

capital cost savings associated with sharing existing facilities. The other alternative is to

develop a greenfield site at a location that has yet to be determined. The greenfield

alternative may be preferred due to environmental constraints that may be placed on any

new developments at Holyrood and reduce the risk of loss of multiple generation sources in

the event of major events.

In either alternative, the power ratings being considered are either a 125 MW or a

170 MW (net) CCCI facility. The annual firm energy capability is estimated at 986 GWh for

the 125 MW option and 1,340 GWh for the 170 MW option.

Schedule and Cost Estimate Basis

It is expected that a combined-cycle plant would require an Environmental Preview

Report (EPR) with the guidelines for its preparation similar to the 1997 review of the

proposed Holyrood Combined Cycle Plant. The overall project schedule is estimated to be at

least 36 months from the project release date to the in-service date.

The capital cost estimate for each power rating of the Holyrood Combined Cycle

Plant is based on the Combined Cycle Plant Study Update, Supplementary Report which was

completed in 2001, with a review by Hydro's Mechanical Engineering Department in 2009

and updated to 2010.

6.6 Holyrood Thermal Generating Station Unit IV

HTGS Unit IV is a 142.5 MW (net) conventional steam unit fired on heavy oil and is

based on similar technology as the three existing HTGS units. The unit would be located at
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the HTGS adjacent to the existing units. The annual firm energy capability is estimated at

936 GWh.

Schedule and Cost Estimate Basis

It is expected that the HTGS Unit IV project would require, at a minimum, an EPR

with the guidelines for its preparation similar to that of a 1997 review of the proposed

17

project. The overall project schedule is estimated to be approximately 51 months from the

project release date to the in-service date.

Sensitivity analysis has demonstrated that the capital cost of the proposed HTGS

Unit IV project would have to drop considerably compared with the combined-cycle option

given that environmental mitigation requirements, which would be required for this facility,

will increase the cost of such a facility. As well, GHG emission rates for conventional steam

units exceed those for combined-cycle plants, further adding to the cost. It is highly unlikely

that this option would be competitive with a combined-cycle option. Therefore, Hydro will

continue to include the proposed HTGS Unit IV project in its portfolio of alternatives but the

cost estimate should be updated, in detail, when the appropriate sensitivity analysis

identifies the project as a potential near-term addition.

6.7 Combustion Turbine Units

These nominal 50 MW (net), simple-cycle combustion turbines (CT) would be

located either adjacent to similar existing units at Hydro's Hardwoods and Stephenville

Terminal Stations, at the Holyrood site or at greenfield locations. They are fired on light oil

and due to their modest efficiency relative to a CCCI plant, they are primarily deployed for

peaking and voltage support functions but, if required, can be utilized provide an annual

firm energy capability of 394 GWh each.
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Schedule and Cost Estimate Basis

18

It is anticipated an EPR would be required for each proposed CT project. The overall

project schedule is estimated to be at least 36 months from the project release date to the

in-service date.

The capital cost estimate for these units was reviewed in 2009, by Hydro's

Mechanical Engineering Department and updated in 2010. Approximately 90 percent of the

direct cost is for the gas turbine package and due to recent fluctuations in demand for gas

turbines; prices remain volatile. Hydro should continue to monitor turbine prices to

determine when a further in-depth review of the capital cost estimates becomes necessary.

6.8 High Voltage Direct Current (HVdc) Link

As part of the potential development of the lower Churchill River (Lower Churchill

Project), a HVdc link would be constructed to the Island to replace power and energy

required from the HTGS and to help meet the future energy requirements of the Island. The

schedule and capital cost estimate for this project is currently under development.

7.0 Preliminary Generation Expansion Analysis

To provide an indication of the timing and scale of future resource additions required

over the load forecast horizon, Hydro uses Ventyx Strategist® software to analyse and plan the

generation requirements of the System for a given load forecast. Strategist® is an integrated,

strategic planning computer model that performs, amongst other functions, generation system

reliability analysis, projection of costs simulation and generation expansion planning analysis.
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The expansion scenarios presented are considered preliminary and they have not been

submitted for approval by the Board. In the Province's Energy Plan, Hydro has been directed to

pursue one of two options for dealing with environmental concerns related to the HTGS. The

first option is based on replacing the HTGS with energy from the Lower Churchill River

development via a HVdc link to the Island. The second option is based on an isolated System

and is similar to present day operations but the HTGS environmental concerns of sulphur

dioxide (SO2) and particulate emissions will be addressed via the addition of scrubbers and

electrostatic precipitators. The scrubbers and electrostatic precipitators will not address

greenhouse gas issues. These two options have been named for the purposes of this report as

the HVdc link scenario and the Isolated Island scenario.

These expansion plan scenarios represent Hydro's preferred path, utilizing resources

from the identified portfolio.

The generation expansion analysis uses an 8.00 percent discount rate with all costs

modeled in current (as spent) Canadian dollars, and the results discounted to the base year of

2010.

Based on the study assumptions outlined previously, the least-cost5 generation

expansion plan, under the two scenarios, is shown below in Table 7-1 and graphically in Figures

7-1 and 7-2.

For Hydro, the term least-cost refers to the lowest Cumulative Present Worth (CPW) of all capital and operating
costs associated with a particular incremental supply source (or portfolio of resources) over its useful economic
life, versus competing alternatives or portfolios. CPW concerns itself only with the expenditure side of the financial
equation. The lower the CPW, the lower the revenue requirement for the utility and hence, the lower the
electricity rates will be. By contrast, the term Net Present Value (NPV) typically refers to a present value taking into
account both the expenditure and revenue side of the financial equation, where capital and operating
expenditures are negative and revenue is positive. The alternative with the higher NPV has the greater return for
the investor.
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7.1 High-Voltage Direct Current Link Scenario

Under the HVdc link scenario, a 50 MW CT would be planned for 2014. Dependant on

environmental assessment approvals, the current schedule could see Lower Churchill Project

commissioning and operations in the 2015-2016 timeframe and this would provide Hydro's

system capability requirements well beyond the horizon of this expansion analysis. As well, the

existing 50 MW CT5 at Hardwoods and Stephenville would be retired in 2022 and 2024,

respectively.

7.2 Isolated Island Scenario

Under the Isolated Island scenario, the third wind project would be planned for 2014, in

the same time frame the additional load from the Vale Inco NL facility is forecast to come on to

the grid, enabling the grid to absorb more non-dispatchable generation. Wind is considered due

to the benefits of fuel displacement and emissions reductions at the HTGS. The final decision on

whether or not to proceed with a wind project witi require further analysis to determine the

optimal timing, and size of a potential project.

The next supply options in the least-cost generation expansion scenario are the

indigenous hydroelectric plants of Island Pond in 2015, Portland Creek in 2018, and Round Pond

in 2020 followed by a 170 MW CCCI plant in 2022 and 50 MW CTs in 2024 and 2027. The CCCT

plant is indicative of the most economic thermal plant for supplying base load, which the Island

would require in the long-term for firm capability as an isolated system.

For the Isolated Island scenario, further additions of thermal-electric plants can be

expected post 2029. Many of Hydro's assets are nearing their expected end-of-life and it is

important to point out that under both expansion plans, the 54 MW combustion turbines

located at Hardwoods and Stephenville are scheduled to retire during the study period.
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While the expansion plans are indicative of the scale of future requirements, any final

decision on resource additions will be made at an appropriate time in the future following a full

review and allowing time for proper implementation. These, and other issues, are discussed

further in the following section.
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Table 7-1

2010 Generation Expansion Plans (Preliminary)

Year

HVdc Link Scenario
Hydro's Alternatives

(Capacity/Firm Capability)

Isolated Island Scenario
Hydros Alternatives

(Capacity/Firm Capability)

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014 CT (50 MW/394.2 GWh) Wind Farm (25 MW/77 GWh)

2015 Island Pond (36MW/172 GWh)

2016 HVdc link (800 MW)

2017

2018 Portland Creek (23 MW/99 GWh)

2019

2020 Round Pond (18 MW/108 GWh)

2021

2022
________

Hardwoods CT retired
CCCT (170 MW/1,340 GWh)

Hardwoods CT retired

2023
___________________________

2024
_________

Stephenville CT Retired
____________________________

CT (50 MW/394.2 GWh)
Stephenville CT Retired

2025

2026

2027 CT (50 MW/394.2 GWh)

2028

2029
Note: The HVdc link expansion plan satisfies Hydro's generation planning criteria well beyond
the 2029 planning horizon. However, the Isolated Island expansion plan will require further
additions as HTGS units are retired beginning in 2033 (estimated).
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Figure 7-1
Preliminary HVDC Link Expansion Plan vs. Load Forecast
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Figure 7-2
Preliminary Isolated Island Expansion Plan vs. Load Forecast
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8.0 Timing of Next Decision

8.1 Request for Proposals

In addition to those resources included in Hydro's own portfolio of near term

alternatives, any number of alternatives may be brought forward under a RFP. As with the

1997 RFP, alternatives submitted under a general RFP can range from various forms of

conventional technologies to alternate technologies such as wind power.

In addition to the time required to bring a project through the normal environmental

24

and construction schedules, additional lead time is required to implement an RFP process.

Based on Hydro's 1997 experience, the minimum amount of time required to issue and

evaluate proposals through an RFP process is approximately seven months. This was

accomplished only through having a high priority placed on the process by the Leadership

Team, the commitment of key personnel from various departments and the assistance of

consultants. Due to the urgency to have a final report on generation expansion alternatives

ready by mid-June 1997, the RFP, issued in mid-January, gave proponents only approximately

three months to submit proposals. Many proponents expressed concern about the short time

allotted to prepare proposals and it was evident that if more time had been provided, there

may have been more submissions. Ideally, the RFP process requires approximately 15 months

to complete, as was the case for Hydro's first RFP for small hydro non-utility generators in 1992.

An RFP process with a 12 month schedule from issue through to completion of the project

evaluations is a reasonable compromise between the accelerated schedule of the 1997 RFP and

the much longer 1992 RFP schedule.
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8.2 Newfoundland and Labrador Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities

Prior to 1996, Hydro was not required to seek approval from the Board for its capital

program. However, with the 1996 amendments to the Hydro Corporation Act, Hydro, in the

absence of a Government of Newfoundland and Labrador exemption, must seek Board

approval before committing to acquire a new generation project. Given that this process has

yet to be tried, approval is estimated to take as long as six months depending on the level of

interest shown and the number of interveners requesting standing at the hearings. Based on

the level of interest shown at recent Board hearings and as expressed in the 1997 RFP, it is

expected that there would be significant interest in a hearing for a new generation source.

Assuming an additional 25 MW wind project is brought in-service by 2014, for fuel

25

displacement at Holyrood, additional generation will be required by the fall of 2015. Based on

the requirement for additional generation by the fall of 2015 under an Isolated Island scenario,

the following bar chart illustrates the lead times, including that required for a Board review, for

each of the near term alternatives to achieve in-service by that time.

Figure 8-1 - Project Lead Times

Hardwoods Gas Turbine

Stephenville Gas Turbine

Holyrood Combined Cycle

Island Pond

Wind Farm including RFP

Island Pond including RFP

ll RFP I Board Review i Project Envir., Design & Const.

6
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The addition of an RFP process necessitates a decision to proceed in late 2010 to meet an

in-service date of fall 2015. This is due to the need to complete the RFP evaluation and

subsequent Board review and have a final decision by spring 2012 to protect the in-service date

for the Island Pond alternative, which has been identified as the preferred next source of

generation from Hydro's portfolio.

9.0 Other Issues

9.1 Intermittent and Non-Dispatchable Resources

Based on the Island's existing plus committed generating capacity, approximately

397 MW, or 20 percent of net capacity can be characterized as non-dispatchable generation

(see Table 3-1). While energy production from these resources is predictable over the long

term, the generation may not be available when needed. The concern with this type of

generation comes on two fronts; first in the availability of the generation to meet higher loads;

and second on occasions of light load when the non-dispatchable capacity can no longer be

absorbed into the system without adverse technical and economic impacts.

From a generation planning point of view, when assessing the adequacy of system

resources to meet peak demands, the characteristics of non-dispatchable generation are

incorporated into the unit models. Therefore, on a go-forward basis, new non-dispatchable

resources are appropriately evaluated in generation capacity planning analyses.

However, long-term generation planning may not necessarily capture the short-term

operational constraints of intermittent and non-dispatchable resources, particularly those

related to the ability of the system to absorb the capacity under light load periods. As more

and more intermittent and non-dispatchable capacity is added to the system, there comes a

point at which the ability to maintain stability and acceptable voltages throughout the system
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may be compromised. As well, there is an increased risk of spilling during high inflow periods as

hydraulic production is reduced to accept non-dispatchable production.

In advance of any future RFP that would likely feature non-dispatchable resources such

as small hydro and wind energy, it is necessary to determine what limitations on non-

dispatchable resources are appropriate. While this has been studied a number of times,

changes in available generation and load, such as the Grand Falls paper mill ceasing operations,

necessitates a revisting of the analysis. In this light it is recommended that System Planning, in

cooperation with Generation Operations, continue to conduct studies to identify the amount of

non-dispatchable capacity that may be added without adversely affecting the operation of the

system. Changes in these areas may affect proposals in an RFP process in the context of the

type of proposal and price.

9.2 Environmental Considerations

Known environmental costs, such as environmental mitigation and monitoring measures

that may be identified under the Environmental Assessment Act, and the current Provincial

Government 25,000 tonnes per year limitation on 502 emissions from the HTGS, have

traditionally been included in generation planning studies. In 2007, the Provincial Energy Plan

communicated that Hydro would deal with environmental emissions concerns at the HTGS

either by pursuing the development of the lower Churchill River and a HVdc link to the Island,

or install capital intensive environmental mitigation technologies in the form of scrubbers and

electrostatic precipitators to control emissions at the HTGS.

In 2006, Hydro began burning one percent sulphur No. 6 fuel oil for the HTGS. While

there can be additional purchase costs for one percent sulphur over two percent sulphur fuel

oil, this improvement in fuel grade has reduced 502 and other emissions by about 50 percent.

In 2009, Hydro further switched to 0.7 percent sulphur fuel, which may reduce SO2 and other

emissions by a further 30 percent.
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There remains considerable potential for other Government-led environmental

initiatives (such as the Clean Air Act, cap-and-trade systems, carbon taxes, etc.) that can impact

utility decision-making. While it is impossible to predict the exact nature of future emissions

controls or other environmental programs, and their resulting costs, it is necessary to be aware

of the issue.

The most prominent environmental issue currently under consideration is greenhouse

gases and their impact on global warming. Carbon dioxide (C02) is the primary greenhouse gas

of concern and Hydro's Holyrood Plant emits an average of approximately 866,000 tonnes per

year6 of CO2. In the absence of a transmission link from Labrador to the Island, the long-term

incremental energy supply for the Island is very likely to be thermal-based and thus this issue

could have a significant impact on production costing and future generation planning decisions.

It is pertinent to note that the addition of scrubbers and precipitators to the Holyrood Plant will

not reduce CO2 emissions.

For example, under a cap-and-trade system, the amount of effluent, such as CO2. Hydro

could be permitted to emit could potentially be capped by a regulator at a certain level. To

exceed this level, credits could perhaps be purchased from a market-based system at a price set

by the market. Conversely, surplus credits for effluent not emitted under the cap level might be

traded on the market to generate revenue. This type of system could have significant impacts

on Hydro's production costing and the cost of electricity, especially under the Isolated Island

scenario.

Other emissions that may come under further regulation include nitrogen oxides (NOr)

and particulate.

Hydro maintains a base of knowledge to be able to provide a qualitative level of analysis

on the potential consequences of environmental initiatives such as this on resource decisions.

As well, Hydro is closely monitoring national and international activity in this area.

6 Based on the 5-year average of 866,158 tonnes per year of CO2 from 2005 through 2009.
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9.3 Holyrood Thermal Generating Station End-of-Life

Units 1 and 2 of the HTGS were commissioned in 1971 and Unit 3 was commissioned in 1979.

Under an Isolated Island future, the energy these units will be required to produce will be

approaching their firm capability. Under a HVdc link future, these units will be required, as a

minimum, to function as synchronous condensers to provide System voltage support as well as

to provide a backup supply for some period after the HVdc link comes in-service. Due to the age

of these assets, significant capital investments may be required to ensure that they are capable

of operating reliably until their anticipated end of life. Typically, as thermal plants age they are

derated to account for their decreasing reliability caused by increasing failure rates of aging

components. Under an Isolated Island scenario, Hydro cannot derate these units without

adding additional generation sources. Hydro must determine what is required for the HTGS to

function until its anticipated end of life under both expansion scenarios and to facilitate this,

the Board has approved a Condition Assessment of the facility, which is currently being carried

out.

9.4 Energy Conservation

The takeCHARGE residential rebate programs for insulation, thermostats and ENERGY STAR®

windows have had increasing uptake since their launch and are now in the market for a full

year. Work is now underway to explore expanded technologies for additional rebate programs.

The Commercial Lighting program was launched in 2009 and discussions continue with the

Province and other key players in the commercial lighting market to ensure participation in the

program and identification of opportunities for inclusion of high efficiency lighting in their

purchase specifications. The Industrial Energy Efficiency program will be launched in 2010. In
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addition to the rebate programs, work continues on outreach and awareness efforts with

customers, retailers and builders to ensure participation in the programs.

As well in 2009 Hydro partnered with the Provincial Department of Natural Resources to deliver

a community based energy efficiency program in two Coastal Labrador communities. This

project was a pilot to explore the impact of community based interventions on energy

efficiency. It was very successful, providing efficiency tools, local job opportunities and

promotions and awareness to increase the knowledge base and assist residents in taking

immediate action on efficiency.

10.0 Conclusion

Based on an examination of the System's existing plus committed capability, in light of

the 2010 PLF and the generation planning criteria, the Island system can expect capacity deficits

starting in 2015 under both the HVdc link and Isolated Island scenarios but no energy deficits

until post-2019.

Due to the direction given to Hydro under the Provincial Government's Energy Plan, two

generation expansion plans are to be maintained until a sanction decision on the Lower

Churchill Project can be reached. These two expansion plans differ based on the inclusion of a

HVdc link as an available alternative to meet the System's energy requirements. The decision

for sanctioning for the Lower Churchill Project is scheduled for 2010 and at that time, the

expansion scenario that Hydro will ultimately pursue will be known. Until that time, it would be

desirable to avoid committing to one generation expansion plan over another; however, Hydro

must be prepared to react to protect the reliability of energy supply for the Provincial market. If

a revised forecast indicates that a decision is required prior to the Lower Churchill Project

sanctioning, a detailed study on how best to proceed will have to be prepared to ensure that

the most appropriate decision can be undertaken in an orderly process.
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In order to meet the deficits noted in 2015, Hydro has identified two possible sources.

The preferred source depends whether or not the Lower Churchill Project and the HVdc link are

sanctioned. Assuming that the Project and link are sanctioned, a 50 MW CT will be required in

2014, and then the HVdc link will meet the capacity and energy requirements of the Island for

many years to come. However, if the Project and link are not sanctioned, Hydro will likely

require the construction of the 36 MW Island Pond hydroelectric plant to meet its capacity

requirements, as well as a third wind farm. It is likely that the remaining hydroelectric facilities

of Portland Creek and Round Pond would also be constructed for their capacity and energy

benefits along with their economic and environmental benefits associated with the

displacement of fuel required to produce energy at the HIGS. In order to protect the in-service

date for the Island Pond alternative, which has been identified as the preferred next source of

generation from Hydro's portfolio, the addition of a RFP process for other supplies necessitates

a decision to proceed in late 2010 to meet an in-service date of fall 2015. This is due to the

need to complete the RFP evaluation and subsequent Board review and have a final decision by

spring 2012.

The impact of energy conservation measures resulting from the Five-Year Energy

Conservation Plan will need to be evaluated to determine what, if any impact, it has on the

decision for the next source. At this time, it is expected that the principal benefits will be the

economic and environmental benefits of the reduced reliance on HTGS produced electricity and

that the timing for the next decision will be unaffected.

From a system planning point of view, the key issues for Hydro to deal with in the near

term are:

• HVdc Transmission Link - Hydro must be prepared for events that may delay the proposed

Lower Churchill Project or if the project is not sanctioned;

• HIGS End-of-Life - Hydro must determine what is required to ensure the HTGS can be

operated reliably under both a HVdc link future and an Isolated Island future. For the latter

case, other future generation sources should be considered;
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. Government Emissions Reductions Initiatives - Hydro must remain vigilant in considering

the impact that Government emissions reductions initiatives could have on production

costing and future generation planning studies;

32

. Environmental impact considerations - Hydro must begin to consider the potential impact

of delays in project scheduling for all new generation sources due to increased

environmental assessments in the form of Environmental Impact Studies;

Fue' displacement - Hydro must continue to pursue and develop projects and incorporate

energy conservation activities that are technically and economically feasible to displace fuel

at theHTGS;

• Industrial expansion and contraction - Hydro must continue to assess, as updated

information is provided, the impacts of industrial activity both positive and negative on the

System's capacity and firm energy balance;

• Resource Inventory - Hydro must ensure that it maintains a current inventory of resource

options with sufficient study as to provide confidence in overall project concept, costs and

schedules.
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Table A-i
2010 Island Planning Load Forecast

Vear

Maximum
Demand

[MW]

Firm
Energy
(GWh]

2010 1,519 7,585

2011 1,538 7,709

2012 1,571 7,849

2013 1,601 8,211

2014 1,666 8,485

2015 1,683 8,606

2016 1,695 8,623

2017 1,704 8,663

2018 1,714 8,732

2019 1,729 8,803

2020 1,744 8,869

2021 1,757 8,965

2022 1,776 9,062

2023 1,794 9,169

2024 1,813 9,232

2025 1,827 9,290

2026 1,840 9,372

2027 1,856 9,461

2028 1,872 9,543

2029 1,888 9,623
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